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able on LP? Would you tell them about
recent, real improvements in the CD forINTERESTED IN $300,000 STEREOS."
mat? Would you tell them about the
resurgence of high-quality hi-fi in kit
Clunky writing, sure. But at least it gave
some idea of what the next 2000 words
form? Would you tell them that Western
were about, and spared the pain of having
Electric, acompany that even my mother
to read further.
has heard of, is back in the business of
Had they soldiered on, readers of the
making tubes? And would you tell them
July 9th edition of the New York Times
how exciting arecord like Blonde on Blonde
could have picked from alineup of the
or Mingus Ah Urn or the Herbert Howells
usual suspects. There was the litany of Requiem can be on agood hi-fi?
examples of stupid-high prices. (Tube
Since I don't have access to the
amplifiers at $34,000/pair! An electroreporter's notes, Ican't damn the quotees
static speaker system for $70,000!) There
completely — it's possible that some
was the we're-dying-out-here quote from
redcemingly sensible observations are
amember of the industry (Magnepan's
scattered across the cutting-room floor.
Wendell Diller). And there was the we'llBut based on the published piece, there's
survive-if-we-embrace-home-theater
only one reasonable conclusion: If you
quote from another member of the induswere among the industry denizens questry (Jon Herron of Madrigal Audio
tioned by the limes, the answer is "None
Laboratories).
of the Above."
Some software company makes atemNo. You'd tell them about $45,000
plate for writing these articles, don't they?
turntables and $125,000 speakers, because
I've seen home audio written about in a you think that will impress them. You'd
number of places over the years, and the
tell them that an entry-level music system
results are always the same: Rather than
costs $10,000, and that $1500 of that is for
promote itself, our industry parodies itself.
wire. You'd tell them that listening to
You and Iare among the converted, of music is for only ahandful of old diehards. You'd tell them how supremely
course. So let's step aside and put ourselves
important it is for asystem to create a
in the place of the reader who doesn't
know anything about hi-fi: What would
three-dimensional soundstage. And you
the average American learn from the
won't waste asingle breath telling anyone
limes article?
about the pleasures of music.
•Most people who sell high-end audio are
That's right: over 2000 words about
arrogant, classist fools, and to them anyone
"high-end" audio, and not once is apiece of
who can't buy their wares lives in atrailer
music mentioned. Hey, fells: nice going.
park and blows his nose on his shirt (or
I'm no longer surprised by the foolishone of his 14 children's shirts).
ness of the so-called High End. But Iam
•
Joe Sixpack and Jill Boxed White Wine
outraged by the behavior of those makeare stuck with cheap minisystems and
believe music lovers who've grown very,
portables because the good stuff is too
very fat off this industry. And to hear the
expensive — over $10,000 for aCD-only
same Ferrari owners turn up the volume
"beginner's system," the article says.
on their "woe-is-uh-me-bop" prognosti•Listening to music for the sake of listencations every year nauseates me.
ing to music is dead.
How can we do better?
Well, the way it works in most other
•The rich guys who were into hi-fi last
year are into something else this year.
fields is that the smart manufacturers and.
And, ultimately,
retailers and press all get together and form
•This isn't ahobby, it's afetish —an obsesan industry association. Everyone kicks in
sion — practiced by rich fruitcakes who
some money, and the association uses it to
don't really know much about music, so
promote said industry to the public.
instead they have to blather about tweakNice idea. How about applying it to hi-fi?
ing and phasing and "soundstages."
Actually, we've got one already. It used
Sad, isn't it? It's like, "Okay, boys, here's
to be called The Academy for the
your big chance to talk to the real media.
Advancement of High End Audio. Now
What do you want to say to the folks at
it's called The Academy Advancing High
home?"
Performance Audio and Video.
Well, what would you, as one of this
Here's the setup: You're the Lifestyles
magazine's readers, tell them? Would you
Editor for some newspaper, and you're
tell them about the music that's still availgathering contacts for an article about hitwas the subhead that caught my eye:

"TODAY'S SUPER-RICH JUST DON'T SEEM
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fi. You call some big audio salon and ask if
there's atrade organization you can talk
to. The guy who answers the phone says,
"Yeah — it's called The Academy ... "But
he doesn't get any further than that, 'cause
you're already laughing your ass off.
Hey, folks, someone's gotta say it: Ihave
no idea who came up with the name "The
Academy," but Iimagine that that absurd,
girlishly pretentious moniker has itself
kept more people away from our field
than it's attracted.
But ignoring even that, let's ask aquestion about our industry trade group: What
does AAHPAV do every year with the
money they get from their members?
Two things, basically:
•AAHPAV sponsors an annual awards
banquet, so all those manufacturers who
are clinging desperately to life can dress up
in their tuxedos and gowns and honor
each other for making the "best" highpriced gear and audiophile recordings; and,
•Afew months after every CES, AAHPAV
sponsors the "Academy Trade Days" — a
portion of Stereophik's annual HI-FI Show
to which the public is not invited.
Useful? The expression "like ascreen
door on asubmarine" comes to mind.
Hi-fi needs a muscular trade organization to promote our goods and services
to the public. We can no longer afford to
sit back and watch our industry fade into
obscurity while the people who should be
promoting us are busy celebrating abloated little status quo: the manufacturers,
retailers, and magazines whose idea of
strategy is to simply raise prices and product weights every year under the guise of
"pushing the envelope."
Hi-fi is changing. More and more each
day, people are coming to see the old
"high-end" paradigm as irrelevant and
silly. And some dealers, manufacturers,
and magazines are reaching out to people
of average means who simply love music
and would respond well to afield that's
dedicated to helping them enjoy it.
AAHPAV, you have some talented people at your disposal: If you can put your
time and resources into promoting our
industry to the American public, we
would love your help. If you can't, or
won't, then please get out of the way. la

Art Dudley, the author of this guest editorial, is editor
and publisher of the quarterly magazine Listener. A subscription to Listener costs $19.40/year (Lennon, of
course). Tel.: (607) 433-0808.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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Letters
Grade
included, to see.
Editor:
Congratulations! You guys are among
Every month Iwould like to say "thank
the first to get this legendary band and
you" for Stereophile.
Luciano 'Tin& their music. You've just created 500
Turin, Bab, new fans with one articulate, well
haweto@galactica.it thought-out, well-received article.
Thanks again!
Jim Brown
Sensitive
BROWNJ1@aol.com
Editor:
Would you please explain, in layman's
Past &future
terms, both what aloudspeaker's sensi- Editor:
tivity rating means, and what it means
Over the past three years or so of my
to me as alistener?
M Fergueson
subscription to Stereophile, Ihave noticed
Anchorage AK with growing concern the ever-increasguitarman@customcpu.com
ing emphasis on, and space devoted to,
the past of music reproduction: tubes
See the first part of my "Measuring Loud- and turntables. Do you really think that
speakers" article in this issue
—JA
this is the future of music reproduction?
PR. Cumpston
Plus & minus
Cottonwood, AZ
Editor:
cumpston@cybertrails.com
First, Stereophilès equipment reviews are
the best, the very best. They are the most Tune in or tune out?
valuable and exact guide available today.
Editor:
Second, why do you bother to pub- Tune in or tune out. Iknew Iwould
lish reviews of recordings? You have too
have to make achoice regarding Michael
little space available — in the last issue
Fremer's entertaining, infuriating, and
you could review just seven new classicandid "Analog Corner" column.
cal CD issues.
J. Seabrook
Thankfully, Ituned in. Ihave awellLockport, IL
received CD front-end, replete with ZSystems RDQ-1 digital equalizer, and it
Brilliant
makes nice sounds, especially when
Editor:
dealing with pop music or, really, any
Many thanks for John Swenson's brilCD recorded before 1989. Indeed, I
liant review in the August Stereophile cannot blame my CD playback equip(p.169). Dose, the newest album from
ment (MSRP of five digits), and it
power trio Gov't. Mule, is surely an outserves me well for the +1000 CDs I
standing release. They are by far the
own.' But Iwas listening to Art Blakey
most talented and cohesive band on the
and the Jazz Messengers today on vinyl,
planet today, and it was most gratifying
to see that Swenson concurs.
1Apt Chinese saying: Ride amule while searching for
Viva la Mule
Gary Nagle ahorse.
Parsippany, NJ
Wonwayout@aol.com
Letters to the Editor should be sent
The E-Mulets
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
Editor:
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Hey now, just wanted to say thanks for
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail: John
the great Dose review in the August
Atkinson, jatkinson@stereophile.
issue. There are 500 of us on an e-mail
corn or Letters@stereophile.com .
network who support, follow, and tape
Unless marked otherwise, all letters
the Mule. We are supported by their
are assumed to be for possible pubmanagement organization and the
lication. If you have problems with
band. One of our e-Mulers saw John
your subscription, call (800) 666Swenson's article and reposted it to the
3746 or visit www.stereophile.com
list for everyone, band and management
Stereophile, November 1998

and have to admit that the record feels
so much better.
Music is not about sound alone. It is
about emotion, drama, excitement. My
brain tells me that engineers have corne
along way. My heart reminds me that
we have along way to go.
Thanks, Michael, for continuing to
extol the virtues of vinyl in the face of
the digital leviathan that is swallowing
up our art and spitting out code.
Chiu
amgc3 6@thegrid
met
Great music
Editor:
A good CD is one you can't stop listening to. It strikes a bone, it strikes a
chord, it rattles and yet feeds your soul.
What if it motivates? It drives you to
look at the world differently. What if it
pushes you to change and redefine who
you are?
Is this agreat record? Yes, yes, yes.
Will you have the courage to tell your
friends? Or is it so personal that you're
afraid to?
For someone who loves music the
answer is to share. Yes, yes, yes.
Review, then, Jimmy's Chicken Shack.
No, it's not Brahms or Mozart. Instead,
it's the pulse of amodern society — a
piece of our history that maybe us thirtysomethings understand. While we
wish at the same time we still lived.
John Hogberg
Bolingbrook, IL
Greater music
Editor:
Are we on the same planet, or do Ihave
brain damage?
Ithought that the reason the audio
arts were the most significant new art
form of modern civilization is because
they permitted us to create an entirely
new relationship to music — one that is
denied us in alive concert. The function
of agreat audio system is not the reproduction of alive music event in our living room, because that is the expectation of an existential pauper. The existential breakthrough made possible by
the audio arts is ... our home is the only
place where we can commingle the
ecstasy of music with the ecstasy of
9

1(e
t authority music demands.
The MF-2250 and MF-2440 stereo amplifiers and
MF-5600 five- cha

el amplifier are designed

to achieve a higher

tandard of musical authority.

Incorporating innov

ve circuits built with

quality parts, thes

plifiers deliver a natural

musicality that•

sounds right.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax VA 22031•phone 703-698-8581• Fax 703-560-5360

Letters
palate, eyes, nose, mind, and spirit. Only
the audio arts make this possible.
Iwill give aconcrete example (if you
will bail me out ofjail, JA):
While waiting in Row F, Seat 20 of
Lincoln Center for the concert to begin,
Iget amassage with hot coconut oil so
my body is properly "in tune" and most
receptive to the music. Ithen light my
French beeswax candles because Idon't
think music should be listened to with
electric lights. Now, sitting naked in my
seat, Itake out afine bottle of French
champagne, and Idip thin slivers of
mango into it and suck on them during
the opening passages. Then, as Ibegin
to surrender to the deep, rich journey of
the music, Ilight my Cohiba cigar so I
can accelerate my receptivity to the
melody. Iam now so moved by what I
have just heard that Istand up and
shout, "Maestro, that was so great —
could you just replay those last 10 bars
for me so Ican hear them again?" Soon,
not only can't Istop my foot stomping,
Ineed to get up and dance and conduct
the orchestra myself; so Ido what Ido
in my living room. By the end of the
third movement my girlfriend, who is
also sitting next to me naked, is so
aroused that she pounces on me, and by
some miracle of miracles we climax just
as the music climaxes.
Iwould like to suggest that what Iam
describing is an extremely common occurrence in the living rooms of Stereophile readers, and explains 1) the existential limitations of live concerts, and 2)
why audio technology is such asignificant new art form.
What other art form, from poetry to
sculpture — or what other technology,
from hair dryers to computers —
offers us this possibility of commingled pleasures?
Yet when Iexamine the exclamations
of the keepers of the audio brouhaha,
the presidents of trade associations, and
especially the management and directors of the Academy of High-End Audio
Self-Congratulation, Ican not discover
one clear, simple public statement about
the unique benefits — and again, Imean
the expanded possibilities for heart and
soul —made possible by our community of audio artisans.
Should we be doing abetter job at
communicating, to real humans beings,
the joyful physicality of expanded musical relatedness possible in their homes,
or should Ibe increasing the frequency
of my electric shock treatments?
Dr. Harvey "Gizmo» Rosenberg
Cuildmeister, The Triode Guild
drgizmo3 @earthlink.net
Stereophile, November 1998

See Art Dudley's related thoughts on this matter in this issue's 'As We See it."
—JA
The market for music
Editor:
Everybody wins if the market for good
music, well recorded and well reproduced, expands. It needs to be bigger;
and Stereophile can help.
When Itell my nonaudiophile colleagues (lawyers with six-figure incomes)
what some of this equipment costs, they
begin to doubt my rationality. Yet scattered throughout the pages of your magazine are reviews of non-budget-busting
equipment; and Stereophilds "Recommended Components" specifically identifies those that are good values.
Isuggest that you devote apart of
every issue to reviews of budget components. You decide what the price cap is
on each component, then review the
offerings at or below that point. From
time to time, you should also review
some of the stuff that people think of as
"hi-fi" from mass-market stores like
Circuit City and Best Buy. Then,
explain to people what the sonic differences are between that stuff, your "budget" components, and the "cost-noobject" components you also review.
This might attract more readers who
are interested in good sound but who
think that amagazine that appears to
focus on components that would make
up a$12,000 system is not for them.
Those readers would also understand
that astep up from mass-market stuff
does represent good value, and that
maybe someone who spends $30,000
for apair of speakers is not totally crazy.
R Bruce Beckner
brucebeckner@worldnetatt.net
It's the music (on MiniDisc)
Editor:
Iam writing in response to the recent
letters in Stereophile about MiniDisc. I
purchased both an MD car player and a
home recorder afew months back. The
fun and fine sound that I've had since
make me glad that Ihave stopped chasing the gear and got back to why Iam
so interested in this hobby. k's the music!
Iam able to put all my LP records from
my Linn LP12 onto asmall disc and
take the sound with me on the road
(where Ispend most of my time, earning aliving). Even my nonaudiophile
friends marvel at the sound of the MD
system when they hear it in the car. A
few even went and purchased the same
system for their autos and homes.
The total cost of both units together
runs about $583 at Circuit City, and it is

refreshing that regular Joes and Jills can
get decent sound and new technology
without having to refinance their
homes to do it.
Don't get me wrong: you gets what
you pays for, and the High End is astep
beyond the average. However, the bottom line is, it's the music that matters
most.
Tom Z.
Ziplin@aolcorn
Eclectic favorites
Editor:
Jonathan Scull is one of my favorite journalists. Am 1eclectic?
Joe Plaziak
tubeguy@ibm.net
Doctor's orders
Editor:
Jonathan Scull's new "Fine Tunes" column is just what the doctor ordered.
David Eide
Lockport, IL
deide@ngelaw.com
Stuffing boxes
Editor:
In regards to "Fine Tunes" in the
September '98 issue, Jonathan Scull
comment on building aquasi-Tube Trap
out of newspaper-filled boxes caught
my attention. Would this be an alternate
route to building bass traps?
As my listening room has astandingwave problem at about 50Hz, would J10 recommend balling up the newspaper and lightly stuffing the box, or
would he suggest leaving the newspapers folded and stacked tightly? His
input on this matter would be extremely helpful.
Steven C. Jones
stones@erols.com
As Steve suggests, this is indeed acheap and
fairly eective way to build your own bass traps.
Try three medium-size boxes stacked in each
rear corner behind the speakers. Stuff each box
with different amounts ofscrunched-up paper
to spread out the absorptive effect over awider
range offiequencies. We found that aheavier
stock paper in some ofthe boxes combined with
newsprint in the others was quite eective
Kathleen suggests European fashion magazines, but any relatively thick, coated magazine stock will do nicely. For newspapers, Isuggest the New York Times for classical music
and the Village Voice (for those in the New
York area)forjazzl Havefun and experiment,
but consider yourself lucky if you null the
50Hz boom on the first try. If it works, you
might consider alight fabric covering to spruce
up the looks. Or you might graduate to the
Argent RoomLens or ASC Studio Traps for
even more control over your room's acoustics.
—J-10
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Disintegrated.

The performance of integrated amplifiers is compromised for
all-in-one convenience. Integrated amplifiers are not equipped
with the heavy-duty, high current, high voltage power supplies
available in the best separate power and preamplifiers. First of all,
there just isn't enough space. More importantly, there are
technical limitations. In an integrated amplifier, such supplies
would generate unacceptable levels of heat and hum. And the
high signal levels found in the power output stages create asource
of noise, crosstalk, and preamplifier instability. Obviously, heat
and noise-generating elements shouldn't be operating in close
proximity to the preamplifier circuits. However, this is
exactly where such elements, scaled down-to be sure, are found
in integrated amplifiers.
Demonstrably superior quality, along with flexibility, is what
Adcom now offers in two significant new components:
The GFA-5802 power amplifier and GFP-750 preamplifier.
In the GFA-5802 we chose a classically simple circuit
topology. Two high capacity transformers provide superb
isolation between sensitive input stages and high current output
sections. A massive toroicl transformer with dual secondary
windings, high current regulators. and enormous quick response
storage capacitors provide all the current necessary for
unparalleled clarity even under the most difficult operating
conditions. MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor) devices are uide4 praised by knowledgeable
audiophiles for their unique combination of solid state
dependability, dynamic capa huit'., and tube-like smoothness. Each
channel uses eight careful4 matched pairs to produce 300 watts

per channel into 8ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4ohms.
The GFA-5802 also includes switchable balanced OUR) and
unbalanced (RCA) inputs and dual sets of heavy duty, gold
plated, five way binding posts ideal for biwiring.
The GFP-750 is a purely passive attenuator/switcher or, at
your option, an active preamplifier. In passive mode, the signal
sees only input switching and the high resolution attenuator. In
typical Adcom fashion, the GFP-750's massive high current power
supply features alarge toroid transformer with multiple secondary
windings for each channel. Specially chosen storage capacitors
insure responsive voltage supply to all active elements. For active
gain functions, it offers true differential balanced audio
signal paths, with MOSFET devices. The GFP-750 features remote
control, balanced (XLR) and single ended (RCA) inputs for CD as
well as single ended inputs for four additional line level analog
sources. Independent balanced and single ended outputs allow
easy interface with almost any amplifier.
We've achieved something that you can appreciate even
without a technical background. Value. Adcom components
provide real value by raising the performance level our customers
can expect from their investment. We don't subtract quality for
convenience, we add performance to build \Ate
Goodbye integrated.
Hello Adcom.

ADCOM

Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.

10 limber Lane •Marlboro. NJ 07746
Tel: 732-683-2358 •Fax 732-683-2358 •Web: http://www.adcom.com

Letters
Analysis &added value
Editor:
A nice analysis of high-end audio retailing in the September issue's "As We See
It" (p.3). Of course, it points to the reason so many high-end retailers are
becoming custom installers — they've
got to, to add value.
Michael Zeugin
audinfbc@watwick.net

service and intelligent advice? How
about equipment that does what it's
supposed to do, for along time? How
about manufacturers who apologize
for defects that occur in gear you purchase used and mail you free replacement parts, silver solder, and aletter of
apology?
Try that (less the solder) with other
consumer products. My wife only wishService &added value
es her furniture dealer came close to the
Editor:
service level I receive. It constantly
Ifully agree with JA's assessment of astounds her.
high-end audio retailers in the SeptemIam fortunate to be in Chicago,
ber issue's "As We See It" (Vol21 No.9, which is swimming in outstanding
p.3). If they offer service—which is in audio retailers: the ones who have more
short supply anymore — the business product on loan than in the store; who
will come.
steer you to the equipment that makes
Iwas shopping for speakers recently, the most sense for your listening habits,
and the shop that Ibought my speakers your budget, and your other compofrom must have set up and taken down nents; who show up at your house with
15 different models for me. Finally I arose for the wife and apair of very
made my decision, 15 minutes after expensive cables and apower amp for
closing time, with no hint from them you to demo. (Wife — who typically
that they were closing or wanted to go extracts ahuge toll for even ashelf
home. After Igot home Iset up my upgrade — later asks if you have purnew speakers in my living room and, chased anything recently from same
after aseveral-hour break-in period, I dealer. Evidence that others would be
sat down to listen. Somehow the speak- wise to employ such atactic.)
ers just didn't sound nearly as good as in
Why doesn't evetyone providing a
their shop. Iknow, room acoustics product or service do so at the cusaffect the sound of aspeaker, but these tomer-service level of the audio retailers
were way off.
and manufacturers Ihave had the pleaIwent back to the shop and ex- sure of encountering?
John Hennessy
plained my situation. They were willing
intljohny@aol.com
to take the speakers back but wanted to
try afew things first. They asked me
Reasonable profits
what kind of amplifier and speaker Editor:
cable Iwas using. After Itold them, JA's "As We See it" in the September
they said that my amp uses MOSFETs Stereophile made very interesting readthat are alittle soft-sounding, and that ing. Iown aretail carpet store in Santa
my speaker cable was also on the soft Monica, California and am faced with
side. They recommended that Iuse a the exact same problem: "How to difdifferent speaker cable, and even let me ferentiate yourself from the rest?"
take it home to try before Ibought it.
Force of personality really seems to
What adifference! The whole sound be the most important. If you can get
of the speaker was transformed, and now the folks to like you and what you have
it sounded more like what Ihad heard in to say more than they do the other guys
the shop. They recommended other (Internet included), then you can get
tweaks —filling my stands with sand and 'ern to give you their money. The only
putting spikes on the bottom — that I problem with this situation is that the
found refined the sound even more. money you can get them to give you is
Needless to say, Iwill be going back to only the amount that the bad guys are
this dealer for my future upgrades.
charging — you may get the sale, but
[Name withheld]
the profit margin isn't really enough to
dekbmw@pacbell.net have agood life!
Ihave made an arrangement with the
Fortunate
largest manufacturer in my industry to
Editor:
provide me with acompletely private
Wow! My immersion in the audio labeled line... the same top quality, but
experience has steadily increased for with different identifying names and
many years, but until acouple of years numbers. This really helps to eliminate
ago Ihad not enjoyed the "complete the problem of folks "dialing for dolexperience." Forget the detail, the
lars"! You still have to be competitive,
majesty, the air. How about personal but the difference is that, instead of
Stereophile, November 1998

making $150 on a$1000 sale, you can
double your profit and make $300,
without pissing anyone off? Just think —
the ability to double your profits! This
really becomes the difference between
life and aslow but sure death!
Just think: If aspecialty audio store
could convince someone like B&W to
make a private-line version of their
new Nautilus 801 speaker, with a"love
it or give back" warranty — awarranty
that only the specialty shops would
have —1 betcha this shop could sell a
lot more of 'em!
Ireally enjoy nice audio, and Ireally
feel sorry for the folks who are beating
their heads against the wall trying to
make ago of it. Home Depot, Circuit
City, and the Internet companies are big
bad folks ... the small/medium guys
must get their act together and start
making areasonable profit!
It's interesting to note that the manufacturers will have an opportunity to
improve their margins ... they won't
have to cut prices to the bone to do
business!
Mitch Wide
meors@juno.com
Mail-order &added value
Editor:
As alongtime subscriber to Stereophile
and eight other audio magazines, Ihad
to write — first time, by the way — in
response to John Atkinson's September
"As We See It." JA wrote how highend retailers need to add value to what
they sell.
In all honesty, Iconsider myself a
knowledgeable — vety knowledgeable —
smart, high-performance buyer. Ihad to
laugh at the article: Why should Isupport my local retailer? He doesn't support me. Ipride myself on being the
king of mail-order —no one Iknow of
does it better. You see, it's simply only
fools who pay sticker price for ultrahigh-end pieces. Yes, Iaudition speakers, amplifiers from A to Z here, but
then Igo home and start making free
800 calls to save thousands — yes, thousands —of dollars.
All the really good stuff is and has
been available via mail-order. Iowe my
dealer nothing. He chose that line of
work; let him burn the next guy coming
in. (He will.)
Ihave convinced my friends to follow
my lead. They have seen the light —it's
called "money." You see, if you're smart
and know what to buy, who needs a
local dealer when you can save thousands off purchases?
Rockin' Ron, The Mail-Order King
[Address withheld]
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At the heart of our Utopia series Iles some
original new technology, the W sandwich. This
fantastic cone material, made of layers of glass
in asandwich with aclosed cell foam core, took
three years to develop. Light, but very rigid this
revolutionary material has contributed to the
success of the Grande Utopia - universally
o
hailed as one of the world's best speakers.

Grande Utop
$70,000.

Through manufacturing efficiency, the W sandwich technology
is now also available in the very affordable Electra series.

The unmatched transient response of these speakers will let
you "see" into your music, bringing you closer to the live event.
Electra 915
$3800

Electra 920
$5000
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Letters
Magnetic CDs
Editor:
Doug Stine wrote to Stereophile in
September 1998 ("Letters," p.11), asking why aCD exposed to amagnetic
field then has sharper, narrower, and
brighter lines of reflected color on the
music side.
We have done considerable research
on what happens to aCD when it is
exposed to amagnetic field (some of
this has been published in Stereophile).
We may now have the answer to Mr.
Stine's question. Obviously, because of
the construction of aCD, there is no
interaction magnetically. There are no
ferrous components. However, amagnetic field does create magnetic eddy
currents in the CD. Commercially,
magnetic currents are used to separate
aluminum scrap from household
waste though this phenomenon. We
have found that magnetically induced
eddy currents in aluminum cause a
heating of the aluminum substrate of a
CD and cause amicro-melting of this
substrate.
'When the glass master of aCD is
produced and checked for accuracy, we
have found in almost all situations that
there's a100% compliance between the
two. Only in extreme cases have we
seen abad glass master and, inevitably,
these never reached the production
stage. Fact one: most mastering is topgrade. However, in the plating of the
glass master with aluminum, not all the
pits and lands are accurate. Some of the
aluminum (or gold, when it is used)
fails to go down into the pit depression
and bridges it — thus it is subsequently
read as aland rather than apit.
When a magnetic eddy current
micro-heats the aluminum substrate,
this causes the bridged pit to melt
down into the pit. It is then read as a
pit, not aland. The magnetic treatment
also causes light to refract off the substrate differently, though we have not
yet measured light refraction from a
treated CD.
We have found that this "zone melting" works with any pit/land system,
including DVDs and laserdiscs. The
major differentiation between the two
is that, since the mass of alaserdisc is
more than either aCD or aDVD, it
takes approximately twice the time (40
seconds). However, it appears that
almost any tweak that involves heat or
heat removal (such as freezing) will
cause misformed pits to become readable correctly as pits, not lands.
Michael Blake Read
in_read@nisn.com
Stereophile, November 1998

One question
Editor:
Rather than spending $100 or whatever
on rubbish such as "wooden discs,"
"tuning pods," and Idon't know how
many other trivial items that are supposed to "make asonic difference," why
don't audiophiles —and, for that matter,
the staff at Stereophile—do something
more worthy with their money, like
donating it to the poor? Or do pride and
ego stop you?
Don Slavickas
Ontario, Canada
Tough questions
Editor:
Having followed the controversy regarding Shakti Stones, Mpingo discs,
etc. in the pages of Stereophile for some
time, Irecently conducted acouple of
experiments that Ifeel provide conclusive proof regarding the effectiveness of
such tweaks.
In my first experiment, Iplaced aset
of racing cones under my dictionary and
noticed amarked increase in definition.
Next, Iplaced aset of cones under my
telescope and observed a remarkable
increase in focus.
Let me know if you have any other
tough questions that need clearing up.
Dave W
davidw@vpico.com
Experimental evidence
Editor:
It seems that when your readers criticize
Stereophile's reviewing policy, the testing
of Shun Mook Mpingo products is
often cited as the ultimate example of
irresponsible journalism.
A friend of mine has tried many of
the Shun Mook products and his reports
were extremely enthusiastic. When he
offered to treat my system Itherefore
accepted, although Iexpected to hear
little if any improvement. He fitted
three discs on top of each Acoustic
Energy AE-1 speaker, on the Mark
Levinson No28 preamp and its power
supply, on the Parasound CD player,
and on the Air Tight ATM-2 power
amp (there was just enough space
between the tubes). He also fitted two
discs in the circuit-breaker cabinet and
one on the wall socket. Next he fitted
four Power Tube Resonators on the
Svetlana 6550s, and Mini-Valve
Resonators on all six small tubes. He
then played the system for half an hour
at a reduced level "to energize the
ebony" before we sat down to listen at
the calibrated reference level.
The difference was huge —no less —
both in the musical and purely hi-fi sens-

es. Transient response was much better
from top to bottom. There was more
and better bass, lots more depth, space,
and detail throughout the midrange, and
amuch sweeter and cleaner treble. In
fact, every aspect of the reproduction
was dramatically improved, irrespective
of the quality of the CD. Icould detect
no tradeoffs, just alot more music. We
later fitted four discs to the speaker binding posts and the amplifier output terminals, with additional, clearly audible
improvements.
The experiment was repeated at a
friend's place. His system consists of a
Mark Levinson No.39 CD player and
No331 power amp (provisionally) driving apair of inexpensive Klipsch floorstanders. Much to his consternation, the
improvement was dramatic. When the
discs were removed (and Iquote), "the
music retreated into the speakers, agray
veil descended, the bass lost alot of volume and definition, and these $1000
speakers no longer sounded as if they
cost five to six times as much." He
found the experience rather upsetting,
but decided there was no turning back.
History is full of people who "knew"
that something was impossible. Rather
than make the same mistake, your readers should, in the best American tradition, literally give the Shun Mook products afair hearing.
I, too, am troubled by the fact that I
don't understand how or why these
products work, but Iaccept that they do.
Iam not sure that you can achieve the
same improvement in any other way,
but to get an improvement of the same
magnitude Ishould almost certainly
have had to trade up to amegabuck CD
player and to significantly better speakers of at least twice the internal volume.
Instead, Ipaid just $1500. Ishall now
continue the treatment with Diamond
Resonator footers and Cable Jackets,
both of which give equally dynamic if
slightly different improvements, according to my friend.
By condemning Shun Mook, your
correspondents are doing the company
agross injustice and are also depriving
themselves of what may be the most
musical system upgrade available. I
would add that there are also some serious implications as far as equipment
reviews are concerned.
Georg DA. Barth
Nonvay
Experimental results
Editor:
I'm always being advised by the "experts" not to conduct blind tests be15

Letters
tween two components, but Ifeel compelled to continue with this method
unless someone can recommend an
alternative way to make definitive comparisons. Believe me, I've tried the other
ways first. You know the fatherly dealer's advice: "Jerry [that's me], once you
have the component connected, leave it
in. Take the time to become involved in
the music. Don't strain your ears trying
to listen to the component. You may
need to listen for hours. Take notes.
Make comments about the virtues or
shortcomings, yadda yadda yadda."
I'm not knocking this. Iagree that
sustained listening can result in revealing discoveries that may not be immediately apparent. But, dammit, until I've
conducted ablind test, Ioften find out
I've been fooling myself! Ibelieve the
biggest reason for this is due to the
power of suggestion.
. My latest experience with this
occurred when I was considering
upgrading the digital interconnect
between my transport and DAC. I
thought Iwas making an intelligent
decision by looking at an upgrade that
would not soon become obsolete (like
the CD transport and maybe even the
DAC), but that's not relevant here. It
had been six months since my last
upgrade, so Ihad this money burning a
hole in my pocket. Idecided several
upgrades ago to commit myself to do
only "end-of-the-road" upgrades, so I
wouldn't end up wishing afew months
later that I'd gotten something better,
thus wasting money on a mediocre
upgrade. So Idecided to go with averyhigh-end ($900) digital interconnect to
replace my good ($110) interconnect. I
excitedly brought this "reference"-grade
component home for aweek-long audition generously granted by my friendly
dealer. He warned me that the difference would be "awesome."
After listening to my familiar test
tracks using my "good" cable to get
baseline measures, Iswitched over to
the "reference." My palms were sweating. My heartbeat was racing. Then I
began listening. Icouldn't believe it!
The noise floor dropped, the highs
were extended and airier, the lows
reached down further with greater precision, the images became more holistic, and the soundstage reached farther
beyond my back wall!
Enter my 16-year-old son, Jerred.
He's done this with me before, and he
actually has avery good ear. He was
unimpressed. Itold him Iwas surprised
and disappointed that his normally reliable good ear had failed him this time.
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He just didn't realize that this was a
$900 "reference" cable. How could it
not impress him?
His argument seemed to have merit:
"Dad, isn't the data going through this
cable digital? It's just aseries of zeros
and ones." So this very civilized and
proper audition degraded into agrudge
match between the $900 "reference"
and a$129 interconnect from RadioShack that Jerred had for his PC. We
conducted "blind" tests for each other,
playing various tracks and switching
between the cables so the listener did
not know which cable was connected.
The end result: neither of us could consistently hear the difference.
My gloating son was very pleased,
and Iwas somewhat shocked, humbled,
and relieved: relieved because Ididn't
have to buy this cable for $900, humbled because the power of suggestion
had almost convinced me that something was better just because it was
expensive, and shocked because there is
actually amarket for this particular kind
of high-end product.
As Istated in the beginning, Iresort
to the blind test because it is the only
way Ihave found to honestly compare
two components. I've done so successfully in the past when doing comparisons on speaker cable and analog interconnects, when Iand my son (and even
my wife on occasion) were able to consistently agree on the differences. It was
even easier when evaluating amps, preamps, and digital playback hardware.
But digital interconnects?
When Iam going to lay out serious
chunks of cash on this stuff, Ihave to be
convinced it's not being squandered. If
my arguments have holes, Iwelcome
rebuttals.
Jmy Slavata
Brookfield, WI
jaguar@ececpc.coin

heard, but are comparing the memory
of what they heard prior to what they
are hearing currently. Keeping all other
sonic cues the same —ie, timbre and
volume, etc. — the human memory's
pitch accuracy is not that great." Icouldn't have said it better myself.
Interestingly, Mr. Smith gives credibility to something us objectivists have
been saying since day one. To wit: No
more tweak rantings about the superiority of acertain component where the
comparison is based on aural memory
not minutes old, but months and sometimes years old! But let's be fair to Mr.
Nousaine and his colleagues.
In afairly recent issue of Stereo Review,
Audio, The Sensible Sound, or The Audio
Critic —well, okay, there's nothing
recent about The Audio Critic! —or one
of the other numerous magazines Tom
Nousaine writes for, he explains at
length that the best way to hear differences between sounds is in acomparison made almost immediately between
the two sounds. So why would Mr.
Nousaine not practice what he preaches? Why resort to the single-presentation method, which, to quote Mr.
Smith, has the following flaw? "The
subjects were never allowed to actually,
in real time, directly compare the
sounds of the two systems." The answer
lies in the following sentence, which I
quote from Mr. Nousaine's column:
"The single-presentation method was
used to insure aminimum of switch
contacts in the signal path." Let's talk
about that, huh.
Certainly Mr. Nousaine could have
built aswitch box that would have made
it apiece of cake to switch between systems, so that acomparison could have
been made in real time. All one has to
do is switch between the outputs of the
two amplifiers. Output signals are very
robust (usually measured in volts and
The ABX box
amps rather than the milli- and microEditor:
signals further upstream in the playback
Icouldn't help but notice the letter chain), so there should be no argument
from Ted Smith in the September 1998 about switch contacts impinging on the
issue of Stereophile (p.17). Mr. Smith purity of the signals.
takes Tom Nousaine to task for the proAnd even if there are arguments, it's
cedures Mr. Nousaine used in adouble- easy enough to prove that the switch
blind test, the results of which appeared contacts used in aswitch box do not
in the June 1998 issue of Stereo Review degrade asignal, whether the minute
("To Tweak or Not to Tweak"). As a signal found in apreamp or the much
practitioner of the double-blind school more robust signal appearing at the outof reviewing, Imust agree with Mr. put of an amplifier. Why Mr. Nousaine
Smith that aural memory is not to be and his colleagues haven't taken the
trusted. To quote Mr. Smith: "When time to make this basic test is beyond
humans make sonic comparisons that me. This little kid from Baltimore, with
are not immediately adjacent to each limited resources, has conducted tests
other chronologically, they are not actu- showing that this argument against the
ally comparing the two things they switching box is not valid. Why haven't
Stereophile, November 1998

Ode

To Joy!
Beethoven wrote amasterpiece.
We'll play it for you. Masterfully.

"Rotel's products, at all
prices, are so impressive that
it is safe to think of Rotel as

There's music. Then there's music that connects
with the soul. Written with some perspiration

agold standard against
which we can confidently

and alot of inspiration, it transcends the

measure the industry's
performance as awhole."
Tom Miiler
Audio Adventure Magazine
Vol. 3Issue 9

fi

ordinary to become amasterpiece.
That's how we at Rotel feel about hi-fi. The real
joy of owning an audio system is to experience
the pleasure of agreat performance by
reproducing it exactly as the artist intended.
To achieve that excellence, we build our own
custom transfomers, select high grade
components from around the world, and
design the circuits to ensure superb stereo
reproduction. We then check our results with
critical listening. It's apolicy we've
adhered to for nearly forty years and
one for which we've earned hundreds
of international awards and critical acclaim.
There are many choices in audio components.
Few, however, that bring so much joy.
Rotel. Real hi-fi.

Rotel's RT940 Tuner and RA97I Integrated Amp
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AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

Now we know.

Since Leonardo da Vinci
painted the Mona Lisa,
nearly five centuries have
passed. Both genius and
visionary, da Vinci was a
painter, sculptor, architect,
musician, engineer, mathematician and scientist. Whc
better could have appreciated the many qualities that
make Proceed A/V components so special?
Every detail is important:
The shape, the finish, the
way it works for you...and of
course the performance.
Today, as in da Vinci's time,
the performance of music
and theater enriches the
experience of life.
'Why the smile? Da Vinci
knew —and now we do too.

PROC E E D°
Proceed priiducts arc designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Liboratories, Inc.
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A.
www.madrigal.com
FAX 1860).346-1540
H A Harman International Company
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Letters
Mz Nousaine and his colleagues, with unlimited resources, done the same? Perhaps
Mt Nousaine might care to comment.
Anyway, it was apleasure to read an
argument (Mr. Smith's) based on solid
research in the psychology field. You do
your magazine proud by presenting a
valid argument against aflaw in aparticular double-blind test. It sure beats
bringing in a nonrelated discipline
(quantum theory!) from left field to discredit disciplined listening comparisons!
Imust also say that Iadmire Mr.
Smith's candor in putting his association
with Sound by Singer, Ltd. right up
front. He has my respect and admiration
for thar, if only others would do (and
would have done) the same!
Joseph M Cierniak
Editor/Publisher, Sound Off
abxbox@aol.com
A futile exerdse
Editor:
Ihave just read Ted Smith's critique of
Tom Nousaine's flawed A/B test (September '98, p.17). Mr. Smith argues that
the research literature concerning A/B
testing proves that after ashort time ("not
immediately adjacent to each other"),
human beings cannot compare the actual
music, but rather only fading memories
of the music. Accuracy ain't great.
If Mr. Smith is correct, this implies
that the whole exercise of trying to create accurate home reproduction is futile.
If, after acouple of seconds, we can only
compare inaccurate memories of what
music sounds like, then how do we
know when our systems are accurate?
The whole high-end stereo industry is
built around the premise that good
equipment sounds better than bad
equipment. If this premise is built on
our crappy audio memories ... well, you
get the picture.
Buy cheap, bad equipment. It will
hurt for only asecond or two.
Steve Devan
sdevan@widowmakercom
'those numbers
Editor:
Just read Robert Baird's column in the
August Stereophile (p.147). Ilearn about
different types of music from Stereophile,
now you can learn about "waiting for
the numbers" from me.
I'm a DC-9 pilot for Northwest
Airlines. The numbers refer to the takeoff data necessary for a safe takeoff.
These numbers entail: the weight of the
aircraft, the weight of cargo, the passenger load, the fuel load. Iput the fuel
load in the computer in the cockpit, the
Stereophile, November 1998

ramp guys put the cargo and baggage
load in the computer in Operations, and
the gate agents put the passenger count
in the computer at the gate. (Which is
why, if you ever approach agate counter
just after aflight leaves and the agent
says "I'll be with you as soon as Iclose
out this flight," they're trying to get the
passenger count in so we don't have to
wait.) All these numbers then go to
Load Control for our airline, which is in
Memphis. The computer down there
crunches the numbers, factoring in even
more variables for each specific aircraft.
The numbers are sent over aVHF frequency, and then appear on our screen
in the cockpit.
When the numbers show up, they tell
us how much the plane weighs, how
much cargo we have, how many passengers we have, and afew other things. We
then punch in the runway we are planning to take off from and get another set
of numbers that tell us whether we can
do areduced-thrust takeoff (to save wear
and tear on the engines), what our takeoff trim setting should be, and what is
the maximum weight we can take off
with from agiven runway. From the
numbers, we then determine what, for
our weight, will be the maximum speed
at which we can safely abort the takeoff
and keep the airplane on the runway, at
what speed we will rotate for takeoff,
what is the optimum speed to fly at if we
lose an engine during the most critical
phase of takeoff, what is the minimum
speed to maneuver with the flaps in the
takeoff setting, what is the minimum
speed we can fly the airplane at without
the flaps or leading-edge slats extended,
what pitch attitude we will rotate to on
takeoff with both engines operating and
with only one operating, what is the
power setting to set after airborne for
noise-abatement procedure, and what is
the best engine-out climb speed and
two-engine climb speed.
All this usually happens fairly quickly,
but sometimes it takes longer than it
should. That's when we have to "wait
for the numbers," as Robert put it.
John Valvano
valvano+@pittedu
Whither binaural?
Editor:
Could you provide me with asource for
purchasing binaural recordings in CD,
LP, or tape formats?
Bud Hall
Chh024@email.motcom
Binaural his specialty
Editor:
Thanks for letting J. Gordon Holt do

the terrific review of the Circle
Surround 52.5 in the August Stereophile
(p.111), in spite of your two-channel orientation. His review was certainly better
than mine, but then you gave him more
space. The illogic of surround only-formovies and then switching back to plain
stereo for music has long bewildered
me too!
Ihave to disagree that the Circle unit
"can't" decode UHJ Ambisonics.
Agreed, you need the Meridian 565 to
do that accurately. But Ihave nearly the
entire Nimbus catalog and many other
UHJ CDs and LPs, and while the
Circle's decoding isn't accurate, Ifind it
more pleasantly surrounding than with
most stereo sources. Any ambiencerecovery process that gets away from the
excessive reverberation and phase-shift
problem common to UHJ-encoded
recordings heard on only two speakers
is more than welcome, and the CS 52.5
does an excellent job of that.
Since Gordon went back to old SQ
and QS sources to test the 52.5, and
since he confided to me that he has difficulty imaging binaural recordings
outside of his head with headphones, I
was surprised he didn't test any of the
binaural CDs I've sent him! It definitely brings the sounds outside of the
head, and the surround effect (while
not binaural's "you-are-there") is, to
my ears, nearly as good as Circle
Surround—encoded, and certainly better than any Dolby Surround—encoded
recording.
John Sunier
The Binaural Source
john@binaural.com
www.binaural.com
Staying in touch
Editor:
Ijust wanted to say that www.stereo
phile.com is afantastic way to stay in
touch with the world of hi-fi -- especially after I've read the paper magazine from cover to cover! My favorite
pages on the Stereophile website are
"Vote!" and "Soapbox," because of the
various opinions and ideas from other
audiophiles. Keep up the great work!
Robert B. Cornelson
rcornelson@placet.com
Correction corrected
Editor:
There's an error in your September 1998
issue (p208). Under the heading
"Correction," you write, "In the August
1988 issue's ... "Iknow time flies when I
read Stereophile, but that would have been
10 years ago. Try 1998!
Ki Choi
kichoi@execpc.com
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Reaching beyond benchmarks.

Again and again reviewers rate the performance
of the PSB Stratus Series equal to that of loudspeakers many
times their price -an out of this world value.
How has PSB attained these standards? Through astrict design process headed by Paul Barton,
PSB's founder and chief designerThe "exceptional value and rare musicality" that critics have cited
in all PSB speakers is the result of careful engineering, years of research and abackground in music.
The Stratus Series represents PSB's finest offering for both music and movie lovers alike.

The midrange was dean and uncolored, the stereo imaging well defined
and stable. and the bass generous without being boomy....This is one fine
design....The Gold' is going to put aserious crimp in the sales of its
more ex-pensive competitors. Enthusiastically recommended."
John Atkinson, Stereophile. Vol.20 No.I 0

leSPeiCE
I?S
888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com
PSB Speakers of America
6Merchant Street
Sharon, MA 02067
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UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
We were saddened to learn of the passing in September of Stephen W. Watkinson, acontributor to this magazine
in the 1980s. Steve, who was also an
attorney specializing in publishing
industry mergers and acquisitions, first
appeared in Stereophile's pages in early
1984 (Vol.7 No2) with a landmark
review of the SOTA Star Sapphire
turntable. His reviewing career continued with reports on analog playback
equipment, amplification, tweaks, and
loudspeakers, especially panel speakers, of which he was probably the
greatest fan. (A week before his death,
he was berating me for the lack of
panel speaker reviews in recent issues.)
Pressure of work and ill health caused
his byline to leave Stereophile —his final
review was of the Electrocompaniet
EC-1 preamplifier at the end of 1987
in Vol.10 No.9 —but he remained a
friend and avalued advisor. And Iowe
Steve a personal "thank you": it was
Steve, back in the fall of 1985, who suggested to this magazine's then owner,
Larry Archibald, that he hire me away
from UK magazine Hi-Fi News &Record
Review, where I was comfortably
ensconced as editor.
Steve leaves a wife, Pat, a son
Matthew, and a daughter Carson. A
memorial service was scheduled to be
held in Phoenix, Arizona in October.

Update

UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines (H FM)
announced in September that two of its
consumer electronics titles, Stereo Review
and Video magazines, would be merged
to form a new magazine titled Stereo
Review's Sound & Vision. According to the
statement, the new book will be
launched in February 1999, with publication of the premiere issue coinciding
with next year's Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas.
"H FM's strategic decision to combine
Stereo Review and Video is driven by the
rapid rate at which once-distant technologies in the consumer electronics industry
are converging," said David .). Pecker, president and CEO of HFM. Stereo Review
editor-in-chief Bob Ankosko assumes the
same position at the new magazine, with
Angela Stolfi, until recently the East Coast
ad sales representative for Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater, joining as ad director.
Whereas Stereo Review appears monthly,
the new combined magazine will appear
10 times ayear.

possible merger of Carver and Sunfire
Corporation as early as the year 2000.
Amplifier manufacturer Sunfire is Bob
Carver's privately held company.
Carver Corp. has been ailing for a
long time. On January 8 of this year,
three of its directors resigned after the
company received notice that it would
be delisted effective March 27 from the
NASDAQ for failing to maintain a
stock bid price of at least $1/share.
On May 5, Carver announced that it
had received temporary operating capital of $375,000 in exchange for 3million
shares of restricted common stock
($0.125/share) from bailout specialist
Renwick Special Situations Fund, L.P. At
that time, the company also announced
that it was moving into direct sales and
began soliciting business on the Internet.
The move reportedly improved the company's precarious position.
Bob Carver says that his "personal focus
will remain with Stuifire," but that he will
install "a talented and experienced team to
run Carver Corporation." One change he
plans to make is to return Carver to the
"independent dealer distribution philosoUNITED STATES
phy." The letter of intent is not abinding
Barry Willis & Jon Iverson
agreement. Many details must be attendThe Carver Corporation announced at ed to before afinal contract is signed.
the end of August that founder Bob
In the September issue (p23), we reportCarver had signed aletter of intent to
ed on the revival of McCormack Audio
return as chairman and CEO of the
by Bill Conrad and Lew Johnson, who
company he founded 20 years ago. The
purchased the company's assets at an aucletter also spelled out conditions for a tion in Southern California. In Sep-

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings shouldfax (do not call) Steven
Stoner the when, where and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks bdore the month ofthe
event —ie, the deadline for the January 1999
issue is November 1, 1998. Mark thefax cover
sheet "For the attention of Steven Stoner—
Dealer Bulletin Board." We willfax back aconfirmation ofyour even Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
CALIFORNIA

• Saturday, November 14, 6pm: Audio
Gallery (3019 D Street, Sacramento)
Stereophile, November 1998

will welcome Richard Vandersteen of
Vandersteen Audio for aQ&A seminar and listening session featuring the
flagship Model 5and new model 2CE
Signature loudspeakers. Space is limited;
for reservations, call (916) 447-2100.
CONNECTICUT

• Wednesday, October 21, 5pm: The
Audio Store (2457 Berlin Turnpike,
Newington) will host aseminar featuring Albert Von Schweikert of Von
Schweikert Research. For more information, call Bernie at (860) 666-5006.

FLORIDA

•Saturday, November 21, 7-10pm: The
South Florida Audio Society will host
an evening with Sedrick Harris of
Melos Audio Technologies for an
audition of the new Melos monoblocks
and Porzilli Sound Science loudspeaker
system. For more information on this
event and the Society's monthly meetings or quarterly newsletter, call Manny
Acosta at (954) 436-3679.
GEORGIA

• Saturday, November 14, I2-6pm;
23
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tember, McCormack Audio announced
that one of its co-founders, Steve
McCormack, has rejoined the company
as director of research and development.
McCormack had worked at the company from its birth from The Mod Squad
in 1982 until 1996.
When he was asked how his first few
days back at the job went, McCormack
said from his office in Southern
California,"We just had avery intense
week back at headquarters in Virginia.
We spent the time going over all of the
parts and metalwork procedures to get
the products back into production.
Fortunately, [C-J has] avery sharp crew
and is making rapid progress."
According to Bill Conrad, "We share
Steve's excitement. McCormack Audio
is highly regarded for offering affordable products that deliver near-state-ofthe-art performance. The McCormack
brand enjoys an intensely loyal base of
devoted customers. Such loyalty is arare
and extremely valuable asset. Our task is
to sustain this passion, which Iam confident that we can do."
McCormack said that he will be
wearing avariety of hats in his new position, "but my primary responsibility is in
developing new products and maintaining the established vision of the company: providing high-quality products for
reasonable prices. Ispent alot of time
with Bill Conrad when the purchase was
taking place, and have been thinking
'McCormack Audio' ever since."
McCormack said that the company
will soon turn its attention to developing a remote-controlled preamp,
and is "quite interested" in doing a
remote-controlled integrated amplifier in the near term. A little further
out, they are contemplating multichannel home-theater amplifiers, and

perhaps asurround-sound processor.
McComuck will be working out of his
office on the West Coast for the foreseeable
friture. "It's really been apleasure getting
back in touch with the dealers and customers," he said. "I look forward to what
we will be doing with this company."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Effective August 5, UK manufacturer
Roksan regained its independence, following amanagement buyout effected
by its original principals, Touraj
Moghaddam and Tufan Hashemi.
Roksan became part of the Verity
Group in February 1995, alongside
Mission, Wharfedale, and Quad, but
prior to the arrival of NXT. Verity subsequently divested itself of Wharfedale
and Quad, which left last fall to form
the International Audio Group. Now
Roksan, too, has been cut adrift, so that
Verity can concentrate on its core
Mission brand and organize the substantial funding needed for NXT's
panel-speaker technology.
Roksan has moved its operation out
of Huntingdon to premises in North
London,' and will continue to develop
its analog and digital lines. Improved
turntable
power
supplies
were
promised for September's Heathrow
Hi-Fi Show, together with A/V components — an elaborate DSP controller
and afive-channel power amplifier —to
extend the Caspian range.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
The long-awaited DVD-Audio v1.0
specification has been finalized by DVD
I Roksan Audio Ltd., 1513 Atlas Business Centre,
Oxgate Lane, London NW2 7HJ, UK. Tel: (44) (0)181
830 7733.

Forum's DVD-Audio Working Group 4
(WG-4, the committee created to formulate specifications for the DVDAudio format), and was to be presented
to the Steering Committee for final
approval. The format was scheduled to
be formally unveiled at the DVD
Conference in San Francisco in early
October. Originally intended for release
months ago, amultitude of delays both
technical and political stalled the evolving specification over the last two years.
Still to be settled, however, was how
DVD-Audio 1.0 will coexist with Sony's
and Philips' promise to promote their
rival technology, Super Audio CD
(SACD), as an independent and competing format.
A press release from the working
group Chaimunship, JVC ofJapan, stated that "the working group has studied
the requirements of the music industry
and interested parties in the US, Europe,
and Japan, and has reached solutions
required for the next-generation digital
audio format."
As reported in the September and
October issues (VoI21 Nos.9 & 10, p.24
and p.31, respectively), the 1.0 spec will
utilize Meridian's MLP lossless compression scheme, which allows over 74 minutes of 2-channel audio to be contained
on asingle-layer disc at the 1921cHz/24bit rates. (a theoretical frequency response
of DC to 96kElz with 144dB dynamic
range!) In multichannel mode, 74 minutes of 96 kHz/24-bit 6-channel audio
arc possible, which can also be made
compatible with 2-channel systems.
The specification allows for sampling
frequencies of 48kHz, 96kHz, and
192kHz, as well as 44.1kHz, 882kHz,
and 176.4 kHz. Quantization is available
in 16 bits, 20 bits and 24 bits, and up to
six channels are available for multichan-

Calendar
Sunday, November 15, 11
am-4pm:
Legacy Audio Atlanta (3315 Chamblee
Dunwoody Road, Atlanta) will host a
"Meet the Designer" open house with
Legacy's Bill Dudleston, who will discuss the designs of the Whisper and
Focus loudspeakers. For more information, call Greg Kelso at (706) 613-9116 or
Jim Ingram at (770) 455-8554, or e-mail
Legacyadanta@rnindspring.com
• Sunday, November 15, 1-5pm: Audio
Alternative (895 Indian Trail Road,
Lilburn) will host Luke Manley of Vacuum Tube Logic Call (770) 931-0606
24

for more information and reservations.
•Sunday, November 15, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society will host aseminar with Alan Yun of Silverline
Loudspeakers at 8780 Mt Rushmore
Drive, Alpharetta. For information, call
Chuck Bruce (404) 876-5659 or
www.mindspring.com/-chucksaudio
IOWA

Audio Video Logic (3702 Beaver Avenue,
Des Moines) is hosting the following seminars. For more information, call (515)
255-2134.

• Tuesday, October 20: guests from
Martin-Logan.
•Tuesday, November 17: Andrew Rigby
of Dunlavy Audio Labs.
NEW JERSEY

Audio Nexus (33 Union Place, second floon
Summit) is hosting the following seminars
from 6to 9pm. Refreshments will be served.
For more information, call (908) 277-0333.
• Thursday, October 22: Albert Von
Schweikert of Von Schweikert Research will demonstrate his new speakers,
the VR4 Gen2 and VR-2, along with a
Stereophile, November 1998
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nel recording, with atransfer rate of 9.6
Mbps maximum. In addition, the spec
supports playback of video clips in the
DVD-Video format and "slide shows"
can also be viewed while listening to
music. Supplemental information, such
as liner notes (album title, song titles,
artist data, etc.), artist discography, and a
URL (Universal Resource Locator)
allowing Web access are also included.
In adeparture from the DVD-Video
spec, DVD-Audio will not have regional coding to restrict discs purchased in
one country from playing on amachine
bought in another. There is also adoor
left open for an "optional audio" format
to be added at alater date —perhaps
the DSD coding used on Sony's and
Philips' SACD?
In anticipation of the 1.0 DVD-Audio
specification, Sonic Solutions and
Warner Music Group wasted no time in
announcing their intent to collaborate in
creating new multichannel high-density
recordings to showcase the new format.
Warner was one of the first major labels
to deliver music via CD, and Warner's
video division has never been shy in their
support of Open-DVD for video. So it
comes as no surprise that they're one of
the first major music houses out of the
gate for the audio version of DVD.
What was surprising, however, was
that Warner decided not to wait until
the final 1.0 spec was actually sealed
before beginning their campaign. Both
the Warner Music Group and Sonic are
voting members of the DVD Forum and
members of WG-4. As asupplier of professional audio premastering and DVD
premastering tools, Sonic has been active
in helping define and develop tools
required to create DVD-Audio content.
According to Sonic, Warner is using
Sonic's DVD audio production tools to

demonstrate the potential of DVDAudio. They plan to record new DVDAudio material, as well as remix classics
such as the unreleased 1974 recording of
Frank Sinatra Live at Carnegie HalL
"We searched our catalog for good
material to showcase the DVD-Audio
format," explained Ed Outwater, vice
president of technical and engineering
services of the Warner Music Group,
"and we selected the Sinatra recording

In adeparture from
the DVD-Video spec,
DVD-Audio will not have
regional coding to restrict
discs purchased in one
country from playing
on amachine
bought in another.
at Carnegie Hall. The program had
never been released; it was agreat audience, and you can't find abetter-sounding hall than Carnegie.
"Al McPherson and Ihad the original
24-track 30ips analog masters pulled
from the vault, and brought in Lee
Herschberg, a 30-year recording and
mastering veteran at Warner who had
recorded the original Sinatra concert at
Carnegie," said Outwater. "Lee mixed
down to six tracks and sampled them as
a 24-bit/96kHz digital recording. In
order to play back the multichannel
recording within the DVD-Audio player spec, the rear channels were downsampled to 16-bit/48kHz. Through the
'Smart Content' feature — a DVD-

Audio innovation developed by the
Warner team — atwo-track version was
also derived from the high-density multichannel mix."
Because DVD-Audio players do not
yet exist, the Warner team took a
SonicStudio hard-disk system on the
road to demonstrate the capabilities of
the new format to major studios and
labels around the world. "Sonies collaboration with us and their development of
DVD-Audio tools allowed us to demonstrate DVD-Audio firsthand to the 'golden ears' of our industry," said Outwater.
"The reaction has been overwhelming. The Sinatra concert sounds great —
the quality of the original master was
exceptional —and our colleagues in the
industry were astounded that such great
sound could be achieved from a+20year-old analog recording. The imaging
was so good you could hear Sinatra
changing position on stage."
Since the completion of the Sinatra
project, Warner has undertaken other
DVD-Audio projects, including the Jazz
at the Movies sampler, remixed with Jac
Holzman, Enya's Caribbean Blue, and
Fleetwood Mac's Silver Spring.
Warner also announced that in
September, in conjunction with Sonic
Solutions and Teldec Classics in
Germany, they will be recording aseries
of Strauss waltzes performed by the
Berlin Philharmonic and conducted by
Nikolaus Harnoncourt. "These will be
the first multichannel DVD-Audio
recordings made in Europe," added
Outwater.
UNITED STATES
Jonathan Scull
The incessant chattering about 24/96
never stops. It sucks, according to some
audiophiles, while others laud it as the

Calendar
selection of home-theater products.
•Thursday, October 29: Daniel Sperry of
Enlightened Audio Design will
demonstrate the Theater Master series of
home-theater processors.
•Thursday, November 5: Geoffrey Poor
of Balanced Audio Technology will
premiere the new VK-20 and VIC-40
solid-state preamplifiers.
•Thursday, November 12: Pat McGinty
of Meadowlark Audio will demonstrate the company's loudspeakers,
including the new Vireo monition
• Thursday, November 19: Scott
26

Davenport of Kirnber Kable will talk
about high-end cables, particularly the
Select Series. He also will be giving away
two ICS-1010 interconnects worth $660.
•Thursday, December 3: Sedridc Harris
of Melos Audio Technologies will
unveil several new tube products, induding the MAT-100 100W triode amplifie
which can be run in either push-pull or
single-ended mode.
Audio Connection (615 Bloomfield
Avenue, Verona) is hosting the following
speakers starting at 5pm. For more information, and to RSVP, call (201) 239-1799.

•Thursday, October 22: Mike Moffat of
Angstrom.
•Thursday, October 29: Charlie Hansen
of Ayre Acoustics.
•Thursday, November 5: Mark O'Brien
of Rogue Audio.
•Thursday, November 19: A representative from Wadia Digital.
NEW YORK

• Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of The Musicalaudiophile Society, The Audiophile
Society, and The Gotham Audio Society,
Stereophile, November 1998
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second coming. I've heard afair amount
of 24/96 by now, all of it quite good.
Without exception, each listening session impressed me with the potential
improvements over the CD Standard's
16-bit/44.1kHz — may it Rest In Pieces.
In my own system, I've also auditioned
16/44.1 upsampled to 96/24 via the
dCS 972 sample-rate converter into a
96/24 dCS Elgar and out to the amps
directly. (I'm waiting for the 192kHz
upgrade to both pieces before IMake It
Official and tell you about my experiences in the magazine.)
But in all this digital coming and
going, Ihaven't had very much hands-on
experience with Sony's Direct Stream
Digital (DSD). Until recently, that is,
when Tom and Paul Jung of DMP
(Digital Music Products) showed up at
our loft for an interview thaell appear in
an upcoming issue of Stereophile. Tom
the Elder Jung and Paul the Younger
Jung brought along several intriguing
components that allowed us to audition
their recent recordings in DSD.
Direct Stream Digital consists of asingle-bit datastream running at 64 times
44.1kHz, or 2.8MHz. Tom Jung: "One
of the nice things about DSD is that we
don't go through interpolation or decimation filters; we're listening essentially
to the bitstream itself:" Tom believes that
avoiding typical 44.1kHz brick-wall filters is responsible for much of DSD's
good sound. "I think there are alot of
side effects from using those sharp filters
that manifest themselves in terms of
some pretty nasty things going on in the
audio passband — things we can't measure, and that Idon't think we have a
very good handle on, quite frankly."
We listened to original master recordings directly from the hard disk on
which they'd been recorded. Here's

how: Paul set up asmall liquid-crystal
display and hooked it up to aSony VSD
Computer Control unit, which sat atop
an industrial-looking pair of 41
2 -gigabyte
/
Seagate SCSI drives that could hold
90-95 minutes each of two-channel
data. The control unit outputs a"modified" SDIF-2 signal. Tom: "Well, 'modified' in the sense that it's not PCM.
We're listening to the bitstream, but

SDIF-2 carries separate left and right
channels and aseparate wordclock." The
three signals are routed to aprototype
D/A converter designed for Sony and
DMP by Ed Meitner of Museatex. Tom
calls it an incredibly simple device
because "it's not really a converter. It
basically sums the bitstream signal and
applies alow-pass filter. The balanced
output goes into what Ed calls the
Switchman. It's a digitally controlled
preamp, if you will, but one that works
in the analog domain with acontinuously variable rotary encoder, attenuating
up to six signals simultaneously."
Ifixed Tom with my best journalistic
Do tell look. He laughed. "I'm not sure
how it works, but it's the most transparent line-level preamp I've ever heard.
I'm abig fan of Ed's. He's helped me get
alot closer to my goals than anybody

else I've ever known."
We plugged the Switchman's linelevel output directly into the balanced
inputs of the Forsell Statement amplifier with interconnects supplied by the
Jungs. The Utopias were tethered to the
amp with XL0 The Limited speaker
cable. The recordings were of sessions
with the Steve Davis Project for the
drummer's Quality of Silence CD (DMP
CD-522). Tom: "It was minimally
miked, recorded at Ambient Recording
in Stamford, Connecticut. Nice size
room, all wood, fairly live, nice tall ceilings." He hit Play.
First off, let me say that Ienjoy the
music of Steve Davis, which made
things much more interesting: Quality of
Silence could sit proudly on any jazz
lover's shelf. And yes, Iwas immediately surrounded by that liquid, musical
quality that I've always enjoyed with
high-bit-rate, high-sampling-rate playback. But this was way beyond the pale.
In aword, it sounded phenomenal. Of
course, we were listening to unedited
"raw feed" from the master's original
storage medium. While Sonic Solutions
intends to add DSD editing capability to
its digital audio workstations, there are
currently no editing tools available for
DSD. Tom does his editing on downconverted media that's been through
Sony's Super Bit Mapping Directr"
process. (He describes it as amore powerful version of Sony's original SBM
conversion of 20- to 24-bit recordings
down to 16 bits.)
Given all that, it was, for this music
lover and audiophile, areal treat to hear
fine music so well rendered. Several
impressions sit most dramatically in my
recollection of the listening session, the
most notable of which was asense of
ease, of musical flow, of liquidity, of, yes,

reservations, call (914) 666-0550.
Innovative Audio Video Showrooms (77
Clinton Street, Brooklyn Heights) is
hosting the following (catered) seminars.
For more information and for reservations, call (212) 634-4444 or check their
website: www.innovaudio.com.
Detailed schedules will be faxed to you.
•Thursday and Friday, October 29 and
30: Geoffrey Poor and Victor Khomenko of Balanced Audio Technology will introduce the VK-20 and
VIC-40 solid-state preamplifiers.
•Thursday and Friday, November 5and 6:

A representative from Linn will introduce the Sondek CD 12 CD player.
•Friday and Saturday, November 13 and
14: Pat McGinty of Meadowlark
Audio will introduce the "hot rod" versions of the Kestrel, Shearwater, and
Heron loudspeakers, and discuss "what
the specs do not tell you."
• Saturday, November 14, 12-6pm: Toys
from the Attic (203 Mamaroneck Avenue,
White Plains) will host an analog afternoon featuring Lloyd Walker of Walker
Audio, Dan Fanny of AHT, and George
Stanwyck of van den Hul. For more

One of the nice things
about DSD is that
we don't go through
interpolation or
decimation filters;
we're listening essentially
to the bitstream itself.

Calendar
call David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•Friday, October 23, 5:30pm: Audio Den
(2845 Middle Country, Lake Grove) is
hosting Albert Von Schweikert of Von
Schweikert Research. For more information, call Roy at (516) 585-5600.
•Wednesday, November 11, 7pm: The
Audio Outlet (69 South Moger
Avenue, Mt. Kisco) is hosting an analog
open house. Featured speakers include
Garth Leerer of Musical Surroundings, A.J. Conti of Basis Audio,
and Bob Graham of Graham
Engineering. For information and
28
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B&W Loudspeakers of America

54 Concord Street
N. Reading. MA 01864
Tel. 978.664.2870
Fax 978.664.4109
http://www.bwspeakers.com

Balanced. Powerful.
Detailed. Smooth. Uncolored.
Effortless. Reference. Beautiful.
ATrue Value.

These are just afew words that have
been used to describe the Revel Salon 4-way loudspeaker. This new speaker
breaks new ground in both transducer
technology and loudspeaker design.
The Revel Salon — is astatement of how
to combine the vast engineering
resources and technical superiority of a
1.5 billion-dollar company with the
sensibility and locus of asmall high
end start up to create anew
benchmark. From the inert cabinet
designed using laser interferometry, to
the durable, high gloss paint finish, to
real wood veneer or aluminum side
panels, to the proprietary transducers
designed and built in-house, no other
loudspeaker can be placed on an equal
plane with the Revel Salon -.
We use true double blind listening
tests in aunique state-of-the-art
controlled listening room to remove all
prejudices and preconceptions. Revel
compares its systems with the world's
best speakers to ensure our products
are musically superior.
Revel products are available only at the
world's best audio and video dealers.
Audition them for yourself to see and
hear the most technically advanced and
musically accurate loudspeaker
systems available on the planet.

Revel Corporation
8500 Balboa Boulevard
Northridge. CA 91329
Phone:
818.830.8777
Fax:
818.892.4960
E-mail:
support@revelspeakers.com

REVEL

Net:
www.revelspeakers.com
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continuousness. I've noticed that, above
some particular threshold of word
length and bit rate, digital becomes
music, magical and communicative. I
don't know exactly where that threshold is, although many have weighed in
on the subject. Some think a 20-bit
word depth is enough if coupled with a
sampling rate higher than 44.1. And
there's disagreement as to exactly what
that magic sample rate is.'
The second sonic bombshell was the
sense of transparency. Wow. If you're an
experienced audiophile who sweats the
details in your own system, then you'd
have fully appreciated the clear, pristine,
open, airy, and layered soundstage
thrown out by that master recording in
DSD. The air around the performers
was over, under, around, and through, as
the ad used to say. Couple that with
astonishing dynamics, both the macro
made-ya-blink type as well as the seductively musical normally-hidden-innershading moments, and — Itell you, my
hair stood straight up.
Add linearity and extension to the
list. At one point Tom and Iwere startled by some obviously twentysomething-Hz information thudding out
from the Utopias. And finally, like a
meal kicked up a notch by Emeril
Lagasse, throw in blazingly fast transients, harmonic richness, and tonal
color, along with anatural, easeful, liquid fade to black. It was one spicy sonic
meatball, Ican tell you.
"Okay," you simmer, "but what's all
that got to do with me?"
It's like this. Listening to how fine the
master sounded made listening to the
1The dCS 972 can vary bit and sample rates at the flick
oía switch. I'll let you know what Ihear with it and the
Elgar.

CD-R Tom and Paul brought along that
much more interesting. It contains
seven tracks from Davis' Quality of
Silence, recorded both in PCM and in
DSD formats. Listening in the comfort
the Ribbon Chair, Igot an idea of how
the formats stacked up against each
other. Very, very interesting. The first

I've noticed that,
above some particular
threshold of word
length and bit rate,
digital becomes music,
magical and
communicative.
thing Inoted was that the frequencyresponse hinge lay at adifferent point
for PCM than for DSD. The DSD
sounded lighter, more transparent, more
open on the top. That openness seemed
to extend further into the midrange
than did the PCM versions. The cymbal
work on the first track, "Blackbird,"
shimmered and decayed more realistically, the highs were cleaner, quicker,
and more illuminated. The upper frequencies sounded cleaner and less
disheveled (I seem to have jotted in my
notebook), sounding less fudged than
via straight PCM.
The bass was also tighter in DSD
mode — more finely differentiated and
detailed, yielding a musical, liquid
sound even in the nether regions. PCM
tracks sounded abit warmer and fatter
down there, but the real tonal color was
in the DSD version. PCM was more
impressive in the macro sense, but lost
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out in the micro to the nuance DSD is
capable of. The soundstage depth was
greater in DSD, and the palpability factor higher. I had the impression of
greater felicity to the sound of original
instruments via DSD, and that the
musicians were better coupled to the
soundstage and each other. "Smoke
Gets In Your Eyes" was telling: there's
nothing like apiano recording to let you
know what's going on. No question
about it, there were major gains in all
aspects of playback via DSD. The whole
construct was less bloated and forced,
the linearity awelcome and important
factor. Ialso listened to the commercial
release of Quality of Silence and found it
matched the CD-R rather well in terms
of overall souks.
Lest you imagine the CD-R was
biased in some way toward making DSD
sound better, here's how they were produced: Tom used two paralleled recording chains. Surprisingly, the PCM tracks
were recorded at 96/24 via dCS AID
converters and a Nagra-D. The tapes
were sent to Bob Ludwig at Gateway,
who experimented with different ways
to go from 96/24 down to 44.1. As Tom
tells it, he and Bob agreed that the best
sound was achieved using two dB
Technologies sample-rate converters!
The first took the signal from 96 down to
48kHz, then asecond unit dropped the
48kHz signal to 44.1. A DAT came back
from Ludwig, was dumped into aPCbased workstation for editing, and the
CD-R was burned.
"Yep, Idon't think you could have
gotten those PCM tracks to sound any
better than they do," Tom pointed out
with some satisfaction. "In fact, the DSD
tracks on the demo were made using
Sony A/Ds; the Meitner units weren't
ready at that time. If we made the same
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information, call (914) 421-0069.
• Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
November 18, 19, and 20: Representatives
from Sony Video, Fujitsu Video,
Pioneer Video, Faroudja, Stewart
Fihnscreen, Proceed by Madrigal,
Litetoudi, Crestron, and others will
discuss the future of digital broadcasting,
digital software, and digital TV.
TEXAS

• Saturday, November 14, 2-8pm:
Dynamic Audio Visual (6692 Southwest
Stereophile, November 1998

Freeway, Houston) will host Norman
Steinke of Meridian, who will present the
Reference 861 surround processor and discuss MLP and DVD. For more information, call John or Taro at (713) 266-4555.
CANADA

• Thursday, November 5, 6-10pm:
Fairview Hi Fi (892 Bryant Street,
Burlington, Ontario) is hosting representatives from Martin-Logan, KEF,
Paradigm, and Boston Acoustics. For
more information, call (905) 681-1872.

• Thursday, November 19, 6-10pm:
Fairview Hi Fi (892 Bryant Street,
Burlington, Ontario) is featuring an
evening focusing on surround-sound
and custom installation. For more information, call (905) 681-1872.
• Thursday, November 19, 7pm: The
Sound Room (2205 West 4th Avenue,
Vancouver) will host Geoffrey Poor of
Balanced Audio Technology. For
reservations, call (604) 736-7771.
• Sunday, November 22; Tuesday,
December 8: Robert Silverman contin31

KEF SOUNDRAVES
Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long
in Audio's September issue:

KEF
RDM one
SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO

September 1997

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."
"...clear, precise imaging."
"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."
"...the KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value—and very good
looking, too."
Designed by the same engineers as our
legendary Reference Series, the RDM one
features KEF's patented Uni -Q"'
technology. Uni -Q places the
tweeter at the exact acoustic
center of the woofer cone to
create asingle point source for
the entire frequency range—the
ideal to which all speakers
aspire—producing aflawless
soundstage over amuch wider
listening area. Whether on a
bookshelf or stand, the RDM one
no longer confines you to sitting
in acentral sweet spot to enjoy
exceptional performance. Audition
them for yourself by contacting us for the
name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest
you. Ask for afull reprint of the RDM one
review when you call.

® 10 Timber Lane, Marlboro, NJ 07746 Phone: 732-683-2356 Fax: 732-683-2358
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comparison today using the Meitner
units, the DSD tracks would sound even
better." The DSD tracks were dumped
into the workstation from aDAT made
in Japan after SBMD processing. The
data were shipped overseas on 8mm
Advanced Intelligent Tape.
There are lots of factors at play here:
DMP is joined in DSD bliss by Mobile
Fidelity and Telarc, two high-profile
audiophile labels. It's just been announced that WG-4 has officially sanctioned Meridian's MLP lossless coding
for DVD-Audio. So that makes AAD
(or DAD, as Classic calls it) a bit
stronger, abit more coherent, finally, in
the marketplace. Where does all this
leave us? Ultimately, we're stuck watching a battle of the titans. (On VHS,
probably, or would that be Beta?) And
even if one or the other of the commercial giants behind the two competing
schemes predominates, so what? Will
retail outlets stock double inventory?
Will large recording combines even
consider releasing material in asuperior,
upsampled format?
When I threw these questions at
Tom, he was disarmingly sanguine.
(Paul gets hot about the format wars,
but Tom is a model of diplomatic
approbation.) "Well, we'll see what happens. The Super Audio CD can have
pure DSD times 5.1 channels, and it
improves 16/44.1 recordings when it's
used for mastering. You could have a
CD with multiple layers—DSD and
16/44.1. To me, that makes the most
sense." And that's why Sony's given
Tom, Paul, and afew others the prototype machines. And that's why he's
schlepped the blessed thing over here.
But I'll tell you this: If what I've heard so
far truly represents the digital future, no
matter what the eventual format, all dis-
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criminating audiophiles will be more
than content — even the analog brigade,
which includes me.
Res ipsa loquitur— the thing speaks for
itself. Learn more about DSD on
DM P's website: www.dmprecords.com

played, the mike mix fed all the recording,/playback systems, each of which
could be auditioned and switch-compared with any other or with the direct
microphone feed from the console. I
clocked the listening levels at around
100dB max, abit lower than real-world,
UNITED STATES
and all signals were level-matched.
The mailbox-sized Genelec 1031As,
J. Gordon Holt
On September 10, 1998, Kevin Clock of incidentally, sounded quite different
from the 1030A shoeboxes Ireviewed
Denver's Colorado Sound and Micky
in the Summer 1996 issue of Stereophik
Houlihan of Boulder's Wurd Over the
Earth recording studios co-hosted a Guide to Home Theater, which were
high-performance digital shootout.
rather sweet and laid-back — even
though both are supposed to be nearThey were pitting two advanced PCM
field monitors. The 1031As, although
A/D converters—the Prism Dream DA2
not sounding as detailed as the real
and Data Conversion Systems' model
thing, were much more realistic and far
dCS 504, Sony's one-bit Direct Stream
less forgiving than the 1030As — one
Digital (DSD) system, and airi" Ampex
reason, I'm sure, why Iwas able to glean
so much information from these unfamiliar speakers.
All the digital systems
For the sake of perspective, let me
start by saying that all these digital syssounded dramatically
tems sounded dramatically better than
16-bit/44.1kHz PCM. Bass weight and
better than
quality were much more accurate, low16-bit/44.1 kHz PCM.
level resolution sounded much like analog, and the high end lacked that subtly
bottled-up quality of CD. But as good as
ATR-100 open-reel analog recorder
they were, none equaled the sound of the
against each other. The listening sessions
direct microphone signal, what Clock
were held in Colorado Sound's main
referred to as the console feed. The
control room, with original jazz by Eric biggest differences Iheard were at the
Gunnison, piano, Ron Miles, trumpet,
high end, where production sounds —
and Kent McLagan, bass. About 20
the small noises incidental to musicrecording
engineers
from
the
making, like the flapping of lips — were
treated very differently by the various
Boulder/Denver area attended.
Other equipment on line included a systems. The direct feed had asublime
Euphonix mixing console, aGrace mike
"rightness" to it that the digital systems
preamp (for the musicians), Genelec
lacked. This was a disappointment
1031A powered monitors, and a because I had high expectations for
Genelec 1092A subwoofer. There were
these systems, having read the almostfive condenser mikes —a stereo pair and
intemperate raves of some digital punthree spot mikes —and while the trio
dits who had been granted private audi-

Calendar
ues his performance of Beethoven's piano
sonatas in Vancouver's Chan Center for the
Performing Arts. For more information,
visit www.sloth.com/silverman . For
Silvertnan's Stenvphile recordings, call (800)
766-0020 or visit www.stereophile.com
HUNGARY

•Friday to Saturday, November 6to 8: The
Magic Sound HO End Show will be held
at the Hotel Gellert, Budapest, Hungary. For
information, call or Eix 011-36-88-420-502;
e-mail magicsnd@sednethu; Web: wwsed
nethu/livsound
Stereophile, November 1998

IRELAND

• Saturday and Sunday, November 21
and 22: Coney Audio will sponsor the
Dublin Hi-Fi Show '98 at the Doyle
Burlington. Exhibitors include Arcam,
Audio Analogue, AE, B&W, Castle,
IXOS, Jadis, Krell, Marantz, Martin
Logan, Musical Fidelity, NXT,
Philips, Sennheiser, Stewart TAG
MacLaren, and VDH, with new product launches from Arcam, B&W,
Nautilus, Mission, NXT, Philips,
Pioneer, and TAG MacLaren. For
more information, contact Joe Lanigan:

Tel.: 00 353 12888477; fax: 00 353 1
2834887; e-mail: joe@cloneyaudio.com;
Web: www.doneyaudio.com
THAILAND

•Friday to Monday, November 27 to 30:
What Hi-FI?, The Sound and What
Audio-Video? magazine will host the 4th
Hi-End Audio Show 1998 at the
Ambassador Hotel Bangkok. For more
information, please fax Mr. Sathit
Pavasutthiphand at (662) 256-9597.
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one bell, one whistle,

and abutton to turn them off.
It's not about a pile of features you'll never use.
It's about delivering the best sound for the dollar.
The NAD 317 integrated amplifier is built simple to
provide -foremost -afaithful and musical performance.
And, as with all NAD products, it maintains areputation for true value, performance and simplicity.
Oh... it has one more feature, the ability to make you
smile when you find out the price.

NAD 317 Integrated Amplifier

pure. and simple.

80 watts into 8 ohms, bridgeable to 240 watts,
6 line level inputs (including 2 tape in/outputs),
pre out/main in, all discrete circuitry,
defeatable Soft Clipping'", remote control with NAD Link.

NAD Electronics of America

6Merchant Street Sharon, MA 02067

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com
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tions and came away apparently convinced that, if one of these new systems
were to replace the CD, we would have
nothing to complain about for at least
the next decade. Well, I'm sorry to have
to disagree.
Because Iwas expecting to hear practically no differences between these
supersystems, Iarrived at the sessions
with my perceptions on hyperdrive, but
Iwas still surprised at how different
they sounded. Yes, the differences were
minuscule compared with what Iheard
during a previous shootout between
high-rate PCM and 16/44.1 (see
"Industry Update," June 1997, p.35), but
when Ifound myself making the same
mental observation about aparticular
system for the third and fourth time, I
crossed out the line in my notebook that
said "but I'm not sure."
The analog playback sounded exactly
as Iexpected. The sound was liquid and
effortlessly clean, but warmish through
the midbass and very subtly veiled, with
aslight blurring of production sounds. It
was also obvious that the analog signal's
soundstage was wider than that of any of
the other sources —including the direct
console feed. If I had harbored any
doubt about analog tape's proclivity for
exaggerating soundstage width (I didn't),
this demonstration would have dispelled
it. The analog sound also had the most
benign imperfections of any these systems, making it the most relaxed and
comfortable-sounding of the lot. This
was the kind of analog that LP fanatics
think of while they're forgetting how
awful analog was in most homes.
Of the digital systems, Ijudged the
Sony DSD to be the Best of Show.
Initially, Iwas prepared to declare it perfect, but then Ibegan hearing things,
albeit little things. There seemed to be
just alittle more HF content than the
console feed, and it sounded ever so
slightly grainy, but these were the only
imperfections Icould reliably hear.
The dCS converter at 24/88.2
sounded just alittle slow compared to
the Sony, as if the piano had an extra
layer of felt over its hammers. It also
seemed to have asubtle warmth and fatness in the midbass, shared by no other
system. And it, too, was doing audible
damage to production sounds, which
had lost some cohesion and were no
longer precisely related to the frequencies giving rise to them. Again, Imust
stress that this was avery subtle effect
that was not being mitigated by the
Genelecs' mercilessly revealing high
end and the close listening distance.
The Prism PCM ADC had more of a
Stereophile, November 1998

sonic signature than either the dCS or
Sony. It was oddly, subtly constricted,
more in width than in tonality, and it
did some nasty things to several passages
where the trumpet was putting out
down-and-dirty blats, which took on an
almost explosive edginess. Yet musical
harmonics sounded pristinely correct. I
have never heard that kind of distortion
before, and haven't even come up yet
with aword to describe it.
The same tests were repeated with
the dCS running first in 24/96 PCM
mode, then in the same DSD mode as
the Sony. Itried very hard to convince
myself that Iheard adifference with the
higher-rate PCM, but the last mention
of it in my notebook said "I don't know."
Its DSD mode was ashocker, though,
sounding so much like Sony's DSD that
Iwas unable to tell them apart. My surprise at the similarity was because Sony
takes considerable pride in its Ed
Meitner-designed converters but the
dCS converters sounded just as good.
Thenjust because it was possible, we
listened to the dCS running at 192kHz
sampling. To my surprise, there was a
difference. The high end lightened up
to the point where it sounded much like
the Sony, but production sounds became more noticeable. Icouldn't tell,
though, whether this was because they
got louder or simply more obnoxious.
The next day, there was afollow-up
session at Emmy-winner Airshow Recording's Boulder studios, to audition
the tape made from the competing systems the previous day. Here, the monitors were Dunlavy SC-Vs about 8' from
the listening seat, and the sound was not
nearly as detailed as the day before. I
heard much the same things as previously, but mainly, Isuspect, because I
already knew what to listen for.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The awards presented by What Hi-Fi?,
the UK's largest-selling hi-fi magazine,
are an important event on the British hifi calendar. Whatever one thinks of the
magazine or its policies, the fact remains
that the winners all have big smiles on
their faces: they know the winning
products will enjoy amajor sales boost
throughout the prime pre-Christmas
sales season.
Iwas glad to be there as aguest of
NXT, because NXT doesn't make hi-fi
equipment—or anything else, for that
matter. The company is purely concerned with developing and licensing
their new flat-panel speaker technology.
So NXT wasn't up for any awards, and
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we could all relax and enjoy the proceedings with appropriate jocularity.
The food and cabaret were good, and
departing editor Jez "Gone Trekking"
Ford MC'd the operation with customary flair and élan. But aStereophile reader might have wondered what planet
he/she was on, especially when the
"Accessories and Essentials" award went
to aSharp MiniDisc personal stereo, the
MD-MS702H. Indeed, the majority of
the awards seemed to be more concerned with consumer electronics than
with hi-fi — the "Highly Recommended" Meridian 508-24 and Naim
CD3.5 CD players were perhaps the
only obvious examples that crossed over
into Stereophile territory. Vmyl replay
was conspicuously ignored, while
home-theater components had three
separate awards, and others were given
for "Packaged Systems" and for "Minis
and Micros."
The key hi-fi component awards
went to the MOO Maranta CD-63
Midi KI-S CD player (for the second
year running!), prompting the suggestion that the longer the name, the better
its chances. This theory gained credibility when the Acoustic Energy Aegis
One (a beer-budget metal-cone miniature costing £150/pair) picked up the
"Best Speaker" award, but lost ground
when the NAD C320 (£199) picked up
the "Best Amplifier" award. The Creek
T43 (L399) picked up the "Tuner Best
Buy," while van den Hul's D102 III HB
was the top interconnect, and QED's
Silver Qudos (a/m) the winning loudspeaker cable.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Some products inspire unwavering loyalty among their owners: Gibson's "Les
Paul" Guitars, for example, or HarleyDavidson motorcycles. Only ahandful
of audio manufacturers have been
lucky enough for their products to
attain this kind of cult status. McIntosh
is perhaps premier among them.
Individual products — Audio Research
preamps, Marantz tuners, Linn turntables — also have deservedly loyal and
sizable followings.
But if the sheer number of loyal owners is considered, along with amanufacturer's historically relentless pursuit of
perfection, no brandname can compete
with Nakamichi for the much-abused
title "Legendary." In high-end circles,
cassette tape —by a wide margin the
most popular audio format of all time —
is generally dismissed as too lo-fi for
consideration — unless, of course, the
35

New and
Introducing ANTHEM's newest &most powerful
lineup of products -high power hybrid & tube
designs with features such as remote control,
SSP bypass loop and aheadphone amplifier!
Combining the musicality and finesse of
vacuum tubes, with the solidity and control of
solid-state, these next generation products
are uniquely capable of providing music
enthusiasts with extremely high value, and
unprecedented sonic performance, which
successfully merge the strengths of both
technologies. Indeed, these products will be
aforce to be reckoned with!

Integrated 2

• Hybrid design
-16 dB two tube preamp stage
(mil-spec 6922's)
-130 watt solid-state power amp
• Remote Control
• Headphone Amplifier
• SSP Bypass loop (a throughput)
• Separate Preamp/Power amp
capability
• Mute/Operate; Mono/Stereo; Tape/Source
• 4 position input selector; balance
control; motorized Volume potentiometer
• hall-of-fame parts quality including REL-CAP,
KIMBER, SOLEN, HOLCO, NOBLE etc....

Pre 2L

• All-Tube design
-Four tube linestage (mil-spec 6922's)
-8/16/24 dB switchable gain
• Remote Control
• Headphone Amplifier
• SSP Bypass loop (a throughput)
• Mute/Operate; Mono/Stereo;
Tape/Source
• 4 position input selector; balance
control; motorized Volume potentiometer
• hall-of-fame parts quality including REL-CAP,
KIMBER, SOLEN, HOLCO, NOBLE etc....

Amp 2

• Hybrid design
• two tube input stage (mil-spec 6922's)
• 260 watt solid-state driver &output stage
• Bridgeable into mono (over 600 watts)

Why settle for aproducts which compromise
one sonic aspect for the other. You can have
the best of both worlds with ANTHEM's next
generation products... asublime combination
of both power and finesse which audiophile
music lovers have long been searching for, at
aprice never before thought possible!

THE
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Contact Sonic Frontiers for
the dealer nearest you
2/20 L3rightuil Road. OakvWe
Ontario, Canada, L6 H 5T4
Tel: (905) 829-3838 Fax: (905) 829-3033
E-Mail: SF1@sonicfrontiers.com
Web Site http://www.sonicfrontiers.com/ANTHEM
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name "Nakamichi" is invoked. Except
for afew rare, isolated models by other
makers, Nakamichi is the only brand of
cassette deck most self-respecting
audiophiles will admit to owning.
That's with good reason. Nakamichi
took arecording format that was originally intended for nothing more
demanding than voice dictation, and,
through consistent engineering refinement, lifted it into the realm of true
high fidelity. Although other manufacturers — notably Ampex, Tandberg,
Harman/Kardon, and Sony — contributed to the cassette's ultimate performance potential, Nakamichi was the
firm that took it to the absolute maximum, extracting phenomenal performance where none should have been
possible, given cassette tape's slow speed
and narrow track width.
Like tube aficionados, Nak fanciers
speak reverently about "Nakamichi
warmth," aquality they find sorely lacking in the playback from almost all
other brands. Those fans have ahome
on the Internet: the Unofficial
Nakamichi Cassette Deck Page (http:/
/www.xs4all.n1/- wheijke/nak/).
Created and maintained by Dutch
audio enthusiast Wouter He1jke, the site
is atreasure trove for all things pertinent
to Nakamichi's long dominance of the
cassette market. The site features pictures and engineering specifications of
products going back as far as the model
250 (which went on the market in
1973); links to other Nakamichi sites,
including the company's home page; a
discussion area ("Naktalk"); and pricing
guides for used Nakamichi recorders.
Most of the company's products have
held their value well, selling at 25-50%
of their original retail value, with some
priced even higher.
Perhaps most useful to Nakamichi
owners is asubsection of the site devoted to frequently asked questions
(FAQs), put up by Marc Nutter, who
owns Sonic Sense, aDenver, Colorado,
company that specializes in home, studio, and remote-location recording
equipment, and does abrisk business in
the repair and maintenance of Nakamichi machines. With the aid of his lead
technician (who has 17 years' experience with Nak gear) and an army of
unpaid enthusiasts, Nutter has compiled
adeep database of service tips for almost
all the popular models. He explains
clearly both the causes and cures, and
includes probable estimates. Clay
Cowdery, aHewlett-Packard engineer
and business-development specialist in
Atlanta, mentioned that his long-troubleStereophile, November 1998
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some ZX-9 recorder was finally fixed
after he consulted Nutter's FAQ. "It had
four simple parts that needed to be
replaced," Cowdery said. "I took it into
the service center and said Do this, this,
and this.' It's been fine ever since." A little knowledge is apowerful tool.

far, seems to be limited by alack of
enthusiasm from receiver manufacturers. In Britain, in-car DAB units have
been available from several brands for a
year or two —indeed, the second generation of these models is just coming
onto the market.
One major advantage of DAB is that
UNITED KINGDOM
it effectively avoids the multipath distortions that curse mobile reception of
Paul Messenger
FM radio. However, multipath can
Arcam claims a"World's First" distinction for its new Alpha 10 DRT —a
have pernicious effects on fixed installa£799 ($1300) digital radio tuner that is
tions too, especially near buildings or
unlikely to be sold in the US. By "digihills, and/or where ahigh-quality roof
tal radio" Arcam means the DAB
aerial is not feasible; Arcam should have
(Digital Audio Broadcasting) format a ready pool of potential customers.
that has been transmitted across afair When used for national network transproportion of the UK since 1995 (60%
missions, DAB is also unaffected by copopulation coverage is currently
channel interference, which can plague
claimed). While a handful of in-car
reception during high-pressure weather
systems.
The Alpha DRT has been designed
DAB effectively avoids
around the "Gold Card" module developed by DAB specialists Roke Manor
the multipath distortions
Research. This sorts out the wanted data
from the incoming multiplexed signal,
that curse mobile
and reconstitutes the MPEG to aPCM
signal prior to feeding aCrystal Semireception of FM radio.
conductor DAC, and thence Arcam's
analog output stages. (A separate external DAC can also be used.) Arcam uses
units are already on the market, Arcam
intends to be the first to bring out a separate power-supply transformer
domestic (le, fixed installation) receiver.
windings for analog and digital circuitry,
Although the DAB format is being with eight separately regulated supplies
tested and/or adopted by most to minimize unwanted interactions.
European countries, Canada, and South
The digital transmissions carry text as
Korea, there are no plans to introduce it well as music data, so the tuner's
scrolling display carries useful informato the US or japan, for anumber of sensible reasons. In the US, radio stations
tion about program content as well as
station ID. DAB tuning is very easy and
tend to be "vertically integrated," right
through from program origination to
straightforward, and an "engineering
transmission, an approach that doesn't mode" provides more detailed informasit well with DAB's technique of multition, including the multiplex ID, the
plexing six to eight stations together
signal strength, and the transmitted bit
rate. Broadcasters have various options
into asingle frequency "block."
on the latter, allowing them to trade off
More seriously, the digital data-comsound quality against the number of stapression system used for DAB, MPEG2
tions (one reason for hi-fi skepticism);
Audio Layer H, was finalized back in
1995. Newer, more spectrum-efficient it'll be nice to be able to keep an eye on
and non-backward-compatible devel- what we're being given.
opments such as MPEG2 AAC
Further fuel for skepticism comes
from digital audio compression tech(Advanced Audio Coding) are reckoned
niques and the extent to which they
to give slightly better quality at half the
compromise fidelity. Though the BBC
bit rate, which is obviously attractive to
uses a 192kb/s data rate for its four
broadcasters. At the same time, tests are
proceeding on an approach, code- main national networks, including clasnamed IBOC (in-band, on-carrier), that sical music station Radio 3, it intends to
use 256kb/s MPEG2/2 for the audio
avoids group-multiplexing and presignals accompanying its imminent digserves existing transmission frequencies.
ital television services. Apparently,
IBOC is likely to suit the US radio
192kb/s retained insufficient phase
structure and requirements much better
accuracy for "good quality" (analog)
than DAB.
Dolby Pro Logic decoding, which hardSuch issues aside, many countries do
ly bodes well for the ultimate translook likely to adopt DAB, and some are
already well into aprogram that, thus parency of DAB radio music.
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OBSESSIVE

COMPULSIVES
NEVER HAD
IT SO GOOD.
We should know. It has taken us more than
ten years of, shall we say, repeated and focused
inquiry, to arrive at aspeaker that satisfies our
every exacting and unreasonable requirement.
Machined magnesium-alloy cones. Baffles
one-third foot thick. Drivers matched
to

3/ loo

dB. You know, stuff like that.

The Transcendence Eight Is our
finest effort. A speaker so coherent
that you won't be—after listening.

SERIOUS LOUDSPEAKERS
FOR SERIOUS LISTENERS.'

HALES DESIGN GROUP'

16812 Gothard Street Huntington Beach California 9264;
Voice: 714 841 6884 Fax: 714 841 2427
w ww.halesdesigngroup.com
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ephyr. From the Latin, zephyrus,
in turn from the Greek, zephuros,
the west wind. (Zephyrus, in
Greek mythology, was the god of the
west wind.)
Ihave found another fine French
loudspeaker. Fortunately, this is one you
can actually buy in North America. It's
the Zephyr II, an $1195/pair two-way
floorstander from Triangle Electroacoustique, France's third-largest speaker manufacturer (after JMlab and
Cabasse), founded in 1980 and located
in Soissons, about an hour's drive northeast of Paris. The Triangle line is distributed in North America by Richard
Kohlruss, of Hi-Fi Forum in Montreal.
Ididn't so much find the Zephyr II as
the speaker found me. Richard could
see Iwas hot on high-sensitivity speakers, and on bee-fee français generally. So
he offered to stop by with apair when
he was in the neighborhood.
The Zephyr II stands 3' high and
weighs just over 30 lbs. Unlike most
French speakers, it's biwirable — allowing for bicáblage, as they say in France.
Spikes are provided, too — another
British influence.
The finish is, well, economy: The cabinet's sides, top, bottom, and back are
clad in black vinyl —don't look for bubinga wood here! The slightly curved
front baffle is reddish brown and is mostly covered by agrille. Ifind the speaker
quite handsome (and slightly more
open-sounding) with the grille off. Even
the vinyl siding is not so bad —so long
as you don't look too close. Marina didn't seem to mind having these in the living room.
"Do we keep zeese?" she asked.
"Probably not. Ihave my eye on one
of Triangle's more expensive speakers,
the Lyrr." The Lyrr retails for $3700/
pair and recently received arave review
in Haute Fidelité.
"Mnye panravilos," Marina opined. "I
like them very much."
Simplicity is the key to what's going
on here. The Zephyr II is atwo-way, featuring a1" titanium-dome tweeter and a
6" impregnated paper-cone woofer —or
le boomer, as they say in France. There is
aport at the bottom so the speakers can
be set close to arear wall. Bass improves
Stereophile, November 1998
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when you do that, but soundstage depth
suffers. Ipreferred the speakers about
21
/
2 into the room. Frequency response
is spec'd at 45Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity is given as 91dB/W/m, impedance as 4ohms.
Rtgardez le crossover pointe: At 5kHz, all
of the midrange and the lower treble are
handled by k boomer—or the bassmidrange driver, as we should more
properly call it. According to Triangle,
wide-range drivers keep the crossover
from "interfering with the critical
midrange performance."
D'accord. Triangle aims for a minimum 90dB/W/m with all their loudspeaker models, which means you can
match any of their speakers, including
their most expensive models, with
modestly powered tube amps and solidstate integrateds. A speaker manufacturer like this could put certain amplifier
manufacturers out of business!
No "parasite reflections": Like
JMlab and Cabasse, Triangle manufactures its own drivers. All Triangle drivers — including the 1" titanium-dome
tweeter used here — are constructed
around injected aluminum baskets to
combine damping and maximum rigidity. "Furthermore, the streamlined form
of the basket, at the rear of the membrane, allows for an optimum flow and
eliminates all parasite reflections."
Didn't know about "parasite reflections," did you? Add it to your list of
audiophile diseases.
The designer, Renaud de Vergnette,
doesn't much care for polypropylenecone woofers. He prefers cellulose —ie,
paper-cone — woofers for their speed
and freedom from colorations. "This
deliberate choice was dictated by the criteria of lightness and rigidity, guaranteeing high sensitivity and dynamics." M.
de Vergnette also points to a"naturalness
of tone." Paper —better than plastic.
The voice coil is wound in and
around aKapton support for effective
temperature dispersion. The driver has
apolymer voice cap and what looks like
asoft, butyl-rubber surround. This driver can boogie — Ilove to see them wiggle in and out. I'm serious about this.
You can see the speed of awoofer!

Triangle Electroacoustique Zephyr II loudspeaker

"Speed is oldie essence when reality
is the goal.": Speed and openness.
That, according to the product poop
sheet, is what Triangle aims for. And
that's what M. de Vergnette has achieved.
The Zephyr II is aptly named —it seems
touched by the god of the west wind.
No sooner had I installed the
Zephyr Ils in my living room than
John Marks, of John Marks Records,
came a-calling chez moi. John was quite
taken with the speakers—so clean,
fast, pristine. They reminded him of an
electrostatic loudspeaker.
Me, too. Electrostatic sound without
the expense, the possible unreliability,
and the room-placement problems.
Easy to drive, too.
Luckily, Iwas able to try anumber of
different amps with the Zephyr Ils. The
Jadis Orchestra offered afabulous, allFrench combination that gave the speak39

The Vision Thing
TACT Millennium

TACT RCS 2.2

The first true digital audio amplifier.
The TACT Millennium is conceptually different from
any other amplification in almost every area of
design. Once you understand the fundamental differences you will realize that the Millennium offers
the potential of much higher fidelity than any
other digital or analog design.
The Millennium is not an amplifier at all. It is a D/A
converter that just happens to output enough

Far Beyond Analog Equalization
The TACT RCS 2.2 Room Correction System can
legitimately claim to compensate fully for virtually
all room anomalies, with adegree of effectiveness
and accuracy that is entirely unprecedented by any
previous technology. This leap forward is explained
by the system's unparalleled resolution:
Powered by 4 separate 66 MHz Motorola DSP
engines, it applies a proprietary correction
algorithm with a frequency resolution variable from 0.6 Hz at low frequencies
to 300 Hz at the very highest
frequencies.

What can the TACT RCS 2.2.
do for your system?
1. Preamplification with 252 step
level control, 1analog input, and 3
digital inputs.

current and voltage to drive speakers directly,
without the need of any amplification.
This way it will perform the functions of: D/A converter, Preamplifier and Power Amplifier, without having any analog circuitry after D/A conversion other than one coil and one capacitor performing a60 kHz, 2nd order low-pass filter.
Essentially, the hundreds of active and passive
components usually required for amplification
are gone!
How does it work?
The digital input is taken to the central processor
where it is re-formatted into apulse width modulated signal of extreme precision. The pulse rate is
352,800 per second. Each pulse can have 256 different widths, with the narrowest pulse a mere 11
nanoseconds wide. The clock frequency therefore
is 90.3 MHz. The central processor uses proprietary
patented algorithms (Equibit) to arrive at exactly
the right combination of pulse widths to give the
desired waveform. This is the most fundamental
departure from conventional thinking. We define
the waveform mathematically -we are not trying
to follow or emulate awaveform by using feedback or feed-forward. Once the decision of the
duration of the pulse is made the central processor
controls the FET-switches at the output with
extreme precision. Voltage and current are taken
from the power supply directly and led to the
speakers, with only the 2nd order filter in the signal path.
The level of playback is controlled by adjusting the
voltage of the power supply. As this voltage is
switched directly onto the speakers, it is of paramount importance that the power supply is totally
free of ripple and noise. For the Millennium, a
switch mode power supply of extreme precision
with ripple rejection of more than 135 dB has been
developed. At full volume (voltage) the power supply is at 58 volts, equivalent to 150 Watts into 8
ohms. To reduce the volume the voltage of the
power supply is reduced. This means that the volume control is no longer part of an active circuit.

2. Room and speaker correction for main speaker
and subwoofer or for bi-amplification.
3. Extremely versatile electronic crossover with up
to 60 dB/octave filters and automatic alignment of
low and high pass filters.
4. Time alignment for all 4 output channels to
within 6 mm.
5. Full function FFT room response measurement
system with better accuracy and signal to noise
ratio than any dedicated measurement device
known today.
6. Extremely high quality ND and D/A conversion.

Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA

"If you have already used all superlatives,
what do you when you come across something that is not just alittle bit better? In my
case, I
just sat there looking stupid while I
enjoyed music so fluid, so light, and so immediate that it somehow defied the idea of
being reproduced. Here comes the old war
horse It sounded much more like live music
than anything else had heard at the Show,
or anywhere else for that matter"
"Iexpect not waves, but aregular Tsunami to
hit not just the high end, but the whole audio
industry"
(www.soundstage.com. July 1998)
"The sound of the TACT Millennium seems
slightly brighter than our Mark Levinson reference amps, but not overly bright or thin. It is
more as if several filtering layers of distortion
and artificial, electronic reverberation
(especially in the midrange), presumably
generated by conventional analogue circuits,
have been removed."
"The sheer fidelity of the Millennium is immediately superior to any analog gear we have
ever heard, including the best LP's!
This was probably the biggest surprise during
our first listening session."
(HI FI & Elektronik, Denmark May, 1998)
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Introducing TACT Audio
TACT Audio Inc. is acompany formed as ajoint
venture between Dr Radomir Bozovic, scientist in
wave propagation and DS e and one of Europe's
largest Audio specialists, AudioNord International,
based in Denmark. A.N. is the majority shareholder
of such renowned audio specialist brands as NAD
Electronics, London, and DALI speakers, Denmark.
We are currently setting up distribution all over the
world. If you have any questions regarding
TACT Audio or the products, please visit our web
site or just give us acall!

TACT RCS 2.2 Press Comments
"The RCS rendered adramatic, wholesale
improvement in the musical presentation.
Taking it out of the system instantly unmasked
the colorations introduced by the room,
making them stick out like asore thumb."
'With the RCS, abass drum can cut through
the sound of abass guitar with depth and
impact. Inow hear the dynamic envelope of
each drum rather than having the attacks blur
into acontinuum.
'I also used the RCS subwoofer crossover
with the Revel Gem and Sub-15. The improvement in bass clarity, dynamic agility and pitch
definition was staggering.'
(Fi Magazine, July 1998)

www.tactaudio.corn

TACT Audio, Inc.
201 Gates Road, Unit G

TACT Millennium Press Comments
"I doubt there'll be another audio revolution
so great, until we are born with phono sockets growing out of our foreheads..."
"With the arrival of the TACT Millennium, the
world's first digital amplifier, hi-fi has taken a
massive leap forward.'
"Early adopters will not be disappointed!"
(HIFI CHOICE, UK May 1998)

Phone
1TaCT

_

201 440 9300

Fax

201 440 5580

e-mail

info@tactaudio.com
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ers arichness and adynamic power —a
sweep — that was quite breathtaking.
The Conrad-Johnson CAV-50 was
superb too —particularly in its tonality.
So what about asingle-ended triode
amp?
You can try. The Bel Canto SET 40
integrated, rated at 37Wpc into 4or 8
ohms, did beautifully. ('This amp uses a
pair of 845 output tubes, which can put
out some power.) I'm waiting for the
new Cary CAD-300SE signature monoblocks, with anew 300B tube manufactured in the Czech Republic by KR
Enterprises. These, too, may have the getup-and-go to make the Triangles sing.
Have you noticed? These are wonderful times in hi-fi. Maybe it's good
that most of the public seems to have
lost interest. I, for one, am happy to see
serious hi-fi shrink! (This will never get
printed.)
With lower-powered SET amps,
including the Audio Electronic SE-1
using 2A3 output tubes, Ifelt that there
wasn't enough drive. Dynamics were
reined in and bass extension suffered.
C'est dommage!
Don't want to touch tubes? That's
cool with M. de Vergnette. The Zephyr
Ils mated well with the LFD Mistral,
Plinius 2100i (see below), Bryston B-60,
and Creek 4330R. Another excellent
choice —which I'll have achance to try
soon — might be the $795 Audio
Analogue Puccini from Italy, also distributed by Hi-Fi Forum. (Preliminary auditioning suggests that the Puccini sings.)
The Zephyr ils' soundstaging and
imaging, while very good for floorstanding speakers, were not quite up to
what Ihear from the best minimonitors.
Also, the sound tended to stay alittle
close to the ground. But specificity of
imaging —particularly the placement of
instruments across the soundstage —
was very precise.
And transient response? Close your
eyes and you might think you're listening to apair of electrostatics. One of the
speakers M. de Vergnette says he most
admires is the original Quad ESL
Don't overlook the possibility of trying fairly powerful solid-state amps with
these speakers. According to the specs,
the Zephyr II can tolerate up to
150Wpc. When Itried the outstanding
Plinius SA-50 (see below), Inoticed an
improvement in bass extension and
overall dynamics — macrodynamics, in
audiospeak. For small speakers, the
Zephyr Ils were able to play quite loud,
given enough power.
The Triangle Zephyr II is an extraordinary achievement at the price.
Stereophile, November 1998
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Plinius SA-50 Mk.III power amplifier

Resolution, speed, clarity are up there
with the very best — far beyond what I
normally hear from speakers at this price
point. Iwould rate it as Class B. All you
sacrifice is the bottom octave of bass, the
ability to play crazy loud, and the last
word in soundstaging and imaging. I
can't wait to hear the $3700/pair Lyrrs!
Undoubtedly, there are those who
won't consider the Zephyr Ils because
they don't cost enough to inflict pain, or
the furniture's not fancy enough. Don't
make this mistake! You could build a
magnificent high-end, high-resolution
system around these speakers for under
$3000. Take the $795 Audio Analogue
Puccini integrated, for instance, add the
$795 Rega Planet CD player, and you
still have $200 left over for cables.
Better yet, scrounge up some used
cables from an audiophile friend for 10
cents on the dollar.
Under $2500? Try the Musical
Fidelity XA-1 from Audio Advisor (still
asteal at $595), add the Panasonic A-110
DVD player for astreet price of around
$400, some decent cables, and you've
got agreat rig for under $2 1
/k.
2
At the moment, Canadian readers
will have an easier time finding these
speakers than will US readers — there
are over adozen dealers up there, about
half adozen down here. The Zephyr IIs
are worth seeking out, though — they
go to the top of my personal list of recommended speakers! But because
they're so fast, so resolving, so high-end
(despite the low price), you should be
wary of using them with anything but
high-quality electronic sources. Beware
especially of solid-state crap!
Fortunately, we're living in an era of
great modestly powered, modestly
priced amplifiers — like the two Plinius
models discussed below.
Look. Can we get JA and all the rest

of the guys to leave the room? Good.
We're alone.
You oughta hear these Triangle
Zephyr I
Is. The resolution, clarity, and
speed are quite exceptional. If you were
thinking of spending around $2k for a
pair of speakers, you might save some
money. If you were looking to part with
less than $1k, you might up the ante.
Remember, you won't need stands!
Plinius SA-50 Mk.III power amplifier
Quid non miraculo est cum ',Minim in notifiant veldt? Quant multa fiere non posse
pausquam sutil Jacta iundicantur!
"What is not deemed miraculous
when first it comes into knowledge?
How many things are judged impossible
before they actually occur?" — Gaius
Plinius Secundus (Pliny the Elder),
Historia Naturalis
What would Gaius Plinius Secundus
say about this —an amp that has much
of the top-end openness and immediacy
of a single-ended triode tube amp...
with the balls-to-the-wall power of a
solid-state muscle amp?
Mirabile diau, that's what you get with
the Plinius SA-50 Mk.III —a 50Wpc
transistor job from New Zealand, now
with a new US importer, Advanced
Audio Technologies.
At $2995, the SA-50 doesn't seem to
suffer much from an import penalty.
Sound quality and build quality are
exceptional for the price—helped by
the fact that the New Zealand dollar
nowadays is worth about 50 cents US.
Of course, 50Wpc into 8ohms doesn't seem like much. You could get alot
more power for alot less money elsewhere. What makes the SA-50 such a
strong value is not its rated power, but its
build quality, which includes things like
internal silver wiring by Siltech. The
build quality is right up there with the
41

"History

is defined by
remarkable
moments
of change."
Behold the new Genesis

APM-1
$9500/pair
msrp
Shown
with grilles
removed

APM-1
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Genesis Technologies, Inc.
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likes of Mark Levinson, Krell, Spectral,
and Jeff Rowland Design Group. I'm
sure that Gaius Plinius Secundus would
approve. He was aconnoisseur of many
things, including wine.

Space

state amps Ihave encountered.
Here's what you don't get: No hardness. No grain. None of that infamous
MOSFET mist, traces of which afflict
even the best amplifiers designed with
MOSFET output transistors, in my
On the moon: Ah, Plinius.
opinion, robbing them of ultimate
Latin scholars (like me, once) will
clarity, immediacy, and resolution.
love the way the name plops from the
(Pete Thomson told me he uses only
tongue. Peter Thomson, managing
bipolar output transistors — six per
side in the SA-50. More on these outdirector of Plinius, tells me he found
this name on the moon. "I suggested to
put devices later.)
"Most metal workers
For most of my listening, Iused Ed
my wife that she go to the library and
get amap of the moon, as there are
Meinier's Museatex Bidat processor
in New Zealand are great
straight into the SA-50 (the processor
some craters with neat names. She did
at making urinals, but
and chose Plinius, named after Gaius
has its own volume control) using abalanced run of ICimber Silver Streak.
Plinius Secundus —a pretty important
when something has to
chap in Roman times."
Transport was the Denon DCDIn English, this author —a Shakes1650AR CD player. Ilistened with the
compete looks-wise with
Audio Physic Step Special Edition loudpeare fave —is known as Pliny the Elder
(not to be confused with the less-celespeakers, with Bob Carver's Sunfire
the best from anywhere,
brated Pliny the Younger, the Elder's
subwoofer filling in below; also with the
new Fidelio loudspeakers from Verity
nephew and also a writer). He lived
they just take their
from 23 to 79 AD and wrote the encyAudio, in Canada. Ialso tried out the
tin-snips and walk away."
clopedic Historia Natura/is. His insatiable
Triangle Zephyr II speakers.
curiosity led to his death at the age of 56
As you know, it takes time for a
—Peter Thomson, Plinius
—my age, exactly (next month).
solid-state amp — indeed, any amp —to
Note the date of his demise: 79 AD.
break in. Having had the SA-50 for
only amonth, I'm sure it's still breaking
After getting wind of the eruption of
stereo mode, the SA-50 is said to deliver in. Iexpect that the sound will become
Mount Vesuvius, Plinius hitched up his
chariot or whatever and rushed to view
50Wpc into 8 ohms, 100Wpc into 4 even harmonically richer and fuller
with time — what usually happens
the cataclysm firsthand. My kind of ohms. Hey, man, that should be enough!
guy — the ultimate rubbernecker. Poor
If it's not, you can bridge two SA-50s when asolid-state amplifier settles in.
Plinius expired shortly thereafter as a for 200Wpc into 8ohms. But bridged And yes, I'll be keeping the Plinius SAoperation is not such ahot idea with
result of inhaling volcanic fumes — one
50 for awhile, so I'll update you later
low-impedance speakers. Note that on. Even now, though, this amp is in no
whiff, and pool?
Enough Latin. Let's get back to New
there's no bridged rating into 4ohms.
way harmonically thin or threadbare.
Zealand, a country of "approximately
As you'd expect from a solid-state
3.7 million people and 65 million
Class-A or A/B: This amp — we'll call
muscle design, bass definition and
him Pliny the Elder —is hot stuff. It can
extension are excellent. Sorry, but no
sheep," according to Pete. Plinius produced its first amp in 1980 and exports
run class-A or A/B: same power rating.
tube amp can deliver controlled,
And you can switch on the fly—with
extended bass like this — important
alittle over 90% of its production. You
the amp playing. If the weather is hot,
even with rninimonitors, like the Audio
have to when there are 20 times more
or you want to listen for background
Physic Step Special Editions. The
sheep than people. Garry Morrison is
the co-designer — give him at least half and don't want to run up your electric Triangle Zephyrs, too —despite their
rated 91dB sensitivity —benefited from
bills, you can switch into class-A/B. In
the credit.
class-A, the amp gobbles up about this bottom-end control and seemed to
Exporting asolid-state muscle amp to
North America is alittle like shipping 600W from your mains —all the time.
take on an extra half-octave or so of bass
extension. This speaker is rated to go
Idling in A/B, it consumes about 30W.
coals to Newcastle. But the Plinius SA-50
In pure class-A, Pliny the Elder is a down to 45Hz. Using my trusty
offers something that Ihaven't heard
RadioShack SPL meter, I measured
stove — it will easily raise the temperafrom competing solid-state muscle amps.
ture in an average-size room. Idon't considerable output below 40Hz.
Build quality is outstanding. Styling is
handsome too — in abusinesslike sort mind; as a thrifty New Englander, I
Light and life: Until now, much of
never turn on the heat until chilled to
of way. The SA-50 is available in black
the bone. The SA-50 could help keep
what I've said about the SA-50 might
or silver (go for silver). The finish on the
also be said about many another solidme warm this winter! In class A/B, the
faceplate is quite exceptional: nice
state amp of high quality. But Pliny the
amp barely gets warm.
smooth feel, no sharp edges.
And there's a mute switch on the
Elder doesn't sound like most other
Iwondered how Plinius pulls this off
amps. It has acertain ineffable lightness
front. Nice touch. With the amp muted,
in New Zealand, since the Brits, with 10
of being that inevitably calls to mind —
you can play around with interconnects,
times the population, have never manyes, you guessed it —single-ended triwhatever.
aged to come up with anything like this
ode tube amps.
No doubt about it —I loved the SAquality of finish.
What is this lightness of being? Speed
50 from the moment Iturned it on, and
It's not easy, Pete admitted. "Manuis part of it. The SA-50 is achamp when
with only an hour's warm-up. The SAfacturing aquality product in asmall
50 Mk.Ill is one of the sweetest solidit comes to "letting go of the notes," to
country is bloody difficult. Most metal
Stereophile, November 1998

workers in this country are great at
making urinals, but when something
has to compete looks-wise with the best
from anywhere, they just take their tinsnips and walk away."
The SA-50 has inputs for balanced or
single-ended operation, with aknob on
the back for choosing between them —
no need to insertjumper pins (easily lost!)
into the balanced XLR connectors! In
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41'S -Loudspeaker Coble
2 13.5awg Ultra-Pure copper
$3.00 per foot
t:
4TC -Teflon °dielectric
2x I3.5awg Hyper-Pure copper
$7.00 per foot

4PR -Loudspeaker Cable
2x14awg copper
$1.40 per foot
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Flowery prose and verse will not replace apersonal audition of these superlative cables.
Discover for yourself the profound difference proper cables can make.
With KIMBER KABLE your treasured recordings will come to life,
offering for the first time a commanding performance of the original.
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KIM3ER KABLE

Revealing
2752 South

1900 West - Ogden
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Nature
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Music.

Utah 84401 - 801-621-5530 - fax 801-627-6980
www.kimbercom
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use that useful phrase of former Stereophile
columnist Alvin Gold. Transient response
is superb —crisp, pristine, trioclelike. So
are spatial resolution and presentation.
But the SA-50 offers something more —
acertain illuminated-from-within quality
that breathes light as well as life into each
musical performance.
Iasked Pete Thomson what's up.
"What's shakin', man?" (I've been listening too much to Car Talk.)
Pete started by talking about the
class-A operation. He referred me to his
product lit (I hadn't read it, of course),
which includes this excellent explanation of class-A:
"Class-A circuit design is where the
transistors are always working, regardless of the amount of signal applied to
them, and in this mode they are at their
most linear, producing the most distortion-free sound possible. In class-AB,
the transistors in the circuit are only just
working. They are not at their most linear, and as the amount of signal applied
to them changes, the levels of current
drawn by the amplifier also alter, giving
rise to power-supply modulation, which
is likely to cause audible distortion."
When I inquired about the sonic
benefits of class-A, Pete pointed to "pinpoint images, tonal clarity, subtle detail,
and authority," all of which would be
pretty convincing — except for one
small fact. The amp sounds nearly as
good in class-A/B!
Iasked Pete about the sliding-bias
class-A schemes favored by certain
other manufacturers of solid-state amps.
"The sliding-bias arrangement has
never really captured our imagination,"
Pete told me. (Mine neither.) "We are
happy with the way our system works."
There's got to be more going on here.
A curious cat like Pliny the Elder, I
pressed Pete for the real scoop.

Plinius 2100i integrated amplifier

device than its PNP counterpart. In our
circuit, we use only the NPN in the
output stage."
The result is an asymmetrical circuit,
more push than pull, that Pete says better emulates the way sound energy
behaves in nature — that is, in air.
"When excited by asignal, air will
compress over awide range of velocities, but it will decompress at aslower
and more narrow rate."
This is why absolute phase matters. (I
used to pooh-pooh absolute phase. No
more.)
No, I'm not ready to give up my love
affair with single-ended triodes. But I
do think Pete is on to something.

Plinius 2100i integrated amplifier
Not much space left for Pliny the
Younger: the $1995 Plinius 2000i linelevel integrated.
One of the things Inoticed about Pliny
the Elder is that he sounds almost —but
not quite —as good in class-A/13 as in
class-A. A little less liquid — you've got
to boil for solid-state liquidity! — maybe
atad less detail, and transients are someNot quite push-pull: The SA-50 is
what less crisp. But overall, there's not a
not quite push-pull!
dramatic difference.
Pete is not particularly forthcoming
The sound of the 2100i integrated is
with details — he doesn't want his and
close to the sound of the SA-50 in classGarry Morrison's design to be knocked A/13. The same resolution is there —
off— but the SA-50, like all other
almost. So are the light and life —
Plinius amps, uses an asymmetrical ciralmost. So, too, is that asymmetrical
cuit in its output stage.
output circuit.
I'll explain.
If $1995 is more money than the typAn output transistor is like asandwich
ical integrated, consider that you get
—negative, positive, negative (NPN), or
some bang for your buck. The 2100i is
positive, negative, positive (PNP). In a rated at 100Wpc into 8ohms, 160Wpc
normal push-pull amp, an NPN transis- into 4ohms. Ican't figure out why the
tor is matched with aPNP transistor to
erstwhile Plinius distributor — we'll call
form amirror-image pair, each transistor
him 14whktor, or Pliny the Former —
handling one half of the waveform.
didn't import this little gem. It easily
But, says Pete, "the NPN transistor is
drove every speaker Ihad in the house.
afar more linear and better-sounding Build quality is not quite up to the SAStereophile, November 1998

Space

50's, but it's by no means shabby for the
price. No remote. No phono stage. You
do get four line-level inputs plus two
tape loops, though. Unfortunately,
there's no headphone jack. Headphone
fans might look to the Bryston B-60,
but the Bryston doesn't have quite the
light and life of the 2100i —nor does it
have as much power.
By the way, there's also another
Plinius integrated for $2995, rated at
150Wpc into 8ohms, and all tricked out
with phono stage and remote control.
So here's the skinny on Pliny the
Younger: Like the SA-50, it's startlingly
alive. That, apparently, is what makes
Plinius Plinius.

Contacts
Triangle Industrie, 6 boulevard
Jules Ferry, 02200 Soissons, France.
Tel: (33) 03 23 59 80 80. Fax: (33)
03 23 59 80 81. www triangle_
fr.com
Hi-Fi Forum, P.O. Box 570,
Chazy, NY 12921 or P.O. Box 8,
1217 Greene Avenue, Montreal,
QC H3Z 2T1, Canada. Tel: (800)
771-8729 (from US), (514) 9327786. Fax: (514) 931-8891. www.hifi-fonun.com
Plinius, Corner Princess &
Ferguson Streets, P.O. Box 1836,
Palmerston North, New Zealand.
Tel: (64) 6358 8583. Fax: (64) 6
359 3829. www.nz.com/webnzaudible/plinius.htm
Advanced Audio Technologies,
5550 South Garnett, Suite 200,
Tulsa, OK 74146. Tel: (918) 6101296. Fax: (918) 665-6789.
—Sam Tellig
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ABOUT
OICE COILS

To achieve the lowest possible moving mass, all advanced Dynaudio
Magnum voice coils are made from pure aluminum wire wound in our
patented Hexacoil technique that uses many windings on along coil
in a short gap. The large diameter voice coil provides maximum
efficiency, optimum drive of the diaphragm and plenty of headroom
with regard to power rating to ensure total control of even the most
minute membrane displacement. That's why only a Dynaudio can
touch

YOU

up to fifty-thousand times per second. We know. Do you!

Analog
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H

ave you noticed how the pace of
things "going digital" has increased? There's no escaping it,
and television's next. It'll take about 10
years, but then, like abandoned canals,
the empty two-lane cement of Route 66,
and overgrown railroad rights of way,
the analog broadcast pathways will be
discarded, handed back to the government for reuse in what will no doubt be
afar less glamorous endeavor — garagedoor opener or pocket-pager frequencies, perhaps.
Route 66 has made atailfin'n'Elvisbased nostalgic comeback. So have
steam trains, taking railroad buffs on
daylong excursions over commuter
rails. Last year Itook one myself—and
Ienjoyed every soot-sprayed, purgatory-hot, steam-stinking, smoke-belching
minute of it. (I hung out in one of the
two open cars: standing room only, no
glass in the windows.)
But analog television? Is anyone
going to miss it? Idoubt it — which is
how most people felt about records
with the introduction of the compact
disc. Remember? People dumped their
vinyl like carcinogens, and most haven't
looked back with regret. Clearly, from
our perspective, that's their loss.
How far back do you want to take it?
There are people like Clark Johnsen in
Boston who are still not only playing
78s, but rooting for them — writing
about them not just as cool things, but
as aformat he's convinced can come
back big fonly people will listen! At least
that's the way his writing on the subject
comes across. No matter that aside lasts
only three minutes — listen to it!
That's what LP fans must sound like
to today's "pop and play" generation.
That's how they'd take this column,
probably. How could it be otherwise?
Turntables are for scratching.
Okay, that's overstating things, and
opening me up to nasty generational
war letters from twentysomething readers. Turntables and records seem to be
maintaining their hip currency even as
sales of both have gone up, then stabilized in the past few years. As Nicholas
Cage's character Goodspeed says in The
Rock, while holding up a$600 sealed,
mint pressing of Meet The Beatles he's just
Stereophile, November 1998
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gotten in the mail, "These sound better."
Yes, we're rooting for vinyl LPs at a
time when virtually everything else is
going digital: DVD, television, telephones, answering machines, VCRs,
camcorders, still cameras, medical gear,
and, of course, audio. When either 24bit/96kHz or DSD (or both) becomes

cassette recorder. If you remember the
brouhaha Igot into with areader regarding the "reprocessed for stereo" songs on
Magical Mystery Tour ("Analog Corner,"
June 1997; "Letters," September 1997),
you can understand what agas it was to
ask the Beatles producer directly about
those tracks and about "... which cufflinks producer George Martin was wearing for each session" — which, the letterIjust bought —
writer claimed (hyperbolically, of
course), serious Beatles scholars can cite.
are you ready for this? —
First, Iwas correct: Martin did not
aportable
send Capitol the "reprocessed" tracks.
Second, Martin did not wear cufflinks
MiniDisc recorder.
to either recording or mixing sessions.
And now that he's retiring and can say
Please don't hate me —
what's on his mind, he had little good to
say about Capitol's treatment of his
listen for yourself first.
recordings in general — and that's
putting it mildly!
Then hate me.
Then it was on to the Ray Davies portion of my day, and every interviewer's
an entrenched format, where will analog fans be left? Ibet analog will still be
bad dream: the microcassette recorder
the preferred recording medium of rock
screwed up. Fortunately, afew minutes
and jazz producers and engineers, and I into the interview, Idid my customary
figure most of us will continue to play
double-check and heard the problem:
intelligibility-destroying distortion. Why?
what we've got on vinyl, but the new
Idon't know. Something just happened,
vinyl and vinyl reissue markets will
and it wasn't the batteries or the tape.
wither as labels begin churning out
their recordings in the new high-resoluBut who cares? Given how much these
things cost, they're disposable.
tion format. For now, there are more
new and reissued vinyl titles than 24/96
Luckily, Iwas able to borrow aSony
DADs (the acronym Classic Records is
microcassette recorder from the publicist
using). But that will change.
and continue the interview, which is in the
Speaking of "going digital," Ijust
current issue of The Tracking Angle. This
bought —are you ready for this? —a
experience convinced me to never again
portable MiniDisc recorder: aSony MZconduct an interview without abackup.
R50. Ididn't buy it for music. Here's
Clearly, the ultracompact MiniDisc was
what happened: In one day Ihad interthe way to go: over two hours (set for
views scheduled with Beatles producer
mono) of recording on one 21
/
2"
plasticGeorge Martin and the great Ray Davies
encased disc, plus instant access.
(of the Kinks, for you classical-musicSo when my grand time with
only meatheads). The Martin interview
Raymond Douglas was up, Iheaded
went great, recorded on my GE microover to J&R Music World afew blocks

Sony MZ-R50 portable MiniDisc recorder
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away to buy aportable MD recorder.
Guess what? They were out of stock.
MD has gone from being a majorleague disaster to aqualified and growing success.
How is that? Sony got smart and
stopped pushing MiniDisc as a prerecorded portable music source, instead
positioning it as areplacement for the
cassette — and as amuch more convenient portable music system than CD.
Which it is. You can easily make your
own compilations, and record over your
mistakes almost instantly. You can also
move and edit tracks as you wish after
they're recorded. You can name your
disc and every track on it, which is really good — when you go back and play it
10 years from now, you won't remember what half the songs were or who
sang them. I'm going through that now
with some early '80s compilations I'd
made and not documented. Haircut
100 or Flock of Seagulls? Iwouldn't
want to bet on it.
You can record and erase and record
over the same disc so many times, you'll
have worn out before your MDs do. The
MZ-R50 easily fits in apants or jacket
pocket, and comes with a positively
tubular multifunction clip-on remote
control (including LCD readout), into
which you plug your headphones.
But what about the sound? At first I
didn't care —I was going to use the system for voice only. But once Igot my
hands on this compact little wonder, I
got interested. After all, you can't take
your LPs with you when you jog or fly
on an airplane. Sure, some of you may
opt for CD-R, but blanks (especially
rewritable discs) are far more expensive
and bulky, CDs usually skip when you
jog or go over abump in the car, and
they're not nearly as versatile or flexible.
And, as I'm sure you've discovered, they
scratch. A 10-pack of 74-minute rerecordable MDs lists at $55.
The first few generations of MD
recorders Iheard sounded awful: dull,
distant, limp. Iwanted to hear "state-ofthe-art" MD ca 1998, oxymoronic as
that may sound. Inow have Sony's JA20
ES MD recorder for review, which
includes the latest version of Sony's digital compression scheme. I've done
some CD-to-MD and LP-to-MD
transfers, and no, it doesn't sound as
good as the original source. But compared to Dolby-C metal cassette recorded on aNakamichi BX-300, it's atossup: the cassette has more "body" and
noise, while the MD has greater clarity,
dynamic range, speed stability, and
blacker backgrounds. The MD doesn't
48

Electra Glide Reference Glide AC cords

sound hard ui brittle. In fact, its sound is
just the opposite — a bit soft, and in
need of focus and firming up. But, all in
all, it sounds surprisingly rich and liquid,
if still abit limp.
Iwant good sound when I'm traveling, but I'll give up "the ultimate" for
convenience's sake. So far, Ifind the
tradeoff well worth it. Imade an MD of
my original British LP pressing of The
Beatles —the "white" album — and it
sounds much better than the Capitol
CD, that's for sure. An Arthur Lee and
Love compilation made from original
gold-label Elektra pressings had me jogging contentedly through the late-summer heat — and knowing that I'd figuratively taken the Simon Yorke turntable
to the park only added to the enjoyment.
True — acassette or aDAT could do
the same thing. But once you've experienced the MD's convenience and simplicity, there's no contest. Please don't
hate me — listen for yourself first. Then
hate me.

heard things on 25-year-old records I'd
never heard before (on Little Feat's
"Sailin' Shoes," there's apiano fill way in
the background that Iheard for the first
time). Irealized, as Iheaded for bed
bleary-eyed, that I'd made afew recent
changes to the system that might account
for what Iwas hearing... but Ididn't
know which were responsible for what.
There was the preamp, which has an
absolutely superb built-in phono section. The Immedia arm had just been
rewired with a"six-nines" copper conduit in place of Discovery wire, I'd put
Electra Glide Reference Glide Mk 1Fat
Boy AC cords on the VTL 450s in addition to the even "fatter Fat Boy" already
on the preamp, and I'd put large Walker
Valid Points under the fairly heavy preamp and installed Walker's $1500
turntable motor drive.
Now that I've pulled the removable
pieces out one at atime, Ican report that,
unfortunately, they all contributed to the
final sound. Let's take them one at atime.
First, the Walker AC motor drive. The
Back to analog!
Yorke 'table doesn't come with aline conA few weeks ago, while my wife was
ditioner. Yorke depends on an extremely
out of town at adog show (Eno, one of heavy (24 lbs) platter, combined with
our Bernese Mountain dogs, won "Best weight distribution at its outer edge in
of Winners"), Iused the opportunity to
conjunction with avery small, low-vibrakick back and blast the stereo late into
tion, 3W motor driven at 90V via atransthe night — apretty stupid thing to do,
former, for both speed accuracy and
since Iwas scheduled to be interviewed
smooth drive. And it works well. But
on camera for the History ofAudio special
adding Walker's motor drive made a
on A&E the next day. Ihad just gotten
noticeable improvement in bass dynamthe Ayre K-1 preamp broken in, and the
ics, image solidity, and focus, and especialsystem was sounding really sweet and
ly in transient speed and purity —not
detailed. But Iwas unprepared for what earthshaking, but not subtle either.
Iheard on records Ihadn't played in a
According to Walker, the building
long time.
blocks of the conditioner consist of a
Istarted about 9pm and didn't end
transformer that isolates and filters the
until 3am, all the while pulling out familincoming AC, two sets of ultra-highiar discs and ending up shouting to no
speed Motorola diodes that convert AC
one in particular, "I can't believe what
to DC, asinewave generator and wavehearing! This is insane!' The low-level
shaping circuit that produce the
resolution, bass dynamics, focus — every"smoothest possible drive signal," a
thing had reached aperformance peak 25W power amplifier, and, finally,
I'd not experienced before at home. I another isolation transformer to prevent
Stereophile, November 1998
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Mirage
AVS-Series
MicroSystem
It's here and it's hot.
From the minds at Mirage
comes "home theater in a
box", delivering high
performance and high
flexibility without the
high price.
The AVS System. 3-1/2"
2-way speakers with real
1" dome tweeters for broad
frequency response and
high sensitivity. Complete
with built-in low frequency
overload protection to
blend perfectly with the
outstanding Mirage PS-Series
powered subwoofers.
Softly contoured corners
add elegance and reduce
edge diffraction. Front
and rear molded copolymer
baffles are locked into a
one-piece solid wood
cabinet for increased
rigidity and amazing
performance.
The miraculous new
AVS System from Mirage.
Discover the real power and
impact of compact home
theater.

A UDITION THE AVS-S
AT THE AUTHoRIZED
IN YOUR AREA OR I.(
W EB: WWW.mirages

A Divisi oN OF A UDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIoNAL CORP.,
3641 M CNI CO LL A VEN UE,SCARBORO UGH
ON TARIO, CANADA MIX IG5
T ELEPHONE (416)321-1800 FAX (416)321-1500
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MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists" I

•

Improve your FM reception.

1

Add a
MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna

•When used under specified operating conditio

any residual motor hash from coming
back down the line. The signal is thus
quadruple-isolated from the wall and
provides the motor with the correct
drive regardless of the AC power at the
wall. Walker says the unit can be used
with any turntable driven by an AC
motor, including those from VPI, Basis,
Clearaudio, Well Tempered, etc. For
45rpm on the Well Tempered, alowpass filter must be removed.
You dial in exact speeds for both
33rpm and 45rpm via internally mounted pots. Speed change is accomplished
through the flick of aswitch. Walker is
toying with the idea of making the pots
more accessible, along with adding a
toggle switch to change the motor
phase. (There's a50% chance that the
motor is out of phase with the drive.)
Currently, if you want to try this little
tweak, you have to cross the two output
wires (unplug the unit first!) and listen
each way. At $1500, Walker's motor
drive is clearly meant for top-shelf'tables
only. It's expensive icing — no point in
putting it atop aBetty Crocker cake.
But there's one ridiculous caveat: I
realized, long after I'd removed the
motor drive from the system and done
my sonic comparisons, that I'd been
using apair of high-quality Yamamura
Quantum AC cords—one between the
wall and the motor drive, one between
the drive and the Yorke voltage stepdown transformer's IEC jack. Switching
to standard-issue AC cords made a
depressingly "softening" sonic difference.
Even leaving one in the line had anegative effect. Again, I'm not talking "earthshaking" differences, but if you're using a
single high-quality cord for your motor,
be prepared to add another for the $1500
drive if you wish to derive the full benefit. On the other hand, if your motor has
ahardwired cord, no problem.
Next, Iremoved the three 2" Valid
Points from beneath the Ayre K-1. These
are heavy brass-alloy-and-lead cones, the
points of which rest atop large, brassringed, lead-filled "tuning discs." Two
more tuning discs sit on the preamp to
damp the top cover. You place them
where tapping the cover yields the least
ringing. Ihad three of the smaller (1'i2")
cones under the Ayre's power supply.
Resting on the Symposium Acoustics
board via its four rubbery feet, the Ayre
K-1 still sounded extremely well organized and harmonically rich, but the
deep bass wasn't quite as tight and
focused and the blackness between
instruments wasn't quite as dark. Iknow
I'm entering dangerous J-10 territory
here, but sometimes that's where a

or

re Elle ee
3008

This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will great))
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one NI,V;NUNI

DYNA LA BST-2.
patent #261768
USA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583

E-300
wwwwesternelectric.com

EXPORT & CANADA:
8Strathearn Avenue #9

e-mail: info@westernelectric.com

Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9

Western Electric Audio Products
1230 Peachtree Street, Suite 3750
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 874-4400

Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791 5583
magnumdynalab.com

(404) 874-4415 fax
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Almost See
Designed For Your Choices
In Home Entertainment
Make your home theater system rock

See the Model PC-500s at your

to the sounds of music, movies, sports

Phase Technology dealer to audition

and more with Phase Technology, your

sound so real, you almost see it.

speaker solution.
Introducing the Premier Collection
Model PC-500s. They offer dramatic
new styling, high performance and
built-in powered subwoofers.
With bold color choices and a
space-saving footprint, these

I
IE

TECHNOLOGY
rEmpIrte Spree, Seluticna

speakers eliminate the need for
a separate sub.

1-888-PHASE TX
www.phasetech.com
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ISeller!
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The new THIEL CS2.3
Since its introduction, music and home entertainment lovers have bought new
CS2.3s at arecord pace—like no other speaker in THIEL's 20 year history—and
that's alot of speakers! Experience what so many CS2.3 owners around the world
are already enjoying by hearing the new CS2.3 at your nearest THIEL dealer.
Not available in paperback.

THIEIL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest HIEL dealer.
HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511
Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mailethielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com

Analog
man's gotta go. Three large cones plus
five discs cost $260. Other sets are
priced accordingly. Definitely worth
checking out — and Walker will refund
your money if you're not satisfied. (You
must return the set within 30 days in
original condition.)
Then it was on to the Electra Glide
AC cables. Ireplaced them with some
generic black cords — the kind electronics manufacturers supply. Logic dictates
that these things shouldn't make adifference, doesn't it? The power travels

Sources
Electra Glide, Inc., 2772 Burden
Creek Road, John's Island, SC
29455. Tel: (843) 559-8700. Fax:
(843) 559-0012.
Primyl Vinyl, P.O. Box 67109,
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467. Tel./fax:
(617) 739-3856. E-mail: pvxma.
ultranet.com .
Walker Audio, 1139 Thrush Lane,
Audubon, PA 19403. Tel: (610)
666-6087. Fax: (610) 666-5057.
—Michael Fretner

from the generating plant all the way to
your home on cable that's not "sixnines" copper, not ceramic-coated with
"space age" materials, doesn't have Teflon
dielectric, and doesn't have conductors
arranged around some mystical geometric pattern. So why does replacing those
few feet between amps and wall and
preamp and wall make such abig difference? I've heard the theories; more
important, I've heard the difference.
I've been hedging on this, but now
that I've had these Electra Glide Reference Glide AC cords on the amps and
Fat Boy cord on the preamp, and
removed them cold turkey and listened
again with generic cords, it's not at all
subtle: they increase blackness, focus,
bass solidity, detail, and dynamics.
With the cords, cones, and motor
drive out of the system, it still sounded
great; Iattribute much of the improvement to the Ayre K-1 preamp. But with
everything back in the system, Ican
"see" much farther into the soundstage,
low-level detail resolution is greatly
enhanced, and the entire system just
"pops" and snaps with "live" excitement.
Of all the accessories Iadded, the
cables made the biggest overall difference. Made with light, flat ribbon-pure

Corner

silver technology and using space-age
damping and ceramic materials, they are
hideously expensive — about $1200
each. But try them and you'll want them.
Rega tweaks
For owners of Rega Planar arms and
turntables, Printyl Vinyl —a record-collector newsletter — published an informative and very useful article on modifying Rega arms and 'tables in its
May/June 1998 issue. The article
includes how to rewire the RB300 arm,
a solution for the Grado/Rega hum
problem (Co-Nene AA flexible EMI
barrier foil, which you can purchase
from the Magnetic Shield Corp., 630766-7800), and other performance tips
and sources for parts. The story is based
on one originally seen online at Hi-Fi
Playground (www.hi-fi.com). Irecommend both to any Rega owner seeking
to improve the performance of an
already fine piece of affordable hi-fi.
Finally, a new Virgin Megastore is
opening in Union Square in downtown
Manhattan. Its print ads read, "Do you
spin abike at Crunch [a health club] and
indic vinyl at home?" We'll be visiting
to see if Virgin puts its vinyl where its ad
campaign is!
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"Do you really need
new speakers?"
Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist

M

.

aybe you don't need new speakers. Maybe you do.
Here are some tips on how to know whether or not it's
time for achange.

Do they work right?
The first thing to check is the woofer surround —the rolled edge
of the driver. If it's made of compressed foam and more than 5
years old, it may be shot. Are there any holes or tears? Gently
touch the surround, if it feels brittle, stiff and ready to crumble,
you need new woofers. If the surrounds are rubber they're probably perfect.
The next thing to check is whether all the drivers are making
sound. Play the speakers with the grilles off. Lightly touch all
the drivers to feel if they're moving. Cup your hand over the
tweeter, remove it. Does the sound change? If not, the tweeter is
dead. Play asolo piano recording at amoderate loud level. If
you hear scratchy sound or abum, the midrange or tweeter
may be damaged.
If you have any doubts, bring the speakers in to alocal audio
store and ask them to check them out. Most dealers
will be happy to help.
Are you happy with the sound?
Do they sound great with all the kinds of music
you're listening to today? Some speaker companies
voice their speakers to sound good with certain
types of music (a had policy in our opinion). If your
musical tastes have changed since you bought your
current speakers, it might be time for something better. But if you're really happy
with the sound —stick with what
you've got.

Do they look good? Do you care?
Do your current speakers look appropriate and fit comfortably in
your room? Has your significant other banished them to behind
the couch? Don't laugh. Iknow ahousehold where that happened. Today's speakers are generally smaller and better looking, with better performance than speakers of ten years ago.
What will you do with the
money you save?
If looks and size are not an issue, if
everything's working OK and you like
the sound, save your dough. Buy
some new CDs or aMD player or
some flowers for your partner.

NEW! Polk bookshelf
speaker models are now
at Polk Audio retailers

Free stuff!
If you're shopping for ahome theater system, you're going
to find that it's alot more complicated than buying apair of
speakers. But the rewards are greater, too. Call (8(X)) 627-7655
evt. 101 for your free copy of the Home Mettler flomllmk.
It's full of practical, unbiased advice on how to select
and get the greatest performance from ahome
theater system.
Listen for yourself.
I've been designing award-winning speakers
for over 25 years and naturally Ithink my
speakers are terrific. Don't take my word for it.
Go to astore and listen to Polk Audio speakers
and decide for yourself.

www.polkaudio.com
5601 Metro Dr.
Baltimore. MD 21215
Customer Service (800) 377-7655
Monday Friday 9:00am to 6:00prn EST.
"Polk Aucho . end "Me Spea1ter Symeents .
trecleon,ks Want...on. Investment
Coqz•ofafron used under locemeby
Polk audro Inrofporefed

Dealer Locator Number

e 1-800-992.2520
h Ad code: 14015
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

Scull

I

've touched on loudspeaker place- in for trouble. Standing waves, first and um, Idon't think so. Hey, ya gotta listen
ment in irregularly shaped rooms second reflection points, and close prox- to music, but ya gotta have alife too.
several times in the last few "Fine imity to the wall behind the speakers can That's what they say, anyway.
So, Peter, as long as the right-channel
Tunes," but reader Peter Machare all combine to make for muddy, con(Peter.MACHARE@usda.gov) wants gested sound. In fact, even with our speaker in your room is far enough
more information about setting up L- speakers so far out into the main room, away from the back corner and the right
shaped and other nonstandard listening we still had to tame the boxy, boomy sig- side wall, you did the right thing. Just
goes to show you what can be done if
areas. Here's how he describes his lay- nature of the area behind the speakers.
out: "I have an L-shaped room. The
Peter Machare may be interested to you trust your instincts and use your
speakers are at the bottom of the Land know that Iconsider our own setup to ears. Informed as you are from reading
point up the long part of the LNot all be only the second best of all possible the collected wien'wisdom of Stereophile
of us are perfect rectangles, you know."
worlds. I've always wanted to set up our magazine(!), Kathleen thinks you might
That's true, Peter — alot of us are speakers at the opposite end of the long be better off with the system at the
squares! [badaBOOM] (Thanks, it's been
Lfrom the living room: the short wall by other end of your room, at the top of
awhile since my last rim shot.) As some the back windows. Set widely apart and the LYou might benefit from the symof you may recall from an earlier article forward of the back wall, there'd be metry of the space at that end. Ah, the
("A Matter of Taste," Stereophile, June plenty of room for them to breathe and French and their symmetry...
1995, Vol.18 No.6), our loft, too, is basi- for me to get to the bathroom. The only
Another setup I've noticed in our
cally L-shaped. For the purposes of this problem: we'd have to give up the travels is what I'll call the Flying Buttress.
column, let's call it boot-shaped, with a Corian-planked desk and work area Take our friend Dan Billet. Please. I've
rectangular "heel" extending down and located there now. Computer, scanner, told you about him already — he's the
out behind the boot (fig.1). That's our fax, printer —you know, modern efflu- guy who insisted, "No tubes, Scull,
living room, and the front door is locat- via. Bottom line, all I'd have to do is con- never!" Now he's found happiness with
ed about where the pointed spinner of vince the /on-suffering K-10 to give up aConrad-Johnson PV9. He's even sucyour silver spur might be if you were a more air and light, get rid of the desks... cessfully changed the tube set. [insert evil
cowpoke. (Like most New Yorkers, I'd
really like to dig mah spurs into my land- g
13'
lord's beezer!) Because the living room g
111111111111111111111111111 1
extends the volume of our space at the 1
"heel" of the boot, as it were, we can
place our speakers —widely spaced with
se.
moderate toe-in —at the entrance to
amplifiers
the box that makes up the short leg of
1111
the I., or the "toe" of the boot. The
speakers are thus out in the main room,
MDF platform
well away from the back wall and away
from first-reflection-producing sidePolyCrystal
speakers 8 amps
equipment
walls. Our listening chair sits close to
racks
111 WINN al
the opposite wall, backed by atrio of
RoomLenses to break up the bounce
from the wall behind it. That's what I
mean by working with the strengths of
aroom and minimizing its weaknesses.
But reader Machare's listening room
doesn't have arectangular extension at
115
desk
the bottom of his L., so what are his
options? If he tries to set up his speakers
dining
as we do, the right speaker would be too
table
Ribbon till
close to areflecting wall. (Our right
Chair
speaker "sees" the open living room at
Roomlenses1
its side.) If he places the speakers farther
11:!
carpet
or Studio
LPs & CDs
back in the box of the short leg of the L
Traps
and sits at the "entrance" to it, dependdhdder
ing on the type of speakers used and the
_
room's size and dimensions, and even
using the rule of thirds, he could still be
Fig.1 Jonathan Scull's and Kathleen Benveniste's boot-shaped listening/living space chez 10.
Stereophile, November 1998
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snicker here] Dan's just moved into aspacious apartment. The library/listening/
living room is separated from another
large room and dining area by afairly
solid partitioning wall that's opened up
by alarge, central archway. Of course,
Dan parked his speakers in the library
up against the short walls on either side
of the archway, facing aslightly distant
leather couch. The toe-in looked rather
asymmetric and haphazard.

When K-10 and I

auric

MUM'IrldOr
Dy

aucence
State of the Art
Optical Disk Resolution Enhancement
For: CD, DVD, Laserdisk

'What Price
Best Sound ?"
The HiFi '97 votes are in,
and for the 3rd year in arow,
JosephAudio speakers
are once again on the

come to visit,

"Best Sound At Show" list.

it's heads up
and get ready to change.

Only this time,

I'm very insistent and

our new $2299 RM22si

Kathleen is

made the top ten.

quite convincing.
Well, when K-10 and Icome to visit,
it's heads up and get ready to change.
I'm very insistent and Kathleen is quite
convincing: "Don't touch a thing!"
became, in fairly short order, "Yeah, I
have to admit, that sounds better." All I
did was pull the speakers out from the
wall, line 'em up abit, pull the grillecovers off, and set amoderate amount
of toe-in. Igrabbed akitchen chair and
plunked myself down about 5' in front
of the speakers, the tweeters converging
about afoot behind my head. Happy to
say, it sounded better than it had any
right to. Ipopped out of the chair and
gestured to Dan. He quickly gestured
back at me. Ahem.
But, almost immediately after taking
the listening chair, jazz lover that he is,
Dan folded. Now I've just got to convince him to put the Macintosh solidstate amp closer to the speakers on a
good stand, get some quality cables and
interconnects, slip afew cones under
the speakers and other key components,
and... Hello? Dan? [click click click] Gee,
Kathleen, he hung up...
Moral: Placing speakers either side of
open archways can work, but the same
general rules apply: Get them out as
much as possible into the room and
away from corners and side-reflecting
walls. You can always toe them out for
casual listening, as does Dan when reading on his comfortable couch, and toe
them in more tightly and "assume the
position" for an audiophile-grade listening experience.
Stereophile, November 1998

Yet, it only costs
about one tenth
the average price of
the other top ten winners!

Our new floorstanding RM22si.
The first $2299 speaker to ever
crack the top ten "Rest ,Cound" list!
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Undercurrents
George

F

or all its excesses, high-quality
audio is filled with purists. Some
are committed to single-ended
amplifiers, some to all-analog circuitry,
to crossoverless speakers, or to recordings made with only two microphones.
Purists seek simplicity in their quest for
good sound. But how simple is it to
scrub contacts, adjust tonearms, or
meticulously clean discs before nearly
every listening session? Maybe committed purists should just be committed.
Now there are two-channel purists.
Erstwhile Stereophile writer Robert Harley
claims to be one because he's "suspicious of combining music play- É
back with video and surroundsound audio" (Fi, September '98,
p.57). Stereophilds founder J.
Gordon Holt, on the other hand,
embraces surround-sound. He
sees two-channel purism as mere
prejudice—the belief that "surround-sound is for movies and
stereo is for music." Why, J.
Gordon asks, should we be wedded to this dichotomy? "After all,
real sounds happen in threedimensional space, and music
sounds much more realistic when
that space is reproduced in 3-D
instead of through asonic picture
window" (Sureophi/e, August '98,
p.111).
For me, HI-FI '98 made this
question more pointed. The buzz at the
Show about the latest possibilities in
96kHz digital audio, and prospects for
packing five separate channels of audio
on adisc, was just ... palpable. It extended from one side of the hotel to the
other. Nothing is settled, of course.
Some of the technologies and formats
are hardly more than vaporware, and a
format war is apossibility. But there's a
real chance that 5-channel audio will
become du jour. Instead of being surrounded by the explosions and mayhem
of Contact or The Fifth Element, our listening chairs may be in the middle of a
virtual concert hall or recording studio.
JGH's argument makes sense, but
something about 5-channel audio has
always turned me off (and it's not hazy
memories of awful quadraphonic systems from my youth). Surround-sound
Stereophile, November 1998

is fine as audio icing on the video cake,
but my idea of high-end audio is firmly
wrapped around two speakers. Maybe
I'm just a toasterphile like Michael
Fremer, who recently sang praises for
his vintage Sunbeam toaster and other
"old things" ("Analog Corner," July '98,
p.45). Actually, my own passion is electric juicers from the 1960s and '70s. But
Idigress.
Whatever the reason, those rooms at
the Los Angeles Show featuring apicture
window between two speakers were
more appealing than those putting the

listener in athree-dunensional cage of
five. It wasn't just that the two-channel
displays were less crowded, or that they
were playing music instead of wallshaking scenes from Hollywood thrillers.
It was something else, but Icouldn't put
my finger on it. After my trip to HI-FI
'98, Ibecame atwo-channel purist in
search of areason.
Two weeks later Iwas in Boulder,
Colorado. Amid all the trendy galleries
and boutiques, Iwandered into an audio
salon with agood deal on apair of Totem
Tabú speakers. Ihad been impressed by
their big brothers, the Mani-2s, at the
Show, so in Boulder Iauditioned the
Tabùs on awhim. Iwasn't even in the
market for new speakers, but, after much
hemming and hawing, Ibought them.
Then Ihad a guilt attack. Unless
you're asheik or aMicrosoft insider, you

Reisch

know the feeling. (And if you don't, your
spouse does.) I'll spend an hour at the
mall comparison-shopping in order to
save 10 bucks on apair of shoes — and
then turn around and drop thousands
on equipment to improve my "record
player" (as my superego puts it). To
appease my conscience, Icontinued my
wanderings determined not to spend any
more money. Ididn't even slow down as I
walked past Ben & Jerry's ice-cream
parlor, despite the impulses cascading
through my brain stem.
Iwound up at anearby museum for
contemporary art. It was the perfect place to go —no speakers or
amps for sale. Unfortunately, the
art wasn't very good. A gaping
hole in awall wasn't asign of renovations in progress, it was "art."
How about an 8' cube with aladder propped on each side? A
string of multicolored shopping
carts? A line of jelly jars on a
shelf, each containing some icky,
slimy something or other, backlit
with all the colors of the rainbow? Color me bored.
According to They Might Be
Giants, "The truth is where the
sculptor's chisel chipped away the
lie" ("The Statue Got Me High,"
Apollo 18, Elektra 61257-2). They
would have been bored too. There
wasn't any truth in this museum
because no chisels or paintbrushes were
in evidence. Instead of re-creating or representing the objects that so fascinated
them, these artists just put them on display in all of their three-dimensional reality (and perhaps an unlikely coat of paint).
As Ibrowsed, my reservations about
surround-sound started to take shape.
The dealer at the audio salon had mentioned a customer who bought four
Tabùs for a surround-sound system.
Why bother, Ithought? Ifell in love
with them because, like good minimonitors, they threw adeep, wide soundstage that seemed fully three-dimensional — astrength different from what I
was used to with my big Martin-Logan
electrostats. Obviously, the Tabùs were
constructed to do something that wooden boxes with domes and cones don't
normally do —namely, to play music
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Fine audio instruments

Undercurrents
accurately and somehow disappear in a
3-D soundstage. Totem's Vincent Bruzzese, Irealized, is more of an artist than
the official "artists" responsible for the
piles ofjunk that filled that museum. He
turned wood, metal, and wire into
something extraordinary. They turned
jelly jars and shopping carts into jelly jars
and shopping carts.
Two-channel audio is like apainter's
canvas. Instead of three dimensions, it
has only one. Just as agood painter can
make an image seem lifelike and threedimensional, agood stereo system (with
good recordings) can similarly make
performances jump from one dimension to three. I'm agenuine stereophile
because systems that accomplish this
difficult feat never fail to amaze me.
Each step in the playback chain makes
this goal elusive because there are only
two channels of information storage,
two channels of amplification, and two
speakers. It's one-dimensional, all the
way down the line. This is hardly breaking news, but it shows that audiophiles
who endlessly adjust speakers, room
treatments, or cables are not necessarily
tweaking for twealcing's sake or obsessing over some vague ideal of "good
sound." Such fidgeting can help solve a
real problem of audio engineering and
psychoacoustics: how to get the illusion
of three dimensions from only two.
When they're good, all forms of art
overcome such problems or limitations. I
recently saw aperformance by the Blue
Man Group in which three blue-skinned
performers orchestrated lights and played
homemade musical instruments, one of
which —a large assemblage of telescoping tubes that could be lengthened and
shortened — worked like atrombone. It
was made of PVC tubing, the kind you
see sitting around — silently — in the
background on This Old House, the kind
that usually carries wastewater or
sewage away from your kitchen or bathroom. One blue man held it up, another
drummed on it (setting up standing
waves inside), and the third pushed and
tugged to change its length and pitch.
The sound was thick and sonorous, like
a distant foghorn playing a melody.
What struck me was hearing this beautiful, soothing sound from such an
unlikely source. The blue men turned a
base, ordinary material into something
quite the opposite.
Why is Elvis Costello aliving god?
Precisely because he takes the old and
utterly predictable medium of the popular song (verse, chorus, verse, chorus,
bridge, verse...), infuses it with wit and
intelligence, and comes up with songs
Stereophiie, November 1998

that are hardly boring or routine, rve listened to Impetial Bedroom (Rykodisc RCD
20278) for over 15 years, but I'm still captivated by listening to Elvis glide so effortlessly over the popular songwriter's hurdle: how to do something interesting
within such arigid, confining formula.
Put it the other way around. Suppose
the Blue Men played their foghorn
sounds by pressing keys on asynthesizer,
or suppose Elvis penned his thoughts
and emotions in an essay. Even if the
resulting sounds and feelings were identical, they wouldn't convey the drama
and surprise of acreation that emerges
from an ordinary but unlikely medium.

When the goal is
to squeeze three sonic
dimensions out of two
speakers, putting two
more speakers behind
the listening chair
is just asledgehammer
approach to solving
adifficult problem.
Like the artists at the museum, Elvis and
the Blue Men would be skipping the
hard part. They'd be cheating.
That's what Idon't like about surround-sound. When the goal is to
squeeze three sonic dimensions out of
two speakers, putting two more speakers
behind the listening chair is just asledgehammer approach to solving adifficult
problem. It reminds me of Inspector
Clouseau's violent run-ins with Kato, his
houseboy in the Pink Panther movies. If,
instead of defending himself kick for
kick against this black belt, Clouseau just
pulled out agun and fired, something
would be missing. He'd reach his goal,
but not in avery impressive way.
Surround-sound audio shoots stereo
in the same way. All the skill and finesse
required to make a two-dimensional
medium produce an illusion of spatial
depth would fall by the wayside. The
goal, after all, would no longer be an
illusion, for sound would be literally
coming from all around the listener.
There's nothing wrong with J.
Gordon's logic. It just doesn't take into
account that, for me at least, the way the
result is achieved is as important as the
result itself. Isimply get akick from
hearing alifelike musical event emerge

from only two boxes — two boxes,
moreover, that seem strangely disconnected from the soundstage they create.
My Tabùs often look like apair of surprised robots, tweeters wide open, who
happened to wander onto a concert
stage. But they're really magicians that
throw images and musical emotions
around the far end of my living room.
And they do it without smoke and mirrors, without strings, and without extra
speakers perched behind the listening
chair. They don't cheat.
Dismiss me if you will. But my case
for the merits of good old stereo is not
the whole point. More important is how
the future of audio is realized, regardless
of whether the format-to-be uses two
channels or 20. A friend of mine, ahistorian of technology, theorizes about
"the technological juggernaut," asociological phenomenon in which consumers are eager to support whatever
new technologies become available
because they regard them as inevitable,
necessary, and — without question — all
for the better. Ihear the juggernaut at
work when people ask me about what
"they" are up to: "When are 'they' coming out with 5-channel audio on DVD?"
"I hear 'they' will replace conventional
amplifiers with digital amplifiers."
Whoever "they" are, they seem to be in
control of the steering wheel.
But we're in control too. True, the
development of new formats and production tools costs millions. Sony, Philips, and
the other players vying for market share
in this new arena will play alarge role.
But they don't sell products in avacuum.
Had lots of people decided to buy DCC
(Digital Compact Câssette) machines, for
instance, that format could have prospered. But it died. Had consumers
refused to buy all those crappy P-mount
turntables that flooded the markets of the
early '80s (and the garage sales of the
'90s), CD might not have gained such a
toehold afew years later. In large part, the
fate of two-channel audio will be determined by consumer behavior All Iask is
that we behave deliberately. If you like 5channel audio better than stereo, then
buy all the speakers and amps and cables
and (someday) 5-channel recordings that
your 4-chambered heart desires. But do it
because you honestly like it, not because
it's what Sony or Philips or whomever
wants you to do. And i£ after the novelty
wears off, it's not quite as much fun as the
old days of stereo, you can join us purists
and dump your 5-channel equipment in
some contemporary art gallery. Just spraypaint it afunny colorr, or chop it up and
put it in jelly jars.
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TAMING A LIGHTNING
audio perfection

STORM

realized

Over fifteen years ago, we tamed alightning storm and harnessed the exquisite clarity of electrostatic technology used in all
MartinLogan loudspeakers. Since then, our ongoing research
and commitment to developing advanced speaker technology,
has produced aseries of break-throughs resolving the impossible
issues of dispersion, dynamic range, and power handling.
The result is aproduct line utilizing electrostatic transducers
capable of projecting powerful phase-coherent sound, and
minimizing the room interactions that plague traditional loudspeaker systems. Full range frequency response is flat, the
noise floor is ultra low, settling time is ultra fast; thus producing
holographic staging and profound transparency—no mechanical memory, no artifacts, just pure sound.
The heart of the MartinLogan product line is our proprietary
CLS"—curvilinear line-source--electrostatic technology. This
unique assembly consists of an extremely low-mass diaphragm
which floats between two perforated metal plates called stators.
The application of an electrostatic charge enables the diaphragm
to move at alevel of accuracy and at distortion levels traditionally
associated with only the finest audio electronics. The CIS' projects a30 degree phase coherent wave-front producing awide
listening area with minimal room interaction. This ground breaking transducer is unequaled in its ability to reveal previously hidden harmonic detail, the experience of which suspends disbelief.
MartinLogan's electrostatic innovation enables our unique
hybrid technology to crossover at asingle point, conservatively
2-3 octaves lower than traditional dynamic driver loudspeaker
systems—considerably lower than the most fragile audio information. The resulting upper range and low bass spectral components are seamlessly recombined. Each sonic event appears
powerfully and brilliantly against adeep and continuous stage
extending infinitely in 3dimensions.
The reQUEST and AERIUSi systems exemplify the exhaustive
engineering in electrostatic transducer, dynamic driver, and
crossover technology, required to manifest this new standard in
reference sound reproduction. Remarkable efficiency, impedance stability, and superior power handling make CLS' technology appropriate for use with abroad range of amplifiers.
Outstanding attention to design and detail along with strict
reQUEST

AERIUSi

attention to fit and finish have resulted in uncompromised form
and function—with surprising affordability.
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When you become disenchanted with the ordinary, Iinvite you
to audition MartinLogan CIS" hybrid electrostatic loudspeaker

Gayle Martin Sanders
president

technology. Experience music as it was performed—experience
audio as it was recorded—experience the electrostatic technology.
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Car
Wes

I

es all John Atkinson's fault. Really. If
it weren't for him, none of this
would have happened.
But I'm getting ahead of myself.
I'm writing this in the historic
Eldridge Hotel in Lawrence, Kansas,
having driven eight and a half hours
from Chicago in my new car, the Radar
Purple 1995 GMC Jimmy SL5 that
used to belong to Dynaudio's Al
Filippelli. (I wrote about this same
Jimmy last year in Vo120 No.8)
Now, it would be accurate to say this
is JA's fault because he found Al's
Internet ad offering the car for sale and
forwarded it to me. But, at the time, I
wasn't having any of it.
"Did you see the Jimmy's for sale?"
John asked me one afternoon in May.
"I can't afford it," Isaid.
"But you loved that car."
"True enough. I'd give my left. .. um,
I'd give something I'm extremely
attached to to own that car. But I'm
screwed — Al wants cash."
John looked at me as though all my
years as an audiophile had taught me
wilting about self-delusional financial
justification.
"My dear boy, you should never put
too low avalue on the fact that you'll get
pleasure every time you use it." Thus
was the seed planted.
But that's not what l'in talking about
when Isay it's all John's fault. No, it all
started three years ago, when Ibought
the Great White Rhino and realized
how awful its hi-fi was. "I wonder," I
mused aloud, "how Icould find out
more about high-quality car stereo?"
"You could write aquarterly column
about it," John said. He looked at his editorial spreadsheet. "Start in November."
"That gives me only four weeks!"
"I hope you're afast learner," he muttered, having already turned back to the
article he was editing.
As it so happened, the following
week was the IASCA finals, which I
managed to attend —and that taught
me worlds about car audio.
Mobile sound, like high-end stereo, is
too big and scattered to be just one
thing. That weekend showed me the
dark side (Unlimited dB Drag Racing),
and also showed me the realm's saving
Stereophile, November 1998

graces: fanatical attention to the smallest
sonic detail, allied to asense of craft that
is nothing short of amazing.
And Imet Al Filippelli, who was
demonstrating Dynaudio speakers by
way of his daily driver, ashockingly purple two-door SUV. We got in the truck
and cued up the first disc in his changer —
Mighty Sam McClain's Give It Up to
Lwe (AudioQuest AQCD-1015). The

Tunes
Phillips

experience rocked my smug audiophile
world. Iwas hearing deep, taut, wellarticulated bass, adetailed soundstage,
and depth Icouldn't believe —in acar.
A real-world car that normally sported a
baby seat in the rear. Iwas hooked.
The next year, when Al invited me to
drive to the Greensville, South Carolina
LASCA finals in the Jimmy, Iaccepted
in aheartbeat. On the trip down, Isur-

Purple Haze or Deep Purple? WP's new GMC Jimmy has asound system that cooks.
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Tunes

road to Kansas City with all that behind
me, listening to hard-drivin' tunes as I
motored South and West to meet up
with Jerome Harris and his musicians,
who were flying to Kansas City — and
from there we were all driving to Chad
Kassem's Blue Heaven studio in Salina
to record Stereophiles first jazz record.
That's agood day's drive, and it gave me
lots of time to get to know the Jimmy's
new amplifiers — Linear Power's highvoltage 135Wpc 22HV ($600).
Linear Power is more than 20 years
old, which surely ranks it among the
oldest car-audio—only companies around.
The 22HV is the first amp in their TO3
line, which is bipolar-transistor—powered — the only MOSFETs employed
are used as drivers. The power supply is
unregulated, which isn't unusual in
home gear but is far rarer in car stereo.
Linear Power 2.2HV in-car power amplifier
The 22HV uses Linear's FMB (Fixed
Modulation Block) power supply,
prised Al with aspecial treat:Joe Harley
"I'm sorry, sir. You're just going to
which drives the switching transistors so
had sent me a test pressing of the
have to sit in First Class."
that they always stay in hard saturation,
XRCD remastering of Mighty Sam's
Ah/i, Ithought, settling into my nice,
whatever the load. "This," says Jeri
Give It Up to Love (JVX JVCXR-0012wide seat at the front of the plane, per- McCord, Linear's chief engineer, "tight2), and we were stunned by how much
haps my luck hasfinally changed.
ly controls the bass, while also keeping
better it sounded than Al's much-played
Silly me. Seconds after I'd deplaned
the transistors very efficient."
AudioQuest pressing.
and met with Al, his cell-phone rang. It
Another interesting feature of the
Sentimentalist that Iam, Ibrought was Steve Baggio, custom-install genius 22HV is that Linear Power claims that
that CD along for today's drive, and this and, with Al, one of the two people
special care has been taken to minimize
time it was the Jimmy that had
responsible for the Jimmy's system. As Al
time delays between the channels. In
improved, not the recording. But I'm
talked, my newfound optimism vanished.
car stereo, amplifiers are expected to be
getting ahead of myself again.
Steve was having aproblem installing the
easily bridgeable; so, unlike home comnew Linear Power 22HV amplifiers I ponents, one channel is often inverted
Cmon, Baby don't you want to go
was going to use in the truck.2One chanin polarity from the other channel —
Even after Ilet John persuade me to
nel of the mid/bass amp was getting way
which means one channel has an extra
dare to own the Jimmy, it was the
hotter than the other.
stage. Linear addresses this in the preuphill battle to end uphill battles. I'll
It took another six hours to troubleamp stage, which offers, McCord says,
lightly gloss over that long story, pausshoot and repair — either the new amp
an audible performance difference.
ing only to mention that Al's bank
didn't like the capacitance of the OCOS
"If you looked inside the case of the
managed to lose his title, then decided
speaker cable that ran to the crossovers 22HV," McCord said, "you'd swear you
they didn't want to honor my check,
up front, or the cable had been pinched
were looking at ahigh-end home amp
and that one of the helpful employees
somewhere down the line and was
rather than acar amp. It has active regat the New Mexico DMV decided that
shorting to its carbon-fiber shield. (The
ulators on the preamp rail and double
she didn't want to transfer any out-oflast was my vote, since only one channel
bypassing on the power supply —
state titles the day Ihad to register the
had the problem.) We wound up
instead of using just electrolytic capacitruck. By the time Iboarded my flight pulling all the seats, lifting the truck's
tors, we also use Mylar caps across them
to Chicago, Iwas convinced that, as
amp rack, and running all-new sets of for transient storage and low dielectric
managing editor Debbie Starr had
Straight Wire Waveguide to the front losses. It makes an audible difference."
whimsically informed me, Mercury
speakers. Then we discovered aprobIasked McCord if he believed there
was in retrograde.' As Iwalked back to
lem with the specially modified Theta
were audible differences that didn't
my seat, Inoticed there were no empty
Chroma that Al had installed as the
show up in his testing procedures. He
seats in coach — not even the one Iwas
DAC for the single-play McIntosh head
emphatically told me there were. "You
supposed to be in. They'd overbooked
unit — we'd managed to pull a wire
could put these amps on an oscilloscope
the flight.
loose in the power supply when we'd
or spectrum analyzer trying to figure
"What can we do?" Iwhined to the
yanked the scats out of the truck.
out how different they are from early
stewardess. "I have to be in Chicago this
prototypes and you'd never see it, but
Meet me on the comer
afternoon."
boy, is it audible! It's subtle, but it's real.
of 12th Street and Vine
•
I'd love to design apiece of test equipBut 8am the next day found me on the
ment that told me how amplifiers
I1was so convinced that there was acurse on my ownsound — and I've tried. But in the end,
ership oldie purple one that 1looked it up. Debbie was
you
just have to listen.... The ears are
2 Linear Power, 381 Nevada Street, Auh
CA
close, but gets no seegar —Satuni was in retrograde.
95603. Tel: (530) 823-7891.
Whatever the heck that means.
the best test equipment you've got."
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it again. (" Sweet is the madness of midnight in Paris, chéri /Hearts are young,
love is free — won't you share love with
me?/ 'Toujours l'amour! /Though hearts
are in danger at midnight in Paris, chéri /
What's to be is to be — won't you share
it with me?/ Toujours ?amour!! You wear
my beret and I'll use your bidet, chéri /
The Linear Power 2.2HVs
I'll be clean, you'll be free...
And when Icould manage to forget
are powerful, quick,
music long enough to ask myself if the
sound was better or worse than I
and detailed. Do they
remembered, Ihad to honestly say that I
sound warm? They're
couldn't possibly make a meaningful
comparison — but Isurely couldn't comtoo new to be sure yet.
plain, either.
The Linear Power 22HVs are powerful, quick, and detailed. Do they sound
favorite of mine, but his laid-back delivwarm? They —and the speaker cable —
ery (as well as the amphetamine-crazed
are too new for me to be sure yet.
vocal stylings of Peter Stampfel) have
never gone over big with my wife. There's still aslight hardness to the sound
Before trekking to Chicago, Ifound a Idon't remember noting before, but I
think it softens abit each time Iplay the
copy of the CD and decided it would
system. The sound is still evolving, and
make great traveling music. Iwas right —
for the better.
it was like spending an hour with afriend
The Linear Power 22HV is now my
Ihadn't been able to talk to in awhile.
Song after song made the road fly by as I baseline reference for car amplification.
As Icontinue to take its measure, I'll be
caught up on "Midnight in Paris," "The
comparing it to other car-audio amps.
Hoodoo Bash," and "Jealous Daddy's
But, once again, I'm getting ahead of
Death Song." It was as good (and as
myself...
quirky) as Ihad remembered. So Iplayed

Goin' down that same old road again
In one sense, hitting die road in the
Jimmy felt like old times, but there were
several differences in the GMCs system:
The new amps, the Parts Connection
Assemblage DAC 2, the Theta Chroma,
and the Straight Wire cable going to the
front speakers were all recent additions.
And it had been ayear since I'd spent any
real time in the truck. But the system still
had all the properties I'd originally fallen
in love with — it sounded fast, tight,
smooth, and extremely powerful, without atrace of strain. As Idrove to Kansas
City, the sound got smoother and more
relaxed by the mile, which Iassume was
the speaker cable breaking in. Bass was
taut and powerful, which made listening
to CDs like Classic Records' reissue of
Sonny Rollins' The Bridge (RCA/Classic
LSPCD-2527) aparticular pleasure. The
tenor sax sounded immediate and insistent, while the bass had aheft and slam
that was totally credible.
Images were stable and deliciously
detailed. That XRCD of Give It Up to
Love threw a soundstage that seemed
almost too dense to drive through. And
Mighty Sam was, indeed, a mighty,
mighty man — drawn large and true to
life by the Jimmy's system. Was it better
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than last year? In terms of conjuring
Sam's flesh and blood, I'd say yessir!
But most of all, the music had a
relaxed, natural quality that just seemed
right. Michael Hurley's Have Moicy!
(Rounder CD 3010) has been alongtime
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hat's the point of measuring the performance of an audio component if what its
owners do is listen to it? Of the 20 or so
regularly published English-language
consumer magazines on audio, only
three routinely publish rigorous loudspeaker measurements:
Hi-Fi News &Record Review in the UK; Audio and Stereophile
in the US.' It would seem that supporting areviewer's subjective impression of how aloudspeaker sounds with measured data is an idea that is out of fashion these days. But
without measuring aloudspeaker's performance, how can a
"Golden Ears" reviewer avoid falling into error? Ibelieve
that it is the responsibility of any magazine that publishes
judgments on audio components to fully describe their performance. And that cannot be done without measurements.
For electronic components, measuring their effect on an
input signal is relatively straightforward (though correlating

it sound more like acombination of bass boom and abat
squeak? Is the presentation tilted up at one or both frequency extremes? Is there ashelf effect present at one or more
frequencies?
•Response and balance anomalies —coloration. Do voices
sound like someone is speaking through amegaphone or
pinching their nose? Is there excessive sibilance on afemale
voice or too much chest tone on male voice? Can the sounds
of similar but different musical instruments be distinguished? Or does the loudspeaker's own character make a
violin sound like aviola, an oboe like an English horn, a
Fender Stratocaster like aGibson Les Paul? With some
chronic loudspeaker cabinet problems, it can almost sound
as though someone is banging axylophone along with the
sound of the recorded instruments.
•Clarity and transparency. How much detail can you hear?
Iremember taking part in ablind test in the early '80s where

In the first of three articles, John Atkinson examines
why this magazine measures loudspeaker performance,
and explains what lies behind the concepts of loudspeaker
sensitivity and impedance
those effects with perceived sound quality is not ajob for the
fainthearted). But for many decades, getting atrue idea of
how aloudspeaker performed was only possible using swept
sinewaves in large, expensive anechoic chambers. However,
the relatively recent advent of low-cost, PC-based measuring equipment capable of assessing acoustic performance in
normal rooms has made it possible for more people to measure more loudspeakers than ever before. However, simply
placing amicrophone in front of aloudspeaker and pressing
ENTER on the computer keyboard will still not produce a
measurement that is likely to predict how that loudspeaker
will sound in aroom.
If you examine the vocabulary typically used to describe
loudspeaker performance by audiophiles and in magazine
reviews [see references 1, 2, 3, 4at the end of this article], it
covers the following areas:
•Musical and technical accuracy — how good? How close
is the loudspeaker to reproducing an overall sound that will
convince its listeners they're in the presence of live sounds?
•Frequency range — bass and treble extension. Does the
sound have its full complement at the frequency extremes? Or
has, say, the designer discarded ultimate bass extension, perhaps to maximize midrange clarity or overall power handling?
•Frequency balance—how neutral? Does the speaker
have anatural timbre? If you play arecording of someone's
voice, does it actually sound like that person's voice, or does
This series of articles was initially written (in slighdy different form) as apaper presented at the 103rd Audio Engineering Society Convention, New York. September'
1997. The preprint, "Loudspeakers: What Measurements Can Tell Us — And What
They Can't Tell Us!" AES Preprint 4608, is available from the AES, 60 East 42nd
Street, Room 2520, New York, NY 10165-0075. The AES Internet site,
www.aes.org, offers asecure transaction page for credit-card orders.
1Julian Hirsch published descriptions of how his review speakers measured
throughout his tenure at Stern, Review, but as nary agraph was to be seen in that
magazine's pages, Ididn't feel it appropriate to include it in this list. However, with
the policy changes announced in its September 1998 issue, &env
would
appear to be taking astep forward.
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we A/B'd two speakers using alive microphone feed of a
bunch of keys being rattled in an anechoic chamber. One
speaker made it sound like there was just one key. With
another loudspeaker, you could almost hear how many keys
there were. Do individual images within the soundstage
sound sufficiently separate from each other, or do they seem
more like spatial highlights emerging from abackground of
sonic soup?
•Grain, hardness, and distortion. Does the loudspeaker
sound significantly more distorted at high playback levels?
Does the loudspeaker make listeners want to run screaming
from the room? Do the listeners feel as if their eardrums are
being gently caressed with sandpaper?
•Stereo imaging precision. When adual-mono recording
is played, do listeners perceive anarrow sonic object precisely midway between the loudspeakers, or do they just
hear avague, amorphous blob? Do central images stay centrally located at some frequencies but not others?
•Soundstage width and depth. With appropriate recordings, can listeners hear acoustic objects precisely positioned
anywhere on atwo-dimensional grid defined by the loudspeaker and listener positions?
•Dynamics (micro and macro). Are loud musical passages
appropriately louder than the quiet passages (macrodynamics)? Can listeners hear subtle changes in one acoustic object
when something else is playing very loudly (microdynamics)? Does it all blur at high playback levels, or does it take
being played loudly to make the music "come to life"?
•Pace'n'rhythm. First defined by Stereophile contributor
and UK reviewer Martin Colloms [5]. Some loudspeakers
clearly make the music sound like it's going slowly, while
others make it sound like it's going faster, even though the
recording's playing time and the music's tempo obviously
cannot be affected by anything that aloudspeaker does.
Subjective loudspeaker performance is thus amultidi67
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Quite frankly, we'll be the first to admit that aMcIntosh audio system is not for everyone. Some
people are so accustomed to compromise they'll actually choose mediocrity. But then there are
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mensional phenomenon. However, to make objective measurements that are both meaningful and practicable involves
asubjective choice about what parameter to plot against
one, or at most two, other parameters. All other parameters
have then to be held constant. If you plot, say, aloudspeaker's sound-pressure level against frequency for agiven
input voltage, the result is the typical amplitude or "frequency" response. But this measured response will only be
valid on the chosen axis in an anechoic chamber at the chosen sound-pressure level at one instant of time. How typical
will it be of what the loudspeaker does with music in areal
room played at widely differing spis? It is important, therefore, to keep in the back of your mind that to make "objective" measurements involves subjective choices!
A list of measurements that Itypically perform in connection with the loudspeaker reviews published in Stereophik
includes:
•Voltage sensitivity on the chosen axis
•Electrical impedance (magnitude and phase)
•Impulse and step responses
•Amplitude and phase response on the chosen axis in
the farfield
•Nearfield amplitude response (at low frequencies)
•Polar behavior —dispersion in horizontal
and vertical planes
•Power and other in-room responses
•Nonlinear distortions of various kinds
•Delayed acoustic resonances
•Cabinet vibrational behavior
It should be obvious that not one of the parameters in this
second list appears to bear any direct correlation with one of
the subjective attributes in the first list. If, for example, an engineer needs to measure aloudspeaker's perceived "transparency," there isn't any single two- or three-dimensional graph that
can be plotted to show "objective" performance parameters
that correlate with the subjective attribute. Everythiug aloudspeaker does affects it to some degree or other.
Of course, there are some performance parameters that
correlate significantly —perceived bass extension with measured low-frequency extension, for example — but it is
important to remember that there will always be
other aspects of measured performance that
also contribute. Anyone who looks at
published measurements should
never assume that one measurement —a frequency response, or
an impedance curve, or adispersion pattern — fully or
even partially describes the
sound that they will heat
It's only the totality of all
possible measurements
looked at simultaneously
that will give the reader
any idea of what's going
on. What you hear always
depends on more than one
measurement. Ergo, no
one measurement can tell
the whole story.
And given half achance, all
measurements will tell lies. It's
very easy to assume that if you get
apiece of test geai; turn it on, and
hook it up to the device-under-test,
Stereophile, November 1998

It is the responsibility of any
magazine that publishes ¡udgments
on audio components to fully describe
their performance. And that cannot
be done without measurements.
that the resultant graph is meaningful. It's never safe to
assume that a) the graph is correctly plotted, or b) that you
are actually measuring what you think you're measuring.
You still need another source of data, much as in pre-calculator days someone using aslide nile needed to know
approximately what the answer would be before they did a
calculation. When you measure aloudspeaker's complex
impedance, for example, it is helpful to look at the waveform of the signal present at the speaker terminals with an
oscilloscope and to listen to the speaker's acoustic output.
The test set might still produce anice-looking graph, even if
the speaker isn't making asound!
In the following sections of this three-part article are discussions of how Iprefer to perform standard measurements
and how they should be interpreted. How each measured
area of performance affects the areas of subjective performance is examined, with particular attention paid to measured characteristics that appear to correlate strongly with
very good or very poor perceived sound quality.
Voltage sensitivity
loudspeaker's sensitivity appears to be universally
confused with its efficiency. Efficiency is strictly
defined [6, 7] as how much acoustic power the loudspeaker puts out for how much electrical power it is being driven with. If you feed aloudspeaker with 100 electrical watts,
how many acoustic watts of sound does it produce? The
answer is "not many," atypical moving-coil loudspeaker
being about 1% efficient.
Efficiency is usually expressed in the
form of asound-pressure level produced
by aspeaker at aspecific distance, 1m,
for 1W input-, je, in dB/W/m.
This is problematic, however, as
there is no simple way of determining, for a given loudspeaker, what actually is a
1W input—it depends on
both impedance and frequency. Feed a loudspeaker with an impedance of 8ohms at lkHz
with asignal at the same
frequency at a2.83V level,
and yes, you are feeding it
1W of electrical energy.
(By Ohm's Law, Power =V2/R = (2.83 x2.83)/8 =
1W) But if, as is very often
the case, the loudspeaker has a
much lower impedance at 200Hz
—2 ohms, say — the loudspeaker
fed the same 2.83V at 200Hz will now
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consist of two conductors suspended in
avacuum., or pure air."
Matthew Bond, Founder of TARA Labs
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suck four times as much power from the
amplifier. For the same sound-pressure
level, the speaker is four times as
efficient at lkHz as it is at 200Hz.
And why does efficiency matter anyway? While audio engineers ahalf-century ago were
interested in the transfer of
power (and telecommunications engineers still are),
since the advent of solidstate devices, audio amplifiers act more or less as
voltage-source devices —
they maintain the same
output voltage no matter
what the load and the current drawn. What is important, therefore, is not efficiency but voltage sensitivity [8]: how
loud aloudspeaker plays for a
given voltage level from the amplifier. It is generally defined as the
sound-pressure level produced by aloudspeaker at 1m by an input voltage of 2.83V
(the voltage necessary to produce 1W dissipation in
an 8ohm resistor).
The advantage of specifying sensitivity rather than efficiency is that it remains unchanged no matter what the impedance of the loudspeaker, as it is assumed that the amplifier will
always be able to provide the necessary current to maintain
the 2.83V. The nearer aloudspeaker's modulus of impedance
approaches that of apure 8ohm resistor, the closer the equivalence between the two criteria; but when aspeaker has an
impedance that differs significantly from 8ohms, they can be
very different, as in the case Imentioned above.
A classic example of this difference between the two
terms is an electrostatic speaker Imeasured some years ago.
It had an impedance in the bass of over 100 ohms. Its sensitivity was very low, around 79dB/2.83V/m. But consider its
impedance: by comparison with atypical 8ohm dynamic
speaker, the 'stat is drawing almost no current. It is therefore
very efficient at transforming electrical power into acoustic
power.
,
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A loudspeaker's voltage sensitivity is
particularly important when matching
amplifiers and loudspeakers. If you
have a20W amplifier, you had
better use avery sensitive loudspeaker or else your music will
not play very loud. Conversely, if you choose aloudspeaker with a sensitivity
which
is
high — say,
100dB/2.83V/m — you
can probably get away
with a 5W amplifier,
meaning that spending
$10,000 on a600W design
would be awaste of money.
However, even if it is agreed
that voltage sensitivity is the
appropriate parameter, there
appears to be wild disagreement
about how it should be assessed.
The problem is that loudspeakers tend not to have flat response. It is
very tempting, therefore, for aspeaker
company's marketing department to look for

The advantage of specifying sensitivity
rather than efficiency is that
it remains unchanged no matter what
the impedance of the loudspeaker.
apeak in that unflat response and say that, because the
speaker gets that loud at that frequency, that's the sensitivity.
The bandwidth of aloudspeaker will also affect the measured sensitivity if wide-band noise is used as atest si
Two speakers may sound equally loud on music, but on
noise, the model with better extension at the frequency
extremes will measure as having ahigher sensitivity. What is
needed, therefore, is ameans of producing ameasured sensitivity that correlates with perceived loudness.
In 1990 Ronald Aarts of Philips [9] carried out astudy of
the effect of loudspeaker response on perceived loudness. He
concluded that weighting the spectral balance with the popular noise A-weighting curve gave limited correlation with
subjective loudness, instead calculating the loudness in phons
based on critical-band analysis (IS0932B). Critical-band analyzers not being easy to come by, at Stereophile Ifeed the loudspeaker with 20kHz-bandwidth noise at astandard level,
capture the output waveform with the DRA Labs MLSSA
system used in its storage-oscilloscope mode [10], and apply
B-weighting to the %o-octave-smoothed power response to
reduce the effect of bandwidth differences. Stamp/We has performed four sets of single-blind tests involving 30 different
loudspeaker models with the loudnesses equalized on the
basis of the B-weighted sensitivity assessed in this mariner [11,
12, 13, 14]. These tests indicate areasonable connection with
perceived loudness on music. Only with loudspeakers that
had agrossly unflat on-axis response did it still prove somewhat unreliable. Analysis of the archived data using an
IS0932B figure is afuture project.
What is atypical loudspeaker sensitivity? Fig.1 tabulates the
calculated B-weighted sensitivities for 261 of the loudspeak71
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ers reviewed in Stereophile between January 1991 and June
1997. The mean measured sensitivity is 88dB(B)/2.83V/m;
the median is 85dB(B). Almost 40% of the models measured
had B-weighted sensitivities falling between 84.5dB and
87.4c1B. The distribution seems roughly "Normal," with only
afew models falling below 80dB(13-)or above 90dB(B). The
low-sensitivity models tend to be panel speakers of various
kinds, while all the speakers of 95dB(B) sensitivity or higher
are professional monitors (and one musical instrument speaker measured for curiosity's sake).
The relatively narrow spread of impedances should not
come as asurprise. To achieve ahigh sensitivity requires
heroic engineering, which will always be expensive. All
speaker designers are constrained by budget constraints,
which in turn means that they will tend to settle on similar
compromises involving magnet size, voice-coil
design, and cone area.
In general, my measured sensitivities
are slightly low compared with those
published by the speakers' manufacturers. Mostly, Ibelieve this is due
to the optimistic nature of published sensitivity specifications.
But it does need to be pointed out that Stereophilds office
is located in Santa Fe, New
Mexico at an altitude of
2150m (7000'). A series of
experiments, measuring
the same loudspeaker samples in Santa Fe and at sea
level [15, 16, 17], showed
that the only substantial
effect on loudspeaker performance due to the altitude
was areduction in sensitivity.
Rather than measure sensitivity
directly, therefore, Icompare each
speaker's spi with that produced by a
reference speaker (a BBC LS3/5A) that
Ihave measured both at altitude and at sea
level. It is possible, therefore, for asystematic
error to have crept into my measurements. However, I
don't believe this to be more than ±1dB.
Electrical impedance
If the amplifier that drives aloudspeaker behaves as avoltage source, the loudspeaker's impedance will indicate how
moo
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The loudspeaker's impedance
will indicate how much current
it will suck from the amplifier.
much current it will suck from that amplifier. Impedance is
both reactive (le, it has anonzero electrical phase angle) and
varies with frequency [18].
It can be measured in two ways. First is to measure the
electrical impulse response of avoltage divider formed by
the loudspeaker and astandard resistor and calculate the
transfer function by performing aFast (Discrete) Fourier
Transform on the time-domain data [19]. Second is
to use aswept sinewave signal or aseries of
discrete-frequency sinewaves to drive the
loudspeaker-under-test, keeping the
current constant and measuring the
magnitude and phase independently [20]. In practice, the
constant-current source is
replaced by aconstant-voltage source and a series
high-value resistor, which
means that error creeps in
for high-value impedance
maxima [21].
Then there is the fact
that the first method drives
the speaker-under-test with
a wide-band noise signal
while the second drives it
with one frequency at atime.
Some engineers conjecture
that speakers will behave differently to the two stimuli. Having
used both methods, I have only
found minor differences between the
results, if at all. However, for practical reasons Iemploy the second method, using an
Audio Precision System One to drive the loudspeaker
in 240 frequency steps from 10Hz to 50kHz with 6V via a
series 600 ohm resistor (actually the unit's source impedance). While atrue plot of aloudspeaker's complex impedance would be athree-dimensional "pigtail" plotted against
magnitude, phase, and frequency, Iplot aconventional Bode
plot of magnitude and phase against frequency (fig2), two of
the two-dimensional "shadows" cast by the three-dimensional pigtail plot. Ifind this more informative than aplot of the
complex impedance (the end view of the pigtail). Ialso use a
linear impedance scale rather than the logarithmic scale preferred by some engineers, which Ifind more informative. To
ensure consistency and accuracy, Iregularly measure the
impedance of areference 0.5% tolerance 10-ohm resistor.
In private communications back in 1991, both Fred Davis
and Don Keele pointed out that Stereophilds loudspeaker
impedance phase curves published between late 1990 and
early 1991 were upside down, in that the positive and negative phase angles were reversed [22]. (Negative phase angle,
the current leading the voltage, is due to the load being
capacitive; positive phase angle, with the current lagging the
voltage, is due to the load being inductive.) This appeared to
be due to asoftware bug; Stereophiles published curves since
73
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330 loudspeakers, mean impedance magnitudes.

then have been corrected, with negative phase angles plotted
below the frequency axis. However, looking at impedance
plots published in books and other magazines reveals wide
disagreement on this. Some writers still appear to confuse
capacitive and inductive phase angle, while others conventionally plot negative phase angle above the frequency axis.
What is atypical loudspeaker impedance? Fig3 tabulates the mean impedance magnitudes of 330 of
the loudspeakers measured from January
1991 through June 1997 (six speakers
had integral amplifiers or were
intended to be used with external
line-level crossovers; the impedance of the others were not
measured for various reasons). Only asmall number
of models feature mean
impedances below 4ohms
or above 15 ohms, with
the overall mean equal to
8.6 ohms. The median
value is 9.25 ohms.
According to Martin
C,olloms [18], the German
DIN standard requires that
a loudspeaker's impedance
magnitude not vary more
than ±20% from its nominal
value. However, 1 have found
loudspeaker impedances tend to
range higher than this, the average
standard deviation on the mean 8.6
ohms being 3.7 ohms or 43%. As long as the
driving amplifier has alow source impedance, this
variation in impedance magnitude will not introduce any
sonic effects. But when atube amplifier is used, which can
have asource impedance of perhaps afew ohms, the result
can be asignificant variation of the loudspeaker's perceived
frequency balance, as has been pointed out in Stereophile [23].
Fig.4 tabulates the minimum impedance magnitudes of the
same 330 loudspeakers. It can be seen that there is much less
variation than with the mean values, with the majority of
models having alowest impedance between 2.76 and 426
74
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330 loudspeakers, minimum impedance magnitudes.

ohms. The mean and median were 4.3 ohms. In fact, disregarding an exotic electrostatic design that resembled ashort
circuit above 30kHz, and early samples of two speakers that
featured an exotic crossover and dropped below 0.5 ohms
above 100kHz, only 6models had alowest measured magnitude below 2 ohms. For interest's sake, the loudspeaker
with the highest minimum value — 8.33 ohms at
171Hz, with aphase angle of —3.1° — was a
1977-vintage BBC LS3/5A. One interesting national difference emerged: moving-coil speakers designed by British
engineers tended to have their
minimum impedance in the
high treble, around 10kHz,
while those from US engineers tended to have it in
the low midrange.
The impedance measurement is amajor diagnostic tool. It is possible to
find out alot about how a
loudspeaker is going to
behave just from looking
at its electrical impedance.
Without even seeing the
speaker, the number of
"ways" will almost always be
apparent from the impedance
plot, as will whether it is asealedbox design (one hump in the bass),
areflex or atransmission line (two
humps in the bass), or ahorn of some
kind (a series of regularly spaced peaks). The
approximate low-frequency extension will be
apparent from the shape of the plots in the bass, as will its Q.

The impedance measurement
is amajor diagnostic tool.

Stereophile, November 1998
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The "saddle" between the twin low-frequency impedance
peaks typical of areflex design indicates the tuning of the
port, which is generally the bass frequency where the loudspeaker's response has dropped by 6dB, approximately half
the reference loudness.
You can also find out whether there are resonances present in the system and what kind they are. For example, if
you perform the measurement with sufficient frequency
resolution, small glitches appear in the plots due to cabinet
resonances of various kinds [24]. Those present at 200Hz
and 450Hz in fig2 are due to cabinet vibrational modes, for
example, while the glitch at 27kHz is due to the tweeter's
first dome or "oil-can" resonance, where the central region
of the dome is moving in the opposite direction to the surrounding annulus.
Fig.5 shows the impedance magnitude and phase for adifferent model where the designer decided he would throw
out all the damping inside the cabinet because to him it made
it sound better. Well, it probably made the speaker sound
more "exciting," but there were both major air-space resonances and panel resonances present all through the
midrange; predictably, they showed up strongly in the speaker's impedance plot as easily visible glitches. Before Ihad
even auditioned the speaker, Icould predict from fig.5 that it
would have severe midrange coloration problems. The
reviewer (Tom Norton) had already noted these problems in
his auditioning well before he had seen this measurement.
Perhaps most important, you can predict from its impedance plot how hard the loudspeaker is for an amplifier to
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Fig.5 Loudspeaker with undamped cabinet panels, measured electrical
impedance magnitude (solid trace) and phase (dashed trace) plotted
against frequency in Hz.
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Amplifier output stages need
to be overspecified from slightly
to considerably, depending on the
loudspeakers they are required to drive.
drive. Because aloudspeaker's impedance is reactive, the
current will lag or lead the signal voltage by the phase angle
[25]. In the worst case - when the phase angle is 90° - the
amplifier is required to source the maximum current at the
same time as the signal voltage approaches zero. Simply to
specify aloudspeaker as having an 8ohm nominal impedance, therefore, can be misleading. Depending on the phase
angle of the impedance, which will be derent at every frequency, the loudspeaker could look to the amplifier as having amuch lower impedance. However, as the late Peter
Baxandall pointed out in an Audio Engineering Society presentation in 1987 [26], the maximum phase angle never
occurs when the impedance has its lowest amplitude. As
both are two-dimensional projections of athree-dimensional
phenomenon, they're mathematically related.
There has been much conjecture on this subject for the
past 20 years in audiophile circles. Eric Benjamin of Dolby
examined the matter in detail in 1992 [27]. (The
"References" section of his paper is comprehensive.) In particular, he looked at the theoretical power dissipation in an
amplifier's class-B output stage, which will depend on the
speaker impedance magnitude and phase angle. While he
found that the maximum current drawn by aloudspeaker
almost never exceeds that predicted by the minimum
impedance value, the calculated dissipation in the amplifier
output devices was between 120% and 270% of that predicted, depending on the impedance and the drive signal.
It appears, therefore, that amplifier output stages need to
be overspecified from slightly to considerably, depending on
the loudspeakers they are required to drive. That most
amplifiers don't appear to be significantly stressed is due to
the fact that, as E. Brad Meyer has pointed out [28], at typical listening levels in atypical room with typical loudspeakers, aconsumer amplifier is never required to deliver more
than afew watts.
Nevertheless, aspeaker's impedance behavior can have a
primary effect on its sound qm lity. Figs.6 and 7, for example,
show two of the lowest-impedance loudspeakers that Ihave
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Bad amplifier load 1, measured electrical impedance magnitude (solid
trace) and phase (dashed trace) plotted against frequency in Hz.
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measured, yet their impedance curves vary significantly, particularly regarding phase angle. Fig.6 shows aspeaker that
remains above 5ohms below 2kHz, but plunges to 1ohm
above 12kHz, with an amplifier-crushing combination of
2.4 ohms and -70° at 33kHz. By contrast, fig.7 shows a
loudspeaker that has an amplitude of 3ohms or below over
almost all the band, yet the phase angle is benign. It is not
easy to predict just from looking at these graphs which
would be the harder speaker for an amplifier to drive. A
future Stereophile project is to calculate Benjamin's "peak
drive difficulty" data for the loudspeakers Ihave measured
for the magazine in order to develop an index figure that can
be quoted in reviews.
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Bedecked trom toe to top

Chip Stern talks
to drummer

Jim Keltner

Stereophile, November 1998

in black, drummer Jim Keltner
smiles shyly from behind the sanctuary of his trademark sunglasses. Those omnipresent
shades serve to mask his soulful, hound-dog eyes — eyes that have witnessed all the
off-ramps the music biz has to offer; eyes that bear witness to asoul in transition, a
family man who came through it all with his head intact, and who, for all of his success, is really just entering his creative prime.
From his youth in Tulsa, Oklahoma to his adolescence in Pasadena, California; from his
early days on the LA. jazz scene to his first big-time gig, with Gary Lewis & the Playboys;
from his earliest road gigs with rock royalty like John Lennon, George Harrison, and Ry
Cooder to his ascension into the elite ranks of studio musicians. In the past decade Keltner
has appeared on albums by Bob Dylan, Boz Scaggs, Delbert McClinton, Steely Dan, and
Ry Cooder to name just afew. During all this, Keltner has leaned on his wife Cynthia for
support, and in retelling his story yet again, this modest man inevitably returns to the
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bedrock of his creative resolve as he weaves his way
from the present to the past and back again.
"When people say, 'You've paid your dues ... '
No, man. My wife paid as many dues as Idid and more. Because Ilucked out and married the
greatest chick in the world. Imean, she was pregnant with all our babies and working right up to the
minute she dropped them, and Iwas still playing
for free in garages and stuff. Iplayed in everybody's
garage in LA, you know —learning.
"I was just akid, and Iwas listening to what was
around me at the time. All of my buddies were
jazz players, and they gradually turned me on to
Miles and Philly Joe. Iwent nuts. Then Idiscovered Roy Haynes. And when Idiscovered Elvin
Jones, that totally changed my whole life. When
Trane, Reggie Workman, McCoy Tyner, and
Elvin first came to town, they played the
Renaissance, and Iwas sitting right underneath
the piano, looking up at Elvin. Trane just rocked
L.A. Bobby Hutcherson and all the cats were saying how L.A. would never be the same again —
that music would never be the same again.
"h was just an earth-shattering, monumental
musical experience, and Icame back to my future
wife's pad—we were just going together, and I
didn't even have enough money to take her with
me that night — and she was asking 'How was it?'
And Itold her, 'I just heard the most beautiful
music I've ever heard in my life and it was the
greatest experience of my life' — and that's when
Istarted crying."
Cynthia's heard Jim tell this story before. She
beams proudly. "That's when Iknew Ireally
loved him," she laughs.
"From that moment on, Iwas achanged person," Keltner concludes. "After we got married, she
worked and Iplayed. And those magical musical
moments were what Ilived for. If you had agreat
night, it went out into the air, and people danced to
it, and your compadres got off on it, and that was it.
You made your $25 and it was over You got
through the week on that—feeling that you'd
played great. Until the next time. And then you
tried something else.
"That was my musical apprenticeship, playing
every kind of music it was possible to play. Playing
modern jazz with Albert Stinson. Little Jewish
men showing me how to play `Havah Nagila' correctly. A Mexican guy coming up to me and
showing me how to play acertain kind of ballad
beat, which Ididn't play again for years and years
until I recorded with Los
Lobos. It's on the Neighborhood
album — a beautiful, simple
thing, so deceptive. And the
next thing you know, you're
56 years old and one of the
elder statesmen. Yet I feel
younger and better and more
alive than Idid in my 20s."
I'm always touched by the
generosity of spirit the truly
great ones evince, and none
do so more than Jim Keltner.
stereophile,

November 1998

It seems like any time I've ever buzzed him at his
Los Angeles home, he's been good for 45 minutes of shop talk, historical nostalgia, or spiritual
enlightenment. Keltner has been asource of deep
musical insight and abreath of fresh air, because
for all his technical command, it's his humanity as
a drummer that makes him truly shine. Jim
Keltner is amaster of rhythmic understatement
and musical teamwork —or, as Papa Jo Jones put
it, "I was never aplayer, Iwas always alistener —
and look who Ihad to listen to!"
Kelmer's invariably on his way over to Ry
C,00der's studio, he's just come back from recording with Eric Clapton in New Orleans, or he's off
to record with Bob Dylan in Miami. This past
spring found him fresh from recording sessions
with Neil Young and John Lee Hooker, and off to
OceanWay Studios to do abig-band date with
Burt Bacharach and Elvis Costello. When
singer/songwriters want to get it right, they call
on Jim Keltner. When quintessential rock drummers such as Ringo Starr and Charlie Watts want
someone to help them mind the store now and
then, they call on Jim Keltner. Busy, busy, busy.
Yet no matter when Icall, he inevitably makes
time for some chin music.
"Well, when Iwas coming up, my role models
were people like Hal Blaine, Shelly Manne, and
Jim Gordon. Iused to bother Hal Blaine all the
time with dumb questions, and he'd just be so
patient with me. Then alittle later Idiscovered
Shelly Manne, and Ibecame completely involved
in learning how to do what he was doing, and I
would call him early in the morning, and his wife
would answer the phone and go, 'No, it's alright
honey, I'll wake him up.' And Shelly would actually wake up and talk to me,
and he didn't know who Iwas
— Iwas just some kid. And that
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SMARTHOUSE, DIGITAL VIDEO AND HOME THEATRE TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR
Wed., Nov. 18, Thurs., Nov. 19 and Fri., Nov. 20
Representatives from SONY Video, Fujitsu Video, Pioneer Video, Faroudja, Stewart Filmscreen, Proceed by Madrigal, Litetouch, Crest ron and others.
Our mission is to end the confusion
regarding the future of digital broadcastlog, digital software and digtal TV.
"Dig,ital" applies to lots of subjects.
Come to our seminar and you will know

Broadcasting the information:
Direct TV satellite versus Cable, MC
versus HMV. There will be live HMV
as well as aHDTV video tape.

what "digital" means to your future.
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Software:
DVD versus DiViCS versus VCR
The future of software distribution.

Surround decoding:
Dolby Pro Logic, LuscasHrn THX,
Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS digital.
Upgradeability issues.
Compatibility issues.
Home theatre ease of use issues:
Smart remote controls. How to make it
easy to get what you want in the dark.
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Fri., Nov. 13 and Sat., Nov. 14

Wiring for the present
and the future:
The internet, telephone, CATV, FM,
Direct Satellite, Smart House, lighting.
video on display:
LCD projector, Plasma, HDTV CRT,
120 inch diagonal Rear Projection
with line quadrupling.

VAC
Thurs., Dec. 3and Fri., Dec. 4

Arcam, Audible Illusions, Balanced Audio, B&W, B&W Nautilus 800 , Black Diamond, Classé, Creek, Faroudja, Grado,
Jeff Rowland, Lexicon, Linn Products, Meadowlark, McIntosh, MIT Reference, NAIM, Nordost, Pioneer Elite, Proceed, Rega,
REL, Rotel, Sonus Faber, SONY Video, SONY Multiscan Projectors, Spectral, Spectral Reference, Stewart FilmScreen,
Sutherland, Thiel, VAC, Wadia, Wilson Audio, Zoethecus Audio
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really taught me alot later on in life about how
to treat people."
Which helps distill what it is about Keltner's
spiritual attitude that makes his rhythmic insights
so telling, so tasteful, so apt. Once, after patiently
listening to me aerobicize on an old set of
Leedy/Ludwigs and Paiste Traditional cymbals,
Jim measured his genuine enthusiasm with a
telling criticism. "You know, Idug that rolling
figure you began with, and the way you set up
that melodic theme on the toms and bass drum
was very creative. But then you kind of muddied
things up by trying to play too many things at
once, and you lost the distinction between each
individual voice, which is real important to me in
my drumming. Imean, after all, isn't that the goal
of every drummer? To play the ideal drum part,
to find the perfect groove, and to delineate that
without playing any superfluous notes — no
more, no less."
That attitude, more than anything else, is what
makes Keltner such agreat musician. There's
something very mysterious about the process of
creating the ideal drum part within asong form,
or crafting intuitive syncopations and flashes of
counterpoint behind an improvising soloist —
mysterious in that most songwriters or improvisers can't generally notate or verbalize what they
want, but everyone knows it when they hear it.
When it works, the results are perfectly symmetrical, inexorably logical, magically poetic —like
Hal Blaine's epic tom-tom punctuations on Paul
Simon's "America," or the electrifying press roll
with which Art Blakey sets up Clifford Brown's
second chorus on "Hymn of the Orient." On "I
Heard It Through the Grapevine," when Benny
Benjamin hitches his tom-tom pulse to James
Jamerson's Fender Bass vamp, he creates aharmonic depth and rhythmic tension that are relieved
only through the timely snare break preceding
Marvin Gaye's grand entrance. And on Count
Basie's classic recording of "Topsy," Jo Jones shades
the pianist's coy piano ruminations in such airy, percussive textures they're barely audible —yet in
heralding Hershel Evans' protean tenor solo, the
drummer supercharges this dramatic transition
with an alliterative two-bar hallelujah. (Actually, Jo
claimed to be saying, "Here comes the lady with
the big fat ass.")
In each case, it's these little details that galvanize the arrangement and tie all the loose ends
together into one neat package. The technical
and aesthetic balancing act
involved in doing this well is
what separates the men from
the boys. Just because something is mathematically correct doesn't guarantee that it
will be musically appropriate.
No one in American music
understands this metaphysical
dilemma better than Jim
Kelmer. It's the imaginative
quality of his musical responses
to new and novel situations, his
Stereophile, November 1998

detemiination to help make things work, his pride
in modest craftsmanship, and his beautiful tonal
shadings that allow him to fit seamlessly into recording after recording. But his relentless brand of selfcriticism can be so pointed that one producer said,
"Jim is really useless after the second take or so."
"Well, Iwouldn't go that far," Jim laughs. "But
having played with Ry Cooder for as many years
as Ihave, Ilearned early on that Ibetter get it
quick; otherwise I'm going to have to live with
whatever goes down, because that's the way he's
been as aplayer/producer/artist I'll listen back to
some of our early records and go, 'Oh my God,
there's this horrible train wreck in there and they
kept it.' But it was because he was listening to the
performance as awhole, and if he liked the overall
atmosphere of what he was hearing, he would use
takes with blatant mistakes all the time. And that
was kinda cool, but Iwised up and realized that if
Ididn't want to hear those mistakes over and over
again I'd better get the shit together quick.
"You know, when you're in the studio, and
you're coming into asong fresh, and you never
heard it before, it's not like making amovie date.
Guys on movie dates pride themselves on being
first-take players, like, 'BOOM, Iread my thing
down and Iplayed it with feeling.' That's awonderful feeling, and I've done that lots of times.
But on arecord date, you're not just reading
something down for accuracy and feel. If you're
reading at all, you're reading for accuracy, feel,
and to try and create apart —something unique,
if possible, 'cause it's arecord.
"Obviously, on record dates, nobody writes a
drum part out. Ilike to read achord chart to hear
which way the chords are moving, to know which
way to play — up or down. See, drums are as
melodious as any other instrument, and hopefully
you'll play melodically. Imean, you do play
melodically on the drums, whether you know it
or not, because you're playing ahi-hat, asnare, a
bass drum, and acymbal, and those instruments,
by the nature of their individual pitches, lend
themselves to melodic expression. So when you're
reading achart you can know when things are
going up or going down, when they're going
major or minor, when the chords are going to get
squirrelly. So you have aguide to where the music
is headed rhythmically, and as far as certain syncopations that are key to the arrangement — those
are usually the only things that are written out.
"Other than that, you're on your own — trying
to figure out athing, trying to
find afeel. There's alot you're
trying to do, and if you're try-
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World's Best
Subwoofer Technology...
Patented

True Accelerometer-Based High Gain
Servo Control

•Low distortion, clean, accurate sound that Velodyne
is famous for.
•Smoothest frequency response of any subwoofer.
Revolutionary New Energy Recovery
Switching Amplifier Design
•Transformerless direct-line power switching
creates the most powerful amplifier in any
subwoofer (1000 watts RMS/3000 peak).
•Patent pending design eliminates shoot-thru
current for the highest amplifier
efficiency ever achieved.
The Velodyne 's performance here was
breathtaking. In fact, it may very well have
threatened the room's structural integrity
had we not backed else volume abit..."
Al Griffin, Home Theater. December96

Tandem Voice Coil in Push-Pull

"This is bass that doesn't end, in frequency or
in level! It is bass that is literally felt as much
as heard -on occasion, more felt than
heard."
Edward J. Foster, Audio, March '97

Motor Structure
•High linear excursion capability
Pt." peak to peak, 2" max.
•Four times the heat dissipation
for high power handling and
long life.
•Less than 1/2 the distortion
of conventional motor
designs.

"Bring on the challengers. They won't have
an easy job ... the Velodyne F-1800RII is the
best subwoofer Ihave yet had in my home
theater"
Thomas J. Norton,
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. Fall '97

New! ...ULTRA SMALL
PACKAGE
All of the best features of the world famous F-1800RH have
been put into asmaller cabinet. Response down to 20 Hz for
audiophiles with output levels to satisfy all home theater systems.
Now you don't have to sacrifice sound quality for acompact,
easy to place subwoofer.

Velodyne

HGS-I0
(actual size: I
I.25"H I
I"W sI
rD)

Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.. 1070 Commercial Street. Suite 101. San Jose, CA 95112
Phone: 408-436-7270 •Fax: 408-436-7276 •Web Site: www.velodyne.com •E-mail: velodyne@earthlink.net
Literature Requests: 1-800-VELODYNE

ing to get that — you're not trying necessarily to
get that on the first take, you're just playing, and all
your juices are flowing, so there's an excitement on
that first take that any player or producer will concede. Every player becomes alittle more studied
after the first take, and that's anecessary thing in
order to make the music happen — you have to
have that discipline."
Yet for all Keltner's ability to transcend his own
ego, to give himself over to the song, on those rare
occasions when he's allowed to stake out amore
proactive, collaborative role in the music —not just
to be asupportive player, but to orchestrate and conduct on the fly—his true musical mastery becomes
even more apparent. For me, his playing on such
audiophile delights as Little Village (Reprise 26713-2)
and the reprise of the Hiatt/Lowe/Cooder combination that worked to perfection on 1987's Bring Tlu•
Family and Bill Frisell's jazzy, Americana epic Gout;
Just Like aTrain (Nonesuch 79479-2) reveal the true
depth of Keltner's greatness as adrummer, although
he's far too modest and self-critical to stake such
claims for himself.
Allow me. On Little Village's "Big Love," Keltner
patiently builds tension at an achingly slow tempo,
treating the backbeat like some kind of pliant, syncopated haiku, airbrushing away extraneous fills
and obvious gestures. Listening to the rise and fall
of his hi-hat, snare, and bass drum is like listening
to aguitarist play chordal inversions, as Keltner
subverts the strong beats with displaced accents,
canny silences, and slurred phrases that echo
Cooder's slide guitar. On Frisell's "Lonesome,"
Keltner lets the backbeat slip and slide, conferring
responsibility for the strong beats to bassist Viktor
Krauss, swinging along in afree-floating dialog,
abstracting the backbeat with lovely melodic phrases, bell-like cymbal accents, and old-timey, grinding
snare rolls that emulate Frisell's taffylike, ambient
voicelike swells. And on "Lookout for Hope,"
Keltner emerges from his rhythmic cocoon long
enough to transform the steady play of six against
four into an Elvinesque dervish dance of rhythmic
hollers and fattening thunder. Live at New York's
Bottom Line, Jim became so unhinged on
"Lookout for Hope" that his moaning tonal finfares behind Frisell suggested the pulse rhythms of
free-jazz drummers like Beaver Harris, Sunny
Murray, and Rashied Ali — without ever losing a
sense of the backbeat In aword, swineing.
"Little Village was done in alittle room of Ry's
out in the front yard by the beach — areally nice
room with arched wood ceilings, and we were all in the
apt...
same room, recording in 24track analog. Allan Sides engie
neered that. Ithink he did a
real nice job of capturing the
sound. But, I mean, things
change. The next week would
have been a totally different
thing, let alone a few years
later. It would have been fun to
carry on with that ensemble,
and let it be alittle ongoing
stereophile,
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recording project — but it wasn't meant to be.
"Frisell is something else. He inspires me. He's
still the same cat Iheard in Studio A [at
OceanWay] that day you invited me down for the
Going Back Home sessions. It was so good to hear
Ginger [Baker] and the sound of his drums: that
beautiful cymbal, the way that he played so...
manly, that's the only word Ican think to describe
it. And Iwas so enthralled by the whole thing that
when Iheard Frisell, Istarted laughing — and I
haven't stopped laughing since. Everything he
does has the stamp of this weird humor, and now
that Iknow him as aperson, he's just like that —
he's exactly the way he plays.
"To me, he has something of all the great people I've played with. Ican hear Gabor Szabo and
Clapton and Ry in him, and people like Bill
Evans, bits of country and classical music, little
ethnic things — he's completely original. Ilike
that, now Iknow him well enough, Iget to see
what's really going on: that he's not jazz and he's
not rock — he's just agreat musician."
Yet inevitably, for all the beauty and variety of
their work together, perhaps because of their
shared aptitude for the telling pause and silence,
Keltner harbors misgivings about his own playing. "When Igot the advance copy, my mind was
replaying some of the really great moments
where we were flying by the seat of our pants.
Yet instead of hearing that right away, my critical
ear was saying to me, Well, why are you doing so
much bzzzzbzz crushed-roll stuff?' Well, that's
like warm cocoa for me or something — when
I'm in trouble, Itend to go there. So I've made a
point of doing less of that lately — letting the
stick drag less on the drumhead — because I've
been doing that since Iwas akid, and Idon't
want to hear that anymore, for aminute. Do you
know what I'm saying?"
"Not really. The roll is your friend. Big Sid Catlett
used to say, 'Son, when you get in trouble, roll.' "
"Of course it is. But you can rely on your
friends too much sometimes. I
just want to try to
not depend on something Ican do real easily. I
think that's all it amounts to, and having said that,
the next time Iget to play with Bill in alive context, that's probably the little area I'll go to again.
But when Iplayed with him live in Los Angeles,
Ifelt like Iwas stepping on everyone's toes."
"You wouldn't even know how. Let it happen,
man. That stuff you played with him in New
York at the Bottom Line was so heroically laidback, yet on 'Lookout for
Hope' you just cut loose and
went insane. I'd never ever
heard abackbeat treated that
freely. It was some very clever
drumming."
"Well, but I'm not aclever
drummer. Idon't ever want to
be aclever drummer. Idon't
ever want to call attention to
myself. It's not about the
drummer — it's about the
music."
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StereephileRevleuters Spook obout portable
headphone stuff: About the Etymotic ER4S "For
recording engineers, Ithink the ER-4Ses would
be on indispensable tool—isolotIon plus occurocy
make adifficult combination to top. For travelers, Ican't recommend onything more highly.
They help me arrive more rested---through the
reduction of rumble--ond in ogreat mood, since
rve amused myself on my journey." Wes Phillips.
Vol. 18 No.7, July 1995. About the Supreme: "With
some products, to see them is to wont to possess
them; the HeadRoom Supreme falls into that
category.. .A remarkably well-thought-out, wellengineered product ot on excellent price. Longdistance travel will not be the some ogoin. Highly
recommended—give that 800 number o call!"
John Atkinson, Vol.17 No.1, Jon. 1994. About the
Traveler Bag: "...for the one specialized tosk of
consolidating everything you need for portable
high-quality listening, this bog is incredibly wellthought-out.. It hos simplified my travels—and
helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot. Thot's better than on upgrode to
first doss." Wes Phillips, Vol.18 No.10, Oct. 1995.
The Supreme has appeared twice os on Amplification Component of the Year Runner-Up: 1994
and 1996. It is currently rated Class Bon the Recommended Components List. Stereophile Reviewers Speak about HeadRoom Home Headphone Stuff: About the HeadRoom Audio Image Processor: "From disc to disc I
always found
the processed signal on improvement, even
where the effect on the imaging was vonish-

ingly slight. But the true worth of the
HeodRoom circuit will be revealed with extended listening—I don't wont to underestimate its importonce by stressing the subtle nature of the change. It's o cumulative benefit,
reducing listening fatigue by asubstontiol morgin. In foct, Isuspect that subtlety is one of the
most reliable indicators of the correctness of
the processing.. .1 could listen for hour after hour,
with noticeably less effort." Wes Phillips, Vol.
18 No.1, Jon. 1995. About the Sennheiser 580:
"Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-bock dynamic headphones with full, extended low
frequencies.. .As dynamic headphone reference." Recommended Components list, Class
"B", Vol.19 No.10, Oct 1996. About the Max:
"Artitulote---thot's the one word that best describes Mox. Oh, there ore others: Post, rich,
complex---ond paradoxically simple os
well.. Ultimately, however, I
must keep returning
to that least definable of qualities, but the one
that most inhabits my love for Mox: the coherent
articulation of the essence of music...The headphone listener today does not lock for choices
when it comes to headphone omps... I'd hove to
soy the HeadRoom Max is the one to beot...I wont
one!" Wes Phillips. Vol.20 No.2, Feb.1997.

800 828 8184

www.heacJphone.com

Your one
stop spot
for all things
headphone.
Order Direct, 30 -Doy Satisfaction Guaranty

HeadRoom
be of
sound
mind

4in
Mon! We listen to o lot
of heodphones. Give us
o coil to pick our broin.

We're totolly into portable
oudio. If you need tunes on
the go, we'd love to help.

You'd never treat your speak.
ers like you treat your headphones. They deserve on amp.

Forget the "Class R Recommended Component" status; disregard the fact that the Mox
recieved "Product of the Year" in the accessory catogory; just put this little fact in your
head: Wes Phillips said of the pair, "...only
the extravagant Orpheus [$14,9991 and
Stox's out-of-production Omega hove
sounded better." Vol.21 No.2, Feb. 1998.
For only $1599, you too con enjoy this world
class reproduction system. An audiophile
borgon---if there is such a thing.

Max & 600's

HeadRoom Corp. -521 E. Peach -Bozeman MT 59715 PH 406 587 9466 -FX 406 587 9484

HEADPHONES
Koss Porto Pro Jr.
$39.95
Koss KSC/35
$34.95
Grado SR60
$69.00
Grado SR80
$95.00
Grodo SA125
$149.00
Grado SR225
$1.95.00
Grado f152
$495.00
Grado F1S1
$699.00
Sennheiser MX4
$24.95
Sennheiser MX5
$39.95
Sennheiser HD265
$199.00
Sennheiser 110433
$34.95
Sennheiser H0435
$59.95
Sennheiser HD445
$69.95
Sennheiser HD455
$89.95
Sennheiser HD465
$109.00
Sennheiser H0475
$129.00
Sennheiser H0525
8109.00
Sennheiser HD535
$149.00
Sennheiser I-10545
$159.00
Sennheiser HD565
$239.00
Sennheiser 110580
$279.00
Sennheiser HD600
$379.00
Sennheiser H025 SP
$129.00
Sennheiser HDC451
$229.00
Sennheiser ASÓ
$249.00
Sennhesier RS8
$329.00
Sennheiser HE60/70
$1499.00
Sennheiser Orpheus
$14999.00
Etymotic ER4S
$299.00
Beyerdynomic DT48
$359.00
Beyerdynomic 01220
$159.00
Beyerdynomic 01250
$179.00
Beyerdynomic 01311
$69.00
Beyerdynomic DT331
$89.00
Beyerdynomic 01411
$99.00
Beyerdynomic 01431
$119.00
Beyerdynomic DT511
$139.00
Beyerdynomic DT531
$159.00
Beyerdynomic 01770
$149.00
Beyerdynomic DT801
1169.00
Beyerdynomic 01811
$179.00
Beyerdynomic DT831
$229.00
Beyerdynomic DT931
$299.00
MB Quart QP160
$69.00
MB Quart QP220
$99.00
MB Quart QP240
$119.00
MB Quart QP250
$139.00
MB Quart QP400
$259.00
RKG H240M
$149.00
RKG 11401
$169.00
RKG 11501
$199.00
RKG 111000
$1299.00
HEADROOM AMPLIFIERS
The RirHeod
$179.00
The little
$249.00
The little More Power
$449.00
The Supreme
$449.00
The Cosmic
$599.00
The Home
$599.00
The Moxed-Out Home
$999.00
The Mox
$1333.00

Synergistic Research
The best just got better with...
Discrete Shielding'
Discrete Shielding takes the industry's best interconnects to the next
level by eliminating the detrimental effects of RF1 and EMI
distortion from the music signal. The result?
The world's quietest interconnects.

To audition interconnects with

"It's like listening to music with

Discrete Shielding just visit your nearest

no interconnect whatsoever!"

Synergistic Research dealer. And in keeping with our

-Jonathan Scull Stereopbile

pledge to be "your cable for lifer, you can have your exist-

Vol. 20 No. 2
on Designers'

ing Phase Two through Designers' Reference interconnects upgraded
to Discrete Shielding- call for details or visit www.SynergisticResearch.com

41.

Call now for your free copy"Explorer's Guide 2nd Edition"
800-578-6489

Synergistic Research"

501 Superior Ave. Newport Beach Calif

n,
.
1 ou can listen to
for the next

Tel: 949.642.2800 fax: 949.642.2900

"Louie Louie" every day

ten years rewci we rece7ea/ie&e,
you'll break down lefore_wesioD
Ten-Year Limited Warranty
Parasound products have always had
a reputation for superior quality and
now our ten-year limited warranty
backs it up. See your Parasound dealer
or visit our website for the details on a
warranty that's sure to stand the test of
time—and taste.

7
PARASOUND
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"..na)
Parasound Products Inc. • www.parasound.corn
950 Battery Street. San Francisco, CA 94111
415-397-7100 • In Canada. call 604-988-2966
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Dunlavy Audio Labs
SC-IV/A loudspeaker

T

he first time Iencountered Dunlavy's Signature Collection loudspeakers was at the 1993 Chicago
Summer CES. Iwas familiar with, and
had alot of respect for, the speakers
John Dunlavy had designed for the
Australian Duntech brand, but I
thought this new line clearly transcended his previous efforts —and at significantly lower prices. The model that I
ended up reviewing — and, after the
review (Vol.17 No.4), buying —was the
SC-IV, subsequently honored as
Stereophiles 1994 Loudspeaker of the
Year and Product of the Year. In 1995,
the SC-IV underwent changes, including anew woofer and amodified tweeter, resulting in some sonic improvements (see my Follow-Up review in
Vol.18 No3).
John Dunlavy is not much for sitting
on his laurels. The line now includes
two more upscale models, the $12,995/
pair SC-V and the $24,995/pair SC-VI,
the latter Stereophiles Loudspeaker of
the Year in 1996. The "baby" SC-I was
the magazine's Budget Component of
the Year in 1995.
And now we have the new SC-N/A,
the result of research evaluating every
possible way of improving the SC-IV's
measurable and audible performance.
(John Dunlavy is probably the most
outspoken exponent of the use of measurement in loudspeaker design.) A
prototype of the speaker that eventually
became the SC-IV/A was introduced at
the 1998 CES as the Sigma, and featured an artificial granite base. Not
everyone liked the appearance of the
base, and, in any case, Dunlavy decided
that the additional expense could not be
justified on sonic grounds. Then, the
Sigma name was dropped, and it
seemed that the new speaker, now
called SC-IV/A, was going to be the
replacement for the SC-IV. However,
Dunlavy dealers were unhappy about
having no product at the $5999/pair
price point, so Dunlavy agreed to keep
the SC-N in the line. The latest in this
audio marketing saga is that the SC-N
is finally (as of August 1) gone from the
line, the SC-IV/A being its replacement. According to Dunlavy's Andrew
Stereophile,
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Dunlavy SC-IV/A loudspeaker

Description: Three-way dynamic
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" composite textile-dome tweeter, two
5.5" paper-cone midranges, two 10"
long-throw paper-cone woofers.
Crossover: first-order design (frequencies not specified). Biwire and
biamp capability. Frequency response: 25Hz-20kHz, ±1.5dB; -3dB
at 20Hz (anechoic). Sensitivity:
92dB/VV/m. Impedance: 5 ohms
nominal; 3.0 ohms minimum, 7.5
ohms maximum. Recommended
amplifier power: 50W minimum into

8 ohms. Recommended listening
distance: 8-25'.
Dimensions: 72" H by 12" W by 18" D.
Weight: 190 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
119A/B.
Price: $7995/pair in light or black
oak, $8495 for cherry and rosewood.
Approximate number of dealers: 30.
Manufacturer: Dunlavy Audio Labs,
Inc., P.O. Box 49399, Colorado
Springs, CO 80949-9399. Tel: (719)
592-1159. Fax: (719) 592-0859.
Web: wwvv.dunlavyaudio.com .
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Rigby, the SC-IV/A has been outselling
the SC-IV by a25:1 ratio, most customers evidently feeling that the extra
$2000 for the SC-IV/A was worth it. As
we'll see, Dunlavy customers are apretty savvy lot.
Something old, something new
Idefy anyone looking at the SC-IV and
the SC-IV/A side by side to tell them
apart. The enclosures are the same size,
with proportions that Ithink are the
most pleasing in the entire line. Remove
the grille and you'll note the same sym-

metrical arrangement of midrange drivers and woofers around the centrally
located tweeter, with heavy felt around
the tweeter and midrange (a method of
diffraction control for which Dunlavy
holds the patent). However, the arrangement of felt on the two models is
not the saine: on the SC-IV, the felt
around the tweeter is in rectangular
blocks, whereas on the SC-IV/A it's
"stepped" so that the opening is shallower farther from the tweeter. My first
thought was that the new arrangement
of felt is probably incorporated into cur-

rent production of the SC-IV as well
(my pair is about three years old), but
John Dunlavy told me that only the SCIV/A has the stepped felt surround,
which is individually matched to each
speaker. The tweeter and midrange
units arc the same in the SC-IV and the
SC-IV/A, but each has gone through
three or four generations of improvements since the original SC-IV. (The
tweeters and midrange drivers in my
SC-IVs are the latest versions.)
While you have the grilles off, you'll
notice that the woofers are different.

the partnering amplifier. From this
graph, the woofer system resonance
appear to lie at 37Hz, which is alittle
high for the speaker to reach its -3dB
point at 20Hz as specified.
Other than aglitch at 6kHz —which I
assume is due to one of the resonant electrical circuits incorporated in the
crossover —the plots in fig.1 are free from
cabinet-induced problems. Nevertheless, using asimple plastic-tape accelerometer to investigate the vibrational
behavior of the large cabinet panels
revealed the existence of some strong
resonant modes between 300Hz and
500Hz. Fig2, for example, is awaterfall
plot calculated from the accelerometer's
output when it was fastened to the center of the cabinet sidewall —it shows a
strong resonance at 390Hz. Predicting
the effect of this on music is difficult as
its audibility will depend on the effective radiating area of the panel and the
masking provided by the drive-units. All
things being equal, the subjective effect
of such resonances reduces with increasing sensitivity — the speaker doesn't
have to be driven as hard to achieve the

same sound levels, meaning that the
cabinet resonances are less strongly
excited —and the SC-IV/A is indeed a
sensitive design.
The biwiring terminals allowed me to
investigate the crossover between the
twin woofers and midrange units. Set at
70Hz, with the expected first-order
slopes, it allows the woofers basically to
act as subwoofers. They have aslight peak
in their output, centered on 750Hz, but
this is well suppressed by the crossover.
The bass extension was less than specified but, as Iexpected from the impedance plot, the SC-IV/A's -6dB point
lying at 30Hz. (To check this measurement, Iused both my regular B&K
microphone and Joe D'Appolito's excellent Mitey Mike II.) This LF behavior
can be seen in fig.3, which shows the
complex sum (amplitude and phase) of
the woofer and midrange nearfield
responses (on the left), spliced at 300Hz
to the response at a50" distance on the
tweeter axis, averaged over a30° horizontal window. This is still excellent LF
extension, and in aroom, the typical gain
at low frequencies will bring the big
Dunlavy within spitting distance of true
20Hz performance. It is also possible that

Measurements

A

sspecified, the Dunlavy SV-IV/A is
asensitive speaker, my B-weighted
measurement of 91dB/2.83V/m being
within measurement error of the specified 92dB figure. (Note that with its low
impedance, the speaker actually draws
closer to 2W from the amplifier than
1W to achieve this sound-pressure
level.) The variation of the impedance
magnitude and electrical phase angle are
plotted in fig.l. The value hovers around
the 4ohm line for much of the audio
band and reaching aminimum value of
2.9 ohms at 63Hz. The phase angle is
low, however, minimizing the strain on
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Fig.I

Dunlavy SC-IV/A, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/
vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Dunlavy SC-IV/A, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
cabinet sidevvall. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Dunlavy SC-IV/A, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of the nearfield woofer and midrange
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Dunlavy

SC-IV/A

The SC-IV woofer is atreated-paper
cone made by Vifa, whereas the SCIV/A woofer has acarbon/paper/fiber
cone sourced from ScanSpeak. According to Dunlavy, the ScanSpeak
woofer has amuch more powerful magnetic structure than the Vifa, and costs
about four times as much. To get the
best in bass performance, there's no substitute for magnetic flux, and big magnets are expensive. When you consider
the fact that apair of these speakers has
four woofers, and that the usual pricing
rule dictates the retail price to be four or

five times the manufacturing cost, the
price difference between the SC-IV and
the SC-IV/A starts to make sense.
Obtaining improved bass performance from aloudspeaker is seldom
just amatter of substituting a"better"
woofer. The ScanSpeak woofer apparently has great low-end extension, but it
also has some nasty peaks at the top of
its passband. John Dunlavy says that he
almost abandoned using the woofer for
this reason, but kept coming back to it
as the best driver for providing the bass
extension and power handling he want-

ed. His solution to the problem consisted of several resonant circuits in the
crossover, providing electrical compensation for the peaks.
In fact, another major difference
between the two speakers is the
crossoverjohn Dunlavy has always used
first-order crossovers, and he hasn't
abandoned this approach — the only
one that, in conjunction with astepped
or sloped baffle, can yield time coherence, the sine qua non of his designs.
However, there are many ways of
designing and executing aminimum-

the use of the widely spaced woofers will
give lower bass extension in-room that
either one on its own.
John Dunlavy has always emphasized
that the vertical spaced array nature of
the drive-units in his designs means that
the speaker's reference on-axis will not
be achieved at distances closer than 8'.
Unfortunately, the physical restrictions
placed on my speaker measurements by
Stereophik listening/measuring room
makes it impossible for me to make
meaningful measurements much farther away than 50", which is why Ihave
standardized this distance for the response measurements published in the
magazine. At this distance, the SC-IV/A
looks reasonably flat, but with slight
depressions in the lower and upper
midrange and the presence region, and
an excess of energy in the top two
octaves. At this 50" mike distance, the
mid-treble/high-treble balance was very
dependent on the axis. Move the mike
1" above or below the tweeter and the
top octaves were boosted by another
couple of dB.
To investigate this distance-dependent nature of the Dunlavy's response, I
measured the tweeter-axis response at
77" and 100". The two curves in fig.4
show the difference: indeed, the 100"
response does have less HF energy than

the 77" response. (Ignore the ripples in
these curves, which are due to unavoidable room reflections and eyeball the
mean level of the two curves.) It will be
important, therefore, for SC-N/A owners to ensure that they sit far enough
away from the speaker for the driveunit array to "focus" as intended.
The changes in the Dunlavy's

response with vertical axis (again at the
50" mike distance) are shown in fig.5. It
looks as if moving much above or below
the tweeter axis (which is asensible 3'
from the floor) emphasizes the mid-treble. However, in the lateral plane (fig.6),
the SC-N suffers from arelative lack of
energy in the same region, which in a
typical room will tend to equalize the
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Fig.6

Dunlavy SC-IV/A, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in response
5°-90° off-axis.
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Dunlavy
phase crossover, and the SC-IV/A's
crossover uses almost twice as many
components as the one for the SC-IV.
Compared to most speakers, the SCIV's on-axis frequency response was
already extremely linear, but this didn't
satisfy Dunlavy. First, he tweaked the
crossover points, improving the blend
between the drivers. He then turned his
attention to the small nonlinearities in
the frequency response — the minor
peaks and valleys caused by the drivers'
electromechanical characteristics. The
SC-IV/A's crossover has tuned resonant
circuits to reduce these nonlinearities,
with specific trim values determined by
the individual testing of each speaker.

SC-IV/A

This labor-intensive process takes several hours, and is another reason for the
difference in price. Though equalization
of driver frequency response is not
unique to Dunlavy, Iknow of no other
speaker manufacturer that has taken it
to this extreme.
Another difference between the SCIV and the SC-VI/A is in cabinet construction. Optimizing the acoustical
loading for the new woofer meant a
change in the construction of the cabinet's internal chambers and using different damping materials. The SC-IV/A
cabinet is said to be generally more rigid
and less resonant. Because of all these
structural and electronic changes, SC-

IVs cannot be updated to SC-IV/As.
Careful reading of the specifications
for the SC-IV and the SC-IV/A reveals
another difference: the SC-IV/A is ldB
more sensitive (92dB vs 91dB). This
may not seem like much, but every bit
of added sensitivity helps, especially if
you're using alow-powered amplifier.
Like the SC-IV, the SC-IV/A has aflat
impedance curve — areal advantage if
you're using atube amplifier with a
highish output impedance.

image precision noted by RD in his
auditioning. Note the tweeter's somewhat restricted dispersion above 10kHz,
which in very large rooms will lead to a
lack of HF "air."
In the time domain, the Dunlavy's
impulse response on the tweeter axis
(fig.7) is excellent and typical of afirstorder design that physically recesses the
shallower drive-units. There are acouple of early reflections noticeable, however, which Iassume are from the relatively firm felt used in the tweeter's
acoustic environment. These give rise to
the small ripples seen in the on-axis frequency response, which are subjectively
benign. The step response (fig.8) indicates excellent time coherence, the
acoustic outputs from all five drive-units
arriving at the microphone at the same
time. The slight overshoot correlates
with the excess of HF energy apparent
in the frequency response on this axis at
this mike distance, and again the early
reflections can be seen. Because of its

time coherence, the Dunlavy is one the
handful of loudspeakers that can reproduce an acoustic squarewave. Fig.9
shows a500Hz squarewave captured on
the tweeter axis at 100". Note the excellent risetime and the good square shape,
broken up by some ripples which may
be due to the reflections noted in the
impulse and step response but might
also be due to room reflections at the
this farther mike distance.
Finally, the SC-IV/A's cumulative
spectral-decay or waterfall plot on the
tweeter axis at 50" shows an excellent
drop in energy once the exciting pulse
has passed, this expected from the timecoherent impulse response. But what
appear to be slight resonant ridges in the
mid-treble might really be the effect of
the early reflections.
Summing up these measurements,
the SC-IV/A is another well-engineered speaker design from John
Dunlavy. Iam not surprised RD liked it
as much as he did.
—John Atkinson

Setup
It's common practice for audiophiles to
set up speakers along the short wall of a
rectangular room with the listening seat

Measurements

reverberant field to be relatively flat.
Other than in the mid-treble, the SCIV/A's dispersion is well controlled,
which will correlate with the good

a 0.

Fig.7

Dunlavy SC-IV/A, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

115

00

Fig.8 Dunlavy SC-IV/A, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.9

Dunlavy SC-IV/A, waveform of 500Hz
squarewave at 50" on HF axis (7ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Dunlavy
in the middle of the room, the included
angle being about 45°. (This is described
in Jonathan Scull's "Fine Tunes"
columns in the July and August issues,
VoI21 Nos.7 and 8.) Dunlavy's recommendation is quite different. He suggests
setting up speakers along the long wall
of the listening room, widely separated
(in Dunlavy's factory listening room, the
angle is greater than 1201, with the listener close to the back wall. As it happens, this is just how Ilike to set up
speakers (not quite as far apart as
Dunlavy, though), and this was the setup
I'd been using for the SC-IVs. The SCIV/As were placed as close as possible to
the spots previously occupied by the SCNs, toed-in about 25° (not quite pointing at the listening seat). My listening
room is 14' by 16' by 7.5'. From the listening seat, the angle to the tweeter of
each speaker was about 70°. Setting toein accurately for each speaker was made
much easier with the use of the
Checkpoint SA-S P-700 laser alignment
device (see "Twin Tweaks" sidebar).
In my review of the SC-IV, I
described the benefits of putting spikes
(my favorites are AudioPoints) under
the speaker and removing the grille.
With the SC-IV/A, the improvements
brought about by these tweaks were of
the same sort — tighter bass and greater
transparency — but their magnitude
seemed smaller, and the untweaked SCN/A sounded better than the tweaked
SC-IV. Whether you decide to go for
these tweaks will depend on the
amount of obsessive-compulsiveness in
your makeup. Ihad the SC-IV/As on
spikes for all my critical listening; the
grilles stayed off most of that time.
Sound
We can think of the sound of aspeaker
as having two components: the musical
signal and the sonic character of the
speaker itself. As adevice with inherent
electrical and mechanical nonlinearities
(produced by the drivers, crossover, cabinet, and wiring), every speaker imposes
some of its own sound on the music,
and we have to mentally "tune out"
these distortions. But they're still there,
always reminding us that what we're listening to is not the real thing. The SCIV/A hasn't completely avoided sounding like aspeaker, but, compared to the
SC-IV — itself already low in speaker
colorations — it sounds more like musical instruments and voices and less like
an electromechanical contrivance.
The effects of such a low level of
speaker coloration were several. First of
all, there was atimbrai accuracy to awide
Stereophile, November 1998

variety of instrumental sounds and voices
that was at times quite startling. Ida
L,evin's violin on Duet (Stereophile
STPH012-2) had the combination of
sweetness and astringency Iremember
from her concert at HI-FI '98. Singers
whose voices I'm familiar with from live
performances sounded more like themselves and less like reproductions. There
was also asignificant improvement in resolution. The SC-N is certainly no slouch
in this department, but with the SC-N/A

The SC-IV/A's sound had
tremendous coherence:
despite being acomplex
multiple-driver system,
it speaks with one voice.
Iwas able to hear complexities in the
musical texture that had previously been
obscured. This enhanced resolution was
real, not an artifact of a frequencyresponse boost in the upper midrange/
low treble. If anything, the SC-IV/A was
smoother, even a touch laid-back
through this range, with sibilants that
could occasionally sound a bit spitty
through the SC-N now sounding more
smooth — as if the recording had been
rerecorded with better microphones.
The SC-IV/A's sound had tremendous coherenct.. despite being acomplex
multiple-driver system, it speaks with
one voice. There is exceptional top-tobottom integration, with no audible
cues as to where in the range the different drivers take over. One visiting
audiophile friend who was unfamiliar
with the speakers said that if Ihadn't
taken off the grille to show him the drivers, he would have thought he was lis-

SC-IV/A

tening to aspeaker with asingle driver.
The SC-IVs have always been imaging champs; Ican't say that this aspect of
performance was improved with the
SC-IV/As, but it was certainly maintained. For the centrally located listener,
both speaker models had aspecificity of
imaging unbettered by any other speaker Iknow of. Where the SC-IV/As did
score over the SC-IVs was in their tonal
balance and imaging for the off-center
listener. There's awell-known tradeoff
in speaker design between sound quality
for one listener vs multiple listeners. A
talented designer can transcend the limitations of any design approach; but in
going with afirst-order crossover, the
designer effectively chooses to maximize performance for the centrally positioned listener, giving up some sound
quality for the off-center listener.
Designs based on higher-order crossovers sound well balanced over awider
area, but their specificity of imaging for
the centrally located listener tends to be
not quite as precise as the best first-order
designs. The SC-IV/As came alittle
closer to offering the best of both
worlds. Central imaging had that "holographic" quality, but the sound for the
off-center listener didn't seem to fall off
as much as with the SC-Ns.
Having been told of the midbass
peaks in the frequency response of the
nonequalized ScanSpeak woofer, Ilistened carefully for audible indications of
problems in this area, but heard nothing
that Icouldn't attribute to room modes.
String bass sounded tight and tuneful,
with just the right combination of fundamental and harmonics; timpani
sounded crisp, with no excessive overhang. Whatever the problem with the
raw woofer, Dunlavy had obviously
found the solution.
And how was the Dunlavy's deep

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12/Lingo
turntable, Linn Ittok tonearm, AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx phono cartridge.
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda II
CD transport, Audio Alchemy
LYTI•Pro32, and Sonic Frontiers Processor 3.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Signature Mk.III.
Power amplifiers: Sonic Frontiers
Power Z Cary Audio Design CAD572SE (two pairs), Bryston
Cables: Illuminati D-60/Orchid digital links, TARA Labs The Two inter-

connects and Decade power and speaker cables.
Room treatment: Argent RoomLens (see sidebar).
Accessories: Chang CLS-9600 ISO
power-line
conditioner
(digital
source only), Shakti Stones (Audio
Alchemy DTI Pro32, Cary CAD572SE), Original Cable Jackets
(power cables), Bright Star Little
Rock, PolyCrystal cones (PS Audio
Lambda II, digital processors).
—Robert Deutsch
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Writing about the Budget Component of
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second to the [$35,0001 Krell Audio Standard in
the running for Amplification Component 1996.
"That puts it in pretty exalted company, but
our respondents were unequivocal in their
enthusiasm, lauding the McCormack's
palpability, crisp transients, punchy
percussiveness, and effortless sense of detail.
[Sam Tellig] called it `one of the best amplifiers
period.' And that's without factoring in `bank
for the buck.'"

If .rou still think big sound means big bucks, better think
again.

Visit 3our local McCormack Audio Dealer, or

contact us (Si.
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Think of it as aline-doubler
for your entire CD collection.
The dCS 972 Digital to Digital
Converter will upsample a
•
16 bit/ 44.1kHz CD, providing a
24/96 data stream. Along the
way it does alot of math, and
alittle interpolation.
Not only does this fill in some of the digital gaps, but it
allows your DAC to do the final digital to analog
conversion at much higher bit and sample rates.
What do you get for
Audio
.
eaner and better transien
more low-level information, slightly cleaner and faster
ss, sweeter upper midrange, more low-level
dsta •
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h"
*While other DAC manufacturers talk about
24 bits they're usually lucky to resolve 20.
The patented dCS Ring-DAC
offers true 24 bit resolution.

And, if your DAC happens to be the dCS Elgar RingDAC, you can even upsample to 24/192. Because, while
others are still struggling to get 24/96 right*, dCS has
moved on to new frontiers.
Distributed by Audiophile Systems,
1.888.272 2658 •www.asIgroup.c
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Dunlavy
bass? Stupendous! Measured anechoically, the SC-1V/A's rated -3d13
point is specified as 20Hz, compared to
the SC-IV's 33Hz. Keeping in mind
that going from 40Hz to 20Hz represents an entire octave, this is abit' difference. Even 33Hz is more than
respectable, and, with room lift, results
in extension to the low 20s. Anechoic
-3e at 20Hz translates to the kind of
weight and authority that is usually the
domain of serious subwoofers, which
are usually difficult or impossible to
integrate with the main speakers in a
time-coherent manner. With apair of
Bryston 7Bs in charge, my usual low-

bass test pieces, like track 7of Planet
Drum (Rykodisc RC-10206), came
through with aroom-shaking power
that was almost scary. Performance with
the Sonic Frontiers Power 2, atube
design, was also very impressive, if not
quite as stygian.
The quality of the bass was exceptional: low apparent distortion, well
integrated into the rest of the range,
with not atrace of boominess. The bass
was "quick," contributing to the dynamic feel of the rest of the speaker's range.
Conclusion
Remember the frog whose jumps

SC-IV/A

always take him halfway toward his
goal? Audiophiles and audio manufacturers are much like that frog, approaching but never quite reaching the goal of
perfect fidelity. Or, as Paul Simon put it,
"The nearer your destination, the more
it keeps slidin' away."
With the SC-IV/A, Dunlavy Audio
has managed the feat of jumping more
than halfway toward the goal. Very simply, this refinement of the SC-1V has
reached the point where — with the
best source materials and associated
equipment —it sounds less like aspeaker and more like the music that's beila
reproduced.

Twin Tweaks
hen it comes to positioning
loudspeakers in the listening
W
room, you can never have too much

the P-770 is more accurate than any
other method, like the common one
of eyeballing the speaker from the lisaccuracy. The ideal is to position each tening position. The P-770 looks and
speaker in such away that the dis- feels like aprecision instrument, and
tance to the listening seat is exactly the is good value at $189.95. There are a
same, and the speakers have exactly variety of accessory devices available
the same vertical orientation and for it, but they're mostly for use by
angle of toe-in. Once the speaker-to- custom home-theater installers. (The
listener distance of the two speakers is Checkpoint Sound Alignment Sysclosely matched (you'll need amea- tem has been approved by TI-DC.)
suring tape and the help of an underThe acoustics of the listening room
standing Significant Other), you'll can be considered the final frontier of
need to adjust the toe-in. The amount audio, and room treatments to optiof toc-in is partly amatter of personal mize acoustics are probably too
preference: less toe-in normally re- important to be called "tweaks." My
sults in awider soundstage, but may listening room has been treated with
lead to ahole in the middle. What- an assortment of absorptive/diffusive
ever toe-in you decide is right for you, devices, including several Tube Traps,
it must be the same for both speakers. RoomTunes, CornerTunes, and EchoVertical orientation is just as impor- Tunes. The room actually sounds prettant; if it's not the same for both ty good, but there's always ... er
speakers, the listener could be on-axis room for improvement.
for one and off-axis for the other.
At HI-FI '98, Robert Stein of
Checkpoint's SA-S P-770 laser UltraSystems told me about the
alignment tool is the ideal device for Argent RoomLens system, which he
positioning speakers. Ifound out said was the most effective room
about this gizmo from Lonnie treatment he's encountered. Of
Brownell's "Industry Update" item in course, Robert is the distributor for
Vol.21 No.1, and this review of the RoomLens, so he 'you'd be expected
Dunlavy SC-IV/A provided the first to endorse it. But he also has an
opportunity to check it out for myself. admirable record for picking accesEssentially, Iconcur with Lonnie: The sories that really work, and Iwas sufP-770 should be in the tool chest of ficiently intrigued to ask him to send
every audiophile who wants to get me aset. They arrived when Iwas
the best sound from loudspeakers.
about halfway through my listening
To use it, you turn on the láser, sessions with the Dunlavy SC-IV/As.
hold the P-770 against the speaker's
Each RoomLens consists of three
front panel, and adjust the speaker's 58"-high fiberglass-packed tubes
position until the appropriate toe-in embedded in afairly heavy base. Iset
and vertical orientation are obtained. I them up per instructions: one angled
used alarge piece of cardboard placed just forward of each speaker (spots
in the listening seat to see exactly previously occupied by RoomTunes),
where the laser was pointing. Using plus one in the center behind the line
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of the speakers. Playing track 1of the
Chesky Records Jazz Sampler &
Audiophile Test CD, Val (Chesky
JD37), Icould tell immediately that
the soundstage was noticeably wider
and deeper, with better imaging, but
the bass was abit muffled and "slow."
What's this in the instructions? "First,
in order to fully determine the effect
of the RoomLens, remove all other
treatment devices from the room."
Okay, if they insist. Itook out the
Tube Traps.
Presto! The bass was much tighter,
and the sound acquired amore natural liveliness. Iremoved the CornerTunes and EchoTunes too. Well,
wouldn't you know ... the sound now
had even greater clarity, with abetter
sense of the recording venue's
acoustic and less of the sound of the
listening room.
The RoomLens was designed by
Ric Cummins (whose Rosinante
Evolution Si loudspeaker Ireviewed
in Vol.19 No.8), and by Todd
Laudeman of Argent Cables fame.
The theory of how it works is not
spelled out very well in the product
literature, but it's akind of broadband
Helmholtz resonator with a base
made of apolymer-based substance
called "Dark Matter," which presumably acts as asink for unwanted resonances. (See Jonathan Scull's review
in Vol. No.8 for more details.) What I
can say is that the Argent RoomLens
works very well indeed, allowing me
to hear more of the recorded ambience and less of the listening room.
It's easy to place, takes up less space
than most other room-treatment
devices, and looks cool
—Robert Deutsch
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Joseph Audio RM22si Signature loudspeaker

y

ou might recall that ditty from
childhood about the little engine
that could (I think Ican, Ithink I
can, Ithink Ican...). It's an apt metaphor for high-end audio. In traversing
the aural sepulchers of last winter's
Consumer Electronics Show and the
summer's HI FI Show, I routinely
encountered one divine sound system
after another. Yet while Inever tire of
transcendent sonics, eventually Ibecome inured to the procession of celestial, cost-no-object speakers. It's like
having awhite-light experience, then
returning to the gritty reality of life on
earth, where for most of us cost is not
merely the object, but the determining
factor in finding an optimal balance
among audio components.
Which brings me to Jeff Joseph of
Joseph Audio, aveteran of the retail wars
and afixture at recent shows, as much for
his bowls of M8c/v1s as for his musically
stimulating auditions. Jeff's insistence
that asystem be at the service of music
(and not the other way around) is always
awelcome contrast to the bombastic
compone many manufacturers trot out
to flaunt their low-end extension. "We
try to make speakers for real people," is
how Joseph sums up his no-nonsense
approach, as symbolized by his company's evolving line of cost-effective, highperformance speakers. Their most recent
addition is asweet, clear, articulate floorstanding design, the two-way RM22si
Signature Reference Standard.

Joseph RM22si loudspeaker

Infinite Slopes

When Ifirst encountered the RM22si
at the 1998 CES, Iwas immediately
captivated by its big sound and modest
physical dimensions. Over time Icame
to appreciate the sound musical thinking behind Joseph Audio's novel mix of
components and design refinements,
centered around the Infinite Slope'
crossover technology of chief designer
Richard Modafferi. Modafferi was a
senior engineer at McIntosh in the
1970s, working primarily on the company's renowned line of tuners. (He
tweaked the last of their great tube
models, the MR-71, and designed the
MR-77 and MR-78.) After leaving
Stereophile, November 1998

Description: Two-way floorstanding
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm)
silk-dome tweeter and 6.5" aluminum-cone woofer with phase
plug in computer-optimized vented
enclosure. Crossover: Patented Infinite
Slope'" (>120dB/octave) at 2kHz.
Frequency response: 38Hz-20kHz,
±2dB. Sensitivity: 86dB/1W/lm.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms (7
ohms minimum).
Dimensions: 38" H by 8.5" W by
10.5" D. Weight: 47 lbs. each (sandfillable Silent Box enclosure).

Finishes available: rosewood, oak,
black, cherry, maple.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
22-0030, 22-0031.
Price: $2299/pair (add $200 for
cherry or maple, $400 for rosewood). Approximate number of
dealers: 15.
Manufacturer: Joseph Audio, 2
Pineridge Road, White Plains, NY
10603. Tel: (800) 474-4434. Fax:
(212) 724-2509. E-mail: joseph
aud@aol.com
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1
X1000
1000 Watts @ 8 ohms
32,000 Watts Arrays
Supersymmetric Design
US Patent #5,376,899
2Gain Stages
No Feedback
Flat to DC
156 dB (26 bit) Dynamic Range
Pass Laboratories, 24449 Foresthill Rd, PO Box 219, Foresthill, CA 95631
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Joseph
McIntosh, Modafferi began exploring
speaker designs, and discovered that no
matter the quality of individual driveunits, once you combined them in asystem, they began interacting with one
another to create all kinds of problems.
Modafferi reasoned that if he could
minimize these interactions he'd arrive
at abetter-sounding speaker system.
After several years of experiments he hit
on aunique passive crossover circuit,
and subsequently applied for and
received apatent.
"It differs from traditional crossovers
in that it accomplishes this very sharp
rolloff with arelatively low number of
components and an astonishingly simple
circuit," Jeff Joseph explains. "The trick
has to do with apair of inductors and
having them interact with each other —
it's called mutual inductance. By coupling these inductors, Richard has invented what is called abandpass transformer.
"You see, all speaker crossovers are
filters. The difference is that our filter
has this added kind of element to it that
lets it roll off the sound very, very quick-

ly, so that we're silencing the woofer
before it can start to ring and interact
with the tweeter; and we're silencing
the tweeter before there's any bass energy that can go into it and cause it to
overload. To really explain it, you have
to go into pole-zero theory — this is the
mathematical analogy of afilter—and
the trip is really not worth it because
ultimately so many things are responsible for the sound of aspeaker, not just a
crossover. It's how the cabinet is made,
what the drivers are made of, how
they're balanced relative to one another.
Has the designer really optimized it for
awide range of areas, or has he nailed
one thing and let everything else fall by
the wayside? The crossover is really of
interest only in what it allows us to
accomplish, which is to take two drivers
featuring dissimilar materials and fuse
them together into acoherent whole."
The RM22si's drivers are from SEAS
of Norway: a 6.5" aluminum-cone
woofer with acentral phase plug rather
than a dustcap and a 1" silk-dome
tweeter. The theory behind the RM22si

Audio

RM22si

is to combine the snap and focus of an
aluminum cone with the smooth, airy
response of asilk dome. Having heard
some speakers featuring exotic drivers, I
was alittle wary about such an approach
at first, and, given the nature of metalcone drivers, one might be forgiven for
having visions of renegade xylophone
bands marauding about the soundstage.
According to Joseph, however, with the
crossover's 120dB/octave slope the
woofer actually begins its descent in the
1750-1800Hz range and drops off completely above 2000Hz, so that the ringing one might expect from such adriver
is nonexistent.
The RM22si presents asmall, elegant
footprint, and is intended to combine
the spatial coherence and room-friendly
coupling of a two-way minimonitor
with the bass extension of alarger box.
The cabinet itself is constructed of 3/
4"
MDF and is 36" high, with the two drivers occupying the top third of the enclosure. (The pair Iauditioned featured a
deeply faceted, dark rosewood veneer in
ahigh-gloss finish.) The speaker is only

Setup and System
y sources for evaluating the
M
Joseph were aDual CN5000
belt-drive turntable with an Ortofon

XMS high-output moving-coil cartridge, and aCalifornia Audio Labs
CL-15 CD player (which offers more
slam, resolution, transparency, sonic
depth, and detail than the comparably
priced Icon Mk.II that it replaced in my
system), in tandem with Synergistic
Research's Resolution Reference II
interconnects and Designer's Reference Power Cord. These were constants throughout.
Iupgraded the power supply of my
entire system by replacing my geeky
hardware-store extension cord and
Isobar Surge Protector with apair of
JPS Labs Power AC Outlet Centers,
which are essentially first-rate custom
power cords terminating in a4-outlet
strip instead of asingle plug. Idaisychained a20' and 15' pair together to
make along run from the dedicated 30
amp line in the adjacent room. This
allowed me to position my power amps
between the speakers on Michael
Green Signature amp stands while finally clearing my towering Salamander
equipment rack from the middle of the
soundstage to the short wall of my 12'
by 20' room ...where it belongs.
The JPS Labs Power AC Outlet
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Centers contain no extraneous electronic doo-dads, and eliminated aheretofore unknown source of grunge, distortion, and veiling — the clarity and
resolution of my entire system improved immeasurably because Icould
now confer the sonic benefits of dean
power (extended low-end slam, clean
midrange articulation, and sweet,
transparent highs) to all of my components, whether they employed integral
power cords or were equipped with
high-end custom power cords.
With its 86dB sensitivity and 8ohm
impedance, the RM22si presented a
consistently friendly load to the three
different levels of tube power output I
employed over several months. (I had
no solid-state gear.) The Mesa Tigris is
arelatively low-powered class-A pushpull integrated tube amp with adjustable stages of negative feedback and
switchable modes: 20W in two-thirds
triode mode, 28W in one-third triode,
35W in full pentode (more about all
of this in afuture review). The Tigris
remained in my rack, with aSynergistic Research AC Master Coupler as
its power cord. Iused two long (20')
runs of JPS Labs Superconductor to
biwire the speakers.
My medium-power rig comprised a
vintage Conrad-Johnson PV-5 pre-

amp and the Mesa Baron tube amp,
the latter generally operating in full
triode (55W) or one-third pentode
(85W) mode. A pair of Synergistic
Research AC Master Couplers were
the Baron's power cords, a15' pair of
JPS Labs Superconductor 2interconnects linked the C-J to the Baron, and
an 8' set of custom biwire Synergistic
Research cables (Resolution Reference II for the treble, Signature No2
for the bass) hooked up all of this to
the Joseph Audio speakers.
Finally, the high-powered rig: Iused
apair of VTL MB 185 monoblock
power amps (100W triode, 205W
tetrode) in tandem with the C-J W-5,
using the same JPS Labs Superconductor 2interconnects as in the
medium-power system, but switching
to apair ofJPS Labs Power AC cords
and an 8' pair of Cardas Golden Cross
speaker cables in abiwire configuration. Apair of Shakti Stones sat on the
amplifier transformers to improve system focus. To fine-tune room response
Iplaced astaggered set of EchoBusters
absorptive panels behind the soundstage and at the point of first reflection,
using diffusive panels to create afalse
wall opposite my equipment rack and
to partially cover the windows behind
my listening chair.
-Chip Stern
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8.5" wide and 10.5" deep; its rear back
quarter functions as the bass port, acavity going up about 2' into the cabinet.
There's arectangular hole at the base of
the back panel where the mouth of the
port is, then acompartment in the bottom front of the cabinet that houses a
cavity with a2"-diameter circular hole,
into which the user can pour sand to
add to the system's mass.
Joseph has arationale for this novel
bass port: "The wider you make the
mouth of the port, the more efficiently
it couples to the air, so the more bass
energy you get out of avery small cabinet. Bringing it out of the bottom also
means that you don't see the damn
thing, so we're not spending money on
detailing the lip of the port. And by
pointing it in the direction it's going, any
midrange resonances that form within
the port are directed away from the listener, so they're sonically innocuous."
The bottom of the cabinet is then
coupled to aseparate base and plinth
with spiked brass isolation feet, which
add another 2" or so to the speaker's
height. The dual sets of mounting posts
are thankfully of asize that can accept a

wide variety of spades and banana plugs.
Listening
Jeff Joseph brought the speakers to my
listening room fully assembled, their
internal cavities already filled with sand.
We employed the adjustable brass feet
to give the cabinet aslight upward tilt,
positioning the speakers approximately
6' apart, 4' from the back wall, and 3'
from the side walls, with only very
slight toe-in. Listening in the nearfield
was done from about 5' or 6' away, and
anywhere from 8" to 10' away in my
not-so-easy chair.
I auditioned the Joseph Audio
RM22si Signature over the course of
several months in avariety of settings,
and it proved to be asuperb blank canvas on which to paint awide range of
synergistic sonic pictures. The SM22si
was extraordinarily revealing without
ever sounding etched or analytical.
Over time Ifound that this speaker told
me agreat deal about other components
in the signal chain, especially the amplifiers: with the Mesa Tigris, the overall
presentation was lush and euphonic;
with the Baron/C-J PV5 combo, sweet

and dynamic, with the VTL MB185/
C-J PV5 combo, spacious, detailed and
mellifluous —like swimming in sound.
The VTI2s ample reserves of power
offered enhanced bass focus, greater
soundstage depth, and progressively
more volume. But even with the lowpowered Tigris Iwas able to drive the
RM22si to satisfying volume levels (by
normal community standards) without
sacrificing resolution or dynamic range.
However, if you routinely listen to
opera or symphonic music at front-row
levels, or like to feel the visceral impact
of drums and bass, by all means —mom
power. In fact, while the RM22si operated splendidly driven by pure triode
configurations, it seemed as though an
increment of pentode or tetrode power
seemed to really make the 6'/2" driver
snap to attention. Ifound each of these
modes quite musical in its own way, so
it really comes down to how forward
you like the presentation, how much
impact you crave, and how deep you're
prepared to dig to articulate dynamics
and bass transients.
My first impressions of the RM22si
were those of speed. Joseph has

Measurements
he neat floorstanding Joseph is not
Tvery
sensitive, my B-weighted fig-

and 500Hz, which generally indicate
the presence of some kind of resonant
ure of 84.5dB/2.83V/m being below behavior, usually in the cabinet panels.
average. However, its impedance curve The RM22si's sand-damped cabinet
(fig.1) reveals it to be agenerally kind appears to be exceptionally well braced,
amplifier load, its lowest value being a as plotting waterfall traces from the outstill reasonable 6.6 ohms in the lower put of a PVDF-tape accelerometer
mids. And though the electrical phase revealed no significant cabinet panel
angle was quite capacitive in the upper vibrational modes. Fig2, for example,
bass, the magnitude was highish in the shows the behavior of the side panel, 6"
same region, which will ameliorate the from the base — zilch to be seen!
current effect on the amplifier. The sadHowever, that tunnel-like port misdle between the twin bass peaks indi- behaves, as can be seen in fig3, which
cates that the port is tuned to alow shows the individual outputs of the
35Hz, implying good extension for a
6.5" woofer.
There are slight wrinkles visible in
the impedance traces between 200Hz
dB
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port, woofer, and tweeter. Strong peaks
can be seen at 255Hz and 500Hz in the
port response, these presumably due to
"organ pipe" resonances of some kind.
Yes, it's true that the position of the port,
at the base of the cabinet's back panel,
will minimize the audibility of these
peaks, but Istill don't like to see them.
Moving higher in frequency, the woofer
shows aslight rising trend, with some
mild pealciness evident in the upper
midrange before the Infinite Slope lowpass filter rolls it off at atremendous
rate. Two of what Iassume are woofer
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Fig.2 Joseph RM22si, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet
sidewall 6" from base. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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achieved extraordinarily fast piston motion with this aluminum-cone driver.
Move air? Try blowing smoke rings
across the room? Early on, the SM22si's
woofer gave me some funny wake-up
calls. Due to space limitations, my computer and monitor jut out into the room
just east of the soundstage. There's also a
low writing table, but it doesn't really
obtrude into the soundstage. But sometimes when typing (facing east with the
speakers facing north), my right ear will
be 4-5' from the left speaker.
Anyway, once when auditioning
"Lonesome," from Bill Frisell's Gone,Just
Like aTrain (Nonesuch 79479-2) —a fat,
spacious, dynamic trio recording — Ifelt
this gentle, insistent breeze on my cheek,
as if Astrud Gilberto and Sade were softly intoning the word "plum" from across
the other end of the couch. The
RIV122si's aluminum driver reacted so
quickly to Viktor Krause's huge uprightbass sound, and it had such along throw,
that Icould feel an insistent rhythmic
puckering on my cheek. Far out.
Did Isay "fast"? The woofer's attack
was so quick, the fundamentals so firm,
that the cone seemed to damp itself; I

never had the sense of it lingering on
any one frequency or imparting any particular tonal color. The tweeter's performance was also exceptional. Clear,
sweet, and involving, it never reached
out to draw attention to itself, as if to
say, "Howdy, I'm your tweeter." It was
precise without being etched, mellow
yet uncolored.
Taken together, woofer and tweeter
sounded remarkably coherent and
transparent. VVhether the source was
analog or digital, and no matter the style
or complexity of music, Iwas never
really conscious of the drivers or of their
transition points — only of the music.
As aresult, the RM22si excelled at
reproducing complex dynamics while
articulating the smallest details with pinpoint resolution. In the Alkgro molt° of
Beethoven's A-flat Piano Sonata,
Op.110 (MusicMasters 67183-2), despite the crushing fury with which
pianist Charles Rosen essays the composer's dynamic extremes, Inever lost
the distinctions between each note
within achord. Fundamentals and overtones remained distinct, yet Icould discern their organic connection — Iheard

the totality of complex new harmonics
and overtones, not the blurred products
of cone break-ups, resonances, colorations, or distortions.
Proceeding to Michael Tilson
Thomas' stirring rendition of the
Comedy: Allegretto from Charles Ives's
Symphony 4(Sony Classical SK 44939),
the RM22si handled the wild dynamic
contrasts and demanding transients
without straining. Even as this ritual
slaughter of homecoming queens escalated in emotional density, the climactic
passages never sounded muddled or
congested. Throughout Ives's gleeful,
jazzy bombast, the faint tolling of
orchestral bells and the insistent foreground of shimmering chimes remained distinctive.
And while one might have expected
ametal woofer to bestow asense of
exaggerated presence on the upper
midrange, Ifound the RM22si to have a
smooth tonal response from top to bottom, particularly apparent in the balanced presentation of Jascha Heifetz's
solo violin throughout his recording of
the Brahms and Tchaikovsky Violin
Concertos (Fritz Reiner/CSO, RCA

cone-breakup modes can just be seen at
5kHz and 7kHz, but these are well sup-

pressed by the crossover and will have
no subjective consequences. The tweeter's output below the 2kHz crossover
point is also well suppressed, and its output is flat within its passband.
Fig.4 shows how these individual
responses add up on the tweeter axis at a
50" distance. Note the speaker's excellent bass extension from this graph:
-6dB at 33Hz! While the speaker's balance trend is basically flat, there is a
slight energy excess in the upper

midrange, at the top of the woofer's
passband. Alternatively, the presence
region could be regarded as being slightly laid-back by contrast with the upper
mids. Whether or not the listener
detects and finds it bothersome will
depend on the type of music being
played on the Josephs.
And whether or not this on-axis
behavior results in coloration will also
depend on the speaker's off-axis behavior. Fig.5 shows the changes in the
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Fig.3 Joseph RM22si, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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Victor 61495-2). Iwas always aware of
the violinist's rich, singing tone, the
complex play of fundamentals and overtones. And when Heifetz soared into
the upper reaches of his range Iwas
never conscious of the transition point
from metal cone to silk dome — the
RM22si's tweeter perfectly complemented its metallic mate. Sweet, transparent and airy, the RM22si made me
quite conscious of the violin's woody
character, and of the master's unparalleled bowing technique — Iwas never
conscious of the tweeter.
Reaching for further confirmation of
the RM22si's articulate midrange, I
turned to the vigorous polyphony of alto
saxophonist/composer Julius Hemphill's bluesy sax sextet — more of a
vocal ensemble than atraditional sax section (Rit Man and The Hard Blues, Black
Saint 120115-2). There was nothing
metallic, reedy, or grainy in the
RM22si's presentation of the saxes
(soprano, two altos, two tenors, and baritone) on the affectionate funk of "Fat
Man" or the gritty swing of "The Hard
Blues." There was an authentic sense of
body and fullness to the horns that gave
each voice areal distinct image, while
illuminating the saxophone's unique

lyric/percussive duality — solo or en
masse. Even amid this fervent swelter of
six-part counterpoint and field hollers,
the Joseph Audios retained avivid sense
of front-to-back perspective — as if
Hemphill was slightly forward, at the
apex of an equilateral triangle, in adeep
reverberant space.
While Hemphill's band put me in
about Row 10, Béla Fleck and V.M. Bhatt
sat me smack dab up on the porch of
their hillbilly raga, "John Hardy" (Tabula
Rasa, Water Lily WLA-CS-44-CD).
The Joseph revealed the full tonal complexity of Kavi Alexander's provocative
two-track/1" analog recording and presented aconvincing portrait of Fleck's
banjo, with its fat snare-drum crack and
firm, feathery, sparkling top end. Again,
the RM22si wasn't bright per se, but dear.
Iheard the body and air of Fleck's instrument, felt it physically in my chakra the
way Fleck must have felt its rich, chiming
overtones on his belly. And although the
microphone perspective was very close
and forward, the Joseph's reproduction of
subtle reverb trails led me to suspect that
these performers were playing in an
enormous space.
Given their superb top-to-bottom
tonal balance, accuracy, and resolution,

the Josephs reproduced vocal music of
every stripe with stunning intimacy and
immediacy — which also served to
demonstrate their uncanny soundstaging. There was awarm, velvety glow to
the leading edge and firm, glassy articulation of Kathleen Battle's soprano as
she soared to reach the rafters in the balcony of Harlem's Abyssinian Baptist
Church on her acappella rendition of
"Wasn't That aMighty Day" (Angels'
Glory, Sony Classical SK 62723). Then
there was Margo Timmins purring into
one of those big ol' RCA ribbons (or so
it sounded — it was actually aSoundfield mike), well in front of her trio, just
right of center in front of the drummer,
hands cupped about her ears, eyes
closed as she got right up on top of the
overhead, her rich, husky exhalations
making barely aripple in the transducer
as the Cowboy Junkies tolled away distantly behind her (The Trinity Session,
RCA 8568-2-R). Her voice didn't
emanate from some box, but seemed to
emerge from free space; Iwas particularly moved by the speakers' realistic
presentation and focus (if not balance)
from off-axis.
Voices were not just correct, but distinct in any acoustic environment.

though the tweeter does get quite directional above 101tHz. This might lead to
alack of top-octave "air" in larger rooms
(though the RM22's single 6.5" woofer
will also be working hard in large rooms).
Vertically, the almost complete
absence of drive-unit overlap due to the
Infinite Slope crossover results in the
speaker being remarkably =fussy over
exact listening axis (fig.6) — the oppo-

site of the first-order Dunlavy design
reviewed elsewhere in this issue. But the
tradeoff is in the time domain, the

Measurements
RM22si's response as the measuring
microphone moves in 5° steps to the
speaker's side. You can see that, in the
frequency region where the on-axis
response is alittle peaky, there is actually alack of off-axis energy. In atypical
room, this will compensate to some
extent, meaning that the perceived tonal
balance may well be neutral. The lateral
dispersion is otherwise well controlled,
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Fig.7 Joseph RM22si, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Two MOW

Fig.8 Joseph RM22si, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Joseph
There's something quite telling about a
speaker's ability to retrieve and resolve
low-level information while reconstituting an ambient space. Well, on Bayaka:
The Extraordinary Music of the Babenélé
Pygmies (Louis Sarno, Ellipsis Arts), the
dome of the sky was so vivid, airy, and
unlimited that Ithought Iwas listening
to electrostatics. The Josephs let me
zero in on chants from deep within the
forest against atransparent foreground
of chattering critters.
Then there was the utter glory of
Aaron Neville's rendition of "With God
On Our Side" (The Neville Brothers,
Yellow Moon, A&M CD 5240). Neville
and producer Daniel Lanois treat
Dylan's classic as an angelic hymn, and
the RM22si's depicted their holographic
soundstage effects in distinct layers of
detail: aminimalist wash of spacey percussion and sultry vocal reverb trails
against inscrutable low-end stereo
drones, a distant horizon of organ
swells, and vast vistas of black silence.
All right, so the Joseph Audio RM22si
was clear and detailed and neutral and
open. But did it swing? Did it boogie?
How did it handle bass and drums,
acoustic and electric, jazz and rock?
Well, for more complex dynamics, I

RM22si's impulse and step responses
(figs.7 & 8) being anything but timecoherent, with the outputs from the
two drive-units arriving at the microphone at slightly different times, with
some ringing also apparent. The subjective effect of this behavior is controversial: proponents of true first-order
systems point to the generally good
imaging performance offered by such
designs; yet those in favor of highorder systems can correctly point to

never got the feeling that this speaker
was plodding along behind the beat —
its rhythm and pacing were always dead
on. And, in the absence of midrange
colorations, the bass sometimes felt
deeper than it actually sounded. Again,
it's atried and truism that it's not how
deep you make aspeaker that counts —
it's the manner in which you convey
depth while maintaining tonal balance.
The RM22si's bass was always taut,
timely, and focused, without any overhang or blurring — Icould invariably
pick the bassist out of acrowd — while
cymbals clearly delineated tempo without peaky emphasis. I've auditioned my
production of the Ginger Baker Trio's
Going Back Home (with engineer
Malcolm Cecil, Atlantic 82652-2) on
dozens of sound systems over the last
four years, and the slow attack/long
decay of Charlie Haden's gut-stringed,
tube-rniked bass often presented aspecial challenge: it tended to melt into
Baker's toms and bass drums when the
drummer played from the bottom up
(as on "When We Go"). On some
speakers Charlie's bass comes out blurry
and indistinct, but the articulation of
each voice on the Joseph was so precise,
Icould clearly make him out way down

the fact that the ear/brain fuses
acoustic events with different arrival
times such as those featured by the
RM22si.
Finally, the Joseph's waterfall plot
(fig.9) features avery clean decay in
the tweeter region — this silk-dome
unit is aclean-sounding driver —but
the ringing noted in the impulse
response can be seen as asmearing of
energy at the top of the woofer passband.
—John Atkinson
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low, just left of center, gonging away —
like Playtex, the Joseph gently lifted and
separated. And on the swing-oriented
tunes, where Ginger voiced his kit from
the top down, the Josephs articulated
the real low-end tonality, midrange
presence, and airy shimmer of Ginger's
cymbals within a capacious acoustic
space without italicizing their attack.
Finally, the RM22si sttxxl up to the digital demolition course of drum transients
on The Rite of Spring (Yoel Levy/Atlanta
Symphony, Telarc CD-80266), and handled the immense low-end transients of
Prince's "Face Down" and "Da Da Da"
(Emanapation, NPG 87243 8) with realistic scale and distinction, irrespective of my
varied output levels. Authentic organpedal bass? No, the Joseph doesn't extend
past 38Hz. But its impact and immediacy
seemed scary enough for all but the most
gung-ho 'philes.
For a conclusive dirt-bike test, I
tossed on some no-nonsense rock LPs
by Jimi Hendrix (A Band of Gypsies,
Classic 2917) and the Ramones (End of
the Century, Sire SRK 6077). Not only
did the RM22si capture the tune and
tempo, the proportion, scale, and
nuance of Billy COX'S Fender Jazz Bass,
it also presented awell-balanced portrait
of Hendrix's vast tonal and dynamic
resources, as heard from the first balcony. (I had a real sense of the old
Fillmore East's high ceiling, and how
this band was bouncing off of it.) And
on the Ramones' "Let's Go," producer
Phil Spector makes the case for aconnection between his Wagnerian wall of
sound, surf music, and Bowery punk
bravado with acharacteristically massive
mix, culminating in aroller-coastersized, "Wipe Out"-styled drum break.
Here the Josephs handled the surflike
roar of massed guitars and radical panning effects with muscular authority,
effortlessly tracking the drum kit's moving image from right to left and front to
back without compromising Marky
Ramone's savage attack or tonal detailing in the toms.
Conclusion
Clear, sweet, and articulate. Airy, dynamic and uncolored. Holographic, precise, and nonfatiguing. Listening to the
RM22si is like gazing at your garden
through alarge window on acrisp, clear
day, hearing the wind whip through the
silence to excite aset of chimes as the
amber light floods in and breaks into a
thousand colors on your grandmother's
prism lamp. Aw, shucks!
Ihave very few quibbles with the
RM22si. It should provide plenty of
109
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Not only was Iable to hear into the orchestration,
but the instruments were no longer crowded
together, and there was a sense of space and
place. What a marvelous transformation.."
Kalman Rubinson
Stereophile, Vol. 21 No. 7
"Every audiophile should have
tone controls but few do.
The rdp-1 gave them back
to me and Ilove it."
Bascom King
Audio, April 1998
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thrills and chills to fans of acoustic
music searching for the ultimate in twoway coherence, but who don't require
dedicated slam speakers. kdoesn't have
that bottom-octave/deep-bass whomp,
and there are certainly speakers that
play louder, but Ithink the Joseph handles deep transients — fast transients —
with stunning accuracy. Ialways had a
sense of the lowest fundamentals, the
proper attack and impact of anote, even
if, below acertain frequency, Iwas sort
of filling in the blanks.
Also, while Ifound this speaker incredibly involving, some of you who've
never heard aspeaker like this might
find it kind of dry at first — you'll be
hyperconscious of what's not there in
the way of colorations. For many listeners weaned on traditional two-way
speakers —who are used to amore, oh,
subjective, stylized ...lush quality to the
midrange — the crystal transparency of
the RM22si might seem to lack asense
of tonal distinction.
For comparison's sake: In terms of
the larger, more expensive speakers I've
had conjugal visits with over the past
year (and which will add $1300—$1500
to your budget), I'll allow as how the
RM22si doesn't possess the low-end
warmth and impact of the Celestion M
Ireviewed in the June '98 Stereophile
(VoI21 No.6), or the midrange bloom
of the Sonus Faber Concerto Grand
Piano (reviewed by Michael Fremer in
May '98, Vol.21 No.5). And while the
RM22si does indeed have awarm, articulate midrange, Icould hardly characterize it as "voluptuous"; smooth and
sweet is more like it.
But then, to my ears, the Celestions
and Sonus Fabers are red-wine speakers, while the Joseph RM22si
Signature Reference might just be the
ultimate white-wine speaker. The
sound of the RM22si's is clear, evenly
balanced, and spacious. They possess
remarkable spatial coherence and tonal
accuracy. Their left-to-right, front-toback, top-to-bottom soundstaging is
damn near electrostatic in its immensity,
yet the speaker still has the snap, crackle,
and pop of a traditional two-way
dynamic design. The RIv122si's offer listeners exceptionally focused, realistic
images without sacrificing depth of
soundstage or dimensionality —and not
just from that perch in your optimum
sweet spot. All this in asimple, elegant,
affordable package that won't scare the
spouse or kids.
So drink up. The RM22si ranks
right up there with some of the truà
classic vintages.
Stereophile, November 1998
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"It unleashes rather
than restrains the
power... while
simultaneously it
removes veils from
the mid-range."
- VTL Preamp user.
"As soon as Iput
it in my system, it
bowled me over.
Beautiful highs,
lively dynamics, a
solid low end, an
open, spacious
sound stage
- it just plain made music."

Please contact us for your nearest authorized dealer.

— Wayne Donnelly
The VTL TL2.5 Preamp,
Fi Magazine, Nov. 1997
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Audio Research Reference 1preamplifier
and VT200 power amplifier

T

hey say you never forget your first
time. For me, it was an Audio
Research SP-6B that had been
heavily modified by Analogique in
NYC — which meant, among other
things, that yellow capacitors shunted
other yellow capacitors all the way up to
the top plate. That first taste of the High
End —prior to that, you might say my
face had been pressed against the window — was definitely love at first listen.
That SP-6B was warm yet detailed, and
Iended up building asystem around it
that at least one friend described as a
huge musical wet kiss.
I've moved on since then, but I've got
to say that Iloved that preamp. Not just
for the taste of high-end sound it gave me,
but also for the insight it gave me into
core high-end values. It was reliable —I
don't think it ever failed me —and
while Ichanged tubes fairly frequently,
that was because Ienjoyed tube-rolling.

Reference 1preamplifier: Tubed line
stage with remote control. Inputs:
Tape, Tuner, Phono, CD, Video, Aux 1,
Aux 2, Aux 3 (XLR and RCA connections). Outputs: 2 main, 1tape (XLR
and RCA connections). Tube complement: eight 6922/E88CC dual-triode
(vacuum tube audio circuit, solid-state
power supply). Frequency response:
1.0Hz-200kHz, ±0.5dB. Distortion:
<0.015% 4V RMS, balanced output.
Gain: 12.3dB balanced, 6.3dB singleended at main output; OdB at tape
output. Input impedance: 220k ohms
balanced, 110k ohms single-ended.
Maximum input: 7.0V RMS balanced,
3.5V RMS single-ended. Output
impedance: 400 ohms balanced, 200
ohnas single-ended, 20k ohms minimum load recommended, 200pF
maximum capacitance. Rated outputs: 4V RMS, 2V RMS single-ended
into 100k ohm balanced load.
(Maximum balanced capability is 30V
RMS <0.5% THD
1kHz.) Noise:
13pV RMS residual noise (IHFweighted), balanced output with gain
minimum (110dB below 4V RMS
output, 93dB below 2V RMS single-
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(Tubes were also quite abit cheaper
back then.) The SP-6B was engineered
to frel good —I liked the satisfying click
of its levers, and the way its knobs felt
when Ichanged volume or source. And,
besotted as Iwas, Ithought its silver
faceplate and sturdy black handles were
strikingly handsome.
That first affair has been on my
mind lately. Once again I've been living with Audio Research gear, and
some things, it seems, never change. I
still think their stuff is ruggedly handsome, even though the Reference 1
and VT200 I've been auditioning have
titanium gray faceplates rather than the
traditional brushed aluminum. And
ARC still makes tube gear so reliable
that even tubeophobes can deal with it.
But for all of their good, solid family
values, this latest generation of Audio
Research doesn't sound remotely like
their predecessors.

ended output). Power requirements:
100-135VAC, 60Hz (200-270VAC,
50/60 Hz); 90W maximum.
Dimensions: 19" (480mm) W by 7"
(178mm) H by 15.5" (394mm) D.
Handles extend 1.5" (38mm) forward
of front panel. Weight: 30 lbs (13.6kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
08289001.
Price: 88495.
VT200 power amplifier: dual-mono
tubed power amplifier with ultralinear
output stage. Tube complement: eight
6550C in matched pairs, ten 6922 (six
driver, four input). Output power:
200Wpc continuous into 8 ohms
(23dBW), 20Hz-20kHz. THD lkHz:
typically 1% 200W, <0.01% 1W.
Power Bandwidth: 12Hz-120kHz,
-3dB. Frequency response: 0.5Hz200kHz, -3dB 1W. Input sensitivity:
2.5V RMS, balanced or single-ended
(27dB gain into 16 ohms). Input
impedance: 200k ohms balanced,
100k ohms single-ended. Output
taps: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 ohms. Output regulation: approximately 0.8dB with 16
ohm load to open circuit (damping

Inside story:
Reference 1preamplifier

The Ref 1is built, like the proverbial
brick outhouse, and uses an astounding
roll call of premium parts. Everything
used is absolutely first-rate.
The Reference 1preamplifier uses
eight specially selected Russian 6922s
(four per channel) equipped with highpurity plate materials in an all-triode circuit that uses low gain at each stage to
produce the best linearity. This highheadroom output circuit is capable of
delivering 30V RMS in balanced mode,
which keeps distortion low at normal
signal levels. The tube heaters employ
regulated DC in order to provide isolation from power-line noise.
The multiple isolated power supplies
include six regulator stages and two
buffers. Three power transformers are
used, including two tomids, which provide isolation between audio circuits and

factor approximately 11). Overall negative feedback: 10dB. Slew rate:
25V/ps. Rise time: 1.5ps. Hum and
noise: <0.2mV RMS, -109dB below
rated output (IHF weighted, input
shorted, 16 ohm output). Power-supply energy storage: approximately 674
joules. Power requirements: 105125VAC, 60Hz (210-250VAC, 50Hz);
990W at rated output; 1200W maximum; 680W at idle.
Dimensions: 19" (483mm) W by
10.5" (267mm) H by 23.6" (600mm)
D. Handles extend 1.5" (38mm) forward of front panel. Weight: 118 lbs
(46.5kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
68097002.
Price: $8995.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 65.
Manufacturer: Audio Research High
Definition, 5740 Green Circle Drive,
Minnetonka, MN 55343-4424. Tel:
(612) 939-0600. Fax: (612) 939-0604.
Web: www.audioresearch.com
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digital microprocessor control circuits.
Although the Reference 1uses differentially balanced input stages as ameans
of minimizing common-mode noise
interference, either single-ended (SE) or
balanced signal sources may be used
without affecting the preamp's performance. According to ARC, "modest
amounts of balanced overall feedback

Research

Reference

1/VT200

are used for best linearity."
Inside the case, four large circuit
boards are arranged in an open layout
that keeps audio, power supplies, and
the control circuits from interfering
with one another. The boards are
mounted vertically, which also provides
greater cooling benefits. Path lengths
are kept as short as possible, and con-

nections from one board to another are
by way of heavy-gauge Litz wire. Goldcontact relays are used to route the signal so that the signal paths can be controlled by the microprocessor.
The Ref l's front panel has four lever
switches (Power, Bal/SE, Phase, Mute)
and four knobs (controlling Gain/
Volume, Balance, Record select, Input

impedance should have no effect on
system performance. The output
impedance at the tape output is 50
ohms with a50 ohm source impedance
and 595 ohms with a600 ohm source
impedance, indicating that the tape outputs are not buffered.
DC offset at the Reference l's outputs measured alow 02mV in both
channels. The preamp is noninverting
from its line inputs to its main outputs
in the unbalanced mode; in the balanced mode, pin 2is wired as positive.
Line-stage gain (CD input to line output) is 18.3dB balanced and 12.3dB
unbalanced. The signal/noise ratio (ref.
1V) measured 862dB unweighted over
abandwidth of 22Hz-22kHz, 753dB
unweighted from 10Hz to 500kHz, and
912dB A-weighted.
The Reference l's frequency response is shown in fig.l. There are small
variations in the high-frequency
response with changes in the level-con-

trol setting, with the maximum deviation (-1dB at 20kHz) at alevel-control
setting of 300 plus one step. Unity gain
occurs at 1200+1. The volume-control
tracking is excellent.
The preamplifier's crosstalk, shown
in fig2, increases with frequency in the
normally expected manner. The balanced crosstalk is lower, but the absolute
separation is high enough in either case
to be of no practical concern. The input
voltages used here were high enough —
290mV balanced and 300mV unbalanced —to keep the effect of noise on
the readings to aminimum.
The Reference l's THD+noise plotted against frequency, referenced to these
same input levels, is shown in fig3 —a
very good result. Fig.4 shows the
THD+noise percentage plotted against
output voltage at 1kHz. The minimum
points in the curves, just before the distortion increases rapidly, are the output
values that were used for the measurements plotted in figs2 and 3. Like most
tube preamplifiers, the Reference 1is
capable of very high voltage output —
far higher than you'll actually ever use —
particularly in its balanced mode.
The spectrum of the Reference l's
output, reproducing a50Hz input at a
very high output level of 10V is shown
in fig.5. The distortion here is very
low; the second harmonic is the largest
component, at 100Hz (just slightly
greater than -70dB, or 0.03%).

Measurements
Audio Research Reference 1
Unless otherwise noted, the measurements presented are for balanced operation. The Reference l's output impedance at its line output measured 456
ohms (266 ohms unbalanced) in the
left channel, maximum gain, with only
slight variations between channels and
at various level-control settings. The
line-level input impedance measured
237k ohms (113k ohms unbalanced) in
the left channel, maximum gain, dropping to 215k ohms in the right channel
at maximum gain and rising to 261k
ohms in the left channel at alow (9:00)
level-control setting. Some of these
variations are due to the sensitivity of
the measurements to very small
changes in the voltage readings at such
high values of input impedance. Suffice
it to say that the Reference l's input
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00

Fig.4 Audio Research Reference One, distortion
(WO vs output voltage into 100k ohms:
unbalanced (top) and balanced (bottom).

nikrYsetWnieu

Fig.5 Audio Research Reference One, output
spectrum, DC- IkHz, 50Hz at 10V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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select). Each knob is surrounded by
LEDs that allow the user to easily confirm level or input functions from across
the room. Ican't spot the remote sensor
on the front panel, but the preamp
receives remote signals from just about
anywhere in the room.
The controls for volume, balance, and
source selection look like conventional
pots but are actually two-way, return-tocenter switches controlling internal
logic. The digital volume control is
dual-range: no fewer than eight volume-control sections are used in balanced configuration to guarantee the
best linearity and optimum step size.
Graded and matched FETs are used
for power-supply regulation and as
active current sources to enhance tube
linearity. The newest version of the Ref
1has aremovable IEC power cord, a
fuse receptacle (3A slow-blow), and the
biggest assortment of XLR and RCA
connections I've ever seen—two main
outs, one record out, and eight inputs —
all duplicated in balanced XLII and SE
RCA. Yet the back panel isn't cramped;
you can connect everything easily, even
with knuckles as big as mine.
VT200 power amplifier
The VT200 power amplifier certainly is
a big 'un. It weighs 118 lbs, which
means you should give careful thought
to where you want to put it Mi)re you
pick that mutha up. Icould lift it by
myself, thanks to ARC's trademark
black metal handles, but Ididn't exactly
enjoy the experience. Two sets of hands
(and two backs!) arc far better.
And because the VT200 is fancooled, you should also think about
placement. Don't just set it down on
thick carpeting — place it on aflat surface, or, better yet, an amplifier platfonn
such as the OSAR amp rack Iused.
Place it as far from your listening position as possible. The fan is pretty quiet at
medium speed, which is how the factory supplies it (you can bump it up a
notch or slow it down, if you wish), but
even with the amp 10' away from my
listening chair, Icould hear the fan faintly between tracks and CDs. Inever
found it annoying or intrusive, but your
mileage may vary.
The '200 uses eight matched pairs of
Svetlana 6550Cs, mounted horizontally
along the amp's sides, in Audio Research's proprietary version of the ultralinear circuit. This uses partial cathode
coupling, which, ARC claims, imparts
triode qualities while providing higher
efficiency than triode circuits. The cathodes of the output tubes are 1)C-couStereophiie, November 1998
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Audio Research Reference One preamplifier

=fro research

•
Audio Research VT200 power amplifier

pled to the speakers; the plates and
screens are coupled through wide-band
output transformers with special lowloss dielectric insulation. Regulated DC
drives the heaters on the input tubes:
specially selected Russian 6922s using
high-purity plate materials. (The driver
tubes are also Russian 6922s.) Trackingbias circuits maintain constant current in
the output tubes. FET circuits regulate
current for the input stages, and trimpots allow for user adjustment of each
channel's AC and DC balance.
The VT200 has massive dual-mono
power supplies, with high energy storage and choke filtering for each channel.
Separate windings on the transformer are
used for each channel. Bidirectional
diode coupling is used to share the load
between the dual-mono supplies during
high-demand conditions.
The power-supply filtering employs
Decoupled Electrolytic Capacitor (DEC)
circuits to minimize any sonically unde-

sirable qualities of electrolytic caps. ARC
also employs elaborate "step-down" filters that use multiple film bypass capacitors of progressively smaller values.
Like the Reference 1, the build and
parts qualities of the VT200 are impeccable: its tube sockets have heavy, fullcontact, gold-plated pin sleeves; extraheavy copper plating is used on the circuit
boards; the point-to-point wiring uses
OFC and Litz wire; vibration-damping
pads are used within the chassis; multiple
damping rings are fitted to the input
tubes; and even the InfiniCaps used have
proprietary ARC terminations.
On the rear panel are 14 high-quality,
brass, "nontwisting" speaker connectors: two center/ground taps for
unbalanced operation and three pairs
for each channel for 1ohm, 2ohm, and
4 ohm, unbalanced operation and 4
ohm, 8 ohm, and 16 ohm balanced
operation. There are both single-ended
RCA and balanced XLR input connec117

rions (pin 3of the XLR jack has to be
shorted to pin 1to use the unbalanced
inputs). There is an output fuse (10A
slow-blow) receptacle in the center,
directly above the fixed, 14-gauge power
cord. The front panel sports only a
heavy-duty rocker-style power switch
and agreen LED power indicator.
Can two walk together,
except they be agreed?
Some companies can survive in the
marketplace for along time and still
revel in their funkiness — MG and
Triumph come to mind. (But Iguess
they didn't make it into the '90s now,
did they?) Audio Research isn't one of

them. They make gear that just flat-out
works, with nary aburble, aflutter, or a
pop to be experienced. The digital volume, balance, and source-selector controls on the Reference 1were just as
sure and reliable as any manual control
I've ever used. Iput the gear through
some all-day-long listening sessions —
some of them in the middle of Northern
New Mexico's monsoon season, complete with daily thunderstorms — and it
never stumbled, even when the electricity was obviously fluctuating erratically.
If you've always wanted to try tubes but
were afraid they required too much
maintenance, this is the sort of tube gear
you can comfortably live with.

On the other hand, if you like to think
of tube gear as capricious distortion generators, then you might want to stay
away from the Ref 1and VT200 —
they'll challenge your assumptions
about the nature of tube amplification.
Simply put, these two components have
no trace of "tube sound," as the term is
commonly used: warm'n' fuzzy these
babies definitely are not.
Used together, the Reference 1and
the VT200 provide extraordinarily
refined, powerful, natural sound.
(Actually, that statement seems too
bland, too cautious. Start again:)
Used together, the Ref 1and VT200
rule! I've had an absolute blast reviewing

Measurements

tion). The signal/noise ratio at 1W into
8ohms measured 88.7dB over a22HzA full set of measurements of the 22kHz bandwidth unweighted, 85.7dB
over a 10Hz-500kHz bandwidth unAudio Research VT200 was made
using its balanced inputs, with selected
weighted, and 97dB A-weighted.
The VT200 is noninverting when
measurements repeated in the unbalanced mode where noted below. Also,
driven from its positive, unbalanced
except as indicated, all balanced meainput; at the balanced, XLR input tersurements were taken from the output
minal, pin 2is positive. DC offtet meatap corresponding to the load impedsured avery low 1.5mV in the left chanance, and unbalanced readings from
nel, astill low 122mV in the right.
the tap with the value closest to the
Fig.6 shows the VT200's frequency
load impedance. The center-tap conresponse; the 4 ohm balanced and
nection was used only where noted.
unbalanced results, not shown, differed
Following its V
3-power, one-hour prefrom the 8ohm balanced reading by less
conditioning test, the VT200 ran typithan 0.1dB. The result for asimulated
cally hot for atube power amplifier —
real load is typical of the deviation seen
but not surprisingly so, considering its
with all amplifiers having high output
power rating.
impedances. In this case, the deviations
are relatively mild: At about 1ohm (8
The input impedance measured 233k
ohms (100k ohms unbalanced, 96k
ohm balanced tap), the VT200's output
impedance is lower than average for a
ohms unbalanced connected to the output center-tap connection). The output tube amplifier. The 10kHz squarewave
impedance measured 0.89 ohms at response (fig.7) is excellent for atube
lkHz and 0.96 ohms at 20kHz (8 ohm
amplifier, with only avery small ripple
visible at the leading-edge corners. The
load, 8ohm balanced output tap). The
voltage gain measured 22.2dB into 8 lkHz squarewave (not shown) is close
ohms (26.4dB unbalanced, 21.4dB
to textbook-perfect.
Fig.8 shows the VT200's crosstalk.
unbalanced with acenter-tap connecThe difference in separation between
Audio Research VT200

3.11301.1.1

19.0.

V/.0

the two channels should be of no audible consequence at these low levels.
The THD+noise vs frequency curves
are plotted in figs.9 and 10, the distortion waveform at 5W into 4ohms in
fig.11. The latter is heavily third-harmonic, though additional components
are present also. The waveforms into 2
and 8ohms (not shown) were similar.
The VT200's output spectrum driving 50Hz at 99W into 4ohms is shown
in fig.12. The distortion products are
low, but not remarkably so: -52dB
(025%) at 100Hz and -64dB (approximately 0.06%) at 150Hz. Note that the
second harmonic is now the highest in
level. Looking at the spectrum of the
VT200's output while it drives acombined 19+20kHz signal at 73W into 4
ohms (not shown), the intennodulation
product at lkHz was at -79dB (about
0.012%) while the 18kHz product was
at -58dB (about 0.12%). (Visible clipping was present above this output with
this demanding input signal.) At 71W
into an 8ohm load, the IM was lower:
about 0.006% at 1kHz, 0.08% at
18kHz.
The continuous 1
kHz THD+noise
vs output power curves for the VT200
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Ng.6 Audio Research VT200, frequency response
at (from top to bottom): 1W into 8ohms;
2.828V into simulated loudspeaker load
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel dashed.)
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Fig.7 Audio Research VT200, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

Fig.8 Audio Research VT200, crosstalk (from top
to bottom): L-R, R-L (10dB/vertical div.).
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watt doesn't sound good, it doesn't matget into alot of trouble extolling the
these components - every listening sesvirtues of abig, brawny amp. After all, a ter how many come after it-the amp
sion has been avoyage of discovery into
won't sound good. But many of us have
my record collection.
lot of experienced listeners have become
How to describe the sound of the sysbecome so inured to the sounds of
speakers straining, of amplifiers clipping,
tem? "Coherent, with asense of extraListening to an amplifier
and of noise floors rising into the signal,
ordinary ease" about sums it up. From
capable of delivering
that we're no longer aware of them.
top to bottom, the pair produced asonic
portrait that was tight, fast, unbelievably
Listening to an amplifier capable of
prodigious amounts of
delivering prodigious amounts of clean
seamless, and, above all, effortless. If this
power can be a revolutionary expesounds more like a description of a
clean power can be a
rience. I'm not sure how many amps are
musical performance than of astereo,
really
up to it-certainly the Krell FPB
that's about right. Iwas never aware of
revolutionary experience.
600, the Mark Levinson Nos.33 and
any of the signifiers that reveal the elecenthralled by the purity of 7W, 4W,
33H, the Boulder 2050, the Conradtronic nature of hi-fi: no grain, no haze,
even 3W SE triode amplifiers. It's the Johnson Premier Eight A, and the
no distortions euphonic or egregious.
Audio Research Reference 600 are. And
quality of that first watt, they'll tell you.
And no sense of strain.
so, Isubmit, is the VT200.
Ibelieve them, Ireally do. If that first
Iknow, Iknow - these days you can

are shown in figs.13 and 14. The discrete
clipping levels for the VT200 are shown
in Table 1. The maximum power measures less than the specified 200Wpc,
though this figure is reached at 10%
THD+noise. The low line voltage certainly accounted for some of this discrepancy, but not all. Note that the line
voltage with the amplifier off measured
about 4V higher than the specified values in Table 1; the amplifier draws
enough current to cause the additional
line-voltage sag. Also, as no safe, conve8/1.0.11.8.

V10200 11.1401.1,

04.0.

nient provision is made for the user to
adjust the bias -it requires avoltmeter
and opening the amplifier - Imeasured the VT200 as delivered by WP: le,
with the same characteristics with
which he auditioned it. Tweaking the
bias might well further increase the
power output.
John Atkinson also measured the
VT200's output power, but this time
using the Miller Audio Research
Amplifier Profiler to generate alowduty-cycle 1kHz toneburst (10 cycles
on, 40 cycles off) to more closely simulate music drive. The results from the
amplifier's unbalanced 4 ohm tap (one

2

100

Fig.9 Audio Research VT200, balanced, THD+
noise vs frequency at (from top to bottom
at IkHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2.828V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 2W into
4ohms, and 1W into 8ohms (right
channel dashed).
10108040111.8 4/1•00

011011114.4.•

we

eopoone

.1.40.

(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
W (dBW)
W (dBW)
Impedance
ohms
L
8
4

141

(21.5) 142.4 (21.5)
105V
105V
139.6 (18.4) 139.5 (18.4)
105V
105V

2

VTIO0 1100.10401,

00.410.0

147

(21.7)
106V
147.5 (18.7)
106V
132 (15.2)
106V

0.400441

01

°
j2

001

Table 1 Audio Research VT200:
Discrete Clipping levels
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Fig.11 Audio Research VT200, lkHz waveform at
5W into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).

2C

Fig.13 Audio Research VT200, balanced 4ohm
tap, distortion (%) vs continuous output
power (W) into (from bottom to top at
20W): 4ohms, 8ohms, and 2ohms
(one channel driven).
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Fig.10 Audio Research VT200, unbalanced,
THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at lkHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W
into 4ohms, and 1W into 8ohms (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.12 Audio Research VT200, output spectrum,
DC-1kHz, 50Hz at 99W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.14 Audio Research VT200, unbalanced
4ohm tap, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power (W) into (from bottom to
top): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms (one
channel driven).
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Audio
Can you make the VT200 cry uncle?
Given the right speaker (or would that
be the wrong speaker?), you can make
any amplifier give up. Why, just last
night Iwas at Larry Archibald's, where
the combination of the Thiel CS-5is,
his huge listening room, and adiet of
Santa Fe's 110V mains was causing the
mighty Boulder 2050s to whimper and
shut off — and we weren't playing at
deafening levels, just party-approved
dancing loudness (somewhere around
104dB on aRadioShack meter).
Can you make the VT200
t'

Research

Almost certainly, but Inever managed
to on either the B&W Silver Signatures
(a relatively benign load) or the Alón
Circes (more challenging, but still no
amp buster). As always, an intelligent
consumer will insist on ahome demo
before agreeing to a$9k amplifier commitment — it is, after all, how the
VT200 functions in your room with your
speakers that's important.
Isell here, Sir, what all the
world desires to have: power
As lous
l'un on the subject of the

Reference

/VT 200

VT200, perhaps Ishould describe its
sound on its own. The problem is, when
you're dealing with an amp as good as
the '200, it's atad paradoxical to speak of
it as having a"sound." In one sense, it
didn't. Timbre was natural. Where there
was deep bass in arecording, the 200
reproduced it, and where there were
crystalline, extended highs, it revealed
them as well. Familiar recordings
weren't so much revealed as new as they
were made to sound exactly as they'd
always sounded — only more so.
If the Olympic motto is "higher,

Measurements
channel only driven) are shown in
fig.15. Into 8ohms (black trace), 104W
was available at a1% THD+N limit,
with 163W available into 4ohms (red
trace). Relaxing the THD limit to 3%
gave 174.7W into 4ohms. Less power
was available into loads lower than the
transformer tap: 159W into 2 ohms
(blue trace) and 28W into 1ohm (green
trace). The maximum current available
from this transformer tap was just under
9A, suggesting that the tap is actually
optimized for aload slightly lower than
4ohms.
The use of multiple output transformer taps enable the user to trade off
maximum output voltage against output
current, in order to best match the loudspeaker load. With very low impedance
loads, the 2or 1ohm transformer taps
will be optimal. Fig.16 shows the power
vs distortion curves for the lohm unbalanced output. While the clipping power
into 8ohms is reduced compared with 4
ohm tap —28.6W vs 104W — this tap
can source much greater current, making it perform much more like avoltage
source. The 1% THD-limited powers
were now 55.7W into 4ohms, 100.5W
into 2 ohms, and 156W into 1ohm
(162.3W into 1ohm for a3% THD
limit). The maximum output current
from this tap was avery healthy 12.5A.
All these tests were performed using
atoneburst signal, which means that the
amplifier doesn't load down the AC
line. It appears, therefore, as though the
VT200 really isn't a200Wpc amplifier.
But the shortfall is negligible. Other
than this, the Audio Research Reference
1and VT200 produced asolid set of
measurements, certainly about as good
as they get for tube designs.
—Thomas J. Norton
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DYNAMIC OUTPUT IN Wrms
Fig.15 Audio Research VT200, unbalanced 4ohm tap, distortion (dB) vs dynamic output power into
8ohms (black), 4ohms (red), 2ohms (blue), and Iohm (green) (one channel driven).
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DYNAMIC OUTPUT IN Wrms
Fig.16 Audio Research VT200, unbalanced 1ohm tap, distortion (dB) vs dynamic output power into
8ohms (black), 4ohms (red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green) (one channel driven).
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Carnegie Hall, Iwas simply stunned at
how much sound an orchestra is capable
of producing without becoming leaden
LP playback: Linn LP12/Lingo/
or woolly. The sound remained light
and full of color, even as it practically
Cirkus turntable, Linn Ekos tonepushed me deeper into my listening chain
arm, Linn Arkiv 2phono cartridge.
Nor did the VT200 ever slight the
CD playback: Audio Research
other end of the dynamic spectrum.
CD2/DAC3.
Corigliano uses an offstage piano, playDVD player: Denon DVD-3000.
ing Godowsky's transcription of
Prearnplification: Linn Linto
Albéniz's Tango, to rather good effect —
phono section, Conrad-Johnson
the sound, coming from much farther
ART and Mark Levinson No380S
away than the orchestra, is soft and ethepreamplifiers.
real, as though softened by memory.
Power amplifier: Audio Research
Here, the ARC was amply able to conVT200.
trast the power of the orchestra with the
Loudspeakers: Alón by Acarian
softened but never muffled sound of
Systems Circe, B&W Silver Sigfriendship remembered.
nature.
The symphony was also superb at
Cables: Siltech interconnects,
highlighting the VT200's transparency, as
Black Orpheus speaker cables.
when the decay of some whomping big
Accessories: Cinepro PowerPRO
blows to the gong continues long into a
20, OSAR equipment and amplifier
cello interlude. The brassy growl seemed
racks.
to linger forever, under, but quite distinct
Room treatment: ASC Tube
from, the sound of the cello playing asusTraps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
tained A. Many amps, perhaps even most
RPG Abffusors; vecordious cat.
-wes Phillips
of them, tend to blur the distinction
between these sounds, but the 200 kept
them beautifully separate.
Ialso loved playing piano music
faster, stronger," then the VT200's
through the '200s. A well-recorded
should be "deeper, wider, solider." This
amplifier is, quite simply, asoundstaging grand, such as the Steinway D on Sonata
champeen. It throws awide, deep, vast
(Stereophile STPH005-2, CD), should
have asense of massive solidity while
soundstage — assuming the infornever sounding strained or overmation's there — that is breathtaking.
And transparent? Forget about lifting whelming. It should project power
veils, cleaning or opening windows, or
where required, but should also have a
weightless delicacy.
any other strained audio cliché. You are
If ever there was aperformance that
there... er, there is here...umm, then is
now. Something like that. Play arecordputs all of these "shoulds" to the test, it's
ing of asingle instrument or of an entire Bob Silverman's Liszt B-minor sonata.
orchestra, and the music simply blos- Wowee —can that man play the piano.
soms from the speakers without effort Power? Silverman practically storms
or artifice. These amps beguile.
heaven in this one, yet there are passages
Listening to John Corigliano's first so soft as to seem to be aproduct of his
thoughts rather than of his playing.
symphony (Barenboim/CSO, Erato
(They're certainly softer than some of his
2292-61132-2, CD), Iwas immensely
impressed by the ease with which the
singing, at any rate.) Here the VT200
VT200 placed the instruments within
continued to impress with both its deft
the orchestra. The symphony uses a command over the loudest passages and
nonstandard seating arrangement, so
its articulate refinement in the softest.
the positions from which sounds are
How does the VT200 stack up to the
generated go along way toward estabcompetition? I couldn't compare it
lishing the character of the work. I've
directly to the Krell FPB 600, as that has
listened to this performance alot — I gone home to Krell, or to the pair of
admire the work and use the recording Mark Levinson No33Hs, which John
as one of my stalwart references —but Atkinson bought to avoid having to surI'd never been so aware of the wavelike
render, but that's the level at which you
movement of sound from the center
have to compare the VT200. Each
outward as the melody is passed from
amplifier has aslightly different presentation, but I'd have to say they are
section to section. In the big crescendos,
the VT200 presented an unwaveringly
more alike than different. Compared to
stable portrait of an orchestra playing my fond memories of both the Krell
full out. As happened when Iheard the
and the Levinson, I'd say the ARC
Chicago Symphony play the work at sounds atrace more fronen'center, but
Associated Equipment
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not, in my opinion, excessively so —it
puts you toward the back portion of the
first third of the hall, say.
And, especially if you have tough
speakers to drive, it may not offer the last
word in domination over the loudest
passages. Isay "may" because Iwas never
able to strain or clip it, but if you have
speakers that make that aconcern, the
monoblock Reference 600s may be the
amps you wish to compare to the FPB
600 and the No33H. Just keep in mind
that all of those amplifiers cost substantially more than the VT200. At $8995, it
certainly can't be called cheap either, but
it's one of the handful of amplifiers that
can do it all —and do it all well. Who
could ask for more than that?
We must proceed
from first principles
Some folks might question the need for
apreamplifier at all, much less one costing $8.5k. It's avalid point, Iguess. If
you're running only one line-level
source, you probably don't need much
in the way of preamplification.
On the other hand, for most people,
outboard passive preamplifiers aren't as
simple an answer as they appear at first
glance. You have cable interactions, siting
problems, and, at the end of the day, as
transparent as they can sound at their best,
they seem to lack that last word in impact.
Some of the new integrated amplifiers
incorporating passive control stages make
alot of sense, and some sound great, but
they're designed primarily for folks with
simple systems, easily driven speakers,
and small rooms. What about people
with several amps to drive, a lot of
sources, maybe even arecording habit?
Preamps are still the answer. Oh, and did I
mention that, as devoutly as we audiophiles might wish to eliminate them, I've
yet to hear areference-level system that
managed to eschew aquality preamp?
Looks like we're stuck with 'em.
If you've got the scratch, you couldn't
ask to be stuck with anicer preamp than
the Reference 1. It has every feature Ican
conceive of needing in apreamp. The
remote control is easy to read, with 11
well-marked, easily differentiated buttons, and has been reliable throughout
the test. Recording is asnap —you can
even record and listen to separate
sources simultaneously. The volume
control tracks well throughout its range,
and uses steps that are small enough to
let you home in on just the right level,
without being so tiny that it takes forever to ramp up or down. Absolute polarity is adjustable from the remote, as it
should be.
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Audio
The Ref 1allows you to use balanced
or SE sources without any difference in
gain, which Ifound very convenient.
The only thing is, if you wish to listen to
asource that happens to be SE, you
must remember to tell the preamp,
either by abutton on the remote or by a
lever switch on the front panel. Iguess
this means you could use all the RCA
inputs as well as all the XLR inputs on
the rear panel for different sources, thus
doubling the preamp's capacity. But
even when Istockpile review equipment for months on end, I'd be hard
pressed to utilize all 16 input slots.
Nope, that kind of thinking is for folks
with bare-bones preamps, and the Ref 1
is about as luxuriously appointed as any
I've seen.
The Reference 1 was extremely
transparent — whether coupled with
the VT200 or any other amplifier, it
allowed me to hear the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth. It didn't pretty up the sound, nor did it add
any harshness or opacity to it.
Everything just sounded as much like
itself as you're ever going to hear it.
If soundstaging's your game, then the
Ref 1just might be your dream preamp.
It illuminated the stage as far back as any
preamp I've heard, providing awidth
and detail that were equal to the very
best out there.
Ilistened to one of my favorite discs,
Ravel's Piano Concerto in G (Ousset/
Rattle/CBSO, Angel CDC 54158 2),
and was stunned by its sense of air and
depth — and this from arecord I've
heard hundreds of times! The Adagio
assai begins with amournful solo piano
line, and the Ref 1immediately established that the piano, near the front of
the stage, was in alarge hall. As other
instruments joined in—first the oboe,
then the flute, and then strings — each
was placed precisely on the stage within
that large hall, but also in proportion to
the piano. Dynamic control is crucial
here; again, the Ref 1kept the details
apparent but never overwhelmed them.
For the first time, Iheard the slight
cushion of air escaping the flutist's
embouchure —a sure sign of close miking — but as this was just one detail
among the many going on in the mix, it
wasn't too much of agood thing, merely one more sign of the preamp's precision. As the strings swelled behind the
piano as it staunchly carried that sad
melodic line, Ialso became aware of
how true to the emotional content of
the music the Ref 1was. In fact, no matter what Iplayed through it, Iheard it as
though reading the performer's — no,
Stereophile, November 1998
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the composees
Am Iascribing some quasi-mystical
property to amachine? Taken to its
extreme, Isuppose so, but there are certainly components that give you more of
the emotional essence of the music they
play than do others. Among the equipment that does this well, ARC's
Reference 1ranks among the very best.
The Ref 1was up to the challenge of
the biggest and most complex of my
orchestral warhorses, too. Lots of

The Reference 1was
extremely transparent —
whether coupled with
the VT200 or any other
amplifier, it allowed me
to hear the truth,
the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.
Bruckner and Mahler got played, as
they usually do when Ifind an exceptionally
compelling
component;
inevitably, my beloved Bemstein/NYP
Mahler Third (DG 427 328-2) made it
onto the CD player. The crashing
chords and resounding silences of the
opening movement demonstrated
amply how well the R1 controlled the
loudest dynamics and the most revealing suspension of sound. It was
preternaturally precise — you could
practically hear the dust motes shaken
from the ceiling crash to the floor of the
hall! Later on, in the Langsam, the ebb
and flow of Mahler's most serene writing was brought home with an attention
to orchestral color rve only rarely experienced from astereo. And as Mahler's
"noble tone" ended the symphony, I
found myself compelled to my feet to
give aresounding ovation to ... who? I
was alone. My salute was witnessed
only by the Reference 1, which certainly
deserved it for making me act so foolish.
Isuppose it would be only natural to
compare the Reference 1 to the
Conrad-Johnson ART, even though the
ART costs about $5000 more. Idid so,
but the results were confusing, to say
the least. After having lived with the
ART for over six months, Iwould have
said that it and the Audio Research had
very different presentations. The ART, I
would have said, is relaxed and sumptuous — arear-of-the-hall, everything-

Reference
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blended-just-so kind of sound. The
Reference 1, Iwould have said, has a
closer, slightly lighter sound — not inyour-face so much as direct and forceful.
And that's true, sort of. In amatchedlevel comparison, the two sound alot
more alike than those descriptions
sound. Awfully darn similar, in fact.
Frustratingly so.
But in extended comparisons they
revealed personalities that differed ever
so slightly. The ARC had more solidity
and control in the deepest bass. Ithink.
No, really, I'm pretty sure it did. The CJhad, again, an ever so slightly purer,
more extended top end. Overtones
seemed to linger in the air somewhat
more effortlessly.
And, yes, Ithink the C-J had aslightly more softened, slightly distant, somewhat darker perspective, while the
ARC somehow seemed more sunny
and close. But I'd really hate to have to
walk into aroom blindfolded and identify either one within seconds. These
are, after all, both state-of-the-art tubed
preamplifiers, and when put to the test,
they sound alot like music—which
means they sound alot like one another.
Ialso listened to the Mark Levinson
No.380S, thinking that it would be
instructive to compare the Ref 1to a
high-end solid-state preamplifier. Another humbling experience. Anyone
who thinks that avast gulf still remains
between the finest solid-state and the
best tube preamps just hasn't been paying
attention. It was possible, Ithink, to find
tiny differences between the two preamps, but they were matters of detail, not
yawning crevasses. Ithink the ARC had
the deeper soundstage, with more air
between instruments, but paradoxically it
seemed as though the 380S rendered the
instruments themselves with atouch
more solidity and substance.
That's it? That's all ru swear to, honest.
No, no! Sentence first—
verdict afterwards.
I was mightily impressed with the

Audio Research Reference 1 preamplifier and VT200 power amplifier.
They rival the best equipment I've ever
heard, and put most of the rest to
shame. They are undeniably expensive,
but no one examining their construction quality could conceive of them
costing any less. They are reliable,
remarkable performers, and anyone
who can afford them and who is interested in hearing the state of the tube art
should audition them immediately. As
for the rest of us, this is gear worth
dreaming of
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California Audio Labs CL-15 CD player

I

twas inevitable that I'd encounter
the California Audio Labs CL-15 in
my search for aCD player priced less
than stratospherically. CAL was one of
the first companies to hit the market
with ahigh-end CD player, and they've
been building great-sounding digital gear
ever since. What's more, the CL-15's
predecessor was the Icon PowerBoss
Mk.II HDCD, a longtime personal
favorite. Iwas particularly curious to see
how the CAL would stack up against
today's competition. I've been impressed with CAL products over the
years—the original Sigma, the Delta,
the DX-1 and 2, and, of course, the
Icon. On the other hand, the competition —players like the Rega Planet,
Arcam's Alpha 8and 9, and Ultech's
UCD 100 — has improved dramatically
since Ilast heard the Icon.
California Audio Labs CL-15 CD player

What's special?
The CL-15 is the second product to use
CAL:s current chassis, cosmetics, and
configuration, following the CL-10
Multi-Disc Server, reviewed by Robert
Harley in the November 1996 Stereophile.
The CL-10 and CL-15 are very similar
in their overall topology and digital
technology, so I'll hit only the high
points here and refer the reader to Bob's
piece for adetailed description of the
'15's inner workings.
The CL-10 and CL-15 are both based
on the PowerBoss system —the combination of aPacific Microsonics PMD-100
HDCD decoder/filter, dual colinear 20bit Burr-Brown PCM1702P DACs, and a
series of regulated power supplies.
Matsushita supplies both transports, but
instead of the CL-10's five-disc carousel,
the CL-15 has athick, single-disc drawer
with silky-smooth action. Both players use
discrete circuitry in their analog output
stages, but the CL-15 adds anumber of
enhanced performance features. The first
is amultilayer glass-epoxy circuit board
that results in improved separation of the
various circuits and a4-5dB reduction in
the noise floor. Other improvements
include the CL-15's much more extensive
power supply and regulation, and its true
dual-mono construction, which starts
with separate power transformers.
Stereophile, November 1998

The CL-15's elegant cosmetics also
resemble the CL-10's. It is basic black,
with a thick, anodized faceplate and
BMW-ish black-on-orange backlit LCD
display. The faceplate treatment is alittle
unusual, though, and quite striking. It is
softly sculpted with an upside-down
trapezoidal motif, which is machined
into the faceplate and mirrored in the
disc drawer's shape. The faceplate is also
slightly larger than the chassis itself, and

Description: Single-chassis CD player with full-function remote control
and digital (S/PDIF) input. DIA conversion: dual 20-bit Burr-Brown
PCM1702 DACs. Digital filter: Pacific
Microsonics
PMD-100
HDCD
decoder/filter. Outputs: one pair
variable-level single-ended (RCA)
analog, one pair variable-level balanced (XLR) analog (optional).
Other:
RS232
interface
port.
Frequency response: 5Hz-20kHz
±0.1dB. S/N ratio (A-weighted):
104dB. Channel separation: 115dB.
THD+Noise: 0.005%. Analog output
voltage: 0-3V RMS single-ended,
2-6V RMS balanced. Analog output

its inside edge, where it meets the player,
has a 1
,x" deep by 1
4 " wide groove
/
machined into the top and sides, so the
panel stands abit proud from the chassis.
Photos don't do it justice; the overall
treatment is gorgeous.
The front panel features athin horizontal row of buttons just below the display that control all of the standard functions — Power, Open/Close, Play,
Pause, Stop, Random (shuffle), Track

impedance: 50 ohms. Power consumption: 25W maximum.
Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by 5"
(130mm) H by 15.25" (390mm) D.
Net weight: 18.25 lbs (8.3kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0446.
Price: $1695; $2195 with optional
balanced outputs. CL-15 DMP configuration software: $99 for single-user
license. Approximate number of dealers: 140. Warranty: 2years, limited.
Manufacturer: California Audio
Labs, 113 Taylor Way, Blue Lake, CA
95525. Tel: (707) 668-1736. Fax:
(707) 668-1923. Web: www.cal
audio.com.
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Selection, Search, (Display) Light
On/Off, and Repeat — which can be
controlled from the remote as well. The
unit's rear panel includes the basics:
gold-plated RCA jacks for analog out,
XLR jacks for the balanced output
option, and an IEC receptacle for the
removable power cord. The back panel
also includes an RS232 interface jack
(about which more in aminute) and a
coaxial digital port that isn't adigital out,
but a75 ohm SIPDIF input.
CAL refers to the CL-15 as a"CD
Player/Processor," referring to its ability
to function as adigital processor/preamplifier as well as astandard CD player.
The remote's Aux In button toggles

between the onboard transport and
external digital source, and the volume
can be controlled with either the
remote or the front-panel buttons.
Volume control is implemented in the
digital domain, so it doesn't change the
analog gain but rather the digital-toanalog scaling. According to CAL,
reducing the volume won't result in a
loss of resolution as long as the CL-15 is
operated in the top two-thirds of its output range, with less than 18dB of attenuation. The CL-15's maximum voltage
output can be adjusted from OV to 3V
(2-6V in balanced mode), and it has an
output impedance of 50 ohms.
Whenever the unit is unplugged for

more than 15 seconds, the maximum
output level reverts to the factory
default of 1V (2V balanced).
The CL-15 is priced at $1695 in standard trim. Fully balanced analog stages —
actually, asecond set of analog stages
rather than just asynthesized balanced
output—are a$500 option. The CL-15
DMP software adds another $99, bringing the total for afully loaded CL-15
(like the review unit) to $2294.

but as the error does cover almost two
octaves, its audibility might well be
higher than anticipated. Similarly, the
very slight boost in the low bass might
also just be audible. The response with
deemphasis was identical. Crosstalk (not
shown) was superb, the worst-case
channel separation at 20kHz still lying
below -90dB in both directions. Below
1
kHz, the crosstalk was below the player's noise floor.
Fig2 shows the CL-15's balanced output spectrum while it played back data
representing adithered 1kHz tone at
-90dBFS. The trace is free-form harmonic components, but power supply

noise can be seen at the full-wave switching frequency and its harmonics. This
was consistent no matter how Ichanged
the grounding arrangements and was
slightly worse from the balanced outputs.
In absolute terms, however, it is still
inconsequentially low. These spuriae can
also be seen in fig.3, which shows the
spectrum of the player's output plotted
up to 200kHz. Not the broad ultrasonic
energy peak in this graph, centered on
twice the sample rate.
As is usual with players using the
Burr-Brown PCM1702 DAC, the CL15's linearity (fig.4) was excellent, there
being no significant amplitude error evident to well below -100dBFS. Both this

Bill Gates is watching

come with software? The CL-15 does: the three-disc
CL-15 DMP software package allows a
Windows-based PC to operate the unit
Does your CD player

Measurements

The

CL-15 was measured with its
options set to the default settings,
the condition in which it was auditioned by Brian Damkroger. One exception was the maximum level, which
was at the higher option. From the single-ended outputs, the maximum level
at 1
kHz was 3.08V RMS, 3.75dB higher than the CD standard. As expected,
the maximum voltage from the balanced outputs was exactly twice that, at
6.16V. The output impedance was alow
37 ohms from the single-ended jacks,
114 ohms from the balanced. The output polarity was absolute phase-correct
from the single-ended outputs and from
the balanced outputs with the XLR
jack's pin 2wired as "hot." Despite BD's
comment on "phasiness" from the balanced outputs, both left and right jacks
were wired identically.
The volume control worked as expected, with no real reduction in resolution when used at the top of its range,
but Iwas disappointed that there was no
visual indication of volume on the CL15's front-panel display. When it came
to error correction, the CL-15 was a
champion. Using the Pierre Verany test
CD, Ifound that the player could cope
with gaps in the data up to 1.5mm in
length, way better than the requirements of the CD standard.
Given BD's comments on the CL-15
having aslightly lean balance, Ifound it
interesting that its frequency response
did show aslight lift in the top two
audio octaves. Fig.1 shows the response
at OdBFS from the single-ended outputs; the response from the balanced
outputs featured slightly less top-octave
boost. The maximum error is +025dB
at 15.6kHz, which might not be much,
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remotely or change several of its configuration parameters. Again, Irefer the
reader to Robert Harley's CL-10 review
for a full description. Here are the
basics:
The user can select one of eight
dither levels, with the default being
"Level 4" (a moderate amount). You
can choose 0, 2x, 4x, or 8x oversampiing, 8x being the default. The channels can be reversed and the balance
between them adjusted — the only way
to change balance, by the way. Finally,
the default maximum output voltage —
the level that the unit reverts to if
turned off or unplugged—can be
changed from the presets of 1V single-

ended and 2V balanced. In all cases, the
changes arc loaded into an EEPROM,
which in turn changes the configuration
of the Pacific Microsonics digital filter.
Ispoke briefly with CAL's VP of
sales, Bob Altenbern, about the computer interface. When asked "Why?,"
he responded that, first of all, the interface was intended to facilitate remote
operation in an integrated, wholehouse automation/entertainment system. "It's atwo-way communication
system that not only sends configuration information to the player, but
sends an on-screen graphical representation of the CL-15 back to the computer." There's actually a nifty on-

screen "virtual remote" that can be used
to control the CL-15's operation from
the computer.
As for the capability to change configuration parameters, Altenbern said
that "High-end audio is still atweak
hobby, where the end-user frequently
likes to experiment with different combinations and parameters to get the best
performance out of asystem. These
parameters [dither, oversampling[ are
things we experiment with during
product development, and often we
don't come to aconsensus on the best
combination. The interface [for the
remote operation] was already there, so
we decided to make the parameters

fine linearity and the CL-15's very low
noise floor contribute to the excellent
reproduction of an undithered lkHz

at -9031dBFS (fig.5). The signal at
this level is defined by just two symmetrical voltage levels either side of the
time axis; both can be seen in this graph,
as can the Gibbs Phenomenon "ringing"
at each level transition.
The CL-15 also offered very low levels of distortion. Fig.6 shows the spectrum of the player's output while it
reproduced ahigh-level, low-frequency
61Hz tone. The only harmonics visible
above the noise-floor "grass" are the
third, fourth, seventh, and thirteenth,
and these are all at very low levels, the
highest (third) lying at -93dB (0.002%).
The CL-15 was alittle less linear on
high levels of high-frequency tones:
fig.7 shows the spectrum of the player's

output while it coped with 19kHz and
201(z tones, each at -6dBFS (the combined waveform just reaches OdBFS).
The lkHz difference tone lies at -76dB
(0.015%), which is higher than Iwould
have expected, but still very low in
absolute terms.
As well as very low noise and distortion, the California Audio Labs player
has extremely low word-clock jitter.
The black trace in fig.8 shows anarrowband FFT analysis of its output, made
with the Miller Audio Research Jitter
Analyser, while the CL-15 reproduced a
combination of an 1kHz tone at
-6dBFS and a229Hz tone at the 1LSB
level. The measured peak jitter level was
alow 213.5ps, almost all which is data-
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Fig.8 California Audio Labs CL-15, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11 kHz at
-6dBFS with ISB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, IlkHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
(Grayed-out trace is the Meridian 508-24.)
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California
available to the customer."
The computer interface is obviously
abig advantage for inclusion in amultiroom installation. In astandard system, however, it's probably not abig
factor. Once the novelty wears off, I
can't imagine anyone preferring to
mess with acomputer instead of just
using the remote. Similarly, listening to
different configuration settings and
optimizing for aparticular system is a
nice capability, but Ihad no quarrels
with CAL:s default settings.
Where the interface would come in
handy, however, is in problematic listening rooms. In an asymmetric setting, the balance could be tuned with
the PC and set as adefault. In some
high-gain systems, it also might be useful to set the default voltage output to a
very low level, to prevent any nasty
surprises if the power is cycled. This
seems like aparticularly good idea if
the CL-15 is to be mated directly to an
amplifier.

Setup
Over the course of three months Iused
the CL-15 in two rooms and with a
wide range of associated gear. Ididn't
notice any unusual synergies or mismatches, but Idid find the CAL to be
unusually picky about the cable connecting it to apreamplifier. For example, it didn't work well at all with
ICimber KCTG, which I've found to be
agood match for most anything. With
the CAL, the sound was edgy and abit
grainy, with overcontrasty edges. The
effect was one of ragged discontinuity,
as if the images had been ripped from
the surrounding space. Nirvana S-L was
at the other end of the spectrum: a
beautiful match for the CL-15. The
combination yielded avivid, musical
sound with anear-perfect balance of
detail and continuity. Other cables I
tried —MITs MITerminator 2 and 5,
Synergistic Research's Resolution and
Designer's Reference, Nordoses Blue
Heaven and SPM — were somewhere
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in between, but all sounded quite different with the CAL.
The bulk of my listening was with the
CAL in asystem consisting of Thiel
CS2.3 speakers, a VAC Renaissance
70/70 amplifier, and aSonic Frontiers
Line 3preamp (although the CAL is
feeding the VAC directly at the
moment). Cabling was Nirvana S-L
throughout. Bright Star Big Rocks supported the Line 3 and VAC, aLittle
Rock sat atop the CL-15, and VPI bricks
were used above the transformers in the
Line 3's power supplies. The CAL sat on
aStandDesign Stand 5equipment rack
and received AC through aNirvana isolation transformer (as did all of my digital components). CDs were treated with
Nordost ECO3 (label side) and Music
Fidelity DiscSolution (data side) prior to
playing. The system was set up in my
larger listening room, which uses homebrew panel resonators and room-treatment products from Echo Busters. CD
players from Ultech (UCD-100), Arcam

Measurements
related. (The spectral sidebands indicated with red numbered markers are
spaced at 229Hz intervals.) For reference, the grayed-out trace in fig.8 is the
spectrum of the Meridian 508-24's output, taken under identical conditions.
The Meridian has far less data-related
jitter, explaining its extraordinarily low
peak jitter level of 1442ps, but note the
slight spreading of its central spectral
line compared with the CL-15's, as well
as the presence of some low-frequency
spuriae. And you can also see that the
California Audio Labs player's noise
floor is as low as the Meridian's, both
approaching the limit of the CD's 16-bit
encoding system. The absolute clock
error was alow 4Oppm.
BD commented that there were no
substantive differences in sound quality
between the CL-15 playing aCD and it
decoding an auxiliary digital datastream.
As can be seen from fig.9, the CL-15
features even lower jitter when fed an
S/PDIF datastream. The grayed-out
trace in this graph is the CL-15's narrow-band spectrum from fig.8; the
black trace is its jitter spectrum when
fed data from aPS Audio Lambda CD
transport via 6' of Illuminati S/PDIF
cable. The measured jitter level has
dropped to just 125.7ps, due to the radical reduction in the level of the datarelated sidebands. Those at ±229Hz, for
example, have dropped from 1683ps to
Stereophile, November 1998

483ps! The CL-15 obviously must have
afine data receiver circuit, as well as
being well matched to the impedance of
the Illuminati datalink.
Idid find that using the volume control to provide some attenuation did
affect these jitter measurements. Setting
it to -6dB increased the jitter to 270ps,
with now some low-frequency sidebands evident. If you want to use the

CL-15 straight into apower amplifier,
set the player's maximum output level
with the Windows software to allow
the volume control to be used near the
top of its range at your preferred listening levels. Other than that caveat, these
measurements reveal the California
Audio Labs CL-15 to be asuperb-performing CD player.
—Jolie Atkinson

Fig.9 California Audio Labs CL-15, auxiliary data input, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output
signal (11kHz at —10dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 111cHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace is the CL-15 reproducing aCD signal.)
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the amount and clarity of the ambient
noise. Iswitched to the Ultech UCD100 and, yes, the background sounds
were there. They weren't nearly as distinct, however, nor as integral apart of
As aCD player
the sonic environment. Instead of
Idid most of my listening using the CLadding to the live feel by placing every15 as astandard, fixed-output CD player. One old favorite that Iuse to test a thing in aliving, breathing studio environment, the ambient sounds seemed
player's resolution of inner detail is
Diana ICrall's Only Trust Your Heart (GRP more like canned noise superimposed
on top of the recording.
GRD-9810). Icued up the title track
and sat back. The CL-15 did superbly.
The vocals in particular sounded superb,
The CAL had me
wonderfully vivid and "in-the-room"
tangible. Icould imagine Krall singing
frozen in my seat,
at her piano, her head tipped slightly
and moving back and forth. At the end
stunned by the delicacy
of the title track are anumber of subtle
vocal maneuvers that I'm always aware
of the inflections,
of, but with some players, they just sort
and the seamlessness
of happen. The CAL had me frozen in
my seat, stunned by the delicacy of the
with which they were
inflections, and the seamlessness with
which they were integrated into the
integrated into the overall
overall image of ICrall's voice.
The saxophone on the opening track,
image of Krall's voice.
"Is You Is or Is You Ain't My Baby?," was
another great example. The CAL perfectThe CAL also did agreat job of rely captured not only the tone, but the
creating larger acoustic environments,
breathy sense of air whooshing through
and of creating asoundstage that was
the instrument, and the quick deflection
of the airflow when avalve opened or wide, deep, and seamless. There was a
closed. When Stanley Turrentine bent believable sense of the hall on the
and tore off the end of anote, Icaught
Dorati/London reading of Khachaturian's Gayne Ballet Music (Mercury
myself grinning at how right it sounded:
434 323-2), and of the instruments'
simultaneously powerful and delicate, all
the detail beautifully integrated into a locations. On "Dance of the Rose
Maidens," the violins established the left
seamless portrait
front of the stage as straddling the left
Most players sound pretty good on
speaker, and it was easy to gauge the dis"Only Trust Your Heart," but the CAUs
tance to the side wall by their echo.
resolution of details also benefited lessDitto for the trumpets and horns at the
well-recorded discs. On the Jeff Healey
stage rear, and the wall behind them.
Band's Cover to Cover CD (Arista 0782218770), "Stuck in the Middle with You" About midway through the piece the
string sections pluck their way down the
and "Angel" are great cuts, but the
scale from the first violins to the cellos
sound is edgy and congealed. The CLand double basses. As each section
15 didn't turn it into aDiana Krall CD,
but the improved detail did help sort chimed in, their positions on the stage
were clearly established on an arc, and
out the mix and give the instruments
more distinct identities. Granted, I as the notes propagated outward, the
overtones merged to fill and define the
haven't had the exposure to top CD
space above the orchestra.
players that some of my colleagues have,
Another of the CL-15's dominant
so Ican't talk about "the best"; but the
characteristics was its somewhat forCL-15's reproduction of inner and lowward perspective. The front of the
level detail absolutely blew me away.
soundstage was projected slightly forIwas also more aware of ambience
and background details whenever the
ward of the plane of the speakers. With
most players I've heard, the soundstage
CL-15 was in the system —not in adistracting or exaggerated way, but in a begins at or just behind the speakers,
and with some — the Ultech UCDway that added natural energy and life.
100, for example — even farther back.
There was alittle more of the electricity
you feel at alive performance. The first The CAL:s perspective wasn't associated
time I heard "Evidence," from Art with achange in front-to-back depth or
Davis' A Time Retnetnbered (Jazz Planet spacing between instruments, just ashift
forward. The CL-15's images were abit
4001-2), on the CAL, Iwas stunned by

(MCD), Parasound (PCD-1000), Marancz (CD63SE), and CAL:s own DX-2
were on hand for comparison.
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larger than life, however, or at least larger than the images created by most
other players I've heard.
I'm convinced that sharp dynamic
transients are one of the main things our
brains use to distinguish between live and
recorded music. These transients can, in
the first couple of notes, tell us that the
sound coming from the hotel bar —even
from down the hall and around the corner — is alive band. The CAL didn't
turn my listening room into the local
Holiday Inn, but its reproduction of
dynamic transients was extraordinary.
On "Dance of the Rose Maidens," the
leading edges of the instruments — the
xylophone, the triangle, even the muted
trumpets — were so sharp and precise
that the notes actually did seem to dance.
The vibes on Miles Davis' Bags' Groove
(JVC XRCD-004602), and the drum set
on Art Davis' "Evidence," were two
more examples in which the dynamic
transients contributed significantly to the
spatial perception of an image. And it's
not just that the speed and precision of
the transients were unusual —the CAI2s
dynamic swings actually seemed to be
larger than other players'. The ebb and
flow of the strings as they swelled and
receded in the Khachaturian piece was a
good example — they were almost disconcerting in their power and urgency.
The superb dynamics were particularly evident on simple, live recordings like
Steve Forbert's club disc, Be Here Now on
Rolling Tide, an uncanny re-creation of
aclub performance and feel. With the
CAL, Forbert's presence, and the electricity in the air around him, were
spooky. Iwas tempted to go upstairs and
down the hall to test the Holiday Inn
effect! Another great example was Sister
Hazel's live acoustic version of "All for
You" from Collector's Edition, the Albuquerque version of the SBR/Salvation
Army benefit CD. Just the simple sound
of apick strumming down the strings on
an acoustic guitar was enough to catch
my ear and establish that the CL-15 was
doing something special. Even the
dynamics of asolo piano, which are
incredibly difficult to capture, were
reproduced unusually well.
The CAL:s performance was consistent across the frequency spectrum,
with Ray Brown's bass and the triangle
in Gayne Ballet Music being treated as
well as Diana ICrall's vocals. On the bottom there was excellent weight, pitch
definition, and precision. At the high
end, listening to Art Davis' "Evidence"
again, Inoted how the cymbals shimmered and filled the surrounding space,
and particularly how well the CAL
Stereophile, November 1998
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reproduced their slow decay at the very
end of the piece.
The CL-15's overall tonal balance was
just to the cool side of neutral. It sounded
just abit attenuated in the upper bass and
lower midrange, and maybe slightly
tipped up from the midrange through the

CL-15
lower treble. Female vocals seemed to
have alittle more presence than with
some players, and there was abit more
emphasis on the head tones, as opposed
to asense of chest and body. There was a
great sense of acoustic guitars' body and
resonance, but alittle less warmth and

weight than with some players, or with
my 1968 Martin. This tonal balance was
certainly a very subtle coloration.
Combined with the CAUs other characteristics —detail resolution, forward perspective and largish images, sharp transient attack — it contributed to avivid,

Just for Fun: A Format Comparison

L

ike alot of folks, I've adopted a
"wait and see" attitude toward the
emerging digital formats. On one
hand, I've got atwo-turntable, 10,000LP commitment to analog. On the
other hand, I've been mightily impressed by the initial 24/96 releases,
and by demos of Meridian's Lossless
Packing and Sony's DSD. In between,
there are great-sounding CDs and
players like the CAL CL-15. Until it
gets sorted out, my strategy is to hunker down with my records and reasonably priced CD and DVD players.
As Iwas listening to the CL-15, I
found myself thinking about how great
it sounded in the system. Igot to wondering how its sound might compare
to an LP or high-bit-rate disc, and then
it dawned on me — Ihad the gear and
software, so why not compare the
three formats? For analog, Iused aVP!
TNT IV, JMW Memorial tonearm,
and Benz-Micro LO4 cartridge, running through aSonic Frontiers Phono
1phono stage. The CL-15 and Denon
DVD-3000 DVD/CD player covered
the CD and 24/96 DAD digital formats. The software Iused was Classic
Records' LP (S 1206), CD (16/44.1
Sampler), and 24/96 DVD (DAD
1003) versions of Red Rodney's 1957,
specifically "Stella By Starlight."
Istarted with the CD. 1957 is a
good, not agreat-sounding CD, but I
love the music, and the CAI% virtues
were immediately apparent. The
sound was very dynamic and had a
good sense of pace and drive. The
images were detailed and well defined, and there was amoderate sense
of air around the instruments, if no
real soundstage per se. On the downside, Tommy Flanagan's piano was
noticeably recessed and the drums
lacked power, and the cymbals sounded alittle ragged and somewhat incoherent. All in all, though, an enjoyable,
musically engaging performance.
Next up was the DAD, which was a
real eye-opener. There were some of
the characteristics I associate with
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mass-market gear — athreadbare harmonic structure and electronic glaze —
but overall, the sound was stunning.
The trumpet was much more vivid
and detailed on the DAD, and had far
more impact. Musical and technique
subtleties were much more apparent
and captivating, and images went from
2D to 3D. The trumpet and sax had
noticeably more depth and body, and
popped out realistically from the background. The piano was still muted but
seemed to come alive. Instead of just
notes, there were inner detail, changes
in dynamics, and distinct hammer
strikes. The hashy cymbal was gone,
replaced with ashimmering golden
halo that seemed to fill the air around
it and go on forever. The pace and
drive were improved over even the
CD's excellent performance, and the
sound was sweeter, and completely
grain-free. Wow!
Finally, Icued up the LP version on
about $12,000 worth of analog frontend — after dutifully adjusting the
turntable's level, tweaking the stylus
pressure and scrubbing its tip, and
double-cleaning the disc itself, first
with the Disc Doctor's system, followed by ascrub and rinse with the
VP! 16.5. Was it worth it? If the goal is
the ultimate in musical enjoyment,
then, in aword, yes. The first time Joe
Jones hit one of his toms, the differences were, obvious. There was aharmonic "rightness" that surpassed even
the DAD, a mix of dynamics and
pitches that sounded like a drum
instead of an electromechanical illusion. The sax and trumpet, too, had an
additional level of subtle detail, and a
wonderful, liquid coherence that
extended throughout the soundstage.
The DAD had me tapping my feet;
the LP had me swaying with my eyes
closed, totally immersed in the music.
Across the board, however, the LP
wasn't quite as sharply focused as the
DAD or, in some cases, the CD. Nor
could the LP match the DAD at the
frequency extremes. On top, the LPs

cymbals had abit more of the fundamental ring than the DAD, but the
extension and air weren't as great.
With the DAD, the bass was more
precise as well, with the notes' leading
edges much clearer, and adding to the
piece's drive and pace. The LP had
more absolute weight on the bottom
than either the DAD or CD, and a
warmer tonal balance. The music had
drive and urgency with the digital
discs, but with the LP, it created a
warm cocoon that enveloped me and
pulled me along.
In the fmal analysis, all three formats were enjoyable. The CAL CL-15
is asuperb player that made the most
of the 16/44.1 standard. The DAD
format is abig improvement — especially in just the sort of subtleties that
define high-end performance — and
highlights the current standard's limitations. That Iwas listening to an $899
mass-market player makes the formatbased improvements all the more
impressive, and makes me wonder
how good the first generation of highend DVD systems might be.
If you can bear the expense and
extra work, LPs are still the way to go,
no doubt about it. Even though them
are afew specific areas where they
excel, the digital formats —at present,
in my system, and based on my limited
experience with one DVD player —
don't make quite as direct amusical
connection as the vinyl. Don't expect
me to sell my turntables and vinyl
anytime soon.
The 24/96 discs do close the gap,
however. And with CD players like
the CAL CL-15 and the super-sounding CDs coming out of places like
Mobile Fidelity, John Marks Records,
and JVC xrcd, the standard 16/44.1
format can sound awfully good.
It's an exciting time. I'm glad I've
got all three bases covered, and Ican't
wait to see how it all evolves.
—Brian Damkroger
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The Year's Most Exciting
Home Theater Components
from Theta Digital!
Theta's renowned Casablanca (starting at $4,500)
surround sound controller is recognized as the industry
standard. Dolby Digital, DTS, asuperb Theta DAC,
circle surround and full remote control are delivered
with state-of-the-art performance. It's open architecture

11111111111-44.e.e

design allows for future upgrades.
The all new Casa Nova surround sound controller

44
.a

tr. •

offers many of the Casablanca's performance and
features at amore affordable price including Dolby
Digital, DTS, and video switching.
Theta's years of experience in designing and
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manufacturing ultra high performance CD and Laser
Disc players pays off in the all new DaVid ($4,500)
CD/DVD transport. Among the first to playback DTS
software, the DaVid features extraordinary resolution
and detail, whether used for CD or DVD playback.

••••

erce

For the ultimate Home Theater system, the Voyager
($6,500) is your choice. It plays DVD, CD, LD, and
Video CD with the highest performance available. This
is the flagship of Theta's line, ano holds barred assault
on edge-of-the-art video and audio reproduction. When
combined with Theta's renowned Casablanca processor
you have the ultimate in performance.

Hear and see all of Theta's new designs at Overture, Theta's #1 dealer.
Please call us or stop by and we'll show you how to get
the best performance from these exciting new components.

OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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CL-15

tion of fine detail quite as good. On the
Dvorák Serenade in D Minor from
Serenade (Stereophile STPH009-2), for
example, inserting the Sonic Frontiers
Line 3 made the recording feel more
As aprocessor/preamp
live. The background noises were more
The CL-15 is equipped with avolume
distinct, and there was abetter sense of
the original ambience. The images were
control to facilitate its connection directly
to apower amplifier. I've tried this with
more detailed and dimensional as well,
and more specifically located on the
other players and achieved, at best, mixed
results. When CAL:s Bob Altenbern
stage. Dense mixes, like AC/DCs Back
admitted that he preferred the sound of in Black (Ateo 92418-2), were slightly
the CL-15 when run through apreamp, I more congested when the CAL was
wasn't optimistic.
running straight in.
Iwas pleasantly surprised, however;
On the other hand, images themselves — not just the mix or soundstage
most of the sonic descriptions in the preceding section apply to the CL-15's per- — were denser and more solid with the
formance as aprocessor/preamp as well.
CL-15 feeding the VAC directly. The
Dynamic transients weren't quite as pre- piano notes on Krall's "Only Trust Your
cise or as powerful, nor was the resoluHeart" had more of aring behind the
initial transient, and seemed more tangible. Inserting apreamp resulted in a
greater emphasis on transients and outAssociated Equipment
lines, instead of filling in the notes and
images. The overall tonal balance was a
Analog playback: VP! TNT
bit warmer when the CL-15 was used
turntable, JMW Memorial tonewithout apreamp, more closely matcharm, Benz-Micro LO4 cartridge;
ing what Ihear at live performances.
Well Tempered Reference RecThere also seemed to be more emphasis
ord Player, Clearaudio Gamma
on instruments' fundamentals and
Gold cartridge.
lower harmonics. This was particularly
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
evident on vocals and solo woodwinds,
Phono 1 and Acoustech phono
the oboes on Serenade being a good
preamps, VAC CPA1 Mk.II preexample of the latter.
There wasn't ahuge difference in the
amp, Sonic Frontiers Line 3 line
stage.
CL-15's soundstage re-creation when it
Power amplifiers: VTL Idnban,
was used as apreamp/processor. OverVAC Renaissance 70/70, Plinius
all width and depth were pretty much
SA-100 Mk.III.
the same. There was aslight reduction
Loudspeakers: Genesis 200,
in image size and perhaps the perspecMagnepan L6 Q/12, Thiel CS23.
tive wasn't quite as forward, but the difCables: Nirvana S-L; Kimber
ferences were very slight. Adding apreKCAG, KCTG, and Bi-Focal XL;
amp did, however, make the spacing
Synergistic Research Resolution
between instruments and orchestral secReference and Designer's Reftions seem alittle larger.
erence; Nordost Blue Heaven and
CAL has boosted the CL-15's capaSPM; MIT MITenninator 2and 5.
bilities further by adding adigital input.
My first thought was, "You've already
Accessories: Bright Star isolation
got agreat CD player —why would you
systems; PAC Super IDOS and
Nirvana AC isolation and AC
want adigital input?" In reality, there
delivery systems; Nordost ECO3
are lots of digital sources you might
want to link to the CL-15's DACs and
and Music Fidelity DiscSolution
analog stages, not to mention its
CD treatments; Sheffield/XL0 Test
HDCD capability. Plus, it's another step
&Burn-in CD; Synergistic Research
A/C Master Couplers and Refaway from needing apreamp. After
erence Master Couplers; Echo
spending time with Arcam's nifty
MCD, I've been considering adding a
Busters room-treatment products;
VP! and Disc Doctor LP-cleaning
multidisc changer to my system, for
background music while working, readproducts; Sumiko Fluxbuster;
ing, or exercising. With the CL-15, I
Dennessen alignment protractor;
could get an inexpensive changer and
Shure stylus-force gauge; Mod
run its digital output into the CAL Voilà!
Squad Tiptoes; VPI, StandDesign,
A great-sounding HDCD changer for
and Merrill equipment stands;
what —$150?
IBM ThinkPad. —Brian Damkroger
Iexperimented abit with the CL-

dynamic sound that was slighdy forward
and placed slightly more emphasis on
impact and detail than on precision and
coherence.
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15's digital input, using aParasound
CDP-1000 and Denon DVD-3000 as
transports. In both cases, the performance was dramatically better than
when using the units' analog outputs.
Neither sounded quite as good as the
CL-15 itself, but both sounded great,
and more like the CL-15 than aCDP1000 or DVD-3000.
Functionally, the CAL worked fine as
abare-bones processor/preamp. The
digital switching worked perfectly, as
did the digital volume control. Iused a
wide range of output levels and noticed
no degradation in resolution. Iwould
have preferred much finer gradations in
the volume adjustment, however, and
some sort of indicator of where the volume level was set. And it would sure be
nice to have abalance control, and an
indication of which digital source has
been selected.
Preamp or no preamp, the CL-15's
performance was excellent. Still, Ipreferred the system's sound with the Sonic
Frontiers Line 3 in the system. The
improved detail resolution and handling
of dynamics, particularly microdynamics, made the performance seem more
live, and resulted in astronger musical
and emotional connection. It wasn't a
huge difference, however. With alesser
preamp or in another system, the scales
might tip the other way. And if you're
starting from scratch, I'm sure that the
CL-15 run straight in will give you a
lot better sound than you'll get by splitting the money between aplayer and a
line stage. In any case, the CL-15's
"Player/Processor" designation is certainly legitimate.
Bad news, caveats, and glitches
The good news is what you've read so
far: Ifound the CAL CL-15 to be an
outstanding performer. The bad news is
that all the above reflects listening
through the single-ended outputs, and
that Iwasn't at all happy with the sound
through the balanced outputs. Idid realize some of the benefits Iassociate with
balanced operation — lowered noise
floor, and abetter sense of image size
and inter-image space in the depth
dimension—but the sound was also
recessed and curiously "phasey."
Imention the anomaly for the sake of
completeness, but Idon't want to make
abig deal out of it. Ididn't have enough
balanced equipment on hand to play as
much mix'n'match as Iwould have
liked, so I'm not certain where in the
CAL/Sonic Frontiers match the problem might lie. Nor am Iconfident that
everything was working perfectly with
Stereopfule, November 1998
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Ultimate Power
The MIT Z-Series Powerline Treatment System
In an, audio or home theater ecstem ultimate system performance can onI, be as good as the poner
dri;ing that s;slem.

11 °tenure

e lind the MIT Z-Series ponerline treatment system is absolute!,;

essential for high-end audio/ideo performance."
"The Z-Series from 1117' is an integral part of all of our reference ss
rstems."
Tern Menaciter—PresIden1 of therlure

The MIT Z-Series—MIT Z-Series components have drawn critical
acclaim for delivering remarkable improvements in sound system
clarity, transparency and dynamics. These patented Powerline

%MIT

Treatment Components offer unmatched performance and flexibility
in delivering pure, clean power to stereo music systems and home
theater systems.
The MIT Z-Center— The Z-Center is the heart of the Z-Series
Powerline Treatment System, with eight outlets providing power factor
correction and filtering for amplifiers, preamps and source components. As well as two isolated, super-filtered power outlets for sensitive
and digital source components, such as CD, DVD and D/A's.
Combined with complete over-voltage protection the Z-Center. is aperfect all-in-one powerline component for most standard sized systems.
For more elaborate systems the Z-Center can be combined with the Z-Series Z-ISO-DUO for additional component isolation or Z-ISOHC for components with extreme power demands.
The MIT Z-Controller—Like the Z-Center the Z-Controller is a
great all-in-one unit. The Z-Controller provides all the features of the
Z-Center plus: remote switching, current sensing, sequential turn-on
and video band filtering. Great for custom installation and home theater systems, the Z-Controller sets a new standard in functionality
and performanc
The MIT Z-Cord II—The final link in the powerline chain the ZCord Il prevents any electromagnetic or radio frequency radiation
from entering your system through the power cables. The Z-Cord II
is double shielded and quad-filtered to ensure the cleanest power to
your system.

If you are seeking aunique level of musical realism, the 2C3D Phase IV System is arevelation.
Please call us to audition this musical masterpiece.

dekOVERTLIn .
THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington. Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping

patriciabarber

PATRICIA BARBER: MODERN COOL

o

After the wild success of Patricia Barber's

Why "Modern Cool"? Barber says she told

Café Blue (Record to Die For — available
on Music Direct LP or CD), the dreamy

her friends that she would "leave the 20th
century kicking and screaming." Millions, she

chanteuse follows with Modern Cool. The
challenge, says Barber, is "trying to discover how the brilliance and brutality of

says, died fighting for their ideals, and now

'modernism' left us in this particularly eclec-

tionism at its finest.

tic, fragmented and possibly dangerous

Now, at last, one of the world's great
modern jazz artists will see simultaneous LP

'post-modern' era." Not only one of the
most anticipated and important jazz releases of the year —with the same Chicago
quartet from Café Blue (plus trumpet) —but
another arresting sonic triumph as well.

LPs? WE GOT YOUR LPs!
The following domestic and Irwin I
'IlPs are just
asampling of what we carry We have one of the
largest selections of new vinyl in the country!

"the dominant ideology [is] an empty materialism." It's Barber's clear-headed reduc-

and CD releases! If you read Michael Fremer's comments about Barber's last album,
you already know that the LP creams the
(excellent) CD. On this contemporaneous

"People need music now," says Barber.
"They need music that speaks to their souls,

release, from an analogue master (!) you won't
have to wait for the LP! 180-gram vinyl,

not just their heads."

$29.99. CD, $14.99.

Sonic Youth AThousand Leaves
Tricky Angels with Dirty Faces'
Cassandra Wilson New Moon Daughter IROTM)
The Yardbirds BBC Sessions'
Neil Young Year of the Horse

Tori Amos From the Choirgirls Hotel
Erykah Badu Live/Baduizm
Beck. Odelay

0037

Carmey Lundy Old Devil Moon

0038
0040 .
0043
0044

Sarah Vaughn How Long Has This
Been Going OnT
Loor Sims. Quietly There
Steve Miller Band The Joker
Tina Turner Private Dancer

0045
0046
0047

Ernie Watts Long Road Home
Miles Davis Bags' Groove
Miles Davis Quintet Walkin'

0(148.
0050

Kenny Dorham Quiet Kenny
Wynton Kelly Kelly Blue

0055

Sonny Rollins Quintet Plays for Bird

JVC XRCD II -the next step in XRCD!
201
XRCD II Sampler
202
203
204
206.
207

John Coltrane Settin' the Pace
Modern Jazz Quartet .Concorde
Sarah Vaughn Crazy and Mixed Up
Basle/Peterson. The Timekeepers
Tiger Okoshi Color of Soil

SIMPLY VINYL
Britain's Simply Vinyl continues their run with an
uncanny ability to nail the best titles' 180-gram
LPs. $26 99 each

ANALOG

ACCESSORIES

MUSIC Direct carries the best in exiling accessories.

Sam Cooke At the Copa
The Cure -Galore
Bob Dylan -Time out of Mind/Blonde on Blonde
Enya. Watermark
Garbage Version 2'
Marvin Gaye .Midnight Love
Jimi Hendrix -BBC Sessions
The Jayhawks Tomorrow the Green Grass
Madonna. Ray of Light•
Alan's Morissette Jagged Little Pill'
Paul McCartney Flaming Pie/Standing Stone"
Oasis Br Hprri Now'

Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
Allsop Orbitrac 2
Audio-Technica Mt 150
Benz Glider
Cardas Sweep LP
Disc Doctor record brushes

S179.99
....$34.99
.
$179.99
.call
515 99
. $34.99/P1

Disc Dr Miracle Record Clng Fluid
S19 .99/p1
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
call
Gruv-Glide II ..
HiFi News Test LP .

$21 99
$24 99

Hunt Brush.

$19 99

.

KAB Speedstrobe
KAB Record Grip
LAST record preservative
Milty Zerostat .. .

. $84 99
. S29.99
$25 99
$59 99

Nitty Gritty 10record cleaning mach. $219 99
Record Research Labs LP-9
$24.99
Ringmat 330XLR
$79.99
Shure v15VxMR
call
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$14 99
Sumiko Blue Point Special
call
Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
$29 99
VPI 165 Record Cleaning Machine ,, $429 99
JVC

Easy Rider (soundtrack)
Pulp Fiction (soundtrack)
Reservoir Dogs (soundtrack)
John Barry. The Best of John Barry

0030
0031
0032

Steely Dan. Aia
Dylan Times They are A-Changin'
The Byrds Mr Tambourine Man

NEW IN STOCK

Call for any product not listed.
Johnny Cash Unchained, American Recordings
Chemical Brothers Dig Your Own Hole
Eric Clapton Pilgrim'

0026
0027
0028
0029

0051
0052

Bull Evans Sunday at the VIg Vgrd
Horoko Kokubo Bridge

Signet Tools (pkg of 4)
$11.99
TDS Passive audiophile processor
$394.99
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray .. . $39.99
Thor Audio Phono Burn -special! .......$249.99

0054

Ernie Watts Classic Moods

XL0 TPC wipes Ipkg of 101

THE FINE PRINT
Were open Monday to Friday, 9106 central time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave
your name and address on our voice mail. There is a$5 charge for catalogs mailed outside North America, refundable on your first order.
In addition to items featured here, we carry aone of the country's largest inventories of domestic and import vinyl, and other products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest, Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos, Deutsche
Gramophone, DMP, Dorian, Fantasy, Harmonia Mundi, King Super Analogue, Mapleshade, John Marks Records, MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, OJC,
Pope Music, Proprius, RCA Living Stereo, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Sony
Legacy, SteepleChase, Telarc, Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson.
Music Direct also features accessories and hardware from: Apature, Arcici, Audient, API, Audio Prism, Audioquest, Benz Micro, Bright Star Audio, Creek, Ensemble, Light.
speed, Mango, Monster Cable, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat, Room
tune, Solidsteel, Sound Anchor, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Versalab.

long-playing records

XRCD

compact disks
These are the best sounding CDs on the market.
period! $25 99 each

Pearl Jam Yield

0032
0033

Mulligan Meets Monk
Gene Ammons Boss Tenor

0034

Radiohead OK Computer•
Rolling Stones Bridges to Babylon
Simply Red Blue'

0035

Art Tatum/Ben Webster The Tatum
Group Masterpieces vol 8
C Hawkins Good Old Broadway

Son Volt Straightaways (Stereophile ROTM)

0036

Bill Evans Shelly's Manne Hole

$9.99

audio system accessories

musicdirect

800 449-8333

Illinois 312 433-020
fax 312 433-0011
http://www.amusicdifect.com
e-mail: md@amusicdirect.com

the balanced outputs. I'll reserve judgment and request the opportunity to do
aFollow-Up in afuture issue, after the
unit has been pronounced fit, or perhaps
with asecond sample. If you're shopping
in the meantime, Isuggest that you audition the balanced-output option before
springing for the extra $500.
The CL-15 is simple and intuitive in
normal operation, and proved essentially bulletproof over the review period, though the front-panel Open/Close
button seemed to get abit flaky when I
used the CL-15 without apreamp:
Occasionally it would have to be pushed
acouple of times, held in, or wiggled to
get it to work. Isuspected asystem
grounding problem, but swapping
things around didn't seem to make adifference. Nor was the problem consistent. As soon as I'd write that it had
"ceased to function and Ineeded to use
the remote to get the drawer to open,"
I'd give it one last try and the drawer
would slide open. Asure-fire way to get
it to work was to tell Bonnie that it didn't. Unfailingly, she would walk over,
lightly touch the button, and it would
work perfectly.
Summing up
The California Audio Labs CL-15 is a
great-sounding CD player that Iwould
be delighted to have in my system. It does
everything very well, and some things —
detail resolution and handling of dynamic
transients, for examples —superbly. It has
a definite personality, however: big,
dynamic, bold, and vivid. If you were to
describe your listening preferences using
expressions like "laid-back," "warm,"
"sweet," and "pristine," rd suggest agood
long listen before buying.
I'm less enamored with the balanced
output option, but again, Isuggest caution and reserve judgment for now.
Similarly, the software option is anice
capability but not something I'd use in
my current system. Both options can be
retrofitted to existing units for the same
price, however, so the solution is simple.
If you're not sure, don't check the boxes
and keep your money in your pocket.
Bottom line: The CL-15 has adistinct personality, but its performance
holds its own with the best of the competitors I've heard, which include greatsounding players like the Rega Planet,
the Ultech UCD-100, and the Arcams.
It's an excellent value at its base price of
$1695, even as afixed-level CD player.
Throw in the gorgeous cosmetics,
advanced engineering, HDCD decoding, and processor/preamp capabilià
and it seems like asteal.
Stereophile, November
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&
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A Breathtaking
performance that
must be
experienced!

DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
L A T International, Inc has years of
experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands
Sonic equivalents of the high priced
brands at afraction of their price LA T
demystifyies wire technology Ask for
explanation literature
& MORE

COMPONENTS
CD players - solid state and tube
Pre-amplifiers - solid state and tube
Amplifiers solid - state and tube
Integrated amplifiers
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges
Speakers
& MORE

HOME THEATER
Video & Audio wire and cable

PRIPAUS

Speakers -free standing

Au

Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands

PLEA

& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for

afree

complete catalog of all

our Audio/video products that also
includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day Fax 609 428 1832

AUDIONIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS A SUBSIDIARY OF

LATINTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC.
317 PHI/VINCI_ IOWN ROAD C/1F RI«

"The GA-P 520-X seems to combine the precision of small
monitor with the potency of a
behemoth."
(K.R.,Stereophile Mar. '98)

MI

NJ 06034

S

The GA-P, Avant Garde,and the
X-1s' are always on display for your
audition,
Primus Audio will provide travel
costs to anyone who purchases a
Gershman speaker system (X-1
excluded. Trade in's excepted)
www.primusaudiopleasure.com

(816) 421-3655
112 W. 9th St.Kansas City, MO
Appointments are encouraged
www.gershmanacoustics.com

Gershman Acoustics
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Your nearest high-end shop is
...right at home.
The Cable Company offers the only "Library" of
broken-in samples of nearly every cable for
you to try at home. We also do this for
dozens of powerline filters, and
many, many components. This
service for our customers

-

is cost-free and guilt-free
(5-107, deposit required-

THE
CAME
\IICOMPAIIY

call for details).

As

you can see

we have the smartest
customers in the business!

Good people. Good advice.
Great systems, one customer at atime.

We also specialize in:
Racks

Resonance Control

Room Acoustics

Components

PolyCryttlal
Resonance Technology
making music sound better!

Genesis Digital Lens
Try before you buy!

From RoomLens
to Roomtune to EchoBusters,
ASC á more!

Everyday low prices and ¡peat specials.
THE CABLE COMPANY
PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950
1•800•FAIWYRE •215.297.8824 •Fax: 215.297.8661 •Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com •Website: www.fatwyre.com
All major credit cards •FREE consultation •FREE Newsletter •Most orders ship FREE!
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Report

Michael

Fremer

Wilson Benesch Full Circle turntable with
Ply moving-coil cartridge &ACT 0.5 tonearm
II

H

ello, I'd like to apply for a
Federal Grant? For what?
Oh, to design and build a
new, high-tech, very expensive turntable.
What's that? It plays records. Yes, that
kind qf turntable Of course they still snake
records. Why? How much time do you have?
Oh, I
forgot—you're a_le.deral employee you
have all day! Well, Ididn't mean to insult you.
It was ajoke.... No, I'm serious about the
turntable You do? What kind of music? When
are they from? RCA Record Club? Classical
Music? 1950s and '60s? Yes. I'll give you $5
each. Iknow it's generous, but... How much
money do Iwant for the grant? Coupla hundred thousand dollars. No, our turntables will
never be used to play Marilyn Manson records
—Marilyn doesn't do vinyl. It's in the snail?
Thank you. I'll come get the LPs tonight."
Fiction, of course. Nobody in their
right mind would ask the government
for money to start aturntable company.
Craig Milnes and Andrew Scholey did,
but that was in the UK, not in our own
political and cultural environment.
When they got the money (from the
Department of Trade and Industry or
DTI) — 100,000 pounds sterling —they
matched it with an equal amount of
their own. Amazingly, it happened at
the end of the last decade, when the CD
had all but obliterated the LP.
Milnes and Scholey got the money in
part by impressing the DTI folks with
their experience in both hi-tech materials and engineering, and in the then
relatively new field of computer modeling. They named the company after
their wives' maiden names, which the
partners felt would roll off the tongue
with greater ease than their own. (This
lesson was lost on the owners of the
Stanetsky, Schlossberg, Silverman
Funeral Parlor in Brookline, Massachusetts, but that's another story from
my "yoot'.")
Wilson Benesch quickly made areputation for itself as one of the world's
foremost manufacturers of analog playback gear, first with its innovative
turntable, then with its unique — some
said "impossible" —ACT One tonearm
(now replaced by the 2.0). Both make
use of composite carbon-fiber technology. (ACT stands for Advanced
Stereophile, November 1998

Wilson Benesch Full Circle turntable with Ply moving-coil cartridge and ACT 0.5 tonearm

Composite Technology.)
Why use carbon-fiber laminate in
place of metal? It's said to absorb resonant energy instead of passing it on, or
reflecting it back, to other materials
with which it comes into contact.
According to W-B, carbon-fiber composite is extremely stiff— stronger than
titanium, with only half the mass of aluminum. Of course, like any material, a
carbon-fiber laminate does have aresonant frequency — arelatively high one,
which W-B says can be more easily con-

Full Circle: Belt-driven, two-speed,
acrylic turntable with carbon-fibercomposite, "Kinematic-bearing" ACT
0.5 tonearm. Effective tonearm
length: 233mm. Overhang: 18mm.
Dimensions: 12" diameter, plus
cantilevered arm-mounting platform.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0175.
Price: 53895 with Ply moving-coil
cartridge and ACT 0.5 tonearm;
52995 with ACT 0.5 tonearm; 51995
with Rega RB300 tonearm. The ACT
0.5 tonearm alone costs 51495.
Ply: Medium-output (1.58mV) mov-

trolled with careful damping. The resonant frequency of such acomposite
depends on the amount and orientation
of the carbon-fiber cloth material and
the resins used to hold it in place.
The original W-B turntable uses a
subchassis of honeycombed Nomex to
which acarbon-fiber skin is laminated —
much like the body of aracing car. That,
combined with other sophisticated
innovations, brings its price up to about
$3300 (not including arm). The original
'table has garnered extremely positive

ing-coil phono cartridge. Nude elliptical (7.6pm by 17.7pm) stylus, solid
boron pipe cantilever. Copper coil
over iron former. Tracking force:
1.8-2.0gm. Not available separately;
adds 5900 to cost of turntable.
Approximate number of dealers:
14. Warranty: 2years.
Manufacturer: Wilson Benesch,
Falcon House, Limestone Cottage
Lane, Sheffield 56 1NJ, England, UK.
Tel: (44) (0)1142-852656. Fax: (44)
(0)1142-852657.
Importer:
Pro
Audio Ltd., Ill South Drive, Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: (847) 5261660. Fax: (847) 526-1669.
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Affordable Fullence In Fvery Category
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"The Type 5 cable is better than any other
speaker cable I've tried, by an even wider
margin than the interconnect that surpassed
other in-house contenders. MMG, The Absolute Sound, 4 92
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Wilson
reviews worldwide. Domestically, it is
available only in combination with the
$2995 ACT 2arm for $6295.
Now W-B enters the "mid-budget"
arena with the Circle turntable — a
totally new, quite unique and compact
design that sells for $1995 fitted with a
Rega RB300 arm, or $2995 with W-B's
new ACT 0.5 arm (the combination
reviewed here).
Turntable sandwich,
hold the Nomex
The Circle is one handsome, wellrounded feller. Unlike the original W-B
'table, there's not astraight line to be
seen. Nor, unlike its more expensive
brother, are there any conventional
springs, though there is asuspension of
sorts. The round base, about the same
diameter as the platter, is asmoothly finished wafer of MDF on which is mounted araised On/Off rocker switch and a
25Orpm Premotec AC-synchronous
motor, the latter housed in astructure
tall enough to protrude through ahole
in the next layer of MDF, which rests on
the base via three elastomer feet.
Mounted on this MDF layer are
three satiny aluminum discs — two
large, one small — that surround a
much larger central disc, into which is
fitted the phosphor-bronze spindle
bearing. This central disc is suspended
from the second base via apair of smalldiameter, "unidirectional" carbon-fiber
rods, creating a cantilevered leafspring-like structure. The aluminum
arm-mounting platform is itself cantilevered off of the base via three more
carbon-fiber tubes: two far thicker ones
sustained by the bearing support disc,
and athinner one held by the smallest
of the three surrounding aluminum
discs, which is the disc closest to the
armboard. Though both of these cantilevered structures are extremely stiff,
they flex when pressed.
A round belt fitted to atwo-step
brass motor pulley drives a finely
machined aluminum subplatter, which
holds the tooled-steel spindle. The platter itself is anicely machined piece of
acrylic about an inch thick, and hollowed out under its center both to
accommodate the subplatter and to
increase the flywheel effect by having
the mass concentrated about its outer
edge. A stiff felt mat is supplied.
The Circle is amagnificent piece of
industrial design and precision machining, all of which is done in-house at
Wilson Benesch. The end result is an
extremely compact, graceful, and original product at avery affordable price.
Stereophile, November 1998

They said it couldn't be done!
Circle purchasers opting for the ACT
0.5 tonearm will be benefiting greatly
from all of the R&D that went into the
design and manufacture of the original
ACT 1.0 arm. While Milnes and
Scholey were advised that it would be
impossible to manufacture aone-piece,
three-dimensional tapered armtube/
headshell out of flat, resin-injected carbon fiber, they managed to do it. With
that under their belts, they could experiment to find away to make amore
cost-efficient version.

The Circle is one
handsome, well-rounded
feller without a
straight line to be seen.
Nor are there any
conventional springs.
To bring the ACT 0.5 in at half the
price of the 2.0 ($1495 compared to
$2995), W-B found away to manufacture the tapered armtube with aslightly
less complex construction, resulting in
somewhat higher mass and somewhat
lower torsional stiffness (about 15%
higher mass and 15% lower stiffness,
according to Manes).
Another difference is the electrical
connection. Ironically, to save money, the
0.5 uses adirect connection (with one
solder joint) from the cartridge clips to
the RCA jacks —a "purist" approach —
while the 2.0 offers adetachable cable.
Both use the same Cardas internal wire
and Gotham interconnect cable, and
both use the same high-quality, Germansourced turned cartridge clips. The 2.0's
RCA plugs are by Neutrik; the 0.5's are
not quite in the same league, but substantial nonetheless.
Apart from some cosmetic differences, all of the metal components —
including the bearing assembly, the VTA
adjustment post, arm rest, antiskating
mechanism, counterweight assembly,
and shaft — are identical to what's supplied on the ACT 2, and machined to the
same high tolerances. Speaking of cosmetics, the tapered armtube, with its
crossweave of carbon fiber under a
smooth, glossy finish, looks cool! Regardless of the ACT 0.5's looks, W-B
claims that it's far stiffer and better
damped in the audio band than any other
arm. Unfortunately, Ihave no measurable way of verifying these claims.
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W-B floats the arm with its unique
"Kinematic" bearing assembly. Neither
astandard ballrace bearing nor aunipivot, the system consists of asingle
hardened ball bearing in the upper arm
and three balls in contact with one
another in the lower assembly. The
upper ball rests on and makes contact
with the three lower ones. Thus there
are three contact points between the
upper and lower assemblies, which
increases both overall stability and the
number of pathways for the dissipation
of vibrational energy out of the arm and
into the arm-mounting platform.
The arm's outward behavior mimics
that of aunipivot in that it is free to
rotate to some degree on its azimuth
axis. Stability is enhanced and azimuth is
adjusted via the underslung counterweight: two parallel metal cylinders connected to aframe that rides on acounterweight shaft protruding from the rear
of the bearing housing. While there are
no calibration marks on the shaft, the
tight friction fit of the loaded ball interface on the shaft, combined with the
very smooth action both fore and aft and
around the shaft, make setting azimuth
and tracking force reasonably easy.
The antiskating mechanism consists
of agrooved shaft protruding at aright
angle from the bearing housing, to
which is looped a short piece of
monofilament with a ball weight
attached. The filament is suspended
over asecond shaft, and adjustments are
made by moving the filament loop closer to or farther away from the bearing.
VTA is adjusted via asmooth shaft
located directly under the bearing housing, and locked with aset screw tapped
at aright angle through the arm-mounting platform. Because the shaft is neither threaded nor calibrated, the ACT
0.5 has not been designed for the easy,
consistently accurate VTA changes
some tweaky audiophiles feel they need
to make with different thicknesses and
brands of records.
The Ply
My Full Circle came with the W-B's
Ply moving-coil cartridge pre-installed.
The Ply starts life as avariant of ahighoutput Benz Glider motor, which W-B
mounts on... ?Yes, class, acarbon-fiber
platform, conveniently tapped for easy
installation. The Ply consists of anude
elliptical (7.6t.tm by 17.7p.m) stylus
mounted to asolid boron pipe. The
copper-coil-over-iron-former/magnet
assembly outputs a robust 1.58mV.
Tracking force is between 1.8 and
2.0gm. According to the importer, W-B
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The Riverside Tenor Sessions

Limited Edition Box Set from Analogue Productions

Despite various reissue formats over several decades, the
seven original LPs contained in THELONIOUS MONK —
THE RIVERSIDE TENOR SESSIONS stood perfectly well on
their own at the time of initial release and remain among the
highest achievements of atruly golden age. Recorded and
released between 1956 and 1961, these seven Monk combo
albums were critical in Monk's emergence from adecade of
ridicule and neglect to his status at the pinnacle of the jazz
pantheon. In addition to some of his best recorded piano
performances and more than two dozen of his profoundly
personal compositions, these albums provide an overview
of the era's major tenor saxophonists, with contributions by
Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins, John Coltrane, Johnny
Griffin, Charlie Rouse and Harold Land. Max Roach, Art
Blakey. Roy Haynes and Thad Jones are among the other
jazz immortals featured on the essential Brilliant Corners.
Monk's Music, Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane.
Thelonious in Action, Misterioso, 5by Monk by 5and
Quartet Plus Two at the Blackhawk ... Like the Miles Davis
quintet records contained in Analogue Productions' MILES
DAVIS QUINTET: THE GREAT PRESTIGE RECORDINGS,
these Monk albums are among the pinnacle of the LP art —
and they have never sounded better.

0

LP =AAPJ 037 (7LPs) $250.00

.
gee;
FICIU'. 1
•

CD =CAPJG 037 (7CDs) $250.00

o. available on CD

Get an earful of the blues!
Two

tasty recordings from Analogue Productions Originals
Jimmy D.
Lane

Hubert Sumlin
Over a25 year span, Hubert and
Howlin' Wolf recorded aslew of
acknowledged blues classics.
Surrounded by old friends such a
fellow Wolf bandmate Sam Lay and the
great Carey Bell, IKnow You is 100%
pure, unadulterated wild and wooley
Hubert.
"The Guitarists' Guitarist!" —
Living Blues

Jimmy D. Lane's
incendiary guitar prowess
and powerful vocals are
backed by an all star group
featuring Carey Bell, Hubert
Sumlin, Per Hanson and
Sam Lay. Jimmy D.'s
father, Jimmy Rogers, also
joins his son and plays in
what were to be his very
last recorded performances.

LP =AAPO 2004 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2004 $16.00

APO)

isee*0
—

"Jimnir D. Lone moves directly to the front ranks of those who will
take the blues into the next century." —Living Blues
LP = AAPO 2005 $25.00

CD = CAPO 2005 $16.00

Recordings of Jimmie Lee Robinson and Little Hatch soon to be released!

8130-716-3553i
SHIPPING: $4 95 — UPS Ground
r
$7 95 — 2-Day Airborne
t,
Any size order In the continental U.S.

ImAim

4110

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

P.O. BOX 1905, SALINA, KS 67402 1905
PHONE 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156
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specifies astylus rake angle (SRA) of
21° as opposed to Benz's specified 24°
for its Glider. Add 2gm of tracking
force, and, with the arm perfectly parallel to the record, you get 18°, which W-B
says is the usual cutter-head angle. I
don't think it's quite that simple — there
are issues of lacquer springback and the
like — but 18° with the arm perfectly
parallel is certainly agood starting point.
Setup and use
You can !ivc the Full Circle up and
running in less than an hour. Iset up my
review sample on the top shelf of a
Zoethecus stand fitted with a"Z slab"
shelf. The 'table can be assembled in a
few minutes, and cartridge alignment is
reasonably easy — especially if you use
the Wally setup gear also distributed by
Pro Audio. Because the armtube is
tapered, setting VTA can be tricky —
that's where the Wally VTA gauge can
be areal timesaver. For those not lucky
enough to have Wally's gauge, W-B has
silk-screened ahorizontal line along part
of the length of the tube. W-B supplies a
Wally-like overhang gauge —a recordsized piece of heavy paper upon which
is inscribed the precise arc the stylus
should travel across the record when
Associated Equipment
Analog playback: Graham 2.0,
Immedia RPM2, and Simon Yorke
tonearms; Simon Yorke turntable.
Preamplification: Ayre K-1 and
Jadis JP 80 Mk2 remote-control
preamps, Audio Research PH-3SE
and Pass Aleph Ono phono sections.
Power amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson Premier 12, VTL MB 450
(both tubed).
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo,
Audio Physic Rhea subwoofet
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Cardas Golden Cross, ElectraGlide interconnects; Yamamura
speaker cables; Yamamura Quantum, Electra-Glide AC cords.
Accessories: Ringmat, VansEvers
Analog Jr. turntable power-line
conditioner, Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation stand,
Zoethecus equipment stand, Yamamura Millennium bearing stands,
A.R.T. "Q" dampers, DJ. Kasser
Black Diamond Racing cones,
Walker Valid Points, Symposium
Acoustics and Bright Star isolation
bases, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti
Stones.
-Michael Fremer

Stereophile, November 1998
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overhang is correctly set.
Using the Full Circle is basically
straightforward: flip the On/Off switch,
move the raised arm over the record,
and lower the Rega-sourced cueing
arm. The only difficulty you'll encounter is the rocking motion of the
tapered arm, which is quite wide where
it contacts the cueing platform. It rolls
back and forth before settling on the
spot where you've placed it on the cueing platform. You get used to that after a
short while. Ditto the flat, stubby fingerlift, which doesn't offer the last word
in stylus security. You're best off pressing on it from the front with your
thumb to raise and lower the arm — an
easy skill to master.
Before listening to music, Ichecked
out the Full Circle's ability to isolate the
outside world and found it impressive,
given that there's no suspension in the
conventional sense. With the stylus in
the groove and the platter not rotating,
even at moderate to high volume, tapping on the base resulted in awellattenuated but distinct "thump" (which
is preferable, of course to aloud and
amorphous blob of sound).
Moving up one layer to the main
platform yielded a sound that was
slightly louder, but still distant and well
organized. Still, as with any unsuspended 'table, you have to provide the Circle
with astable, level platform. Running a
stethoscope over the 'table with the
motor running indicated that the design
did an impressive job of preventing
motor noise from reaching either the
bearing or the arm platform.

uncomfortably close. Orchestral climaxes left the Circle unfazed, and when
there were large bass excursions, the
'table didn't muddy the midbass waters.
Irecently reviewed for The Tracking
Angle King Super Analogue's reissue of
Georg Solti's recording of R. Strauss's
Also sprach Zarathustra (KIJC 9198),
which, while not quite the emotional
equal of Reiner's famous 1954 reading
(RCA/Classic LSC-1806), has some
jaw-cracking timpani strokes courtesy
of legendary recording engineer Kenneth Wilkinson. The Full Circle passed
muster, locking in those huge wallops
and convincingly rendering the sound
of mallets on skins while maintaining
superb orchestral focus.
The Full Circle dug out most of the
thunderous, subterranean bass on "Take
Me to the Pilot" on the British Dick James
Music pressing of Elton John's debut
album. (There's no bass on the American
Uni pressing, so don't even bother.)
Why take the music apart? The Full
Circle didn't. It was impressively coherent from top to bottom, with an overall
tonal neutrality and rhythmic certainty
that made listening long into the night
both easy and pleasurable. The presentation offered not ahint of grain or
brightness, and the critical midband was
rich, airy, and lush. Speed accuracy was
dead on.
On aclean Living Stereo pressing of
Tschaikowsky's (sic "vintage" RCA
spelling) Violin Concerto with Heifetz
and Reiner/CSO (LSC-2129), the Full
Circle presented the liquid, wellfocused violin well in front of the
orchestra, neither softening nor exagSound
gerating the rasp of the bow sliding
I'm still not comfortable resting my across the strings.
valuable records on adust-sucking piece
As Heifetz played through his instruof hairy felt, but Imade the sacrifice. ment's mid-upper register, the Full
After letting the Ply and the bearing Circle never sounded etched, aggressive,
break in for about 40 hours, Ibegan lis- or steely. Yet it never sounded dull or
tening seriously. But was Ihearing the
soft either. It just sounded uncolored
cartridge, the 'table, or the combination? and essentially correct, if just slightly
The only way to truly assess a laid-back —which is the worst that can
turntable is with aknown cartridge, so I be said for the Full Circle's overall sonic
removed the Ply and put the performance. Some may wish for more
Transfiguration Temper in its place. "sparkle" and edge, but I'm not sure that
True, the Temper costs more than the would be more accurate. In fact, Iwas
Full Circle, but the arm is clearly good struck by how vivid and convincing the
enough to handle the best.
violin sounded, and how close it was in
The Full Circle's bass performance some ways to the real thing, which I'd
was absolutely superb. It produced heard at Tanglewood afew weeks earlier.
extremely deep, tight, and very wellAs you might expect from such tonal
controlled and -focused low frequen- and transient performance, the Full
cies. While it wasn't in the same league
Circle created aplush, airy soundstage
dynamically — or in digging out the that never adhered to the baffle fronts.
very lowest notes — as the Simon Focused, three-dimensional images
Yorke/Vibraplane combination, given developed well behind the speakers, as
the huge price differential it was they do with far more expensive
145
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Only aselect few of the thousands of new music and video products will become classics.
Finding them is no easy task, but you will at Woodbridge Stereo/Video, the audio/video
technology expert. You'll get the guidance you need to create the kind of entertainment
experience you've always wanted.

Classé SSP-50 Surround Sound Processor/Preamplifier
The SSP-50 provides remarkable reproduction of your favorite
CD's or Movies. The SSP-50 includes ultra high-performance
Dolby Digital, DTS, and Dolby Pro Logic surround processing.
In addition, the SSP-50 brings its exceptional performance
to the entire home with full multi-source/multi-zone remote
control capability. Excellent stereo fidelity. ($6,500)

Classé SSP-50 Surround Sound Processor/Preamplifier

Classé SSP-25 Surround Sound Processor/Preamplifier
With Classé's SSP-25 Surround Sound Processor/Preamplifier,
you get superb performance for aremarkable price. Includes
Dolby Digital and DTS surround processing. ($3,000)

Classé CAP-150 Integrated Amp
This high-power integrated amplifier combines two high
performance Classé components on one chassis. The pre and
power stages can be fully separated for independent operation.
Includes balanced inputs. ($1,995)
Classé CAP-150 Integrated Amp

WOOD "RIDGE
STEREO/VIDEO
751
Amboy Ave.
NVoodbridge NJ • 732 636-7777
1103 Bloomfield ,.1ve. W. Caldwell NJ • 973 575-8264
www.woodbridgestereo.com
Adcom •Aerial •Angstrom •Audio Research •Audioquest •Benz •Bryston •CAL •Chang •Classé
Definitive •Golden Tube •Graham •Hales •Lexicon •Lyra •Marantz •Marigo •Martin-Logan •Meridian
MIT •Mirage •Monster •Oracle •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •Rel •Shun Mook •Snell Acoustics •Sumiko
Sunfire •Theta Digital •Velodyne •Vienna Acustics •VII •Wilson Audio •Zoethecus

Wilson
arm/table combinations. Edge definition — the demarcation between image
and surrounding space — was impressively natural, unmarred by the sharp,
cookie-cutter distinctions common
among inexpensive 'tables.
Inevitably, though, the seams show on
aproduct built to aprice point, and
while the Full Circle's were difficult to
spot, they were audible. When compared to far more expensive competition, the arm/table combo's three
biggest shortcomings were: somewhat
compressed macro- and mic-rodynamics,
which limited explosiveness on one end
of the scale and diminished the resolution and "liveness" of inner detail on the
other; ahigher noise floor, with more of
asense of a"milky" background and less
of asense of "black" behind the music;
and abit of soundstage congestion that
pressed images together.
But these were all minor sins of omission in what was, really, an impressively
natural-sounding overall performance.
And there are two things you can do to
improve the sound. One is to use the
cork-and-paper Ringmat 330, which for
some reason increases the "blackness"
between notes, and tightens and better
defines the bass. But check your VTA —
the cork ridges raise the front of the arm.
The other is to plug the Circle's
motor into the $300 VansEvers Clean
Line Jr. turntable line conditioner,
which includes apair of impedance
shifting switches, the effects of which
were easily audible. Just plugging the
'table into the unit seemed to relieve
some of the congestion, but flipping the
switches back and forth had aprofound
effect on transient speed and rhythmic
pace. If you want abit more shimmer to
cymbals and crack to snare drum, flip
the switches to "2" and "4." Want a
more relaxed sound? Flip them to "1"
and "3." Icouldn't get this effect with
the Yorke 'table, so Ifigure it's more
audible with lower-mass platters (the
Yorke's weighs in at 24 lbs). As
VansEvers offers amoney-back guarantee if you don't hear adifference, it's
worth checking out.
Ply sound
Once I'd finished with the Temper, the
Clavis D.C., and afew other high-priced
cartridges, Ireturned to the Ply and let it
break in again. The Ply is areasonably
accomplished cartridge, as is the BenzMicro Glider, on which it's based.' As
you might expect, it lacked the dynamic
1The Glider was reviewed for Stereopinie by Lonnie
Brownell in August 1996 (Vol.19 No.8)
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slam, harmonic vividness, and innerdetail resolution of the more expensive
cartridges, but it was evenhanded in
what it gives up to cartridges costing
two, three, and four times as much. It
was an extremely smooth-sounding
transducer, and didn't do anything particularly wrong — especially in terms of
brightness, edge, and/or grain, of which
it exhibited none. Plus, it has areasonably high output. But is it worth $150
more than a standard high-output
Glider? Ican't answer that for you
because Ihaven't auditioned the Glider
in familiar surroundings. In any case, it
proved anice match for the Full Circle,
though the arm/table is capable of even
finer performance.

tridge asupremely rigid and accurate
ride. W-B offers buyers what is avery
close replica of its ultrasophisticated,
groundbreaking, carbon-fiber Kinematic bearing in acompletely adjustable arm.
You know something? You've got to
love the fact that, at this late date, these
folks care so much and work so hard to
try to solve the intractable problems of
analog playback. And both of them do
it really well, at reasonable prices.
Which is "better"? Ican't answer
that. From my recollection of the Rega,
it sounds more lively, "fast," and exciting. The W-B is richer, airier, somewhat smoother, more neutral and laidback, and easier to listen to for long
periods. Ialso think it has better bass
The competition
extension, but too much has changed in
Manufacturers hate comparisons. Readers my system to be sure.
love them. Guess who wins?
In any case, these are two really
At $2995 without cartridge, the Full accomplished products. If Iwere in the
Circle's most obvious competition is the market for a'table priced at around
similarly priced Rega Planar 9, which I $3000, I'd be sure to audition both. But
reviewed last year (Stereophile, August you won't go wrong with either.
1997, Vo120 No.8). Though Ino longer
have the Rega on hand for aside-by- Condusion
side comparison, the two 'tables make The Full Circle turntable/ACT 0.5
an interesting study in contrasts: one is a tonearm combination is a compact,
budget model from amaker of expen- innovative, attractive, and extremely
sive turntables, the other a"statement" well-made analog playback system. It's
product from amanufacturer known for easy to use, and easy to optimize for
inexpensive designs.
any cartridge. It offers exceptional lowRega chose to upgrade from its stan- bass extension and focus without sacridard glass platter to ahi-tech platter ficing anything above. The mids are
made (in conjunction with amanufac- pure and sweet, and the top end is airy,
turer of missile nose cones) of ceramic extended, and well focused, without a
oxide powder that is first compressed, trace of brightness and/or edge. Speed
then fired at 3000°C. It's extremely hard, accuracy is outstanding. The Full
perfectly balanced, and lively. W-B Circle's overall performance is impreschose to save money with an acrylic plat- sively neutral and rich.
ter in place of the heavy aluminum one
Some listeners might prefer more
used on its expensive 'table.
rhythmic "snap" and transient exciteRega upgraded from its simple ment, but I'm not sure that would renmotor/wall-socket power-supply drive to der the music any more accurately.
asophisticated 24V twin-phase synchro- Clearly, the Full Circle was designed
nous motor with an extremely sophisti- and built by people who listen to and
cated outboard power supply that feeds love music.
the two phases independently and cancels
The Ply cartridge, like its progenitor,
out motor vibration. According to Rega, the Glider, is asmooth, sophisticated
the motor can thus be mounted directly performer that shaves alittle here, cuts
to the plinth, which is athin, light lami- alittle there, and ends up giving you a
nate of chipboard and phenolic plastic.
high percentage of what you get from
W-B went with asimple power supply the best cartridges. It's agood match for
to feed its AC-synchronous motor, but the Full Circle, though the arm/table
took great pains to design asophisticated combo is worthy of the best cartridges
(though simple to set up) isolation system you can throw at it.
using two plinths and aseries of platforms
The Full Circle's performance can be
supported by carbon-fiber tubes.
subtly enhanced with the Ringmat and
Rega chose to upgrade its classic cast the VansEvers Analog Jr. power-line
RB300 arm, which allows for no VTA conditioner, but, even straight out of
or azimuth adjustment but, via ultra- the box, this turntable ends up in the
high-quality ball/race bearings used in winner's circle, and is avery good value
navigational gyroscopes, offers the car- for the money.
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•Totally Upgradeable Table
•Silicon Damped Suspension

2000 SERIES

•Complete Acrylic Construction
•Outboard Swiss AC Motor

r1

MUSIC REFERENCE
RM-200

Model Sixty-Six
Pre-Amp

•Improves on the Classic RM-9II
•Superb Transparency with
Bullet-Proof Reliability

•Full Function
All Tube Circuitry
w/Tube Phono

•"Enhanced Music Power"
Circuit Delivers More Power
to Difficult Loads

•External Power Supply
•Extraordinary Value

•Long Tube Life and
Carefree Ownership
•Stunning Cosmetics

PLINIUS

•Sophisticated Styling

SA-100 MK Ill

RESEARCH

VR-6
•The VR-6 Shares
the Adjustable
Midrange-Treble
"Head" Manufactured
for the Statement VR-8
•Acoustic Inverse
Replication Creates a
Seamless Soundstage
with Breathtaking
Clarity
•Class A Rated Performance
•Selectable Pure Class A or A/B Operation
•Single Ended or Balanced or Mono Operation
•Delicacy of Tubes with the Control and Slam of
State-of-the-Art Solid State
•Effortless, Dynamic and Grain Free!

•96 dB Sensitivity.
Resolves the Most
Minute Details
•Cast 9" Honeycomb
Nomex Drivers Offer
In-Room Bass
Response to 20 HZ!

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
•ATLANTIS •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIO MAGIC •AUDIO PHYSICS •AUDIO TECHNICA •AUDIOMECA •AUDIOQUEST
•AYRE •BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •BASIS •BENZ-MICRO •BRIGHTSTAR •(HANG LIGHTSPEED •CLASSÉ •CLEAR
AUDIO PHONO PRODUCTS •CODA •CONRAD-JOHNSON •CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •DISCOVERY CABLE
•DUNLAVY LOUDSPEAKERS AND CABLES •EAD •EAR •FANFARE •GENESIS •GRAFF •GRAHAM TONEARMS •IMNIEDIA
•'UMBER 'CABLE •KUZMA •LYRA •MAGNUM DYNALAB •MARANTZ CLASSIC •MELOS •MESA •MICROMEGA •MORDAUNTSHORT •MUSE •MUSIC METRE •MUSIC REFERENCE •NORDOST CABLES •PI Mt s•REFLECTION AUDIO •REGA •ROGUE
AUDIO •RPM •SILTECH •SME •SOLIDSTEEL •SONUS FABER. SUMIKO
•SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH •TARA LABS •TARA LABS DECADE •TICE
•TOWNSHEND •TRANSFIGURATION •VON SCHWEIKERT RESEARCH •VPI
•WADIA DIGITAL •WEATON TRI-PIANAR •WILSON BENESH •YBA •ZOETHECUS

PHONE: 7160742.2860
FAX: 716.742.2859
E-Mail: analogshop@aoLcom
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Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum
moving-coil cartridge

A

mong the more intriguing audiorelated announcements this year
was that Koetsu phono cartridges
were once again available in the States. In
fact, they're being handmade in limited
quantities by the sons of founder
Yoshiaki Sugano.
There are three new models, each
using samarium-cobalt magnets with a
healthy 6001.tV output: the Standard
(Red), the Rosewood Signature, and the
Urushi — $2500, $3500, and $4000,
respectively. The Urushi was reviewed
in the October'98 Stenvphile by Michael
Fremer, its wooden lacquer-coated shell
leaves some enthusiasts drooling on
their tonearms. The Rosewood Signature Platinum, the subject of this review,
sells for amighty $5500 but outputs a
fairly insignificant 2001).V using platinum magnets. Made akilling on Wall
St. before the late-August bust? The
Onyx Platinum retails for 7500 powerful
big ones and envelops the saine motor in
an elegant onyx enclosure.
Koetsu connoisseurs will be delighted
to hear that the retipping and refurbishing of older cartridges is being carried out
in Japan. Check with distributor Musical
Surroundings for the particulars. Iunderstand they don't just blow on the stylus
and send it back; all parts are replaced or
upgraded, including the stylus, cantilever,
coil, and damper. No replacement magnets or bodies are available, however.
Hey, you can't have epaything.

Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum moving-coil cartridge

The two Platinum models available
today—Rosewood Signature and Onyx
— feature silver-clad six-nines copper
wiring. (The process involves slowly
drawing asilver sheath over the copper
conductors.) Square plate formers of
ultrapure iron are used for their predictable magnetic characteristics and low
oxidation factor. Pre-aged to the perfect
consistency, rubber suspension parts are
supplied under license from adamper
manufacturer. Japanese craftsmen create
the rosewood bodies, the lacquer-coated
wooden enclosure of the Urushi, and the
Some history, afew details
beautiful cut-stone body of the Onyx
Yoshiaki Sugano the elder is, it is said, a Platinum. Styli are specially designed and
precision-ground for Koetsu.
renowned artist, musician, swordsman,
calligrapher, and businessman —"I am
but asimple man" just doesn't wash
Setup
these days. Sugano devoted his life to
Installation was straightforward on both
emulating his hero, a 17th-century
La Luce's pivoted SpJ arm and the
Japanese historical figure named
Forsell linear-tracking air-bearing arm.
Honami Koetsu. As fate would have it, The terminal pins are well marked, but
after the war Sugano rose to promilet me crab about yet another expensive
nence in one ofJapan's largest industrial
cartridge with untapped mounting
companies. Nevertheless, he continued
holes: Borrrrrrrrrrring.
reasonably
pursuing his many passions, which by
adept and in control of my extremities,
then included hi-fi.
but fumbling around with microscopiCome the 1970s, Sugano-San was
cally sized nuts is something best left to
experimenting with parts substitution in Jerry Springer.
commercially available cartridges. From
Using the Audio-Technica AT6020
such devotion was born the Koetsu line.
Cartridge Analyzer and test LP, Ifound
Stereophile, November 1998

the best azimuth (lowest crosstalk) was
with the cartridge almost perpendicular
(as viewed from the front). The cartridge is spec'd at more than 30dB/lkhz
of channel separation, which is about

Description: Low-output, movingcoil phono cartridge. Stylus: specially
designed and ground for Koetsu.
Output: 200pV (1 kHz, 5cm/s). Internal impedance: 5 ohms. Frequency
range: 20Hz-100kHz. Channel separation: >30dB/1kHz. Channel balance: within 0.5dB/1kHz. Recommended VTF: 1.8-2.0gm. Recommended loading: 5-100k ohms. Compliance: medium-low. Recommended tonearm: medium-high mass.
Price: S5500. Approximate number of dealers: 30.
Manufacturer:

Koetsu,

Kyoto,

Japan. Importer: Audio By Meyer,
1754 Main Street, Jacksonville, FL
32206. Tel/fax: (904) 355-0368.
Distributor:

Musical

Surroun-

dings, Inc., 5856 College Avenue,
Suite 146,

Oakland, CA 94618.

Tel: (510) 420-0379. Fax: (510)
420-0392. E-Mail:
surroundings.com

info@musical
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Koetsu
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Signature

Platinum

ter, his vibraharp alive and shimmering
under his masterful mallets. "'Round
Midnight," "Night in Tunisia," and
"Bag's Groove" left me sated in the
Ribbon Chair.
Switching channels, as it were, Vol.13
of the Beaux Arts Trio's traversal of the
Haydn Piano Trios (Philips 9500 657)
was melodious and thought provoking,
the music's utter civility embedding itself
in my mind. The RSP was mighty communicative. In fact, these Philips pressings
sound abit thin, and the RSP didn't hide
The Koetsu and
that fact. While I'd hardly call the RSP
the Nagra were made
"analytical," it's asophisticated device that
clearly defined an LP's groove.
for each other. Fast,
Wanting to probe the RSP's depth of
neutrality and ability to reveal small difIncisive, and Exciting meet
ferences, Ispun all three versions of
Ellington's Jazz Party (Columbia CS
Drop-Dead Gorgeous.
8127). While the blue-and-white-label
Kurosawa's Dreams
Special Products pressing is agood place
Ifirst auditioned the Koetsu in the
to start, it was outclassed by Classic
nature Platinum had better deliver the
friendly embrace of La Luce's SpJ arm.
Records' reissue —and the original sixgoods, and Imean by the truckload.
It broke in quite naturally over aperiod
eye ate it for breakfast. Ithoroughly
of about two weeks, something on the
So, does the RSP live up to expectaenjoyed the sweeter but noisier early
tions? Indeed it does. Where else to
order of 40-60 hours. My high expectarelease, as well as Classic's pressing,
tions were tempered by memories of a begin but the midrange? It was superb,
incredibly satisfying in a deep, pro- which was more transparent but someless-than-perfect marriage some years
ago between aKoetsu Pro IV and my foundly musical way. Oboe/Flute: what harder in the highs. Yet the Classic
was more visceral, with better bass and
SME V/Ariston RD-90. After aweek, I Howard Runuey's Lighthouse All-Stars,
bags more air. Icould easily discern the
VoL4 (Contemporary C3520) sounded
returned the Pro IV to the fellow who'd
slightly different equalizations emfantastic. Ilistened to it time and again
lent it to me. The midrange was to die,
ornigawd, but the tendency toward bloat just for the pleasure of the rich, creamy ployed, and adjusted VTA to suit with a
midband tonalities and utterly buoyant
few small tweaks. The micro- and
at the bottom end of the SME exacermusic. Ialso spent countless hours linmacrodynamics on both records were
bated the cartridge's soft and woolly
gering over my frighteningly huge (and
spectacular. The cartridge laid out a
bass. And the highs were just too wispy
soundstage that seemed as large as life,
for my taste. I'll never forget that growing) collection of Pablos, their
midrangy delights never so seductive
disappearing the Utopias into the
midrange, though —it still gives me the
and fully available. The Last Concert recorded ambience.
bliss shivers.
(Atlantic SD2-909), atwo-LP set by the
Loading the cartridge down to 85
But these are Modern Times. Today's
audiophiles are generally well-informed
Modern Jazz Quartet, bowled me over ohms by pairing it with the Expressive
and much more demanding than ever
with its elegance, restraint, and knowing transformer was interesting. Even with
charm. Nlik Jackson never sounded bet- its low output, the Expressive provided
before. Their expectations are high; they
bags of clean, airy gain, all of it silent as
the grave. But it also took something of
the sparkle off the very top in exchange
Associated Equipment
for a more linear presentation, with
Phono cable was either Cardas
superb focus and tighter bass. NeverTurntables were my Forsell Air
Force One and La Luce/SpJ 'table
Neutral Reference or XLO Sigtheless, listening to Jimmy Rushing belt
out "Hey Little Girl," Ibecame aware of
and arm from Holland. Other car- nature Phono. Line-level interconnect was Synergistic Research Desomething unique. In the years I'd been
tridges on hand were the van den Hul
signer's Reference and TARA The
listening to this record, I'd never before
Grasshopper IV GLA and Black
Beauty, the Clearaudio Insider, and
One. Lots of Synergistic Reference
had the sense so strongly that Iwas actuAC Master Couplers snaked their
the Win SMC-10 and transformen
ally hearing the mike feed. It was truly
amazing; Ifelt like Iwas right there.
Preamps included the Nagra PL- way throughout the system. Cables
Pand the YBA Signature 6Chassis, were suspended on PolyCrystal
Using the Nagra PL-P's internal
plus the Expressive Technology SU- Cable Towers, and equipment racks
transformers (thus eliminating apair of
1MC Step-Up transformer. Amhad been recently upgraded to the
cables from the equation), the dynamic
plifiers in play were the Boulder high-performance PolyCrystal racks.
bloom, the sparkle and illumination in
2050s, the YBA Passion monoLAST stylus cleaner and treatment
the highs, returned to boggle mind and
blocks, and Forsell's The Statement.
and Record Research LP#9 cleaning
senses. What acombo — the Koetsu
Speakers were our JMIab Utopias,
fluid kept the vinyl happy.
and the Nagra were made for each
optimized with Argent RoomLenses
—Jonathan Scull
other. Fast, Incisive, and Exciting meet
and ASC Studio Traps.
Drop-Dead Gorgeous. Their children
are spectacular. I'm convinced the shad-

what Ifound with the Analyzer.
Iused aVTF of 1.92gm, as set with
the precise Winds Arm Load Meter.
This gave me agood balance of body,
high-frequency extension, tightness in
the bass, and enough but not too much
midrange madness. Ilike to start with
VTF alittle lighter than recommended
(in this case, 1.8-2gm) and slowly add
weight until everything snaps into focus.
Speaking of focus, the cartridge's
beautiful rosewood bod makes seeing
the stylus something of achore (bend
way over, hold, two, three, exhale, two,
three...), not to mention cleaning the
precious thing between records (stroke,
two, three, exhale...). The cartridge
liked to sit down atouch at the rear for
best sound.

Stereophile, November 1998

want a lot of performance for their
audiophile buck. And it's hardly apipe
dream, as today there are plenty of reasonably priced components that deliver
the musical goods. So a wunnerful
midrange is simply not enough these
days — a component's got to deliver
tight, linear, extended bass, open and
detailed highs, plus transparency and
focus. At $5500, the Rosewood Sig-
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A ton of Cable Sale

Actually, that is afact.
We really do have about 1ton of new and
demo cables to clear out. Go to www.hcmaudio.com for the fitll
Audio Magic Illusion Bi-Wire 8 pr
$1995.00
Audio Magic Spdlcaster 1m pr
$199.95
Audio Magic Sorcerer Balanced 3m pr
$699.95
Audioquest Diamond X 3Balanced 1.5m
$699.95
Audioquest Diamond X 2 1.5m
$599.95
Audioquest Lapis 2m
$399.95
Audioquest Lapis 3 2m
$549.95
Audioquest Emerald x3 Balanced 2m
$339.95
Audioquest Emerald x3 Balanced 1.5m
$299.95
Audioquest Emerald X3 lm
$219.95
Audioquest Opal X 3Balancedlm
$199.95
Audioquest Quartz X 3Balanced I.5m
$129.95
Audioquest Quartz 2 5m
$219.95
Audioquest Quartz X 3 lm
$125.00
Audioquest Ruby X3 Balanced Im
$89.95
Audioquest Ruby X 3 lm
$79.95
Audioquest Topaz X 2 I
m
$49.95
Audioquest Turquoise 1m
$29.95
Audioquest Argent 4 pr
$299.95
Audioquest Argent 10'pr
$699.95
Audioquest Cobalt 2 10 pr
$259.95
Audioquest Midnight 3 10' pr
$219.95
Audioquest Crystal 2 10'pr
$139.95
Audioquest Indigo + 12 'pr
$134.95
Audioquest Type 4 10'pr
$49.95
Audioquest Type 2 20' pr
$49.95
Aural Symphonies As One Generation 5 1m pr $219.95
Aural Symphonics As One Gen 5Balanced 6m $579.95
Aural Symphonics Digital Statement Gen 2i 1m $149.95
Aural Symphonies Purple Generation-2 8' pr
$469.95
Aural Symphonies Hybrid Gen-2 bi-wire 8' pr $1249.95
Cardas Golden Cross 1m pr
$399.95
Cardas Golden Cross Balanced 1m pr
$399.95
Cardas Golden Cross Balanced 3.5m pr
$929.95
Cardas Golden Cross Balanced 30'pr
$2495.00
Cardas Cross 5m pr
$629.95
Cardas Cross 1m pr
$209.95
Cardas Quadlink 5C 1m pr
$119.95
$369.95
Cardas Quadlink 5C 5m pr
Cardas 300 BMicro 1m pr
$69.95
Cardas Golden Cross speaker cable 10'pr
$1095.00
Cardas Cross speaker cable 10'pr
$459.95
Cardas Heidink Golden 5C speaker cable 8'pr $699.95
Cardas Quadlink 5-C speaker cable 8'pr
$199.95
Cardas Twin Link A speaker cable 8'pr
$135.00
Audient Technoloiges Datrix Standard I.5m
$99.95
Audient Technoloiges Datrix Reference 1.25m $199.95
FMS Dataline lm
$139.95
FMS Microwave Balanced 7m pr
$899.95
FMS Microwave I
m pr
$299.95
FMS Microwave 2 10'pr
$599.95
FMS ESP-2 10'pr
$249.95
Highwire 701 Al 1m
$279.95
Highwire 701 A 1m
$179.95
Highwire 102 A I2m
$199.95
Highwire 101 A 1m
$179.95
Highwire 501 A 1m
$179.95
Highwirc 103 LSI speaker cable 3m pr
$299.95
Highwire 104 LS speaker cable 4m pr
$399.95
Hig,hwire 703 LS1 speaker cable 3m pr
$369.95

Highwire 704 LS speaker cable 4m pr
$439.95
Jena Labs Sineweave 7Balanced 3'pr
$995.00
Jena Labs Trinity 2 AES/EBU 3'
$269.95
Jena Penta Helix Balanced 20'pr
$1299.95
Magnan Type Vi 125m pr
$299.95
Magnan Type Vi Balanced 1.25m pr
$349.95
MIT Terminator 2/WBT speaker cable 30'pr
$349.95
MIT Terminator 2speaker cable 8'pr
$159.95
MIT Terminator 2Bi -Wire 10'pr
$289.95
MIT Terminator 3speaker cable 8'pr
$119.95
MIT MH-750 Bi-wire 10' pr
$649.95
MIT M1-330 HE 2 1m pr
$229.95
Straightwire Rhapsody speaker cable 8'pr
$139.95
Straightwire Rhapsody-I1 double bi-wire 5'pr
$279.95
Tara Decade Balanced 36' pr
$2700.00
Tara Decade Balanced 2m pr
$799.95
Tara Decade Balanced 1m pr
$589.95
Tara RSC Reference Gen II .6m pr
$119.95
Tara RSC Reference Gen 11 Balanced 1.5m pr
$188.00
Tara RSC Reference Gen II 6m pr
$465.00
Tara RSC CD Im pr
$79.95
Tara RSC-CD Balanced 2m pr
$135.00
Tara RSC Prime 1m pr
$79.95
Tara RSC Video 1m
$59.95
Tara RSC Video 5.5m
$225.00
Tara Decade speaker cable 8'pr
$1299.95
Tara RSC Master Gen-11 speaker cable 8'pr
$489.95
Tara RSC Prime 500 speaker cable 10'pr
$139.95
Tara RSC Decade power cord 20 amp 6'
$339.95
Tara RSC Master power cord 6'
$189.95
Transparent Balanced Music Link Reference 25'pr $2250
Transparent Balanced Music Link Ultra 1m pr $899.95
Transparent Balanced Music Link Ultra 1.5m pr $949.95
Transparent Plus Bi Cable 12'pr
$789.95
Transparent Power Link Plus power cord 2m
$79.95
Wireworld Silver Eclipse II 1m pr
$299.95
Wireworld Eclipse II 1m pr
$165.00
Wireworld Polaris II Balanced 1m pr
$119.95
Wireworld Polaris II I
.5m pr
$149.95
Wireworld Equinox ll Balanced 15m
$85.00
Wireworld Equinox II 1m pr
$69.95
Wireworld Gold Starlight 1m
$175.00
Wireworld GoldStarlight II lm
$195.00
Wireworld Silver Starlight II (AES/EBU) 1m
$79.95
Wireworld Ultra Violet Video III 2m
$25.00
Wireworld Gold Eclipse 11 speaker cable 2m pr $1299.95
Wireworld Gold Eclipse speaker cable 2m pr
$1099.95
Wireworld Eclipse speaker cable 3m pr
$499.95
XW Signature 6' pr speaker cable
$699.95
XL0 Reference Type 1I
m pr
$169.95
XL0 Reference Type 2 XLR 1m pr
$179.95
XL0 Reference Type 4 I
m digital
$99.95

Transnova 9505 Power Amp
Transnova 9303 Power Amp
Transnova p-3000 Power Amp
Transnova p1500 Power Amp

$399
$329

List
$2200
$1300

$800
$590

Creek •Grado •Mogami Package

$219.95

The package includes the Creek OBH-11
headphone amp, Grado SR60 headphones, and a
high quality Mogami headphone extension cord.

Grado Headpones
SR-60
SR-80
SR-125
SR-225
SR-325
RS-2
RS-1

Includes a
FREE Mogami
headphone
extension cord

$69
$95
$150
$199
$295
$495
$695

Audio Technica Phono Cartridges

$89

$189

•440ML
Moving Magnet

•0C9ML
Moving Coil

33% offon these TARGET Stands
eel
ER-5T 39" Tall
GR-5T 40" Tall
TT 11/5 29" Tall

Sale Price
$199.95
$289.95
$234.95

TT 11/3 29" Tall
$174.95
TR70 28"speaker stand $109.95

Break Out That Old Vinyl
Package includes:
Mika Mu Point Special
Creek OBH-8 phono pre amp

Savings up to 50% offon brand new
Audioquest Type-2, Type-4, and Type-6
Most lengths are available
with Spade, Pin, and
banana Termination.
Please call for prices.

$995
$679

$339.95
C ree

impala°

Arcici, Atacama Audio, Audio Magic, Audio Alchemy, Audioquest, Audio Power Industries,
Audio Technica, BAG END Bass Systems, Blue Point, Chang, Channel Islands Audio,
Counterpoint, Creek, Epos, Flatline Cables, Foculpod, Genesis Digital Lens, Grado Labs, Hafler,
Lightspeed, Mogami Cable, Monolithic Sound, Musical Concepts, Musical Design, Music Hall,
Music Metre, Nordost, Onix Electronics, Power Wedge, Platinum, Pro-Ject Turntables,
StaticStage, Straightwire, Sumiko, Target Tice Power Filters, Tiffany, VMPS Speakers, WBT

HCM

Auck)

More deals on the web at www.hcmaudio.com
800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269

975 East Ave #192, Chico, CA 95926
e-mail address: hcm@hcmaudio.com

Koetsu
ow in the highs and the slight damper
on dynamics Iheard with the Expressive
were the effects of loading. I'd suggest
laying it on lightly with the RSP with
respect to loading: one thing the
Expressive transformer is not is rolledoff in the highs.
The RSP was less transparent than
some other high-priced cartridges, but,
as Ilevelled to one disc after another, just
ask me if Icared. Listening to Skye
Edwards, Morcheeba's lead singer on
their new release, Big Calm (Indochina
ZEN017LP), Ifound myself following
the lyrics with easy concentration, nodding my head to the beat. The sense of
closeness was spooky, the humidity of
Edwards' breath seemed to hang in the
air between the Utopias. The float, the
beauty, the almost single-ended quality
of female vocals was exquisite.
And it wasn't just the ladies that got
me off. The palp factor was so high on
"Moon Maiden," from The Intimate
Ellington (Pablo 2310-787), that when it
was over, Ifelt like asking the Duke
what he thought of the sound.
A word or two about the bass: All
right, so maybe the RSP doesn't have
the tightest bass in the world. So what?
It bonged along beautifully to the big

Rosewood

Signature

Platinum

boogie bass line on Big Calm—powerful and commanding, no hesitation, no
wilt. On Dead Can Dance's Spiritchaser
(4AD DAD 6008), the deep stuff shuddering out from the Utopias was taut,

Platinum does a remarkable job of
melding traditional values of lushness,
harmonic fullness, sweetness, and musicality with today's requirements for linearity, extension, air, focus, palpability,
and openness. If nothing else, Ipredict
that female vocals will never be the
Highly recommended
same after exposure to this cartridge.
The RSP honors founder Sugano with
for those who
its balance, refinement, and overall
superb level of performance. In my
can pay the
experience it's not enough to merely
considerable tariff.
recall the past — one must remake it
into today. That's exactly what the sons
awesome, and riveting. It thudded into
of the Sugano-San have done.
my chest with authority, and still I
Ipreferred the RSP atad more on La
enjoyed every tremolo of Lisa Gerrard's
Luce 'table and SpJ arm. As the Forsell
marvelous voice as the extraordinary
is so musical and bloomy itself, the
midrange qualities of the recording
combo proved, in the end, abit too
pulled me in and punched my ticket!
much of agood thing. The cartridge
It occurred to me that Iusually assosounded more transparent, snappy, and
ciate palpability with afast and immedilinear on La Luce, where the micromate presentation. But the RSP was every
eter-operated adjusters allowed the
bit as real as I've ever heard, but without
Koetsu to be dialed in with the precithe fast, breathtaking immediacy of a sion necessary to plumb its considerable
van den Hul 'Hopper. It's the gestalt depth. While the cartridge leans more
that counts; considering its overall baltoward the relaxed and fulsome, it did
ance, the Koetsu comes up trumps.
just fine in the pace and timing department, even down in the nether regions.
Yo, limbo!
Highly recommended for those who
The Koetsu Rosewood Signature
can pay the considerable tariff.
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At

ATC-1 Rich-Warm-Liquid

We Specialize in
2Channel Music Systems
includes Analog (10 turntables on display)
and Vacuum Tubes (20 tubed amps on display).
including Single Ended & Triode types.

de.
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with MC Phono
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$5400
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-2.--•=1,111111b,

illie
Line Stage
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David Lewis Audio
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Being part of the Air Tight Family means you truly
enjoy spending many hours with your music system.
Whether you own one of our phono amps, pre-amps,
or power amps, you understand the musical value
each one of our products provide.
All Air Tight products are hand built and Point to
Point wired, using world Famous Tamura
Transformers.
If Air Tight products have intrigued you, please
contact us for the opportunity to become part of our
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Cinepro PowerPRO 20
AC line balancer

A

II

ny difference that is at all
audible must be treated as
though it is huge!" John
Atkinson declaimed, as Tom Norton
and Irolled on the floor laughing. It was
aslow day around the Stereophile offices,
and the startlingly huge differences that
our colleague was describing did strike
us as rather piddling — so John began
stentorophonically reciting rules from a
mythical Guidebookfor Audio Reviewers to
gales of laughter all around.
Not, Ihasten to confess, that Ihaven't
been guilty of the same misdemeanor
myself— with the purest motives, of
course. We audiophiles tend to get so
focused on the fact that there are differences at all that sometimes we, shall I
say, exaggerate the scale. Especially in
areas where common sense tells us
there should be no differences at all.
Take line conditioners. lithe electrical
standard is good enough for everything
else we use, we might be forgiven for
asking, why isn't it good enough for hi-fi
equipment? Shouldn't all AC current
produce good sound, assuming it's up to
spec? How much difference can the
electricity we're using to run the component make? After all, it's not the signal
we're talking about, just the fuel it takes
to process it. What could make aline
conditioner — or an AC line balancer, as
Cinepro calls the PowerPRO 20 —
worth eighteen hundred bucks?
Does power corrupt?

Before we can even begin to answer
those questions, we need to look at the
power coming into our homes. (I'm
going to have to ask our international
readers to bear with me, as Ican only
talk about our basic domestic juice here
in the US. European and Asian varietals
may have nothing in common with our
problems or solutions.) Our AC grid
has evolved from atechnology originally developed to run trolley cars and light
bulbs. It was designed primarily to be
safe — in fact, back when Tesla's and
Westinghouse's AC system was battling
Edison's DC scheme, the public was
primarily concerned with which was
safer. AC is also more convenient, at
least from the power company's point of
Stereophile, November 1998

Cinepro PowerPRO 20 AC line balancer

view, since transformers can step the
voltage up for long-distance transmission through thin wires. But the
alternating current power system wasn't
designed to be particularly quiet, mostly
because it evolved long before equipment sensitive to electromagnetic interference (EMI) existed.
The US standard uses athree-wire
distribution system: aground; aneutral,
which is tied to ground; and a"hot"
120V wire. This unbalanced system is
prone to noise pickup due to the fact
that neutral is never exactly at true
ground potential. And that's not even
considering radio-frequency interference (RFI) transmission through electrical lines by computers and digital
electronics. So, if the electrical standard
is asystem that is inherently prone to
noise, and if modern life has further
eroded its quality, how do we get
around reality?
Simple, says Cinepro — transform it.
The PowerPRO 20 uses ahuge (2.5kVA)
center-tapped toroidal isolation transformer. Instead of the conventional hot
120V and neutral OV lines, it employs balanced AC — two 60V lines of opposite
phase, so the difference between them is
120V. This eliminates ground currents
and the potential for hum, says Cinepro.
Balanced power is recognized by the
National Electrical Code (Article 530)

for technical power applications —
meaning for electronic equipment only,
not for lighting. But if you're the nervous type, the PowerPRO 20 provides

Description: Line conditioner supplying balanced AC power. Output
current: 20 amps (2400W at
60/120V). Voltage range: Normal,
90-130V; marginal (flashes alert),
80-90V or 130-130V AC; extreme
(causes protective shutdown),
below 80V or above 140V AC.
Isolation (input/output): breakdown voltage, 1500V minimum;
leakage current, 40pA; capacitance: 300pF maximum. Turns
ratio: 1:1, windings isolated by
Faraday shield. Transformer regulation: <97 3
/ from no load to full
4
load. Number of outlets: 12 (4 further isolated from other 8). Power
consumption: 8.5W.
Dimensions: 19" W by 5.25" H by
17" D. Weight: 75 lbs.
Price: $1795. Approximate number of dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Cinepro, 1030
Vicente, San Francisco, CA 94116. Tel:
(415) 564-6300. Fax: (415) 5646324. E-mail: salesce@cinepro.com.
Web: vvww.cinepro.com
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Cinepro
additional insurance by incorporating
GFI (ground fault interrupter) circuitry
for "absolute safety."
Cinepro cites the typical noise reduction as 15-20dB. The PowerPRO 20
also incorporates filtration for incoming
RFI and protects against line spikes and
lightning (up to 6500A, they claim). In
addition, it monitors the incoming line
voltage and warns —by way of an LED
bargraph on the faceplate —of very low
or very high voltage. Line voltages
between 90 and 130V are considered
normal, but get between 80 and 90V, or
130 and 140V, and the display will start
blinking. Voltages below 80V or above
140V cause protective shutdown. The
unit provides additional shielding,
including aFaraday shield in the main
transformer —they don't say why, but it
sounds like they've built the thing on
belt-and-suspenders principles.
Iwant to see the
bright lights tonight
The PowerPRO 20 is heftier than many
power amplifiers. It weighs 75 lbs,
which means you won't want to move it
alot —at least Ididn't, and Ilift weights
for fun. Its rack faceplate and hefty handles make it look like apower amp, too.
The faceplate has 20 small LEDs
arranged in ahorizontal line on the
right-hand side — these are the AC line
voltage display. Voltages from 90 to
128V are represented. From 110 to
120V, green LEDs are used; 106V, 108V,
122V, and 124V are represented by
amber LEDS; everything else glows red.
There is also atwo-color LED outlet
status indicator (green for go and red for
off, of course), and ared LED to indicate when the unit is in Voltage Protect
mode. There's also alarge blue power
switch. Since the unit is heavy and
designed to fit into arack, Ithink it's
extremely thoughtful of Cinepro to also
include adouble outlet on the front
panel —this made it very simple to plug
in additional units that weren't going to
reside in my system for long.
(Otherwise, I'd have been forced to
crawl on my belly like areptile, trying to
find afree outlet on the back by feel.
Not fun.)
The rear panel couldn't be simpler: it
has 12 outlets, four of them orange hospital-grade and designated as "digital
isolation outlets to further isolate noisecreating digital components (CD, LD,
DVD, etc.) from other sensitive analog
components." (As we all know, sensitive
analog components can have their feelings hurt if asked to use the same outlets
as those rowdy digital types.)
Stereophile, November 1998

Hush, hush —did Ihear
somebody call my name?
But most people seem to get along just
fine without fancy-schmancy line conditioners and such. Can they really
make adifference?
Absolutely! And, concurrently, not
that much. How can both answers be
correct? It's all context.
If you have asystem with resolution
issues, you could probably boost its performance alot more by using $1795 to
replace one or several components. I
reckon you could hear an overall
improvement on a boombox if you
plugged it into the PowerPRO, but all

Sensitive analog
components can have
their feelings hurt if asked
to use the same outlets as
those rowdy digital types.
you'd have is abetter boombox — and
who'd think that was worth 1800 clams?
On the other hand, awhole lot of
people have systems that are good
enough that they have a hard time
improving them substantially. Idon't
just mean silly-expensive rigs; I'm talking about people who have put their
systems together carefully over along
period of time and find themselves
stymied by what to do next. The stereo
could sound better, but improving the
amp, CD player, turntable, or even the
speakers would cost an arm and aleg,
and result in only aslight improvement.
The PowerPRO 20 just might be the
answer to that dilemma. There is no
question that it works: plug asystem
capable of sufficient resolution into it —
say, the median system owned by
Stereophile readers — and things certainly do get quiet. What's that you say?
You don't have any hum? HA! It's probably so pervasive that you aren't even
aware of it.
Icertainly didn't seem to have any,
yet after plugging the Audio Research
Reference One and CD2/DAC3 into
one PowerPRO 20 and the Audio
Research VT200 into another, Iwas
stunned — not at the sudden absence of
steady-state noise (I hadn't been aware
of any), but at the way music sounded
when Iplayed these units.
My problem is, how do Idescribe the
difference? That nonexistent Guidebook

PowerPRO

20

for Audio Reviewers dictates that certain
conventions must be observed. For
instance, whenever the noise floor is
lowered, we critics must talk about how
the music emerges from ablacker background. But Idon't hear silence as black
and music as, Idunno, shining in contrast to it. It's agood image, but that's
not the way Ihear it.
Music is so vast and unfathomable
that I'm sure it's beyond my abilities to
pithily express what it means to me, but
something as simple as light against dark
don't even begin to cut it. Closer, I
think, but still inadequate, would be to
say that music is motion contrasted to
the stillness of silence. With the
Cinepro, music moved more surely — or
perhaps Ishould say that the silence was
more still.
Either way, there was greater contrast
between the two. Does that mean
music sounded louder? Oddly enough,
it did. Not really louder, of course, but
clearer—more itself, less something else.
Take, for instance, that marvelous
momentum in the final movement of
Mahler's First. (I listened repeatedly to
Horenstein/LSO on Unicorn RHS
301LP.) This movement progresses
from hell to heaven, beginning with a
strident cymbal crash and ending with a
coda nothing short of earth-shattering.
Hearing that first clash of the cymbals
with the Cinepro in the system was like
hearing it for the first time — Iknow it's
there, I've heard the piece hundreds of
time, but it startled me nonetheless. It
was, forgive me, more itself than Iwas
used to hearing it on record. Victor
Zuckerkandl asks, "What is it that binds
the tones together and us to them?" I
certainly don't know. But listening
through the PowerPRO, Ifelt far more
bound to the music.
Sounds like ahuge difference, right?
It certainly had an impact on me in a
system Iwas familiar with, but I'm not
sure that everybody would find it as
exciting — or even all that noticeable.
The Audio Research components were
already performing on apretty exalted
level, and Ican't imagine anyone complaining about the sound Iwas getting
before Iinstalled the PowerPRO 20. I
was certainly very happy with it. But I
consistently preferred the sound with
the PowerPRO in the system.
Iwouldn't have said, instinctively,
that the system sounded quieter. But it
undoubtedly did, because Iwas hearing
more detail set within the recording. I'm
not saying Iheard more details period,
although Imust have. I'm saying that,
within each recording's unique sonic
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Cinepro
world, Iheard more of the accretion of
sonic cues that led to that recording
sounding like nothing but that recording. Is that unclear?
Of course it is. Every system — even
agreat one—has its own sonic signature. The Cinepro line balancer makes
me suspect that some of this system
signature consists of the way each component reacts to the crud within the
power grid itself. The more of that
crud you can remove, the less you hear
that reaction coloring everything else.
That means that the differences inherent in each recording seem more
marked. Ithink.
But even though that is, in away, a
very significant change, it pales beside
the differences between two speakers,
for instance. The Cinepro intensified
my reaction to each recorded musical
experience, but Ihesitate to call its effect
huge, even if it was audible.
Is the Cinepro worth the rather considerable price tag? As asonic tool, the
answer would vary based on the quality
of the system it was being used with. I
used it with the ARC system, and with
an equally refined solid-state system
consisting of aMark Levinson No.39
CD player, No.380S preamplifier, and
No332 power amp. Tube or solid-state,
Iheard essentially the same thing: With
systems of that caliber, you'd be hardpressed to make as substantial adifference in overall sound quality for an
equivalent expenditure. But drop back a
notch or two in the price chain and the
answer may not be as clear-cut. In many
systems, an $1800 upgrade elsewhere in
the chain can buy you much more
musicality.
It's monsoon season
But let's not forget that the PowerPRO
20 is also designed to protect your system from line aberrations and surges.
And it does adamn fine job of it, too.
Here in Northern New Mexico, summer is marked by an almost tropical
rainy season. During July and August,
most years, we have adaily thunder
shower around 5pm. Well, not quite
every day, but frequently enough.
Sometimes these are real frog-stranglers, dropping several inches of water
accompanied by Wagnerian thunder
and lightning; at other times, all we get
is steady, gentle rain.
This year, we've had alot of the dramatic ones. One evening last week I
came home to find the No.332 powered down. Puzzled, I pushed the
power button. No reaction. Then I
noticed that the PowerPRO 20 it was
Stereophile, November 1998

connected to had its red outlet-status
LED on. Iflipped the PowerPRO's frontpanel power switch on, but it stayed off. I
plugged the amp directly into the outlet
and was able to get it powered up, so I
kept the Cinepro out of the circuit.
I called the company and went
through abrief diagnostic. "Only two
things could be wrong — either the
storm popped the Ground Fault

The Cinepro
intensified my reaction
to each recorded
musical experience,

PowerPRO

20

would cost next to nothing. Anyone
who bought it from aCinepro dealer
could just have it done where they'd
bought it — or they could send it to us
and we'd replace them, but shipping a
75-lb line balancer is expensive and
awkward enough that most people
wouldn't want to do it that way."
Idon't know that the power surge
would have damaged the $6495
Levinson, but even if the PowerPRO
didn't have asignificant musical effect
on the system, it would have paid for
itself just by protecting the gear in the
system. And while it's true that Ishould
probably unplug everything in my system every time we have athunderstorm, Ialso know that that's never
going to happen.

but Ihesitate

The power and the glory
So once again we come back to the
basic question: Is the Cinepro Powereven if it was audible.
PRO 20 AC line balancer worth the
money? For me, yes, definitely. With
the systems Itried, it offered anoticeInterrupter, in which case you can reset able sonic improvement —not merely
it, or you had some kind of major- suppressing AC hum and RFI grunge
league surge that fried an MOV inter- as promised, but allowing me to more
closely approach the known surface of
nally," Doug Weinstein reassured me.'
As it turned out, it was the GFI, and I the music.
was able to easily reset it. (Doug menMy answer may not be your answer.
While Isuspect that the PowerPRO's
tioned that all users should test the GFI
sonic benefits would be audible with
every month.) But Iwas curious about
what Iwould have needed to do if Ihad any level of gear, there are certainly sysfried the MOV.
tems that would derive far greater bene"Well, you don't have aCinepro dealfit from the application of $1800 to the
signal-carrying components themselves.
er in Santa Fe, so we'd send you three
But assuming your system (and your
replacement MOVs and you could take
it to any qualified electric technician. All
pocketbook) are up to it, the PowerPRO
he'd have to do is snip out the old ones 20 is certainly capable of taking your
and solder in the new ones, which
stereo to the next level. And while it's at
it, it can even ensure that it stays there,
no matter what nasty surprises come
1MOV stands for Metal Oxide Varistor. This one has a
down your AC lines. And that realà
clamping voltage of 200V peaks; it shorts across the line
when confronted lw
above its threshold.
could make ahuge difference.

to call its effect huge,

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LPI2 turntable
with Lingo power supply and Cirkus
mod, Ekos toneann, Arkiv cartridge.
CD playback: Audio Research
CD2/DAC3 CD player and processor, Mark Levinson No39 CD player, Sonic Frontiers Transport 3/
Processor 3.
DVD player: Denon DVD-3000.
Preamplifiers: Audio Research
Reference One, Conrad-Johnson
ART, Mark Levinson No380S, Linn
Linto phono section.

Power amplifiers: Audio Research
VT200, Mark Levinson No332.
Loudspeakers: Alón by Acarian
Systems Circe, B&W John Bowers
Silver Signature.
Cables: Siltech interconnects, Black
Orpheus speaker cables.
Accessories: OSAR equipment
racks and amp rack, Sound Organisation two-tiered rack.
Room treatment: ASC Tube Traps,
Studio Traps, Bass Traps; RPG Abffusors; cynophobic critter. —Wes Phillips
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The Montana EPS
Frequency Range: 20-22,000Hz
Impedance: Nominal 4ohms(3-1112)
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Thomas
was detailed and pristine. Ifound that it
worked better with the slightly softer top
When the Aerial Acoustics Model 8loudend of the Kinergetics KBA-280 than
with the crisper treble of the Aragon
speakers reviewed by Michael Fremer
8008ST —the two amplifiers that spent
(Stereophile,January '98) arrived in Santa
Fe, Ihad them delivered to my listening the most time in the system — with the
latter combining with the Aerial tweeter
room for an audition immediately after
to produce just alittle too much of adry,
John Atkinson had finished measuring
metallic quality. But Iwould have been
them. My room is considerably larger
happy to listen longterm to the Aerials
than MFs, and less sensitive to the
with either amplifier.
sometimes difficult-to-accommodate
Overall, in fact, Ihave to say that I
bass of big loudspeakers, if not exactly
immune to it—for a long time I preferred the sound of the first generafavored room-diagonal positioning for tion of the Aerial 8to the more expenmany loudspeakers. But the addition of
several SWALS acoustic panels from
The Aerial
System Analysis (Tempe, Arizona),
definitely demanded
which are large and deep enough to
have effective absorption down into the
apower amplifier with
bass (claimed effectiveness to 40Hz,
unlike most panels, pillows, etc.), have
good control —there are
made it possible for me to place loudspeakers in other, more conventional
more solid-state amplifiers
locations.
The Aerials were initially set up
that fit this description
across the short dimension of my 18' by
than tube designs.
26' by 11' listening room, approximately 8' out from the front wall and 4-5'
sive Aerial 10T. A caution, however — I
out from the side walls. They stayed
there, with only minor fine-tuning of was comparing the 8to my recollection of
the 10T, as Idid not have the latter inposition, far longer than Ihad expected,
house for immediate comparison.
interrupted only by other loudspeakers
coming through for review. (See my When Idid hear the 10Ts in my listening room some time ago, I was
review of the Wilson Audio CUBs in
the April 1998 Stereophile for additional
impressed by their performance, but
bothered by one quality: a small but
reference to the Aerials.) The Aerial's
audible "bite" or edge somewhere in
bass was certainly not lean and mean in
the low to mid-treble region. This gave
this room, but neither was it overly rich
the mids an undeniable liveness, but
and ripe. Bass extension was impressive.
If you don't really like bass, then you
could become an irritation with some
may well have trouble warming up to program material. Iattribute this quality
this loudspeaker.
to the upper range of the 10T's Kevlar
midrange driver, not to its tweeter. I
Furthermore, the Aerial definitely
demanded apower amplifier with good
heard nothing of the sort from the
Aerial 8(which has an entirely different,
control — there are more solid-state
amplifiers that fit this description than
larger midrange driver of coated, multitube designs. But if your room is big
fiber paper).
enough, both in overall volume and in
In light of this experience, when
placement flexibility, then the Aerial 8's
Michael Kelly of Aerial Acoustics
bottom end as Ifirst heard it is unlikely
informed me that an update to the
to disappoint.
Aerial 8was available and he was anxThe mid and top end were even
ious to install it for our review, Iwas
more impressive. Nothing jumped out intrigued but not ecstatic. Why mess
as out of place or exaggerated. The
with agood thing? But for those with
midrange was awesomely good —
more trouble-prone spaces, the change
uncolored and simply there. The top end
might just be worthwhile, and the ticket
Aerial Acoustics 8loudspeaker
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J.

Norton

to unlocking the Aerial 8's best qualities.
The alterations — which involve
changes to the bass crossover network (I
got to see the impressive workmanship
in this crossover for the first time while
the changes were being made) and readjustment of the enclosure's internal
damping — are incorporated into current production. Owners of the original
version who wish an update ($500/pair
plus shipping) must return their loudspeakers to the factory. They shouldn't

Aerial Acoustics 8 loudspeaker
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be gone for long; the modifications to
our pair, performed onsite, took about
two hours.
How did it turn out?
My first impression on sitting down

to listen to the new 8s, using the same associated equipment Ihad used most often with
the Aerials in the past (including the
ICinergetics amplifier), was that the top
end had receded abit. This puzzled me, as
there was no obvious reason for the
change — the alterations are designed to
fine-tune the bass. But then Iremembered: When Michael Kelly and David
Marshall of Aerial finished making the
changes here in Santa Fe, they set up the
loudspeakers in the same locations as
before, but with aless extreme toe-in -by about 10°. Would this make all that
much of adifference?
It can, and did. When Ireturned the
8s to my preferred positions — with
the main axes aimed directly at the listener — the sparkle returned to the treble.
Aerial claims aslight increase in openness (a typical subjective impression
when bass balance is improved), but I
didn't find that the modifications had
any effect on the Aerial's midrange performance. But no change was required
or even desired. The Aerial's midrange,
as noted above, was already competitive
with the best in its class.
But it is at the bottom end that the
modifications are aimed, and there the
"new" Aerial did not disappoint me —
but then, it had not done so before. I
played all of my usual bass-reference
CDs: the old reliable Dies on Reference Recordings, Jean Guillou's organ
transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures at
an Exhibition on Dorian, every percussion-ensemble piece Icould locate, jazz
with kickdrum, even weird stuff like
Béla Fleck's Flight of the Cosmic Hippo. I
won't claim that everything Iplayed was
foot-tappingly tight, but it all sounded
satisfyingly real.
Iwas also more than alittle surprised
to find that my amplifier preference for
these loudspeakers now switched completely, with the Aragon 8008ST
pulling ahead of the ICinergetics. The
latter now sounded just ashade too rich
with the Aerial. The 8008ST, on the
other hand, provided just the right combination of warmth and detail. The
imaging and soundstage were also more
well defined with the Aragon.
The bottom line on the Aerial 8's bottom end is that Ifeel it is tightened up a
bit by the modification, but in my room
the change was not in any way dramatic.
And whether or not it will be enough to
Stereophile, November 1998

satisfy listeners who previously found
the Aerial 8too rich is another question.
The more extended the bass response,
the more significant the room/position/loudspeaker equation becomes.
Some audiophiles simply have aproblem with powerful deep bass —a problem stemming either from difficult
rooms or from an innate dislike of
extended low-frequency performance
formed by years of listening to small.
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the change was not
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in any way dramatic.
bass-limited loudspeakers. Yes, Ihave
heard tighter bass than Igot from the
Aerial 8, though in the audiophile lexicon, "tight" bass often is aeuphemism
for rolled-off bass. And yes, Ihave heard
deeper bass — largely from separate subwoofers or full-range systems with builtin, powered subs. (The latter concept is a
genuine advance in that, if done properly, it gives the designer and user options
that a"passive" system cannot.)
But in my room at least, Ifound the
bass from the latest version of the
Aerial 8both compelling and properly
proportioned. It wasn't the very best
I've heard in this room from afullrange loudspeaker driven by asingle
amplifier — the Energy Veritas v2.8 still
goes alittle deeper (though with its own
slightly full quality), and the NHT 33
may have more sheer low-end power
(though it's been awhile since I've listened to the NHT in my room). But the
Aerial needn't apologize to anything
else Ihave heard in its price range, or
even to alot of loudspeakers selling for
considerably more — neither in the bass
nor in any other area.
If you have an older pair of 8s and are
happy with them, you probably don't
need the mod. If you have apair and are
not entirely happy with their bass performance, and have done your homework
on positioning them in an otherwise
respectable room, but you otherwise love
them, the mod may well be worth your
consideration. And if you considered
owning apair before but were put off by
their bass characteristics, now may just be
the time for another listen.
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ew Orleans has had more than
its share of brilliant music stars,
but none shone brighter than
the great, and now sadly late, Johnny
Adams.
On Monday, September 14, at age 66,
Adams died of cancer in his hometown.
Given agrim prognosis in 1997, Adams
managed to rebound for atime this year,
performing at the 1998 edition of the
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival
and making one last album, the justreleased and aptly titled Man ofMy Word
(Rounder 2155).
Besides the fact that his death robs
the world of one of the finest song stylists ever, it is all the sadder because the
man and his music were so little appreciated during his lifetime. Born in 1932
in the Hollygrove neighborhood of the
Carrollton section of New Orleans,
Lathan John Adams cut his first single,
"Oh, Why" for the local Ric label in
1959. The producer on the session was
Mac Rebennack (Dr. John), who was
all of 18 years old at the time.
Subsequently,
Adams'
career
stretched across a basketful of small
labels, including Ron, Pacemaker,
Smash, Scram, Hep' Me, and Paid. His
biggest hits came in the late '60s, when
he had astring of charting singles on
the Nashville-based SSS International
label. The first, 1968's "Release Me"
(#84 on the pop chart, #34 R&B) was
followed by his highest-charting single,
"Reconsider Me," which soared to an
impressive #28 on the Hot 100 pop
charts and #8 on the R&B poll.
But in a pattern that was to be
repeated throughout his career, the
momentum from this chart surge soon
dissipated, and Adams went back to
making his living playing one-nighters
in New Orleans. At one point he even
worked during the day at Joe's One
Stop Record Shop, where Roy Byrd
(Professor Longhair) had also worked
sweeping up when his career was
down. In the late '70s Adams recorded
adisco number or two (which thankfully went unreleased), and even took a
stab at country music via a cover of
Conway Twitty's "After All the Good is
Gone," which became aregional hit.
He also recorded an excellent ChristStereophile, November 1998

mas album, Christmas in New Orleans
(Mardi Gras 5010).
Tagged with the goofy nickname
"The Tan Canary" by radio deejay Tex
Stevens, Adams never broke out nationally, for anumber of reasons. First,
despite the opportunities that he knew
existed in New York and Los Angeles,
he refused to leave New Orleans. He
was even averse to touring outside the
string of Gulf Coast roadhouses known
as the "Sugarcane Circuit." Next, like
many black performers who came of
age professionally in the '50s, Adams
became enmeshed with anumber of
less than reputable record-label owners.
In the early '60s, for example, he drove
to Detroit and auditioned for Motown
chieftain Berry Gordy. But just as
Adams was about to sign a deal, a
telegram arrived from Joe Ruffino,
owner of the New Orleans indic label
Ric Records, threatening to sue if
Adams signed with Motown. Today, the
Ric contract would have been bought
out by Motown and Adams' career
would have gone to another level. But
in those days, a threatening telegram
was enough to torpedo adeal.
Echoing the common experience of
black artists in the '50s, Adams later told
writer Jeff Hannusch (for IHear You
Knodzin', Hannusch's seminal history of
New Orleans music): "I had acontract
with Ruffino, but to tell you the truth, I
don't even know if it was valid. Still, I
don't think that if you see agood thing
happening to another person you
should cut it off, just because you feel
like you're being left out. Ireally believe
I would have gone somewhere if
Ruffino had just cooperated with the
major record companies. But he had it
in his mind that his company was gonna
be the biggest thing in the country and
that everybody else could go to hell."
A brush with Atlantic Records in
1972, for which he actually made a
number of singles, ended when the
label, which at that time had bigger fish
to fry, simply lost interest.
In 1983, Adams' career was revived
thanks to a recording contract with
Rounder Records, an association that
lasted until his death and produced nine
albums, all of which are worth having.

Baird

Like most of his fans outside New
Orleans, Ifirst ran into Adams via his
Rounder debut From the Heart (2044), a
title that beautifully captures the essence
and fire at the center of Adams' art.
Unlike most of his grittier Big Easy
musical brethren, Adams was asmooth,
at times elegant, R&B-based balladeer
who could also be effective on more
upbeat material. Like all great singers,
he had his own distinct approach to
phrasing. Once you heard it on discs
like Room 144th A View of the Blues
(Rounder 2059), it was unmistakable
and without compare — he could
stretch and caress alyric like no one else.
After his singing voice and his everpresent shades (he had alazy left eye),
the long, lean Adams was best known
for his sense of style and awardrobe
unlike any other. Years ago, at apacked
show in Austin, Texas, Iwas astounded
when Adams took the stage in an
absolutely stunning, custom-made
black velvet double-breasted suit
accented by ared shirt, red handkerchief, and red, zip-up Johnny Carson
boots. No one could dress for agig like
Johnny Adams.
Toward the end of his life Adams
fleshed out his repertoire with compelling versions of jazzier material and
standards. His The Real Me:Johnny Adams
Sings Doc Pomus (Rounder 2109) is afullon, flat-out classic, matching one of
popular music's most distinctive songwriting voices with one of its most expressive vocal instruments. Since Adams'
death, this disc, and in particular his version of "The Night is aHunter" —along
with his version of the Green/Heyman
ballad "I Cover the Waterfront," from
his 1995 jazz album The Verdict
(Rounder 2135) — have never been far
from my CD transport.
Amazingly, despite Adams' illness,
his final disc, Man ofMy Word, is as good
as anything he ever recorded. In the
liner notes to The Verdict, Adams is quoted as saying, "Some guys just go until
they can't go anymore. Iwould rather
have people remember me from when
Isang with alot of inner soul and feeling and spirit."
No problem, Johnny. You went out
on top. Thanks for the memories.
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Blue Mitchell

B

lue Mitchell was awonderful
mainstream jazz trumpeter
who could deliver as pretty a
melodic line as you'd like, and could do
it with considerable rhythmic whammy. Throughout much of his career,
which ran from around 1950 until his
death from cancer in 1979, he offered his
own take on the approach espoused by
the magnificent bebop trumpeter Fats
Navarro, relaxedly playing one smoothly
stated series of hip notes after another,
employing grace and economy rather
than virtuosic displays, all with awarm
and glowing sound that caressed the ears.
When Mitchell began his recording
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career as aleader for Riverside Records
in 1958, he was an unadulterated
jazzman, about to join the prestigious
quintet of jazz great Horace Silver for a
seven-year ride. Then, in the late '60s,
toward the end of his 1963-69 hitch
with Blue Note Records when work was
more spotty, he made apair of commercial-leaning albums: Collision in Black and
Bantu Village (both currently out of print).
He subsequently toured with both bluesman John Mayal! —where his front-line
partner was Red Holloway, another
jazzman well versed in the rigors of blues
and R&B —and Ray Charles.
In the early '70s Mitchell signed with

Mainstream Records and made aseries
of albums that mostly emphasized the
funk side of jazz, though the quintet
date Blue Mitchell (Mainstream, currently o.p.) was an exception. Subsequent
albums, for RCA and what was then
ABC/Impulse, were also intended to
appeal to acrossover audience, though
they still had their appealing moments,
such as the buoyant "Melody for Thelma," from Stratosonic Nuances (RCA, currently o.p.). But on two of his last
recordings Mitchell did nothing but
play it pure: 1977's Mapenzi (Concord
Jazz, 044), where he co-leads with
Harold Land, and 1978's Louie Bellson
Jam with Blue Mitchell (Pablo/OJC 802).
Perhaps this bouncing back and forth
between styles, in what seemed acalculated attempt by record labels (and
maybe by Mitchell himself) to attract an
audience, sell records, and sustain a
career, cost the trumpeter his core following. Whatever the reason, the result
is that today —as when he was active —
Mitchell remains one of the most
under-recognized of major-league jazzmen. This was aman of huge talent
who, at 18, could give tips about improvising to afellow, rising-star trumpeter
named Nat Adderley; an artist who, as
Horace Silver said recently, didn't know
the ins and outs of harmony, "but man,
he could hear all the right notes."
Silver later called Mitchell and tenorman Junior Cook, both of whom had
performed and recorded with him from
1958 to 1964, his most versatile hornmen. "Blue and Junior played more well
rounded than any front-line I've had,"
said Silver. "I could fully utilize my talents in terms of writing. Icould write
funky and they could handle that, solowise. A ballad, they could handle that.
Hip, they could handle. Icould depend
on them and we had alot of success."
Sadly, that success never really came for
Mitchell as aleader.
Blue Mitchell's life ended far too
early —he was only 49 when he died —
but he did pack alot of musical living
into those years. Born in Miami in 1930,
he took up trumpet in high school at
age 17, and was initially influenced by
Louis Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie, Fats
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Heath's spirited "Waverly Street."
The leader, surrounded by Heath,
Fuller, Kelly, and the Jones fellows —
7
:1
1
Sam and P.J.J. — works zestfully on
"The Head," "Minor Vamp" (cup mute
in), "Top Shelf;" and the evergreen "The
MY
Way You Look Tonight." He issues
twist-turn phrases that have mellifluURfls
ousness at their centers, and his lines are
FULLER
abetted by akeen rhythmic acumen.
Pen'
JOE
On "Tonight," Kelly has several like
JONES
moments;
elsewhere, tenorman Heath
WYN TON
scores with his gleaming tone and crisp,
KELLY
fluid ideas. On "Petite," Mitchell just
plays the supremely poignant theme,
leaving the solo to the pianist. If you're
looking for aplace to start your Mitchell
The title track is aromp of mediumNavarro, and, later, Clifford Brown. He
started to play jazz in aband that also plus tempo over the changes to "Sweet collection, Blue Soul makes afine choice.
The trumpeter's lone quartet date for
Georgia Brown," Mitchell soloing with
included future bass great Sam Jones,
repeated single notes, brief yet rhythmiRiverside, Blue's Moods (OJC 138), is
and, as noted, he had some contact with
cally punchy ideas, and longer, flowing another winner, recorded about ayear
Nat Adderley and his brother, the soonafter Blue Soul. Mitchell is aces, collabostatements. "There Will Never Be Anto-be-sax-giant Cannonball, who were
rating with Kelly, bassist Jones, and his
other You" is delivered lento, with Kelly,
from nearby Tampa.
one of the most enduring and endearing then-Silver bandmate, drummer Roy
It was through Sam Jones, who later
worked with the Adderleys, that of all jazz soloists, doubling the tempo for Brooks. Everything works: Charlie
Parker's rapid "Scrapple from the
his statements. The leader's "Brother
Mitchell joined Paul Williams, the
'Ball," for Cannon Adderley, has anicely Apple," the bubbling "I'll Close My
R&B/jump swinger who had ahit with
thickened melody line, as does Fuller's Eyes," the intriguing slow blues of
"The Hucklebuck"; Mitchell played
"ICinda Vague," the soothingly sweet
"Jamph." On both, Mitchell's almost matwith him from 1951 to 1952. While
ter-of-fact approach contrasts with "When IFall in Love." Mitchell's tone
with Williams in '52, Mitchell made his
seems more personal and powerful, and
Griffin's extraversion.
first appearance on ajazz recording, on
there's no doubting his ability to tell a
Out of the Blues (OJC 667), the second
what is now called Lou Donaldson:
story, to take alittle sow's ear like asimQuartet/Quintet/Sextet (Blue Note CDP of seven Riverside sessions, is again good,
but not great. kwas recorded the follow- ple triad and, with deft rhythmic juxta81537). He's A-OK, if not completely
polished, on the dashing "The Best ing December, about the time that position, turn it into asilk purse. Again,
Mitchell made his recording debut for
Imust get on my soapbox about Kelly, a
Things in Life are Free."
Silver with Finger Poppin'. Among the parmusical prestidigitator of the highest
After afour-year hitch with another
order: like the trumpeter, the pianist
ticipants are tenorman Benny Golson,
R&Ber, saxman Earl Bostic, Mitchell
consistently plays small somethings — a
returned to Florida. There he was heard
Kelly, bassists Sam Jones or Paul
Chambers, and drummer Art Blakey.
handful of notes, acommon chord —
by Cannonball Adderley, who insisted
that his then-producer Orrin Keepnews The opening "Blues on My Mind" is a and makes them sound miraculous.
leisurely cooker, the leader offering spare
Two large-ensemble dates from
sign the trumpeter to Riverside Re1960-62 produce varying results.
statements amid silence, these mixed
cords. Keepnews did just that, and in
Smooth as the Wind (OJC 871), on which
1958, the trumpeter moved to New
with more densely note-packed passages.
His good taste turns "When the Saints
Mitchell is accompanied by close to 20
York and recorded both with Adderley
Go Marching In" into amodem groove4
strings and brass, succeeds intermittent(July 1) and as aleader (July 2-3).
and "Sweet-Cakes" has abit of Latin feel.
ly. It's not the leader's problem, as he
The latter session, Big 6(OJC 615),
finds Mitchell somewhat underwhelmGolson's animated attack and humon- plays better than ever: winsome on the
ing. Keepnews said a major case of gous sound enthrall, as always.
great Silver ballad, "Peace," and spirited
nerves undid Mitchell on his date with
By the time Mitchell made Blue Soul and flowing on the title track and
(OJC 765) in September 1959, he
"Strollin'." But though most of the
Adderley, and, given that his own sescharts are by the usually superb Tadd
sion followed so closely, there is no rea- appeared to be at home in the studio (the
son to think that the condition had word is that he never was), and had
Dameron, they don't travel well. In parcompletely abated. Still, Big 6 boasts
grown as aplayer. Certainly, his year with
ticular, the strings sound syrupy, like
the demanding, hard-working Silver,
hearty thematic lines leading to numersomething from a'50s TV show. On the
ous swinging, ear-catching improvisa- who was constantly rehearsing, had
other hand, Golson's arrangements for
raised the trumpeter's level of proficientions delivered by atop-drawer gatherthree numbers, including "Peace," have
ing of modern artists. And even if the
cy. Blue Soul is definitely amore robust amuch more modern bent. It's acase of
trumpeter wasn't yet fully formed and presentation than its predecessors, aided
the disciple outshining the master.
mature, he still had his share of moving in part by natty arrangements from
Things are better on A Sure Thing
moments to offer in efforts with an outGolson and Jimmy Heath. Their themes
(OJC 837), where Heath uses six horns
standing cast: saxophonist Johnny Grifand backing lines fatten five of the nine
and rhythm —Kelly, Sam Jones, drumfin, trombonist Curtis Fuller, pianist tracks, like Silver's "Nica's Dream," and
mer Tootie Heath — to craft snappy litWynton Kelly, bassist Wilbur Ware,
they contribute such swell originals as
tle big-band charts. The dandy Wes
and drummer Philly Joe Jones.
Golson's lovely "Park Avenue Petite" and
Montgomery blues waltz, "West Coast

Blue Mitchell Big

6
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Building
Blues"; the leader's crisp "Hip To It"; and
the rarely heard Jerome Kern title tune,
all receive flavorful treatment, with tasteful background parts swirling in and
around Mitchell and the others. Again,
the leader is sharp, delivering hard-hit
notes with fluttering releases on "West,"
or offering raw, compelling melody on
"Sure." A percolating quintet version of
"Gone with the Wind" is afine closer.
Mitchell was back in combo land for
his final Riverside session, 1962's The
Cup Bearers (OJC 797), where he appears with the Silver quintet — tenorman Cook, bassist Gene Taylor, drummer Brooks — sans the pianist, whose
spot is taken by the admirable Cedar
Walton. The trumpeter led this team
(with the piano and drum seats shifting)
on several subsequent albums for Blue
Note. Here, the band exhibits both
togetherness and musicality on several
fine originals —among them Walton's
waltz, "Turquoise"; Thad Jones's easy
moving blues, "Tiger Lily"; and Tom
McIntosh's close-to-jazz-standard title
track — and a classic, the deliciously
slow "How Deep is the Ocean." An
essential, influential set.
Sonically, most of the albums mentioned are good, with clear sound and
reasonable soundstages. But they're not
exceptional, and may disappoint those
seeking the true audiophile experience.
A word must also be wedged in here
about the handful of Silver albums on
which Mitchell and Cook appear. Finger
Poppin', Blowin' the Blues Away, HoraceScope, and The Tokyo Blue are all classics,
great and sturdy examples of upper-echelon composing and arranging by the
pianist, and of bravura playing by the
trumpeter and his partners.
Of the eight albums that Mitchell
recorded for Blue Note, five were produced by Blue Note founder Alfred
Lion and one by Francis Wolff, Lion's
partner. These valuable, rewarding
recordings have been gathered into the
misleadingly titled The Complete Blue
Note Blue Mitchell Sessions (1963-67),
available by mail order from Mosaic
Records (information: (203) 327-7111).
(The remaining two albums, 1968's
Collision in Black and 1969's Bantu Village,
remain out of print.) This set was
reviewed recently by Tom Conrad in
Stereophile (Vol. 21, No.9), but still
deserves some elaboration here.
The vigor of Step Lightly, made in
August 1963, is immediately apparent
from the first notes of the opening
"Mamacita." As TC accurately observed, the sound of these Blue Notes is
remarkably full and robust, perhaps due
Stereophile, November 1998
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to Ron Master's employment of 20-bit
Super Bit Mapping in the remastering
process. But the playing, too, is hot, having Herbie Hancock on piano and Joe
Henderson on tenor doesn't hurt. The
leader tears into the Latin-ish "Mamacita," and is nicely focused and sweet to
the ear on the waltz, "Andrea."
The lyrical, ambling "Step Lightly"
gets an encore on The Thing to Do, where
Cook, Taylor, drummer Al Foster, and
pianist Chick Corea also introduce
Mitchell's now-standard, the delightful
Calypso-ish rhythm-changer of "Fungii
Mama." Cook's tenor now has atad of
Hendersonian influence in sound and
approach, while Mitchell remains his
poised, expressive self Corea crackles,
too. The band returns for 1965's Down
With It! While aboogaloo on the thenpop hit "Hi Heel Sneakers" lacks modern zest, the Corea/Mitchell "Perception" definitely does not. Nor does the
brooding ballad by Japanese trumpeter
Terumasa Hino, "Alone, Alone and
Alone." Again, the trumpeter, without
losing an iota of individuality, had pulled
his playing up anotch.
The Jimmy Heath tide track —part
funk, part plain cooking àla Blue Note —
sparks 1966's Bring It All Back Home,
where the deep-toned piano work of
Harold Mabern and the drum sizzle of
Billy Higgins stand out. Despite this
engaging number and the lush ballad,
"portrait of Jennie," this session has
slightly too much commercial content,
ie slick funk, for my blood.
The Mosaic package wraps up with
two larger ensemble dates: Boss Horn
and Heads Up! These boast such collective personnel as pianists Corea, Walton, and McCoy Tyner, saxmen Cook
and Pepper Adams, and arrangers Duke
Pearson and Melba Liston, and mix
both straight-ahead moods (the relaxed
"I Should Care," the fiery "Straight Up
and Down") with those based on popular rhythms ("Rigor Mortiz," "Good

Humor Man"). Fortunately (for my ears,
anyway), the former comprise the majority. Ultimately, this boxed set is another
central cog in any survey of the trumpeter.
In the '70s, Mitchell recorded for
Mainstream Records, and the one currently available reissue, Graffiti Blues
(Columbia KC 57120), is characteristic.
Though the trumpeter and saxman
Herman Riley have their moments, the
funk-drenched mood will do little for
those who favor the leader's powerhouse jazz stuff.
This leaves us with two final recordings:
Blue Mitchell Live (UCD 1007) and Mapenzi
Live, made in 1976 with afine pickup
band at asmall weekends-only club near
San Francisco, shows that the trumpeter
hadn't lost asmidgen of identity, no
matter his recording travails. He stretches out in the company of tenorman
Mike Morris, ahard-edged and inventive modern sort, and ace pianist Mark
Levine, offering the easygoing foot-tappers "Pleasure Bent" and "Something
Old, Something Blue" (the latter a
sweet Levine line), and another look at
"Portrait ofJenny." Fair sound for aclub
date, but solid performances abound.
Mapenzi, recorded April 14, 1977,
documents aquintet Harold Land and
Mitchell led in the last few years of the
trumpeter's life. It has an inviting contemporary feel, due in part to the tenorman's affection for the music of John
Coltrane. Here, Mitchell reveals strong
and subtle playing on such pieces as
Land's evocative "Rapture" and his own
bustling "Blue Silver," based on the
changes to "Peace."
Blue Mitchell may not have been a
man as well known in his own time as
he deserved, but that didn't stop him
from putting his heart, intelligence, and
talent into his horn, as these generally
first-rate recordings demonstrate. This
music, mostly undented by years, is
indeed worthy of our own invaluable
listening time.
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AVocal Tribute to Ben Webster
Recorded at Ocean Way Studios
L.A., CA March 17th-18th, 1998
Featuring:

Teddy Edwards tenor
Kei Akagi piano
Darek Oies bass
Larance Marables drums
This all-analogue, direct to 2-track
album, recorded on vintage Neumann
microphones is available as a 180g
2LP Set(l 1p has 2cuts at 45rpm) for
$29.99 or a 24K Gold CD for $24.99
The Best Album of HIFI 98 in LA'
NEXT RELEASE: Roy 'Guitar' Gaines /IGot The 1-Bone Ellues(raw & juicy)
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Vivante Productions 180g LP's

Presents:

VPI,P091 Al DiMeola, John Mel.aughin & PacoDeLucia /
Friday Night In San Francisco Live!
This longtime audiophile classic features 3guitar legends: all on acoustic
guitars taking you to new sonic and musical heights! Finest Guitar 1,P ever!
"Take your system and ears for the ride of their life 180g LP $29.99
VPLP002 ii. Cale /Naturally
The -Blues-Master" singer/songwriter at his hest!
I80g LP $29.99
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.
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25th Anniverso Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 18139,4s
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IBM-6
Q: Horn section, piano, boss, drums, guitar & xylophone.
IBM -2 Nowl: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sax.
IBM-19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
TBM-63
Block Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
TBM-25
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, bass, drums.
IBM-39
Green Caterpillar: Masoru Imodo Trio + 2(guitar & congas).
IBM-35
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio ploys standards.
IBM 24 Blue City: Iwo Suzuki Quartet + Kozumi Watanabe (guitar).
TBM-43
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & boss).
TBM -30 Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
TBM-15
Blow U I: lsao Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
TBM-23 Midnight Sugar: Yarnamoto Trio. An incredible min of blues and standards. Wow!
IBM-1005 Scandanavion Suite: Big band ¡an like you hove never heard before!
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All titles now OUT-OF-PRINTI — Order Before The re Gonell
64413 Janis Joplin: Pearl
64212 Santana: Santana
CALL FOR
66226 Carole King: Tapestry
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
64368 Frank Sinatra: The Voice
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
LIST

64408
64426
64274
64425

Dove Brubeck: Time Out
Roger Waters: Amused To Death $30.00
Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We...

53814
64411
64405
52944

Billy Holidoy: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues...

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD's: $14.99 /LP's: $Call
PREM-1919

Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) (1ST ALBUM)

PREM-737

Patricia Barber: Cafe

PREM-741

Blue (CD & 180g LP) STEREOPHILE R2D4
Patricia Barber: Modern Cool (CD & 180g) LP NEW/I!

RR-84C0 Dick Hyman: In Recital
CD's/LP's:
180g LP's:
RR-81CD Bruckner: Symphony #9
$12.99'
$16.99'
•Douhlr
oci.onol
RR-83CD Strauss: Em nHeldenleben/Minn. Orch.
All LP's now out-of•print!
RR- 79C0 Mussorgsky: Pictures At An Exhibition
Order now!
REFERENCE RR-82CD MephIsto &Company/Unit. Orchestra—
RECORDINGS RX-1000 RR & RIO: Stereo Test & Burn-In GOLDHDCD -527 99
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IG
LP's: $17.99
CD's: $12.99
LP's only available
up le 1043

1044 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Come to the River

1045
1046
1047
1048
1049

Robert Lucas: Completely Blue
Doug McLeod: Unmarked Rood
Bruce Katz Band: Mississippi Moon
Mighty Sam McClain: Journey
Joe Beard. For Real

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
_
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

xrcd&xrcd2

0201
0202
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0035
0033
0046
0032
0043
0038
0039
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XRCD2: Sarnpler(xrcd2)
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2065
2062
2063
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/1120
/1121
/1123
/1125
/ 1129
/1127
/N.A.
/1128
/N.A.
/N.A.

John Coltrane: Settin' The Pace(xrcd2)
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord(urcd2)
Coleman Hawkins: Good Old Broadway
Gene Ammons: Boss Tenor
Miles Davis: Bags Groove
Mulligan Meets Monk
Steve Miller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant
Ello Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy

0045
0036
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0054
0055
0044

CD's Now Only
$25.99

Ernie Watts: The Long Rood Home
The Bill Evans Trio: Al Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstars: Walkin•
Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Kenny Dorhom: Quiet Kenny
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Ernie Watts: Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet: Ploys For Bird
Tina Turner: Private Dancer

Over 70 titles now available indudine 17 titles from the Three Blind Mice label
and more on tewayl ontact us for acomplete list.
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11800 LP's & Gold CD's Now Only $22.99'
Deep Purple: Made In Japan'
The Doable Brothers: Best Of....
The Cars: Greatest Hits
Al Green: Greatest Hits
Van Nolen: Von Halen
Nat King Cole: Greatest Hite
Paul Simon: Paul Simon
Lindo Ronstodt: Greatest Hits Vol 2
Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin Simon
Paul Simon: Still Crazy Alter All These Years
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The following DCC Gold CD titles are now OUT-OF-PRINTIll
This is your last chance to order these great titles at olow price! Order nowt!!
GZS-1031
CCR: Cosmos Factory
°ZS-1062
Blondie: Parallel Lines
GZS-1056
GZS-1070
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725
729
726
721
723
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724
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Pat Benotar: In The Heat Of The...
CCR! Willie & The Poor Boys

GZS-1064
GZS-1053
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CCR: Green River
Frank Sinatrar Duets

Gold CD's:$22.99*

Duke Ellington: Jazz Party In Stereo
722 The Byrds: Untitled
Loggins & Messina: Full Sail
727 Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
Simon & Garfunkel: Bookends
731 John Coltrane: Ballads
The Benedictine Monks: Chant
720 Jethro Tull: APassion Ploy
1
OCC: The Original Soundtrack
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Recording of the Month

Cesar Rosas and Flaco Jimenez

(which, in another connection to tradition, uses an
arrangement by the first female Tejano star, Lydia
Mendoza) and "Un Lunes Por La Mañana," are both great
old tunes, on which Fender digs in and comes up with topnotch vocals. But it's Ruben Ramos' soaring vocals on "Mi
upergroups often turn out to be anything but. One Ranchita" that undoubtedly are this disc's vocal high point.
notable exception was the Texas Tornados — aTexThe wild card that gives this set an edge and keeps it
Mex quartet featuring Doug Salun, Freddy Fender, from being aTornados retread is the presence of the inesFlaco Jimenez, and Augie Meyers — that recorded three timable powers of Rosas and Hidalgo — key members of,
in my unhumble opinion, one of the most restlessly crealbums for Warner Bros. in the late '80s/early '90s.
Three of those... ah, inimitable personalities, are ative and prodigiously talented bands of any style currently
involved in this new and very wonderful US/Mexican alive on this planet Both Rosas' traditional-sounding origiborder-music super-group project, which succeeds in mix- nal, "Un Beso Al Viento," and Hidalgo's moody arrangeing diverse talents and raising again the creative breezes ment of the traditional "La Sirena," are highlights here.
That pair and athird tune, the Rosas/Hidalgo original "Rio
that blew so steadily in the Tornados.
David Hidalgo and Cesar Rosas (Los Lobos), Flaco Jim- De Tanampa," sung in both English and Spanish and feaenez, Freddy Fender, Joe Ely, Rick Trevino, and Ruben turing vocal turns by Rick Trevino and Doug Salun, could
Ramos are the principles in these sessions; Salun takes aturn all fit nicely on any post-Kiko Las Lobos album.
at background vocals. The septet is supported instrumentalAnother curveball here is the only all-English tune,
ly by such top players as accordionist Joel Guzman, bajo Woody Gutluie's "Plane Wreck at Los Gatos (Deportee),"
sexto player Max Baca, and the violins, trumpets, and voic- which is sung, appropriately, by the only anglo in the
es of mariachi group Campanas De America.
group of main players: the Lubbock, Texas-reared Joe Ely.
Less aformal recording session than afriendly, make-it- Tinged with the same bordertown flavors that Ely has cullook-easy jam session in which everyone gets acrack at tivated on his last two solo albums, this song and his persinging lead, this disc, not surprisingly, has as its core a formance of it are very natural parts of the proceedings.
group of traditional Mexican folk songs sung in Spanish
For abig session like this, in which lots of people are
that have crossed the border and become afamiliar part of playing and singing at once, the spaciousness and separathe cultural life of La Frontera. Opening with "El Canoero" tion achieved by producer (and Los Lobos member) Steve
(arranged by the south Texas music pioneer Valerio Berlin are admirable, even if the dynamics can sometimes
Longoria), the set bounces back and forth between slower slip in and out of balance.
canciotu and more upbeat ranchero. Like the Tornados'
While border music is an acquired taste, this super session
discs, there's even apolka, in this case Flaco's brother has so much heart, not to mention fine playing and singing,
Santiago Jt's original "Margarita."
that it easily sails over any cultural or stylistic objections.
Freddy Fender's two contributions, "Piensa En Mi"
—Robert Baird
LOS SUPER SEVEN: Various Artists
Radv/RCA Nashville 67689-2 (CD). 1998. Dan Goodman, exec. prod.; Steve
Berlin, prod.; Dave McNair, eng.; Fred Rennert, Steve Gamberoni, asst. engs.
AAD7 TT: 41:36
Performance *****
Sonics ****
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BRUCKNER
Symphony 4("Romantic')
Esa-Pekka Salonen, Los Angeles Philharmonic
Sony Classical SK 63301 (CD). 1997. David Mottley,
prod.; Richard King, eng. DDD. TT: 69:42
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2

T

his is not the kind of CD Iwould
have pulled from the shelf as arecommendation for a Bruckner
Fourth. First, Salonen —or Esa-Pekka,
as he seems to be universally known —
is aconductor much more associated
with modern music than with Bruckner.
We know that all the great Brucknerians
are old guys, not hotshot kids. And second, how often do you hear American
orchestras playing great Bruckner? You
sense that they just don't "get it."
American orchestras, generally speaking
as fine as any in the world, don't have
that warmth, that veneer of the
Viennese and Berlin orchestras.
What apleasant surprise, then, to
report what asatisfying, sensitive performance this is. Unlike many current conductors who exaggerate Bruckner (by
rushing fast movements and dragging
slow ones), Esa-Pekka trusts the composer to make the points. Particularly
telling are the soft sections (tg, flutes
about 7:30 into the first movement, and
6:00 into the second), where time
threatens to stand still in the presence of
such quiet beauty. And the L.A. Philharmonic sounds terrific, particularly in
Sony's nicely balanced sound.
So, this disc will join some distinguished company on my Bruckner
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Fourth shelf. It won't displace the Vienna
Philharmonic with Karl Btilim, which I
still have on LP and (to appease Michael
Ft-emer) will never update on CD. Other
recordings Ihave found deeply satisfying
include some extroverted ones (Skrowaczewski, Sawalliseh, Mawr), andmore
"inner" ones (Wand with NDFt,
Jochum, and now Salonen). If you wanted me to suggest arunner-up to Bohm,
rd go with Sawallisch (with, Iknow, an
American orchestra, but led by aveteran
old-world conductor!). —Paul L. Althouse
CHOPIN
Piano Concerto 2
1,11fith: Grand Fantasia on Polish Airs in A, Grande
Polonaise Brillante for Piano 8Orchestra
Emanuel Ax, piano; Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment Sir Charles Mackerras
Sony Classical SK 63371 (CD). 1998. Grace Row,
prod.; Charles Harbutt, eng. DOD. Tr: 59:31
Performance ****
Sonics

....
A

lmost all of Chopin's works reveal
a wonderful, delicate balance
between virtuoso display and the
demands of poetry. All of these pieces—
one real concerto and two concerto
wannabes —veer dangerously to the virtuoso side, but never sound flashy or
cheap. The weakness of these works, as
others have often noted, lies in the
orchestral writing, which is routine. We
sense (but don't try this at home) that a
clever musician could eliminate the
orchestra altogether and knit the leftovers
into quite acceptable music for piano
alone. In fact, the Grande Polonaise is often
performed without its orchestral part.
Ax and Mackerras are alive and sensitive enough to compete without gimmick, but these performances have the
added curiosity of
using apiano virtually identical to
Chopin's own. The
instrument,
an
Erard, was built in
London in 1851,
just two years after
the
composer's
death. Due to its
metal frame, the
Erard sounds much
more like amodern
instrument than,
say, a fortepiano
from Beethoven's
time. The crystalline treble and
mellow,
almost
plummy bass, however, allow the
music to emerge
with asense of ease

Reviews

and naturalness Ax himself notes that
the piano eliminates some balance
problems between the hands.
All of this would count for nothing
were the performances not so joyful and
musical. Ax generates lots of excitement, but the poetic sections are even
more memorable for their expertly
timed rubato and free passage work.
Mackerras is also very fine, and anything but the passive accompanist. He
brings lots of vitality, making the best of
Chopin's routine orchestrations (great
horns, though).
Heartily recommended, then, as
some of the finest Chopin around. If
you're allergic to period instruments,
though, you have vast choices in
Chopin's piano/orchestra pieces: Rubinstein for amellow, lyric approach, Pollini
or the new Ohlsson for more drama and
overt excitement.
—Paul L. Althotue
DONIZETTI
Lucia di Lammermoor
Andrea Rost, Lucia; Bruce Ford, Edgardo; Anthony
Michaels-Moore, Enrico; Alastair Miles, Raimondo;
others; The Hanover Band, London Voices, Sir
Charles Mackerras
Sony Classical S2K 63174 (2 CDs). 1998. David
Mottley, prod.; Tony Faulkner, eng. DDD. Tr: 2:16:47
Performance ***1/2
Sonics

....1,2
T

his is an important release, and
probably amust for fans of the bel
canto. Lucia has been recorded
before in its entirety, in its original keys,
and without ornamentation (with Montserrat Caballé and Alfredo Kraus), but
this new recording, in addition to sporting afiner, more suitable all-around cast,
goes one step further: Mackerras leads
the Hanover Band, aperiod-instrument
group, and the timpani-bright, stringmellow sound, backing Donizetti's
sometimes delicate, sometimes declamatory vocal lines, is absolutely right.
Unlike the Sills recording, which used a
glass harmonica in the Mad Scene,
Mackerras opts for the wooden flute,
the instrument probably used at the
time anyway. Pitch is at A=430, less
than aquarter tone below the A=440
that we're used to; Isuspect the difference will go unnoticed by most. Moreover, the few embellishments are in
keeping with what Donizetti, not
Nellie Melba, might have expected.
And the embellishments in Edgardo's
final scene (supplied here by Will
Crutchfield) were those used by the
famous Gilbert Duprez, who created
the role in 1835.
Well, does it all work? Aqualified "yes."
Iapproached this set with decidedly
mixed emotions — in the past Ihave
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SCHUBERT-GODOWSKY
Song Transcriptions & Passacaglia
Carlo Grante, piano
Music 8. Arts CD-984 (CD)
eng DDD TT 57 23
Performance ****
Sonics ***

1997 Joe Patrych, prod ,

T

You won't go mad for Andrea Rost's portrayal of Lucia di Lammermoor, but she's still nicely looney.

found Andrea Rost to be acookie-cutter
high lyric soprano, with little energy or
intellect, and her sound, qua sound, did
not make up for what Isensed was alack
of imagination. She may still not be a
first-rank Lucia — her coloratura is not
perfect, and she doesn't have that almost
indefinable "star quality" of tone — but
her Lucia is very good, and gets better as
the performance goes on. She sings with
real legato, limpid tone, afine sense of
style, and great urgency. Her opening
narrative is girlishly spooky (the higher
key here is most welcome), the duet
with Edgardo urgent and loving. Her
mental deterioration begins noticeably
into the duet with her brother, just
where it should, and she turns in anicely loony Mad Scene, even if it does lack
that extra sense of sickness that Callas,
Sills, and even Sutherland bring to it.
She embellishes ever so lightly throughout, but fans of maniacal roulades are
bound to be disappointed.
Baritone Anthony Michaels-Moore is
asinger of the Renato Bruson type: the
tone is somewhat soft, but very musical
and expressive. His Enrico is avillain
without that extra snarl, but it is handsomely sung. Alastair Miles makes the
most of Raimondo — one of the great
windbags in opera — and comes close to
making us care in his excruciating scene
with Lucia: this is Donizetti at his least
inspired, and is usually cut.
But the reason I'll hold on to this
Stereophile, November 1998

recording and listen to it again is the performance by Texan-born tenor Bruce
Ford as Edgardo. It is the most ardent,
eloquent, graceful singing of the role I've
ever heard: in the past, the caressing in
the love duet, the rage in the sextet, the
hopelessness in the Tomb Scene have
sounded this genuine to me only in the
mouth of Carlo Bergonzi. (Yes, Iknow
di Stefano, Pavarotti, and the rest — but
listen to this before you disagree.) Ford
has been mostly passed over by
American record companies, but his
recordings of the bel canto operas on
the Opera Rara label are easily obtainable, and Irecommend them. There, as
here, his voice rings out with an easy top
(he takes the written high E-flat with
Lucia's C at the close of the love duet),
and you can define "legato" by listening
to him. Ravishing!
As suggested, the Hanover Band
plays splendidly, with plenty of zip and
sympathy when called for, and Mackerras, while not driving the opera as
crazily as, say, Karajan does in the sextet,
still manages to put on quite ashow.
The sound is terrific, with fake ambience nowhere in evidence, the orchestra
and voices in natural balance.
Ilike this performance — unlike the
aforementioned Caballé-Kraus, which
was sadly labored, it sounds like the real
thing. But it can't be anyone's first and/or
only Lucia. That has to star Callas, Sills, or
Sutherland. Period.
-Robert Levine

he piano literature can boast of several colorful characters whose lives'
ambitions were the exploration of
the outer limits of piano technique and
color. Most notable among these were
Charles Henri Valentin, aka Alkan
(1813-1888), and Leopold Godowsky
(1870-1938), both of whom wrote works
of awesome difficulty. Unlike Alkan, a
reclusive eccentric whose lonely life
(according to legend) ended when a
bookshelf fell on him, Godowsky was
not primarily acomposer but an important concert artist and pedagogue who
became something of a cult figure
among other pianists of his day. Although
his public concerts sometimes revealed
what George Bernard Shaw referred to
as "a certain shyness," his private performances for colleagues were reputedly
staggering. Essentially
self-taught,
C,odowsky's only teacher of note was
Camille Saint-Saëns. (In later years,
Godowsky was to report that his lessons
consisted of hours of playing while SaintSaëns read the morning paper, the great
French composer occasionally interrupting with acomment such as, "That's
lovely, my boy. What is it?")
Godowslcy's status among his peers
was due both to his legendary technical
prowess and to his comprehensive
knowledge of the piano literature. His
interest in repertoire dating back to the
Renaissance led him to arrange and
embellish works by previous masters in
his own highly complex late-Romantic
style, adding contrapuntal and harmonic
intricacies as well as extraordinary technical challenges. While he also wrote
many original compositions, they have
received less attention through the years
than his transcriptions and enlargements
of pieces by other composers.
Most famous among the transcriptions is aset of 53 studies based on the
Chopin études, in which familiar passages were subjected to every conceivable technical contrivance, some played
in inversion, some by the left hand
instead of the right, some even combined with other études. For all their
magnificent pianism, however, Godowsky's transcriptions often do not have
the same extroverted appeal as those of
Franz Liszt, sometimes seemingly
designed more for the pianist's self-contemplation. (Perhaps "self-flagellation"
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would be more apt.)
Italian pianist Carlo Grante has set
out to record the complete works of
Godowsky (a superhuman feat), and in
the process will likely bring long-overdue attention to the many worthy
works of Godowsky that deserve to be
active parts of the repertoire. Among
the finest are his pieces based on themes
of Schubert, including the massive and
thrilling Passacaglia (an elaborate series of
variations on the opening eight measures of Schubert's "Unfinished" Symphony), and his transcriptions of
Schubert songs.
Grante's disc is the first recording of all
12 of the song transcriptions, and their
neglect is difficult to understand. They
are in every way comparable to Liszes
arrangements of Schubert songs, retaining all of Schubert's charm in such familiar melodies as "Die Forelle" ("The
Trout"), as well as the somber brooding
of"Litanei" and the winsome lyricism of
"Morgengrüss." Grante's pianism is masterful throughout, with an all-encompassing technique that is on abundant
display in the fearsome Passacaglia, an
original and daring work in which
Schubert's haunting melody undergoes
17 minutes of wrenching transformation.
Grante is to be commended both for
his programming and for his performance in this opening salvo at avast and
underappreciated repertoire. While this
disc will undoubtedly spark renewed
interest in the works of Godowsky, it will
also be enjoyed by any lover of Schubert.
— Hyperion Knight
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SCHNITTKE
Complete String Quartets
Kronos Quartet: David Harrington, John Sherba,
violins; Hank Dutt, viola; Joan Jeanrenaud, cello
Nonesuch 79500-2 (2 CDs). 1998 Judith Sherman,
prod.; Craig Silvey, eng. DDD. TT: 106:57
Performance ***1/2
Sonia ****
String Quartets 2 & 3, Piano Quintet
Gary Graffman, piano; Lark Quartet: Diane Pascal,
Jennifer Orchard, violins; Anna Kruger, viola; Astrid
Schween, cello
Arabesque 26707 (CD). 1998. Marvin M. Reiss, exec.
prod.; Adam Abeshouse, prod., eng. DDD. Tr: 69:02
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
SCHN1TTKE: Piano Quintet
SHOSTAKOV1CH: String Quartet 3
Gary Graffman, piano; Moscow String Quartet:
Eugenia Alikhanova, Valentina Alykova, violins;
Tatyana Kokhanovskaya, viola; Olga Ogranovitch,
cello
Per Ms Classical 9804 (CD). 1998 Richard Bernstein,
Peter Trimarco, exec. prods.; Jim McCurdy, Tom
Bates, engs., mastering. DDD. Tr: 5704
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2
Esquisses
Andrey Christiakov, Orchestra of the Bolshoi Theatre
Saison Russe 288 155 (CD). 1998. Prod., eng. not
listed. DDD. Tr: 52:10
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

T

he death of Russian composer
Alfred Schnittke in early August
has robbed the world of one of its
most original musical voices. The 63year-old son of aRussian mother and
German Jewish father was aprolific
composer: film scores (over 60), operas,
nine symphonies, four violin concertos,
six ballets, arrangements of works by
Shostakovich, Berg, and Scott Joplin, as
well as avoluminous body of important
chamber works. His champions included

such notables as cellist/conductor
Mstislav Rostropovich, violinist Gidon
Kremer, violist/conductor Yuri Bashmet, conductor Kurt Masur, and the
Kronos Quartet.
Schnittke termed his unique approach
to composition "polystylism" — basically
asort of free-form use of stylistic earmarks from all periods of western
music, from the renaissance through
atonality. A master of form, harmony,
and drama, Schnittke used this fusion of
stylistic elements to generate scores of
great emotional impact.
Schnittke's experimentation with
serialism and electronics in the 1960s
earned him an official seal of disapproval from the Soviet government. But
in the decades that followed, his arrival
at the idea of polystylism brought both
official and popular support—not that
his musical language ever became anything close to warm and fuzzy
Frequently compared to his mentor
and friend, Dmitri Shostakovich, Schnittke's music and the political subject
matter of his work rubbed the official
Soviet line the wrong way. But also like
Shostakovich, Schnittke was an unrivaled genius with apersonal style as distinct as it was musically potent.
His most important works include
the 1992 opera 1.4fe with an Idiot, widely
hailed as the most biting political work
since Shostakovich's The Now, his dark,
pseudo-baroque Symphony 5(which he
also named his Concerto Grosso 4); his
Concerto for Three (Violin, Viola,
Cello); and the ballet Labyrinths.
Coincidental with Schnittke's death
comes the release of several recordings
of important chamber and orchestral
works, among them the Kronos
Quartet's traversal of the composer's
complete string quartets, two new
recordings of his Piano Quintet (both
featuring pianist Gary Graffman), the
Lark Quartet's rip-snorting account of
his String Quartets 2 and 3, and the
Orchestra of the Bolshoi Theatre's spirited recording of his ballet Esquisses.
Hearing all of these recordings is alot
like watching Slaughterhouse-Five. Time
appears unstuck, either random-access
or melting from one time frame to the
next. In the Moderato final movement of
String Quartet 2, for example, themes
from the Russian Orthodox liturgical
tradition start out radiant and glowing,
only to become more shriveled and
shrill as the work progresses. Dedicated
to the memory of Schnittke's friend,
film director Larissa Shepitko, the
work's merging of contemporary and
ancient Russian traditions speaks volStereopinle, November 1998
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urnes of his and Shepitko's bonds to the
cultural and historic continuum from
which both sprang.
As might be expected, Kronos' traversal of the quartets has adistinct personality to it. In general, there's aglassy,
mysterious tone to the playing, and a
great deal of attention to the focus and
balance of elements. In the opening
movement of Quartet 3, for example,
the powerful points of occlusion, sirenlike pitch bends, and other modern
touches are handily accomplished. The
second movement of the same quartet
has acareening sense of out-of-control
menace that turns into adance in ahall
of mirrors.
The surprise is how much better the
Lark Quartet plays Quartets 2 and 3.
The first thing one notices is the richness and warmth of the Lark's ensemble
sound. What comes as ashock is how
much more expressive and colorful the
Lark makes each work. Where Kronos
takes the sirenlike pitch bends at afairly
clipped pace, the Lark slows them
down, exaggerating the beating microtonal sensation to striking effect.
From both a sonic and interpretive
standpoint, the Lark's reading of the
Piano Quintet outdistances that of the
Moscow String Quartet. Both recordings feature Gary Graffinan, a player
with clear affinities to Schnittke's darkly
mysterious work. But on the Lark's
recording, Graffman has apiano with
much great coloristic range, which he
exploits to the hilt. From a playing
standpoint, the Moscow Quartet's reading of the Quintet has much of the cool
veneer of Kronos' approach. The Lark,
by contrast, lets rip the full range, from
the ethereal to the bombastic.
The Moscow's reading of Shostakovich's String Quartet 3is atriumph.
The group plays with lithe athleticism
and wry wit, digging into the composer's architecture and Slavic touchstones
with idiomatic power.
Esquisses should be in every serious
classical collection. A ballet suite
derived from bits of theatrical music
Scluiittke wrote for (mainly banned)
works by Gogol, the remarkably original, brilliantly orchestrated score brims
with sarcasm and dark wit. The opening
and closing march, jointly composed by
Schnittke, Sofia Gubaidulina, and
Edison Denisov, strongly recalls Dmitri
Shostakovich, while much of the rest of
the score has aFellini-like quality of circus surrealism. Among the score's most
appealing features are Schnittke's treatments of well-known themes from
Mozart's Time Magic Flute, Beethoven's
Stereophile, November 1998

Symphony 5, and Haydn's "Toy" Symphony (this last work has been attributed to Leopold Mozart for the last few
decades), masterfully muted, molded,
and twisted into something familiar yet
patently transformed.
—Daniel Buckley

rock
ADVENTURES IN STEREO
Alternative Stereo Sounds
Bobsled BOB 2 (CD) 1998. Jim Beattie, prod. & eng.
ADD? TT: 45:09
Performance ***
Sonics ****

W

hat if Brian Wilson had
steered the Honeys, and not
his brothers, to icon-dom?
Or, just to be perverse, what if the
Beach Boys had been drag queens?
Such pop hypotheticals come to mind
while basking in the summery harmony'n'vibes of the second album (and
US debut) of Scottish duo Adventures
In Stereo. Studio rat Jim Beattie and
vocalist Judith Boyle make no apologies
for where their allegiances lie, but,
unlike most of today's crop of young
scruffs who seem to have absorbed Pet
Sounds via media coverage, AIS nails it,
for the most part, across 18 songs and 32

Reviews

minutes' worth of period detail. (A sixminute tune, rawer and noisier and
more inclined toward the psychedelia
that marked Beattie's first combo,
Primal Scream, appears as abonus track
following agap after track 18.)
Pop homage is arisky strategy. Some
groups, like the similarly named Apples
In Stereo or England's Saint Etienne, use
obvious influences as creative springboards. Others simply flounder in
pointless kitsch (Sweden's Cardigans
come to mind). Wisely, Beattie constructs his tunes not from stylistic templates, but via that quirky form of osmosis unique to hard-core record collectors. Walk into his library and you'll
spot plenty of Beatles: "Hang Out" suggests a George Harrison revision of
"Rain," complete with sitars; and the
moody piano motif of "This Time" is
pure John Lennon. The fragile guitar
minimalism, not to mention the title, of
"0 Sister" bears an Alex Chilton stamp.
And "Down in the Traffic" finds warbler Boyle doing such fabulous impersonations of both Mama Cass and
Michele Phillips that you mentally fill in
Denny and John's parts yourself.
Beattie and Boyle indulge themselves, sure, but it's agood indulgence
that, like alengthy 45-spinning session,
is easy to become part of. For all you

'
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trainspotters who've patiently waxed
up, tanned down, and are itching to go
surfin' UK: dig the familiar mutant
Chuck Berry chug of "Dream Surf
Baby" and the patented five-part harmonies of "Out of Sight," wherein
Judith and Jim catch a wave off the
shores of Glasgow and wash up somewhere in the vicinity of Muscle Beach.
Look, there's Brian W. himself, leaning
against the hot-dog stand and beaming a
proud, paternal smile.
-Fred Mills

vocalist Lucinda Williams; "Bethelridge,"
a mountain-music lament tinged with
bluegrass fiddle; and the most killer original here, "Can't Win for Losing You,"
which bullseyes the Bakersfield sound
with astonishing authenticity.
One of Fulks' more endearing qualities is his penchant for writing songs
that are clearly meant to whip up trouble. On the aptly named Southmotith he
took aim at Nashville — which has shut
him out as a songwriter — in the
album's hilarious closing number, "Fuck
ROBBIE FULKS
This Town." Here he turns his humorous venom on an even more sacred
Let's Kill Saturday Night
golden calf— ah, target, in "God Isn't
Geffen DGCD 25159 (CD). 1998. Rick Will, Robbie
Real" atune that's obviously meant as
Fulks, prods.; no eng. listed. AAD7 TT:47:44
an answer to the Louvin Brothers
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2
famous song, "Satan Is Real."
Another highlight here is "You
hile alt-country may never
have a personality of Kurt
Shouldn't Have," co-written with exCobain's magnitude, it's
NRBQ guitarist and now A-list songbeginning to develop stand-out individwriter-for-hire, Big Al Anderson. As
uals like Wilco's Jeff Tweedy, Son Volt's
usual, Fulks saves his biggest surprise for
Jay Farrar, and Robbie Fulks.
the end. The next to last song, "Night
Blessed with a strong voice and a Accident," is asong-story that bears more
frontman's nose for the spotlight, Fulks
than afew similarities to Gordon Lightis also asongwriter — perhaps the best
foot's "Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald."
that alt-country has yet seen. He has a
But it's in the sweet pop tune "Take
distinct talent for penning hard country
Me to Paradise," which can only be
tunes — the kinds of songs that Hank
described as "pretty," that Fulks reaches
Williams, George Jones, Lefty Frizzell,
ahigher level as asongwriter. Singles
Webb Pierce, and the other "hard"
don't get much more obvious than this.
country stars of the '50s made hits of.
Radio should eat it up.
When it comes to traditional country
songs, Fulks is more than amatch for
the "professionals" who grind out songs
9 to 5in the publishing houses along
Nashville's Music Row.
The John Huss
Fulks' two previous releases on
Chicago's Bloodshot Records, Gunny
Love Songs and Sotithmotith, are easily two
of this emerging genre's most consistent
records so far. Here, on his major-label
debut, the singer/songwriter tries to strike
abalance between the twangy country
tunes of his indie past and the demands of
amajor label, which routinely include less
twang and more rock. "Give us something
we can work at radio" is the usual mantra
Having grown up musically in th,
Chicago alternative guitar-band scenc.
Fulks is no stranger to twangless guitar
rock. Mer the catchy, anthemic opener —
atune that should quickly tike its plac(
in the pantheon of great driving songs he delivers solid if unremarkable guitarrock tunes like "Caroline," "She Must
Think Ilike Poetry," and "Little King,"
which he unfortunately mars with overly strident, near-scream oversinging.
Having worked in enough buzzy guitars to satisfy his label, Fulks gets to play
it his way in tunes like "Pretty Little
Poison," agorgeous slow duet with guest

W
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More rock than his twangier indic
releases, Let's Kill Saturday Night is another
solid step forward for one of today's fastest
rising songwriting talents.
-Robert Baird
JOHN HUSS MODERATE
COMBO
Lipchitz Zippah ZP006 (CD). 1998. Pete Weiss, prod.,
eng.; lames Gillespie, J. Niimi, engs. DDD. TT 43:42
Performance ****
Sonics ***

IN

hy is the John Huss Combo
"moderate"? The musicianship of this guitar/bass/
drums trio is not bad. And Huss's singing
is good, but it won't put Bono out of
work. They can rock, too, but not like
Metallica. Everything's moderate here —
except the humor. Huss, mainstay of the
Chicago indic rock scene, has been called
"Al Franken with aguitar" for areason.
"Suburbilly" is the bluegrass confession of asuburbanite: "Never been the
porch-swing sort. / Grew up near an
airport." "Millennium" is awink at Y2K
hysteria in which God makes acameo,
telling Huss that the real event will be
the second coming of "the Yules" —
Yul Brynner and Ewell Gibbons ("The
yule log doesn't count") — when the
answer will be revealed: Why did
"Hollywood get one foreign guy to play
another foreign guy in The King and /?"
Sometimes there's aserious method

Moderate

Combo
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to Huss's madness. In "How Can You
Say There's No God When the World
is So Bent?," he gets away with singing
about things usually best left in the lecture hall or science documentary. Only
God can make a tree? Maybe, but "God
was wrong when She made clout. /
There's one detail She never worked
out." Our world is so off-kilter, there's
even a movie about Steven Hawking's
physics: "Popcorn in hand. The Cosmos
is grand. / It ends but expands without
limits."

The

acoustic

guitars

happily

churn away, a bluegrass violin dances on
top, and Huss lands right on the line
between

comedy

and

philosophy:

Mother Nature is a Frankenstein —or a
Corvair.

("I'd

like

to

meet

whoever

made her / and jot down his name on a
card to Ralph Nader.")
He even sings about math, but keeps
his feet on the ground. That's where
Huss found a tire tool, lying by the side
of Lake

Shore

Drive.

It's "a positive

thing — it's shaped just like a plus / unlike something like a dollar bill / which

Lightning Volts: On their latest album Wide Swing Tremolo, Jay Farrar (center, in shades)
and Son Volt turn up the juice.

is shaped more or less like a minus."
Huss shares Jonathan Richman's, and

Millstadt,

especially They Might Be Giants', knack

transformed into a rehearsal hall and

for seeing ordinary things in interesting

studio. Just down the street from the

ways. And his willingness to experiment

grade school Farrar attended as a kid,

with

horns,

sitars,

and

Mellotrons

makes most of these songs compelling

the

Illinois,

lingerie

studio provided a creative

haven

where the band could experiment with-

for sonic reasons alone. From an audio-

out the constraints of having to rush

phile point of view, the sound quality of

through the recording process. Though

this studio recording is okay, but not

no less melodic than its predecessors,

spectacular. It's all so moderate, this disc

the

has been in my CD player for the last

garage edge. But while Neil Young and

two weeks.

-George Reisch

result is

bolder, with

more

of a

Gram Parsons have often been cited as
precursors to the Son Volt sound, expect

SON VOLT

to hear R.E.M. and post-Parsons Byrds
comparisons this time around.

Wide Swing Tremolo

With jangly guitars and shimmering

Warner Bros. 47059-2 (CD). 1998. Son Volt, prods.;
David Barbe, eng. AAD? TT: 45:37
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

I

percussion behind Farrar's voice, full of
pensive

confidence,

"Question"

bridge

"Flow"

the

VARIOUS ARTISTS

warehouse

rootsy

and
Amer-

BAR-B-QUE SOUL-A-BRATION
Rhino R2 75214 (2 CDs). 1998. Andrea Kinloch,
exec. prod.; James Austin, prod.; Jennifer
Sperandeo, concept; Bill Inglot, Dan Hersch,
remastering engs. AAD? TT: 110:35
Performance ***
Sonics ****
HAVE A NICE DECADE: The '705 Pop Culture Box
Rhino R2 72919 (7 CDs). 1998. Bill Ingle, David
McLees, Gordon Skeene, prods.; Patrick Milligan,
Paul Grein, Gary Stewart, asst. prods.; Bill Inglot,
Ken Perry, Dan Hersh, Stewart Whitmore, Andrew
Garver, remastering engs. MD? TT: 9:20:23
Performance ***
Sonics ****

A

s wonderful as the music is on
many of their reissue sets — the

John Coltrane "cube," the Buck

Owens box, The

R&B Box —Rhino's

greatest strength is its packaging, a fact
recognized by its many Grammy nom-

don't know about you, but I was

icana of the group's earlier work with

inations

spooked the first time I heard King

dabs

Crimson's "21st Century Schizoid

"Driving the View" is driven by infec-

Bt, Scream & Shout! The Big 01' Box of
'60s Soul was a new high in packaging

of radio-friendly

modern

rock.

in

that category.

Last year's

Man." Times have changed, and feed-

tious

simultaneously

concept and execution, even for Rhino.

back and distortion

sweet and raspy. On the other hand, the

'While neither of these two new sets

these days, but the rustic, rural, big-sky

more

comes

twang of Son Volt's two earlier albums

with its lap steel and fiddle, could be a

hardly prepared me for "Straightface,"

leftover from

Wide Swing Tremolo's

atmospheric 1995 debut.

are

hardly

novel

screeching, haunt-

ing opener. But that track, a kind of
musical
"What's

second
the

cousin

R.E.M.'s

acoustic

While

Trace's

harmonies

"Hanging Blue

Trace,

Side,"

the band's gorgeous,

close

to

that

truly

ingenious

snap-top box, both still rate as proud
notches in the Rhino packaging holster. The BBQ box is more concept

Wide Swing Tremolo

trades in

atmospheric cohesion for melod-

than

actual

music.

Conceived

as

a

party-in-a-box, this two-disc package is

Kenneth,"

ic adventure and diversity, it has the ring

held together by a ring-binder note-

serves notice that songwriter/singer Jay

of a genuinely honest work, commer-

book that holds not only the discs in

Farrar and his fellow Volts are stretching

cially viable (most of the songs are in the

slips,

beyond

three-minute

"Barbeque is Boss," "Easy on the Gas:

the

Frequency

to

close

dusty,

open-road

vistas

they're best known for.
The stretch, as it turns out, is a result
of the freedom that the band enjoyed as

it

recorded

this

album
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in

an

old

range)

without

being

but

commercially driven —a subtle distinc-

Maximizing

tion worthy of a band whose best music

Gas

is built on slowly revealed subtleties.

BBQ

-David Sokol

Grill,"

also

the

written

Oft-Frowned-Upon

"Fun'n'Games:

Activities

chapters:

That

Enjoyable

Don't

Involve

Eating," and my favorite, "Sing, Baby,
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Sing!: On Being aICaraoke Soul Star."
There are also pages of BBQ recipes,
shopping lists, even sample invitations
that you can copy and send out.
What, you may be asking at this point,
do recipes, amoist towelette, and — oh
yes — coupons for BBQ sauce ("valueadded items," in marketingspeak) have
to do with music? Mostly it's just one
more way to recycle music they've
already issued in several different
forms. After that, it's enticement for
newcomers — those who don't already
own innumerable versions of "Land of
1000 Dances" or "Green Onions" — or
those whose music-collecting jones has
reached the point where acool packaging job is all that's needed to snare their
attention and dollars.
Most of the tunes here are upbeat
soul shouters, many focused on food —
like Professor Longhair's "Red Beans,"
Jack McDuff's "Hot Barbecue," James
Brown's "Grits," and the Mongo
Santamaria Band's "Watermelon Man."
For students of soul music there are a
few lesser-known treats like "Smoky
Joe's Cafe" by the Robins, and "Millie
Make Some Chili" by Billy Vera and the
Beaters. This set does have several tunes
in common with Btg, Scream & Shout!,
but not enough to make adifference. As
for the remastering job — which, for
some of these tunes, has to be about the
fifth time — many of these old soul classics have never sounded fuller or less
"in-a-box."
As for Rhino's '70s opus, in packaging
terms it's aclose second to Beg, Scream &
Shout. Its cover is aslice of indoor/outdoor smiley-face carpet, and its truly
inventive (I mean it) hinged-panel
arrangement allows seven CDs to be
packed on top of each other in an oversized book format.
Other than the fact that everything
here has been reissued by Rhino several
times already, this set's main musical
problem is that, like every other '70s
anthology, it concentrates only on Top
40 hits. Lost is the fact that the '70s were
also the decade when album tracks, as
opposed to singles, found widespread
radio airplay. A compilation of '70s
album cuts would sound alot different,
and help balance the memory of this
much-maligned decade.
The singles in this set are so overexposed, and were so cloying to begin with,
that they're nearly impossible to listen to,
even when you consider this saccharin
mass to be the soundtrack to your wasted youth, as I—ahem —do. But, again,
this book is very effectively aimed at two
distinct audiences: those who just want
Stereophile, November 1998
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the highlights and have no interest in
buying a20-volume reissue series, and
collector-weenies who can't resist agimmicky packaging job. In this case there's
also the sucker-for-the-'70s factor. No
"Trash Disco Night" worth its weight in
pet rocks will want to be without this
encyclopedia of excess.
Without making any further critical
judgments — which Iassume are selfevident when it comes to nuggets like
"Billie Don't Be aHero"— Have aNice
Decade is all you'll ever need of the
musical pleasures, guilty or otherwise,
that '70s Top 40 had to offer.

sault, this longtime Touch & Go indic
band's major-label debut is less menacing and more tuneful than previous
efforts. While there's still plenty of
heavy guitar rock and moments of the
group's noisy, distinct brand of "industrial disco" at work here — not to
mention moments of dread like
"Speedway" — tunes like "Roxy" are
almost poppy. Almost. "PsychoFuture," with its catchy guitar/bass figure, could actually be a"hit." While
this is still your basic flat, in-your-face,
undefined rock record, GAB's sound
quality is better than in the past.

— Robert Baird

—Robert Baird

jazz

short takes
DAVE BARTHOLOMEW:
New Orleans Big Beat
Landslide LDCD-1022 (CD). 199a Dave Bartholomew,
prod, Marc Hewitt eng.; AAD? TT: 42:11
Performance **1/2
Sound ***1/2

What apleasant surprise this at first
seemed to be: the return to the studio of
one of the central figures of New
Orleans' short-lived but eternally sweet,
mid-'50s R&B flowering, and the man
whose "Big Beat" formula later became
an important inspiration for rock'n'roll.
Unfortunately, trumpeter/singer/bigband leader Bartholomew (now a
sprightly 78) delivers aset that's long on
his surprisingly strong voice and stillfine trumpet playing, but short on material and arrangements. A slick, funky
big-band arrangement of "Ode to Billy
Joe" is apredictable disaster, aradical
(though not better) reworking of "Ain't
That aShame" doesn't work, and an
original like "Down at the Zoo" (where
every animal imaginable "asks" about
his baby) is simply beneath his gifts.
After a very shaky opening cut, the
sound quality improves somewhat,
though it never quite sheds aboxed-in,
dynamically clipped ambience.
Still, Bartholomew does manage to
belt out aconvincing take of Sammy
Cahn's "I Still Get Jealous," and his brass
charts for Professor Longhair's "Mardi
Gras in New Orleans" have abite. But
that's about it. Is there an outside producer in the house?
—Robert Baird
GIRLS AGAINST BOYS:
Freak * On * Ica
Geffen DGCD 25156 (CD). 1998. Nick Launay, prod.,
eng.; Alex Dana, John Smith, Vaughan Sessions,
Sheldon Guide, asst. engs. AAD? 77: 47:28
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***

Renowned for its two-bass-guitar as-

CHICK COREA & ORIGIN
Ode
Chick Corea, piano; Bob Sheppard, flute, soprano 8
tenor sax, bass clarinet; Steve Wilson, flute, soprano 8 alto sa; clarinet; Steve Davis, trombone;
Avishai Cohen, acoustic bass; Adam Cruz, drums
Stretch SCD-9018 (CD). 1998. Chick Corea, prod.;
Bernie Kirsh, eng. DOD. 77: 65:40
Performance ****
Sonics ****

C

hick Corea has led amultifaceted
jazz career, digging deep into the
"akoustic" zone, experimenting
with "elektric" fusion, and embarking
on classical concerto excursions. His distinctive pianistic style encompassing
dancelike buoyancy and hushed lyricism, his embrace of intriguing compositional forms, and his relaxed improvisational sensibilities have combined to
create an abundance of pensive and passionate music.
While Corea strives to keep his
music fresh, consistently releasing recordings on his own Stretch imprint
(distributed by Concord), none of his
recent outings has jumped out of the
speakers in the same exciting way as his
newest CD, Ongin. Recorded in concert
over the course of six days at the Blue
Note in New York City, the disc (sans
edits or overdubs) showcases Corea
unveiling his new acoustic band, Origin,
a sextet featuring the bracing threehorn front line of trombonist Steve
Davis and reed players Bob Sheppard
and Steve Wilson, and the steady rhydim team of bassist Avishai Cohen and
drummer Adam Cruz.
From the get-go, the band is in sync.
Even though there were only minimal
rehearsals before the gig, Origin swings,
grooves, and muses as if they'd been
playing together for months. Corea and
crew deliver six of the leader's tempo185
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THE COOL SCHOOL LIVES
PACIFIC JAZZ 93163

lAT/M
1.1.001.101.10

Five Pacific Jazz Reissues
BILL PERKINS OCTET: On Stage
Pacific Jazz CDP 4 93163 2 (CD)
TT: 43:29
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***

1956/1998.

THE CHET BAKER QUARTET WITH RUSS FREEMAN
Pacific Jazz CDP 4 93164 2 (CD). 1953/1998.
TT: 71:37
Performance *****
Sonics **1/2
BUD SHANK & BILL PERKINS
Pacific Jazz CDP 4 93159 2 (CD). 1955-58/1998.
TT: 59:30
Performance ****
Sonics ***

CHET BAKER
QUARTET
featuring
RUSS

FREEMAN

BUD SHANK & BOB COOPER: Blowin Country
Pacific Jan CDP 4 94846 2 (CD). 1956-58/1998.
Tr: 55:46
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***
CURTIS AMY: Katanga!
Pacific Jazz CDP 4 94850 2 (CD). 1962-63/1998.
Tr: 50:25
Performance ****
Sonics ***I/2

Bud Shank
Bill Perkins
Hampton Hawes
Red Mitchell
Mel Lewis

pacific jazz records 93169

All live:
Richard Bock, orig. prod. (Blowin' Country, Russ
Freeman, prod.); Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.
MD.

T

he West Coast movement in jazz
was isolated to Los Angeles, contained within the 1950s, and widely misunderstood by East Coast critics of
its era. Yet there remains deep nostalgia
shifting, journey-like compositions, as
for the "cool school," because this music
well as avibrant rendition of the stanresonates with an impulse deep in the
dard, "It Could Happen to You."
psyche of the American counterculture.
Highlights include the romantic waltz
From afaraway time, the music of the
"Soul Mates," in which flutist Bob Beat Generation still beckons with its
Sheppard takes the lead with tender,
hip, come-hither aloofness.
wafting lines; and the compelling
One way to get aquick fix on this era
"Dreamless," where Sheppard again
(perhaps an unfortunate metaphor, given
dominates the spotlight, this time with a the prevalence of heroin back then) is
full-bodied solo on bass clarinet. The
through an ambitious new series called
best track is the exhilarating "Double
"West Coast Classics," subtitled "limitedImage," which blooms out of two short
edition reissues of rare titles from the
and out-leaning group warmups, "Say It
Pacific Jazz catalog." In addition to the
Again, Parts 1& 2." There's tremendous
five discussed here, there are titles by the
energy in the piece; the dynamics are
original Gerry Mulligan/Chet Baker
charged, and each player soars.
Quartet, Cy Touff, Jack Sheldon, Jack
Obviously having fun, Corea perMontrose, Teddy Edwards, and Earl
forms at the top of his game throughout.
Anderza. None of this material (except
Whether splashing dissonant note clusthe Mulligan/Baker and the Baker/
ters or comping with playful sprinldes, he
Freeman) has been available in the US
shines amid the roiling waves of improvisince its original release on 10" or 12"
sational gusto. He dances through these
LPs and 78rpm singles.
numbers, taking agraceful spin through
Richard Bock founded Pacific Jazz in
"Molecules," his homage to Duke
1952 in an apartment above Drum City,
Ellington, and unleashing torrents of a percussion shop on Santa Monica
notes on "Double Image."
Boulevard. Through the '50s, no label
Buying live discs can be a risky was more important in defining the
business. Talent aside, there are as
seductive musical texture known as the
many poor performances as good
"West Coast sound" — lighter, whiter,
nights documented on CD. Based on
more fluid, more grounded in composiwhat was captured on tape here, rest tion and counterpoint than the domiassured: Corea's date at the Blue Note
nant bebop language of the day.
was inspired and smoking.
A quintessential example of the style
— Dan Ouellette
is "Just aChild," from On Stage by the
Stereophile, November 1998

Bill Perkins Octet. When Perkins floats
into the theme in that relaxed, freoncool tenor-sax tone, a mood and a
moment are crystallized. Life no longer
need be contested —you've just slid
home, safe. The meticulous horns of the
ensemble (Bud Shank, Jack Nimitz, Stu
Williamson, Carl Fontana), in meticulous counterpoint, carry Perkins aloft.
His sound emanates like pure spirit.
West Coast jazz was about unalloyed
beauty, which is why it won't go away.
Its cerebral sophistication kept it (usually) from cloying, and the best example
of all is Chet Baker. The Chet Baker
Quartet with Russ Freeman, 25 tracks from
1953, contains Baker's first recordings as
aleader. There are pieces — like the two
takes each of "Moon Love" and "The
Thrill is Gone" — that go beyond even
Bill Perkins' ability to create ahush of
lyrical rapture. But much of this music
swings hard, driven by pianist Freeman.
Those who know Baker only for the
sublime falterings of his late work will
be astonished to hear him, as a23-yearold, smoke the impossible melody line
of Freeman's "Bea's Flat."
Multi-instrumentalist Bud Shank
(who, like Bill Perkins, is alive and well
and musically productive in 1998) was a
major presence in West Coast jazz —as
was pianist Hampton Hawes, who also
appears on Bud Shank &Bill Perkins. But
187
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the voice that compels attention here is,
again, the ephemeral yet definitive
tenor sax of Perkins, whose gossamer
delicacy on "Angel Eyes" makes you sit
very still.
Shank teams up with another multireed master, Bob Cooper, on Blotvin'
Country. This material, from four albums
released in the late '50s, reveals both the
strengths and the excesses of the "cool
school." Between them, Shank and
Cooper command six reed instruments,
including oboe. The virtuosity is indisputable, but too much of this music is
overarranged and cute. Shank and Cooper
even choose "Mutual Admiration Society."
Not all of the music on Pacific Jazz
was Caucasian and careful. The scene
along L.A.'s Central Avenue district
influenced African-American artists like
tenor/soprano saxophonist Curtis Amy.
Katanga! contains aWest Coast variant
of hard bop: less fiery, more polished,
and just as valid. Amy is adistinctive
player, and the contributions of pianist
Jack Wilson and guitarist Ray Crawford
help make Katanga! auniquely elegant
version of soul.
In terms of production values, the
West Coast Classics series gets aB+.
The original artwork, and previously
unpublished photos by the great
William Claxton, bring back the texture
of adistant time. Most important, the
sound, derived from Pacific Jazz's master tapes and full of electronic ticks and
dropouts and awkward splices, is brilliantly refurbished. It's educational to
compare the same Chet Baker/Russ
Freeman material contained in a1987
Mosaic collection with the West Coast
Classics version here. Ron McMaster
did the digital transfers and mastering
for both, but in 1998 he used 20-bit
Super Bit Mapping. The sonic improvement is not subtle.
Most of the tides in the series simply
reprint the original liner notes. There are
drawbacks to this cost-saving approach.
Dupree Bolton is in the front line with
Curtis Amy on Katanga! The contemporaneous liner notes identify him only as
"a trumpet voice which stands on the
verge of greatness," but Bolton is actually one of the most mysterious figures in
jazz. He possessed superlative technique
and an incandescent intensity all his
own, but he made only afew recordings,
and disappeared from the face of the
earth after Katanga! The enigma of
Dupree Bolton was not solved until
1988, when writer Ted Gioia found him
playing trumpet on the streets of San
Francisco, elderly and homeless. A lifelong drug addict, Bolton, who could
Stereophile, November 1998

have been one of the greats on his instrument, had disappeared for 25 years into
prisons and institutions.
When reissue programs do not provide
updated liner notes, they fail to complete
stories that need telling, even when they
break your heart.
-Thomas Conrad
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HAM ZA
EL DIN
Escalay
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HAMZA EL-DIN
Escalay (The Water Wheel)
Nonesuch Explorer Series 72041-2 (CD). 1971, 1998.
Robert Garfias, prod.; Daniel C. Grinstead, eng.
AAD. Tr: 38:20
Performance *****
Sonics ****

5

ometirnes it's the smallest gestures that make for the most profound listening experiences. Air,
ambience, rnicrodynarnics, inner details
— such are the code words for wellrecorded acoustic recitals. There's something about the delicacy and harmonic
complexity of strings that goes along
way toward validating the accuracy and
resolution of your sound system.
But my abiding affection for solo guitars and Mozart string quartets notwithstanding, there's an even bigger world of
sound out there, and I've always been
fascinated by music and instruments
arising from different global traditions,
be they folk or classical in origin, western or eastern in temperament... or
some new hybrid forms.
Which is why the CD release of the
legendary world-music classic Escalay
(The Water Wheel) by Hamza El-Din is
acause for celebration. Esacalay is one of
the most hypnotic, involving recordings
ever committed to tape, and as such it
offers us an exotic, intimate perspective
into the soul of amaster string player.
Hailing from the Sudan, the Nubian
virtuoso El-Din displays a singular
approach to this difficult fretless instrument's double courses of strings — a
very personal, idiomatic melding of
classical and folk traditions. Beginning
slowly with held, pensive tones, El-Din
gradually essays aseries of rolling cadenzas before settling into a hypnotic,
chantlike instrumental drone that
evokes the dreary repetitions of the
waterwheel, and portrays the spiritual
epiphany of aboy who minds the oxen
and exhorts them on. El-Din weaves a
supple web of ornaments around this
omnipresent bass line — as supple an
aural metaphor for the Almighty as
you're likely to hear. "I Remember" digs
even deeper into the folkways, with

insistent cadences that suggest links to
American blues rhythms and the rolling
attack and contrapuntal devices of bluegrass banjo players, while "Song with
Tar" is arich, resonant recording of traditional frame drumming. -Chip Stern
THERE'S SOMETHING
ABOUT MARY
'
Music from the Motion Picture
Capitol CDP 4 95737 2 (CD). 1998. Peter 8 Bobby
Farrelly, exec. prods.; no eng. listed. AAD. TT: 43:24
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

p

eppered with moments of quirky
dark humor and Dumb &Dumber
silliness, the film from which this
music is drawn is essentially aguilty,
fun'n'bouncy pleasure. With its 14 songs
punctuated by effervescent modern
pop, the soundtrack not only mimics
the feel-good aura of splashy heroine
Cameron Diaz, it enhances the movie's
narrative. Joe Jackson's "Is She Really
Going Out With Him" helps underscore schlumpy do-gooder Ben Stiller's
indignation at seeing Mary with another guy, and much of the other material,
most notably the Lemonheads' jangly
"If ICould Talk I'd Tell You" and the
Foundations' late-'60s smash "Build Me
Up Buttercup" (played over the film's
wacky closing-credits outtake sequence), sound totally fresh and at
home in their new context.
And putting it over the top are three
songlets by Jonathan Richman, who
serves as the film's hilarious one-man
Greek chorus. Here, the punk-rockerturned-hopeless-romantic turns on the
ultra-dry humor while endearing himself to awhole new generation with the
tide song (key line: "Well, they may
know about domestic and imported ale /
But they don't know a thing about
love") and the wannabe wisdom of
"True Love is Not Nice." -David Sokol
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Plinius SA50 & 2100i
Editor:
All involved with Plinius express our sincere gratitude for the way Sam Tellig
approached the review of our SA50 and
2100i amplifiers. He listened very carefully to our amplifiers and took agreat deal
of time asking questions about our circuit
design and how it might differ from that
of other manufacturers. Our experiences
with the Stenvphile "review machine" have
been pleasant and most stimulating.
Since 1979, we at Plinius have made it our
never-ending goal to design audio equipment that will allow our customers to get
as close as possible to bringing alive musical event into their homes at real-world
prices. We believe that Sam's review has
vindicated our position. Our most valuable
asset at Plinius is our people who meticulously and pridefully assemble each amplifier by hand. This review belongs to them.
'Team Plinius
Plinius
Walker Valid Points &
Isolated Motor Drive
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Michael Fremer for
his enthusiastic review of our Power
Isolated Motor Drive for AC turntables
and the Valid Points resonance control kits.
The motor drive is unique in that it comes
with detailed instructions for super-tuning
it to your turntable; it allows for precise
speed adjustments for 33 1 and 45rpm,
with aswitch for selecting speed. There is
no need to change belts or pulleys. It also
allows for absolute polarity setting for your
motor (this is very important), and includes
instructions for testing fuse direction. After
the settings are completed, they will not
change or drift, regardless of any changes in
the AC power at the wall.
The Valid Points Resonance Control Kits
are designed to stabilize, isolate, drain, and
stop vibrations on all your components —
amps, preamps, digital components, video
components, transformers, shelves, stands,
speakers, and turntables.
We have found that manufacturers usually use soft rubber feet for cost and convenience reasons. This allows the bottom
and top to vibrate. Placing hard cones
under acomponent can stabilize it better
than soft feet, but does very little for isolation and case vibrations.
We have also discovered in our research
that vibrations in components can be additive or subtractive with each other, and each
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component is highly affected by the vibrations transmitted by the shelf it is placed on,
even if that shelf is air-suspended. We
believe that achieving the "magic" vibration
control is avery important component.
The Valid Points Resonance Control
Kits are offered in two sizes, and asupertuning kit is also offered. Extra tuning
discs are also offered, in two sizes in pairs.
Thanks, Michael, for entering J-10 territory.
Lloyd Walker
President, Walker Audio
Primyl Vinyl
Editor:
My thanks to Michael Fremer for mentioning the series of Rega Planar/RB300
articles published in Primyl Vinyl, Vol3
No3. While the basic arm rewire section
was based on the Internet version, Miguel
Barrio wrote out his own rewiring supplement, and provided the Grado hum-fix information as well.
While the other sections of the May/June
issue dealt with bearing, motor, and counterweight upgrades to the Planar design,
we were stymied on the RegaIVTA issue
until Icaught up with Max Townshend at
HI-FI '98. Regs owners (and prospective
ones too) will be pleased to know that he
continues to manufacture aVTA adjustment base for the RB300 arm (and the
250 and 900, Ipresume). He can be contacted at Townshend Audio, 7 Bridge
Road, Hampton Court, Surrey ICT8 9EU,
England, UK. Tel./fax: (44) 181-9792155.
E-mail: townshendaudio@dial.pipex.com.
For non-Regs owners, Ishould mention
that Vol3 NoA of Ptimyl Vinyl featured an
article on upgrading the VPI HW-19 Jr.
(which can also have easily fixed hum problems with Grado cartridges). Many of the
tweaks and upgrades discussed in Primyl
Vinyl are equally applicable to other turntables and arms. As MF has often pointed out
in the pages of Stetrophile, one of the compelling allures of analog audio is the ease and
efficacy of upgrading the replay equipment,
even for the technically unsophisticated.
My thanks, too, to Stereophile for steadfastly supporting analog audio!
Bruce Kittch
Editor, Primyl Vinyl, The Audiophile
Record Collectors' Newsletter
Dunlavy SC-N
Editor:
Once again, what can we say — the Stereophile review by Robert Deutsch and John
Atkinson of our new SC-N/A loudspeaker seems to have said it all!

RD's perceptions and descriptions of the
relatively small but important audible differences between our standard SC-N and
the new SC-IV/A loudspeakers certainly
characterize him as areviewer possessing
an uncommon ability to accurately assess
and describe such differences.
Indeed, we at DAL feel honored by RD's
final observation: "Remember the frog
whose jumps always take him halfway
toward his goal? Audiophiles and audio
manufacturers are much like that frog,
approaching but never quite reaching the
goal of perfect fidelity. Or, as Paul Simon
put it, 'The nearer your destination, the
more it keeps slidin' away.' With the SCN/A, Dunhvy Audio Labs has managed
the feat of jumping more than halfway
toward the goal. Very simply, this refinement of the SC-N/A has reached the
point where — with the best source materials and associated equipment — it sounds
less like aspeaker and more like the music
that's being reproduced."
We are equally indebted to John
Atkinson for his measurements of the SCN/A, but only wish that Stenvphile possessed amore extensive array of laboratory
test equipment and alarge anechoic chamber. Such a facility is necessary because
loudspeakers having the physical size of
the SC-N/A must be measured "anechoically" at the normal listening distance
of 10' if the measurements are to convey
any relevance as to how accurately they
will reproduce complex musical sounds
and transients in atypical listening room.
For example, we measure loudspeaker
performance at adistance of 10' in one of
our two 24' long by 20' wide by 16' high
anechoic chambers (accurate to within
±0.1dB above about 200Hz). In our chambers, the SC-N/A yielded an on-axis frequency response of ±1dB (without
"smoothing," etc.) compared to JA's measurements, which showed ±1dB variations
at distances up to about 100" (within a
nonanechoic room environment, replete
with reflections). Likewise, JA's measurements of impulse response and step
response (at 50") hardly portray the loudspeaker's nearly "textbook-perfect" performance as seen from DAL:s measurements.
Further, since few audiophiles arc likely
to listen to loudspeakers the size of the SCIV/A at only 50", we believe that our measurements provide amuch more accurate
indication of how they will sound in areal
listening room at the average listening distance of 10'.
Stereophile, November 1998
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Likewise, although the SC-IV/A reproduces squarewaves with an accuracy that
would make many top-of-the-line tube
amps blush, this was not verified by John's
measurement of a500Hz squarewave at a
distance of only 50", in aroom having
obvious reflections. This is regrettable,
because we believe that the SC-IV/A, and
several other DAL loudspeaker models,
may be the only loudspeakers presently
available that can perform such afeat.
It should be mentioned, however, that
John's measurement capability may be
quite adequate for assessing the properties
of loudspeakers having smaller dimensions than those of the SC-IV/A. This
would hold for loudspeakers whose driver separations are small with respect to a
wavelength and/or the distance of the
measurement. This problem is somewhat
related to the distance over which acamera lens of large diameter can remain in
focus. In this context, an array of loudspeaker drivers also exhibits both "focal
distance" and "depth-of-field" properties.
Any reader wishing acomplete set of SCIV/A measurements may obtain them free
of charge by calling (719) 592-1159, faxing
(719) 592-0859, viewing our Web page at
www.dunlavyauclio.com or writing Dunlavy Audio Labs at P.O. Box 49399,
Colorado Springs, CO 80949-9399.
John Dunlatry, CEO
Duttlavy Audio Labs
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Joseph Audio RM22si Signature
hditor:

All of us at Joseph Audio would like to
thank Chip Stern for his review of the
RM22si! Chip really nails it when he
describes the speaker as "a superb blank
canvas on which to paint awide range of
synergistic sonic pictures." Our goal was
to create aspeaker that would be as sonically transparent as possible, allowing the
listener to experience the full range of the
musicians' artistic expression. It was gratifying to see that Chip left no musical
stone unturned as he went from the
Ramones to Ginger Baker to Kathleen
Battle to Heifetz to Ives; Chip's musical
range is as encyclopedic as it is eclectic!
John Atkinson's thorough measurements find the RM22si to be functioning
precisely as intended. The RM22si's easyto-drive impedance makes it a superb
match to virtually any amplifier, even
low-powered single-ended triodes.
We were also pleased to have JA confirm
the superb bass extension, made possible
in part by the large port concealed at the
bottom of the cabinet. The port also acts
as an internal brace — resulting in the
excellent control of the cabinet demonstrated by his accelerometer tests. As he
correctly notes, the position of the port
will minimize the audibility of its resonances, rendering them completely
inaudible at the listening position.

Comments

The close match of the on- and off-axis
responses demonstrates one of the key benefits of the Infinite Slope design. Should
anyone get the urge to get up and dance, the
clarity of the sound will not be impaired.
When it comes to the time-domain
issue, Ibelieve that one needs to refer to
the extensive data on the topic accumulated by the Audio Engineering Society.
According to all the studies we've seen,
the negligible phase error of our speaker
is well below audible limits. No wonder
Chip Stern found that "the RM22si's
offer listeners exceptionally focused, realistic images without sacrificing depth of
soundstage or dimensionality — and not
just from that perch in your optimum
sweet spot." Apparently, good imaging
performance need not be the exclusive
province of slow-slope crossovers.
For us, the choice is pretty clear: aspeaker with the snap and focus of aluminum
cones, the sweetness and detail of silkdome tweeters, and the large listening window afforded by the Infinite Slope technology —or aslow-slope design with plastic
cones and good time-domain response that
can be observed only from avery narrow
slice of the vertical listening axis.
Finally, it's about time we thanked the
voters at the HI-FI Shows for their ongoing support and enthusiasm for our
speakers. We were delighted with the
"top ten" Best Sound at Show placement
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that the RM22si's garnered at HI-FI '97,
and were thrilled to see our new RM25si
ranked within the top five at HI-FI '98. It
is agreat honor to be included among
competing models costing up to 30 times
the price. These Shows provide an exciting forum for people to get ataste of what
the High End is all about, and for us to
learn directly from the people who actually buy our speakers.
Thanks, Stereophile!
Jejostrh, Richard Modafferi
Jostph Audio
wunvjosephaudio.com
Audio Research Reference 1&VT200
Editor:

Thanks to Wes Phillips for his glowing
reviews of the Reference 1preamplifier
and VT200 stereo power amplifier. We
appreciate his care and attention in evaluating them. These special products are the
result of Audio Research's 28 years of
experience designing equipment to
advance the art of audio reproduction and
to play music in our homes every day
without fuss or worry.
Our engineers would like to correct one
thing, however. The VT200 is intended to
be operated on anormal 120V AC line.
Operating it on Stereophik's extremely soft
105V AC line naturally reduces power output, even with tone-bursting. The VT200
is a200Wpc amplifier when plugged into
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to "do-it-

yourself"
then the
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for you!
It is packed
full of products like
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Springboro, OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@ parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com
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anormal home AC line.
There is good news for all those music
lovers who covet the VT200 but find it
out of their range: the recently introduced
VT100 MILII has many of the qualities of
the VT200 in amore compact size and at
amore compact price: $4995 suggested
US retail.
Thank you for this opportunity to
respond to the review. With all of the
wonderful things written about the
Reference 1and VT200, we encourage
readers to listen for themselves so they can
truly understand what makes these components so compelling. Good listening!
Dave Cordon
Audio Research Corporation
Stereophile's reference to an
AES standard listening room
Editor:
Jonathan Scull's "Fine Tunes" column in
the August issue of Stereophile (p.63) contains areference to an Audio Engineering
Society (AES) standard listening room.
The reference is incorrect in attributing
such aroom to the AES. The error appears
to have come from the website of amanufacturer, who has since corrected his error.
AES has, at this time, only one standards
publication showing a listening room.
AES20-1996, "AES Recommended Practice for Professional Audio —Subjective
Evaluation of Loudspeakers," contains

hawkeye
audio/video

only sets of minimum and maximum distances for the listening arrangement. It
does not contain a "standard listening
room," and, in fact, the reports of the AES
Standards Committee (AESSC) WG-07
Working Group on Listening Tests tend to
deprecate such astandard room. Standard
listening rooms are described in standards
of the International Telecommunications
Union; however, they are specifically
intended for the evaluation of broadcast
monitoring equipment. International
Electrotechnical Commission technical
report IEC 60268-13 does describe areference room size (which differs considerably from the room in the article).
However, the report is not astandard.
The website that Stereophile referenced
drew some of its content from an AES
convention paper preprint. AES preprints,
as disclosed on their covers, are not peerreviewed, nor do they in any way represent the views of the AES. All views of the
AES on standardization issues are expressed only by the AESSC.
Interested persons should obtain AES201996. This standard is aset of recommendations for subjective evaluation of highperformance loudspeaker systems. It
expresses the belief that, for certain audio
components, including loudspeakers, subjective evaluation is anecessary adjunct to
objective measurements. It recognizes the
strong influence of listening conditions,

rega
Planet
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program material, and the individuality of
evaluators. The document seeks, therefore, to assist its user in avoiding testing
errors rather than to attempt the establishment of any single correct procedure.
Directly and materially affected persons
may also wish to join the WG-07 working
group, which developed AES20. To
become amember of the working group,
follow the procedures in the "Bulletins
and Quick Guides" link at www.aes.org,/
standards.
Dan Queen
.4ES Standards Manager
Cinepro PowerPRO 20

Edit e
Ican remember the day my boss, Eric
Abraham, came walking into my office
with abig grin on his face. Gauging by
the degree of satisfaction Isensed, Isaid.
"You've either won the lottery or created
yet another brilliant audio component."
"You're not going to believe this one," he
said. "You'll have every high-end dealer in
America beating apath to your front door."
Well, not only have our dealers responded with overwhelming success to the
launch of our two PowerPRO AC Line
Balancer/Power Conditioning products
(the PowerPRO 10 retails for $1095), we
are also extremely proud to have
StereopItile bring these unique products to
the attention of your readers. We wish to
thank Wes Phillips for such apositive and
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entertaining critique.
Iseem to recall reading in the mythical
Guidebook for Audio Reviewers (p.18, if
memory serves) that no perfect product
exists —only ttear-perfect ones, which
endeavor to further define the outer limits of audio nirvana.
Well, when WP writes, "I was stunned
and "...allowing me to more closely
approach the known surface of the music,"
we humbly submit that our design and engineering efforts have not only paid off, but
have established anew reference standard in
the Power Conditioner category. On behalf
of the entire Cinepro staff, I'd liket%acrin
thank Wes Phillips and Sterrophile. G
listening.
Douglas Winstein
Director. Sales &Marketing, Cinepro
Cinepro

PowerPRO 20

,i1N ,1

reassuring than
having your company's efforts so heartily
recommended. Wes Phillips has once
again done his usual excellent job, identifying the sonic benefits pertaining to his
use of our balanced AC power unit, the
PowerPRO 20.
What your readers may be interested in
is how this revolutionary unit really
works, its basis in real science, and the
countless engineering hours focused on
creating aunit that improves the power
that powers our lives.

There is nothing more

Audio
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Wes was "stunned" at the way music
sounded with the Cinepro PowerPRO 20
in the system. This is due primarily to
three major systems at work. First, as he
correctly surmised, by eliminating noise
and grunge from the AC mains, all systems will perform better sonically. This is
accomplished by an exclusive two-stage
filtering process. First, an advanced ferrocapacitance filter removes ultra-high-frequency spikes and hash. Second, special
windings and core technologies used in
the main transformer provide abrick-wall
filter for all signals above lkHz. This combination of filters yields an unprecedented
108dB of noise reduction (above lkHz).
Second, the very real sonic benefits of
powering your equipment with balanced
AC, employing equal and opposite voltages, does in fact reduce the "hum" level of
most components by about 15dB (about
60 times lower). Tests we've conducted
here in our San Francisco labs and listening
rooms confirmed that, even though the
system hum was inaudible —heck, it wasn't even acoustically measurable, being
below the ambient noise in the room —
inserting the PowerPRO 20 into the system always made for amore detailed and
spatially accurate souniifield. (Testing was
done with avariety of system configurations and listeners in an informal doublecontinued on page 201
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ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Hartselle
NSS Electronics
(205) 773-0534
ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522

to

Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(650) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
The Audible Difference
(650) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
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Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
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Sacramento
Audio EX
(916) 929-2100
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(916) 447-2100

Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545

Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bernadino
Video Mart
(909) 885-3191
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311

San Francisco Stereo
(510) 586 1055

Convoy TV Audio 8Video Sales
(619) 279-3825

Berkeley
dB Audio
(510) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166

Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City *2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The A/V Room
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800

Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
S. San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyers News
(707) 542-1311
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(408) 438-5112
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Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
COLORADO
Boulder
Eads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
D
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
listen Up
(303) 444-0479
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Hartford
The Stereo Shop
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Daytona Beach
Crystell Clear Sounds
(904) 767-0022
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Melbourne
Associated Telecom
(407) 724-4000
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
St. Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 521-3011
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Atlanta
Electronic Home Consultants
(404) 231-0504
Radio City
(404) 521-3131
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martine:
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 642-5557
Toccoa
Audio Central
(706) 282-5100

FLORIDA

Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363

Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771

Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202

Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796

Boca Raton
Better Sound
(561) 338-8898

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625

Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348

Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134

ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770

Fort Dodge
Archer IV
(515) 573-5737

Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

Chicago
Avant Garde Home
Entertainment
(773) 248-1104

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399

Music Direct
(312) 433-0200

Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakenvorks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770

KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216

Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988

Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830

New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
Slidell
Home Theater Concepts
(800) 357-6684

Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134

Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Ft. Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663

Bethesda
.15 Audio
(301) 989-2503
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-344A

IOWA

Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600

Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200

Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3563.
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MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras
(781) 648-8111

St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600

Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434

Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Lawrence
MaIco Electronics
(508) 685-4383
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Burton
Today's Audio
(810) 742-2000
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
MISSOURI
Cool Valley
Pieties Custom Sound
(314) 504-0760
Gladstone
Buzzz's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
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MONTANA

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 483-4511
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
The Upper Ear
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(6031 643-1233
Keene
Gerkins Inc. Sales 8Service
(603) 352-7329
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
The Home Theater Shop
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen 's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
The Sounding Board
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hal sStereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand 8
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
J.S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
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Upgrade PV Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Watertown
Happy Ear
(315) 788-7692
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
NORTH DAKOTA
Northwest Audio
(701) 298-0034
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
Look and Listen
(937) 438-4330
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565

Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoflman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
New Philadelphia
Hard AudioSecurin
(330) 343-1353
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

OREGON
Beaverton
The Art of Audio
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(217) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
Wyomissing
Stereo Barn
(610) 376-7122
RHODE ISLAND
Bristol
Manhattan Sound
(401) 253-9789

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT - System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(picas mention Sterecphile)
Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

Great acoustic
music.
Free CD.
Do you love acoustic roots,
rock, jazz, classical, and
other styles where songs and
strings set the tone? Let us
send you the Acoustic Artists
Music Catalog, with hundreds of
hard-to-find CDs and books.
You get afree CD with your
first order.

acoustic
artists
(800) 827-6837
Dept W, Box 767
San Anselmo, CA 94979-0767
aas.ag@stringlettencom
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Portsmouth
Paul's Ultimate Audio/Video
(401) 683-4400
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio &Video
(901) 682-6557
Opus 2Audio &Video
(901) 684-5461
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Arlington
Pioneer Television &Audio
(817) 640-3018
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(972) 247-1487
Audio Partners
(972) 930-9862
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
Broad
(801) 484-1110
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Charlottesville
Audio Vision
(804) 975-4434

Buy

Stereophile

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Olympia
Desco Audio &Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio &Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397

New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway tf 101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave

Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262

Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wausau
Electronics World #1
(715) 845-4504
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1000
PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
66W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

NEW BRUNSWICK
Monkton
Ernie's Newsstand
(902) 454-8381
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morns St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonics Audio 8. Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Songe St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 ronge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7*3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S

BRITISH COLUMBIA

QUEBEC

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434

Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #MI63
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave

Montreal
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 lajeunesse
Quebec
C.O.RA.
131-18 Rue E

Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993

Courtenay
Clarion Books 8. Music
480 Sixth St

Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
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ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413

IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock. County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

AUSTRALIA
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel: (617) 3368-3566
Fax: (617) 33E6-3813
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688
BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel: 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax: 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hifwankel
Tel: 31 (01 40 211 3388
Fax: 31 (0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel: 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 580 1529
De Hifistudio
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612345
De Hifnvinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax: 31 (0) 24 684 2602

FINLAND
Turku
HifiMesta Oy
Tel: (35E0 2-2504-888
Fax. (358) 2-2504-808
FRANCE
Paris
Rensaissance Sarl
TeVFax: (331) 6004-6036
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328

THAILAND
National Distributor
Music World Co.
Tel (662) 276-5190
Fax (662) 276-2456

MALAYSIA
TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
Tel (868) 663-1384
Fax (868) 645-2205

National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel (60) 3-717-6969
Fax (60) 3,719-4188

TURKEY

MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES

National Distributor

DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel: (459) 722-4941

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax. (41) 22-784-2904

MACEDONIA
Skopje
TR Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 11 83 66

BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Fax: (011) 024-48841

CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Te/Fax: 42-2-90001181

Stockholm
Hi-Fi Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax (46) 8-660-2207

ITALY
Notional Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel (39) 583-55-301
Fax. (39) 583-419-115

St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 42 71 OD
Fax: (596) 57 96 39

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376

Valencia
Sete Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor

ISRAEL
HRS Home Entertainment
Tel 972-9-9575-596
Fax: 972-9957-7060

BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax: (047) 322-0305

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat. San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231

SPAIN
National Distributor

NEW ZEALAND
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Nasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
RUSSIA
National Distributor
Moscow
RG Sound
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742
AT Trade
Tel: (310) 271-9191
Fax: (095) 291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (095) 196-9931
Fax: (095) 917-8762
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (095) 233-1442
Fax: (0951 248-3352

Istanbul
RED Musk
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673
UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel 01895 433 803
Fax: 01895 433 801
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625
Berkshire
Audio T
Tel: 01734 585 463
Bury SL Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel: 0131 555 3963
London
Kamla Hifi
Tel: 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel: 0171 403 2255
Milton Keynes
Audio Insight/Technosound
Tel: 01908 604 949
Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel' 0115 958 4404
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel: 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel: 01284 724 337
West Thurrock (Lakeside)
Rayleigh-Dansk
Tel: 01708 680551
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) I
I
-140-689

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
Tel'Fax 6533 42 106
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
1-11 -Fi Excellence
Tel (27) 11-907-9092
Fax (27) 11-907-8399
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA. CALIFORNIA
—Franchised dealer for Naim. Pink Triangle, Quad,
Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rep, Epos, ReVox, JPW,
Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Revolver, Target. Sound
Organisation, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, l3&K, CAL, Creek, EAD. Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem, Vandersteen,
Von Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT PowerWedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEx/Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneami. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III. and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies
P.O. Box 187,
San Anselmo, CA 94979. (415) 457-7878.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read &alias Stereo, 591 King St,
Charlesttm, SC 29403. (843)723-7276.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We buy,
sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400,
or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck,
NY 11363.
GERMAN REBUILT QUAD ESLs ARE HERE!
Attention Quad, Roksan, and Spendor owners!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Roksan, Spendor, and Gradient. ESL/ESL-63 panels,
updates, stands, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mikt. QS&D, 33 McWhirt Loop #108,
Fredendesbre VA 22406. (540) 372-37114re (540) 3723713. E-mail: qsandd@aol.com
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Supero. Products, Inc.,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, &rink
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
website at littp://uninvfarthre.com .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Steriv Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-8637 also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to iryiefartlare.corn, or write to Fanfare FM, Box 455,
NY 14225-0455.

Belo,

ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers,
subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with optional level controls, for bi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure: DeCoursty
Engintering Lab, 11828 W Jtfferson Blvd, Culver City, CA
90230. (310) 397-9668, fax (310) 397-8498,
impchurch@aolsom .
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SIGNAL GUARD RESONANCE-ATTENUATION
PLATFORM. Dimensions, 19" by 16" by 3"; weight,
27 lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation,
14Hz-55kHz, $349. Shannon Dickson's review
upcoming in Stereophile. Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you,
or order factory-direct to open areas. (914) 496-1067
Dealer inquiries invited.

AUDIO ART EST 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300.

BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. /ice Audio
Products, tel. (561) 575-7577, ftvc (561) 575-0302.

WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL Cary, Diapason, JMIab, MS,
ProAc, Townshend, Wilson Benesch, WireWorld,
more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter! Arizona Tube
Audio, (602) 921-9961, www.tubeatidiocom.

ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"Those lucky folks
with really high-end FM tuners should throw away any
lesser antenna.., and install an APS-14 immediately"
— www.wb2vvv.com .APS-14, smaller brother of
APS-9, for attic or rooftop mount and the elegant
indoor FM In-Tenna —the finest FM reception products on the planet. See Stereophile "Recommended
Components," April '98. APS, (860) 643-2733. E-niai!:
arttpeOntplx.net. {44.bsite: www.antennaperjOnnance.com

DIGIFLEX DVD CABLE KIT, featuring the Digillex
Gold I, "...my first choice in adigital cable at any
price." —Corey Greenberg, Stereophile, Vol.16 No.Z
July 1993. And Vidiflex Gold-S professional S-video
cable. Special price for both, $114.95. Also: Plus Series,
analog interconnects, video projector, and speaker
cables, and more. Free catalog from your Canare
source: Sound & Video, (518) 822-8800.

HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance,
low-inductance
design.
Interconnects,
$150/meter pair, speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 4578748 &jive 10pm EST
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mock 1Old
Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
PLACETE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled line-level volume controls arc the most transparent and accurate
available today. 126-step matrix, uses only Vishay S102 premium transistors in all signal paths. Transforms
CD sound. $1000. Also, 3-input remote-controlled passive and full-featured class-A buffered line stage. Any of
these units will transform your good system into something very special. No-risk trial: Once you hear
Vishaylt resistors, you won't have anything less! (208)
342-6141 or (208) 863-1089, Placete@aol.corn

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial,
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with ordec either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophik,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. Online: classifieds@stereophile.com .
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to mn in die January 1999
Stenvphi/e, you must submit it by November 1,
1998. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

liC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C. Denscn,
Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303) 399-5031,
MST

WILSON: Own the WAMM VIS. Exceptionally
transparent and detailed, with fully extended bass.
Sound quality seldom heard, plus the beauty of rare
zebra wood. Excellent condition. Audition in
Scottsdale, AZ Only $39,700. (805) 684-9020.
LINN 'CAIRN PRO (brilliant), mint, ($2495) $1350.
Sal, (800)333-3610.
MAGNANS NEWEST: Signature power cable and
power conditioner... Experience the difference!!
Signature interconnects and speaker cables, Type Vi and
¡I Ii interconnects also available for your listening pleasure.
Tel./fax: (805) 484-9544, e-mail JMagnan904@aolovn ,
wwwrnagnan.wm
KRELL KSA-100S, $2800; Krell KRC-2 preamp,
$1600; both pristine, mint, each with remote and original cartons. (810) 982-1019.
DCS ELGAR 24-bit/I32kHz DAC/preamp. the ultimate digital processor, brand new, ($12,000) $9000;
Jadis JA-100 power amp, brand-new, the best!!!
($17,000) $11,000. (310) 659-7599.
DEMO/TRADE-IN SALE: Our products include
Aerial Acoustics, Audio Research, BAK, CAL, Classé,
Martin-Logan, MIT, NHT, Pioneer Elite, Runco, Sony
ES, SONY XBR, Thiel, Threshold, Wadia. Call for our
list. Champagne Audio, Illinois, (217) 355-8828.
ULTRA-HIGH-END STEREO components at discount prices —FedEx shipping to all points. US and
Canada. Please call for comprehensive product brandname listing and prices on many of today's finest and most
exclusive audio products. Helm Music, hic. (615) 242-2600.
SPENDOR SPI/2 SPEAKERS with stands, $925;
Forté 4A amp, $800; EVS Ultimate Attenuators, $175;
McCormack Micro phono, $325; Krell KSA-5 headphone amp, $750. All 0130. Bill, (254) 395-4566.
WILSON AUDIO WAMM 7 with subwoofers,
$49,000. Station 2001, 14 nu. du Moutier, 78200 Fontenay
Mauvoisin, France. Fax (33) 1 34 76 56 48, e-mail
MIGHg@aol.com
THETA DS PRO PRIME DAC, one owner, excellent
condition, includes box and manual, $400. Call Mike at
(540) 552-0611.
KLIPSCHORNS, OAK, clear/cane cloth, mint,
$2900 + shipping. (978) 343-3128.
STEREOPHILE, January '86 through August '98,
$400 plus shipping. Milt, daytime, (608) 364-7524.
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THIEL CS7s (optional finish), Chario Academy 3Jr.'s,
BAT VK-500, BAT VK-D5, Accuphase DP 75,
Transparent Im digital, various pieces of power-conditioning equipment; all as new with boxes, manuals. etc.
(904) 725-1008.
VANL)ERSTEEN 3 SPEAKERS with Anchor brace
stands and Cardas Quadlink b/w speaker cable, 52300;
upgraded Aur V3 power amp, $2975; Kinergetics KPA2 preamp, $550; Adcom ACE-I5 Enhancer, $100. Call
(908)604-3347 Monday-Friday, 9ans-11ain EST AskJOr Fred.
CARY 300SE MONOBLOCKS, $2500; CAT Signature Mill prcamp, $3200; Thiel CS2 2speakers, $1250;
TARA Gen2 speaker cable, 12', $525. (606) 581-3763.
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 with Master stands,
($2350) $1250; Blue Point Special. ($300) $100; Benz
MC Gold, ($350) $150. Rob, (843) 886-6400.
MEWS MAT 1000 monoblodu, 400W, 4 months
old, ($10,000) $7000 OBO. COD with shipping
deposit, (702) 340-2076.
KRELL KSA-100S, excellent condition, $2500 OBO.
(319) 393-8279.
PASS ALEPH 3amp, 4months old, perfect, box, manual, ($2500) $1450. Grant, (732) 636-2745.
SOLILOQUY 82, bird's-eye maple, ($4700) $2000;
Pass Aleph Os, ($4000) $1600. (505) 983-8237
MEDICAL DOCTORS, PROFESSORS, DENTISTS,
attorneys, executives, entrepreneurs, other professionals:
free monthly newsletter by/for members of your profession. Send name, address, phone, profession:
Pnyessionals Audiophile Nallidie?5,
Michigan
Union, 528 South State #523, Ann Arbor, MI 48104-2421.
TWO GREAT NEW BUY/SELL SERVICES! I)
Transparent Audio Pre-Owned Hotline (33-70%
below retail). 2) King of Konsignment: preowned/demo at great savings. Virtually every high-end
audiophile brand available. Both: (517) 351-0390, WWIlOpm EST Must leave messmy.
TRANSPARENT MUSIC Link Plus, 2m. $195.
Richard, (562) 496-3231, ar321@earthlinknet
SGHT, first 15 issues, mint, $50. (212) 861-6831.
SYMPOSIUM SUPER platform (20" W by 19" D),
$175 with couplers; Symposium standard platform (20"
W by 15" D), $95. Frank, (305) 935-6247 bdOre 10prie
ES7;figconsults@msn.com .
MEWS SHA-GOLD, balanced. new Sovtek, mint,
($2200) $1050. Give (505) 845-5555 days, (505) 8989488 befon 1030pm MST
CABASSE FARELLA 400 speakers. $1250; Adcom
GFA-5200 power amp, $200; Marantz 67SE player,
$275; Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-liox, $150; Kimber
PBJ, RCA, 5.5m, $100. All very low hours, all as new.
(810) 751-4393 &fore 11
pm EST
MARK LEVINSON No31.5 Reference transport,
new, ($9495) $5900; No380S preamp, new, ($6495)
$4250. (212) 308-1941.
AVALON RADIAN HC, ($12,500) $8495; M rr MH850 Shotgun EVO triwirc, ($12,000) $5995. Mint.
Both for $11,995 0130. (219) 831-2984 kfive lOpm
EST
THIEL CS3.6 SPEAKERS, walnut, one owner, never
used, still in boxes, ($4300) $2500. Jim, (253) 474-2318,
Dwight, (253) 471-1129.
ARAGON PALLADIUM monos, $1750; Aragon
Aurum preamp, $700; EAU DSP-7000. $450;
Monarchy No33 DAC/preamp, balanced in/out,
$375. (770) 489-1843.
CONRAD-JOHNSON ART, $9200; EAD 9000
series III DAC, $2903; Audio Matiere Equilibre amp,
$3900. (208) 587-1214.
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS, $1100; Anodyne bassalignment filter for B&W 801 (800-805 via dip switches), fully balanced, $700; Sony CDP-707ESD, $700;
Threshold DAC-I/E, $700; mint condition. jiff (415)
252-9106 or wysltakgeoffity@gene.com.
QUAD ESL-63 midrange panels, one pair, $350 each.
(714) 774-3863, jeon@webnutet
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FUTTERMAN H3 OU AMP, cage, spare tubes,
$800; SOTA Comet turntable, $325. Both like new.
(727) 734-1301, HIGHMU82@vol.cmn.
VMPS AUDIOPHILE SPEAKER. Dealer for entire
speaker line, including the FF 1, FF3, and special ribbon
editions. Ihave the FFI/SRE ribbon system on lurid for
audition on Long Island, New York. My prices arc
absolutely the lowest available. Please call for prices
and/or literature. Bill, (516) 826-3791, Jim (516) 826-5870.
INTERCONNECTS: MIT CVT350, $500; Discovery
Signature, $225; TARA Reference speaker cable. 4', $40;
PolyCrystal isolators, $45; Melos SHA-1, $500; XL0
Signature Digital AES E13U, $225; NEW. LP3 phono,
$250; MF XIOD, $100; Monarch DIP, $100. (344) 6667693,
MESA ENGINEERING Tigris amp with extra tube
set, new in box, $2000; Sound Valves M-40 mono
amps, mint condition, $800/pair, Pass A-75 mono
amps, best offer. (619) 672-9752.
CELLO ENCORE PREAMP, $3250; Theta Gen.I11,
$1250; package with cables, $4000 firm. (402) 5533733.
KRELL KSP-711, $1400; Pass Aleph 3, $1600; Dunlavy
SC-III, oak, $1800. Call (718) 482-7290.
WHISPER AND PACEMAKER, $8500. (773)274-6712.
PASS ALEPH 3amplifier, mint condition, $1800 plus
shipping. (314) 355-2142.
MARK LEVINSON No.36.5 digital processor, mint,
$4000. (860) 347-3590.
CONVERGENT AUDIO SL-1 Signature Mk2 with
phono (black), $3495; Avalon Eclipse, cherry-quilted.
$4500; Jadis Defy-7 Mk.4 with KT90, $3490; Spectral
DMA-90, $1950; Levinson No33H, $14,000; Krell
FPB 300, $5500. All like new with boxes and papers.
Wanted:Jeff Rowland 8Ti. Call 71 as, (516) 321-8969.
HALES CONCEPT 3 speakers, sapcle finish with
grilles, $3200. (704)375-8662 work, (704) 542-2281 home
li&W 802 SII, ex-Jonathan Scull, heavily mixlified, with
North Creek crossovers, Sound Anchors, and bass filters,
$22800; Audio Research 1)200 amp, $1400; Presence
Audio Line Stage One dual-mono tube preamp with
outboard power supply, $1500. (414) 649765.
REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp,
under warranty, ($7895) $4500; Mango 8.8 interconnect, 3m, ($1195) $395; Versalab Wood Block. ($165)
$95; Reference Line silver speaker cable, 5'. ($2200)
$495; TG Audio HSIImproved power cord, ($220)
$135. Call (615) 532-6732 dap, (615) 650-3418 emings,
EST
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRG0s, cherry, like new,
Srimiphde Class A (April '98), 13100; Somas Faber
Electa Amators, matching stands, mint, $2700; ProAc
Response 2s. walnut, matching stands, mint, $1400;
Audio Research VT60 amp, mint. $1000. (919) 5421389, leave message, or lliancar@juno.com .
SMALL SIGNAL TUBE CHECKER (see Stereophile
review, June '94), $549 plus $15 shipping.
Repairs/mods for Moscodes, any OTLs, most other
tube gear. Moscode or tube designs available for
licensed manufacturing. George Kaye Audio Labs, Inc, 8
Broadway Alky,
NY 10016. (212) 779-3713.
SONIC FRONTIERS EQUIPMENT, mint, all black
face, in boxes: SFL-2 Mk.II preamp, $2200; SFL-1
Signature preamp, $1200; SFD-2 Mk.II digital processor, $2400; SET-I CD transport, $1300. Call André,
(450) 227-1140.
LEVINSON No31.5 TRANSPORT, ($9495) $6000;
Claw, DAC 1, ($4000) $2200; Audio Research 1315,
($3000) $2100. All less than 7months old. (309)637-5474.

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/perstuul check.
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

CARY 300 SE Signature, $2950; 98 SLP, $1800; 845
SEI, $6500. (864) 487-4985.
ARAGON 80081111, near mint, $1450 OBO. (505)
867-0778.
ESP CONCERT GRANDS, 6 months, rosewood,
perfect, with crates, $8900; TNT 4without Flywheel,
custom black towers and motor, 53000; Cary 80511
50W SE triodes with 845 switching option, $3800. All
plus shipping. (815) 337-4542, CST
INFINITY IRS REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEM
with all the latest upgrades, rosewood, priced to sell,
$19,000. Set of Goldmund Mimesis 83 stereo amplifiers, $4000 each. Mimesis 4 tuner, $2800. All mint
condition. (732) 389-2512.
NEW 1998 CATALOG! Vacuum-tube preamplifiers
and power-amplifier kits, passive line-stages, phono
stages, power conditioners, and more. DIY componems
from Hovland MusiCaps, MultiCaps, Jensen oils,
&tuber Kap, Solen, Wima, Elisa Cerafines; Caddock,
Holm, Mills, Resista; KR Enterprise, Svetlana, Sovtek,
Western Electric, Cardas, Neutrik, DH Labs, Kimber
Kable, Vampire; Alps, Noble, Grayhill. We also have
enclosures, books, software, and circuits. Order our
200-page catalog: $12 (US/Canada), $18 (international), Visa/MasterCard. Call 1441borne Labs at (303) 4706585, fat (303) 791-5783. E-mail: wlabs@ix.nercont.coin,
website httpl/www.welbonselabs.com .
CARY CD-301, $1500; Meadowlark Kestrel, $750.
Both with warranty. Green Mountain 1)ianiante Mk.I1
speakers, mint, $1500; TARA Reference 2, 3m. XLR.
$200; Master 2, 1.5in, RCA, $225. (801) 272-1259.
AUDIO ARTISTRY BEETHOVENs, mint, Stenvphile
Class A (April '98), ($28,000) $16,500. Ron, (847) 2369114.
VAC RENAISSANCE 30/30 Mk.II Update is now
available. The difference is dramatic! Mk.II to Mk.III,
$859; Mk.I to Mk.III, $1309. VAC also now offers
repair and refurbishing services for Marantz 7, 8B, 9,
and other classic tube equipment. Contact VAC (919)
596-1107
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY VK-5 preamp, excellent condition, low hours, $1800; VK-60
power .unp, excellent condition, low hours, $2800.
(302) 324-8326.
PS AUDIO LAMBDA CD TRANSPORT, factoryupgraded to Mk.II. AES/EBU and RCA out, $900;
Illuminati Orchid digital interconnect,
1.5m,
AES/EBU, $400; Audient Technologies Audit digital
interface, $150; Philips DCC900 digital cassette deck
with 20 blank cassettes, $250; ETA PI) II LV AC
power-distribution module, $100; Purist I)igital Link,
m, BNC, $100; assorted lascrdiscs, perfect condition,
great titles, $15 each. All prices plus shipping. Call (972)
713-9493, !MY Maki»:
AUDIOTRUTH DIAMOND X3. 3m, $1050; XLO
Reference, $100; MIT 330, 21n, $350; Kimber 8TC
biwirc, 10'. $350; EAD-9000 DAC, HDCD Gold,
$3500; EAD-2000T, $1400; Meridian 586, $1150; CAL
Aria Mk.III CD player, $850. (847) 291-7540.
LEVINSON No331, $3495; Krell KAV-300i, $1550;
Theta Data Basic II, $1095; Theta Pro Basic 111a, $1095.
Offers, trades, credit cards. (914) 216-1497
ECHO BUSTERS 1)ecorative Acoustical Treatments!!!
Your mom is acomponent too! Upgrade the only component that works with any equipment —your room!
Absorption, Diffusion, and Bass Control packages tame
acoustical problems attractively! For best results, "Echo
Bust" your room. (888) ECHO-BUST Eclw
Buster@aotcom ,wwworhobusterzcom
AIR TIGHT Alt-2 preamp, Yankee model 72 speakers, FM Acoustics cables, Audio Logic DAC. (973) 7462794.
SAVE ON QUALITY COMPONENTS: B&O,
B&W, Classé, Citation. Conrad-Johnson, 1)ynaudio,
Lexicon, Sunfire, Tandberg, and many other top-end
brands we cannot advertise. 100% satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Hilluest Audio. Sioux Falb, SD,
(800) 373-5523.
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AMPS: ACURUS A200, 4 months, $660; BAT VK200, 4months, 52400; Classé CA ISO, $1500; CA400, 6
months, $3600; Counterpoint Solid 1MA, $600;
Rowland Model 7III, $5000. Preamps: BAT /K-5i. 4
months, $2700; Classé CI'45, $1100; Musical Fidelity
Xtone equalizer, 5150; Onkyo P388F phono, remote,
$525; Promethean Cl) Director, $590. Processors:
Aragon 1)2A, $275; Audio Alchemy DTI, $100; DTI+,
$150; Cambridge Audio Magic 1DAC, $250; Magic 2
11 DAC, $375; Camelot Dragon Pro 2 II, &jitter
enhancement, $975; Uther v2.0, $1950; Meitner
Museatex Melior DIA. $360; Theta TLC with upgrade
supply. $220; Wadia Digimaster 64, AT&T, balanced,
S1.100. Transports: Audio Alchemy 1)1)S Pro, $800;
Camelot Merlin Pro, $1050; EM) T1000, $600; Wadia
8, $1600. Player: Adcom GCI)-575, $180. Analog:
HelMs Amens. toneann, $200; Syrinx l'U3, toneann,
$450; Well Tempered Classic, tonearm, $600. Theater:
AVP4090, DPL/DD/DTS, $1675; Lexicon CPI,
DPL., $275; CPI+, $400; LODI, LD interface, $450;
Maranta AV500, 1)PL, $315; 1)P870, 1)1), $420.
Speakers: Definitive Technology 111'2 dipole surrounds,
stands, $260; KEF Reference Two. $1650; RI)M One,
$600; Mirage M3si, $2000; Paradigm ADI'150 surrounds, $260; Snell Q. $600. Many more items, plus
cables. List available. Condition guaranteed. Trevor, (302)
737-2606, oaks@voirener.com .
PERFECT CONDITION WITH WARRANTY:
Krell KAS II, $9500; KSA-300S, $5100; KSA- 150,
$1800; KSA-250, $2900; FPB 200, $3200; KAV-250p,
$1500; KAV-250a, $2500, KAV-300i, $1900; KAV300ol, $3000. (718) 494-7765.
PURIST AUDIO DOMINUS interconnects and
speaker cable. Rev.I3, 2m, mint condition. $9500. (905)
508-6916.
MARK LEVINSON No23.5 amp, No26S preamp
with phono, excellent condition, sold as pair only,
$7700. (416) 674-2368.

,.

ATTENTION COLLECTORS: 21 original issues of
Sienvphile magazine, from VoI.1 No.l. First certified
$100. Rcv.Phn Parks, 4255 S.1000 E, Upland, IN 46989.
WADIA 2000 (serial #121802-104812), digital volume/remote, most recent $3690 upgrade, ($7450)
$3689; SF Iris 3transport, ($7000) $3900; Bryston 5BST (serial #550030) 3-channel amp, ($2465) $1850;
Infinity IRS V, ($60,000) $23,300; Accuphasc T-109,
($3000) $1925; ARC vroo (serial # 24171005),
($5000) $2300; Cello Audio Palette (EQ) with Master
PS and extras, ($25,215) $15,800; 'Umber PBJ, 1
m,
($78) $45; Transparent Ultra, 8, spades, ($2300) $1250;
PowerWedge 116 Mk.II, 10 outlets, ($669) $385;
Genesis Lens, Stereophik Class A (April '98), small
scratch, ($1800) $979. COD with shipping deposit,
Ventura County, S. California. Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax
(805) 527-9808. E-mail: hellol(/l@aol.com.

Mart

SPECIALX CALL FREE (888)427-.8124 or worldwide email Beroídeal@aol.com :BetWs, )(sells, YBAs, Siltechs,
Brystons, Passes (A5,52595), Gershmans, Golden Tubes,
Pliniuses (SA100, $2495), Akins, JPSes, Tices,
Velodynes, Sonic Frontiers, Fanfare FMs, Metronomes,
Nordosts (SPM, $750/m), Moons, Celestes, Gallos,
Meridians, Jadises, Cabasses, Dynaudios (3.0, $3575),
Celestions, Sonos Fallen, over 100 brands.
TRANSPARENT ULTRA SPEAKER CABLES, 10',
($2895) $750; Transparent Ultra interconnects, balanced, 1.5m, ($1795) $450. Original boxes. (606) 2317366.
THETA MILES CD PLAYER, ($2500) $1650:
Conrad-Johnson PFR preamp, ($2695) $1695;
Conrad-Johnson tube D/A-2b, ($2000) $1000. (818)
994-6048.

ALTEC SPEAKER COMPONENTS—Highly efficient for tube enthusiasts. Two complete sets of current
(1996-98) components for pair of A-7 Voice of the
Theater systems: 515-8G 16" bass drivers, N1285-811
crossover networks, 902-811 high-frequency compression drivers, and 511 -B high-frequency horns. Also:
model 19s and construction details for A-7 enclosures.
(770) 992-0653, Inns. message.

ACCUPHASE DP-65 CD, $2800; P-550, 275W,
($9000) $4300; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, ($4700) $1700;
ProAc 3.5 in burr oak, mint, ($9000) $4600; Rowland
5, $2500; McIntosh MC-2500, $2100; VTL MB225t
Signature monos, ($6000) $2800; Green Mountain
Imargo, cherry, ($9000) $3800; Coda 10, ($2800)
$1200; Forsell AirForce 1turntable, ($23,000) $7800;
Counterpoint Natural Progression monos, ($9000)
$3800; SA20, $995; VAC PA-90C1, balanced, ($7500)
$3200; Transparent Super interconnect, XLR, 1in,
$430; 1.5m, $460; Purist Maximus, Rev.13, 3m, XLR,
new, ($1050) 5490. (909) 627-3869.

ALTIS REFERENCE DAC and transport, latest,
($10,000) $4600; Lanun M1.1 monoblocks, ($16,400)
$9800. (408) 484-9577

KRELL SBP64X D/A, absolutely mint, $2000; Purist
Audio Design Dominus Digital, lm, $800; Dominus
AC power cord, 1.5m, $950. (703) 519-5670.

MUSICAL FIDELITY: A2, $400; X-I)AC HDCI),
$31)0. Ruark Tcmplars, $625. AudMQuest Midnight
biwirc, 6', $150; Clear, $200. (908) 654-5750, EST

CONDOR SC7 top-rated bookshelf speakers, rosewood, Boundfor Sound 1998 "Speaker of the Year" plus
"Component of Exceptional Merit," mint, with warranty, ($2400) $1200. Harmonic Precision Echelon,
top-rated floorstanding speakers, black ash, Bound for
Sound 1996 "Component of Exceptional Merit," mint,
($2000) $1000. Adam, (212) 362-1613.

ENTIRE SURROUND-SOUNI) SYSTEM of separate components, too numerous to list. Send SASE: 28
Shan Lane, Wesley Hill., NY 10977

CARY 300SE Signature Western tubes, latest, $3150;
805C, latest, $5900; Pass Aleph 1.2, $8300; Aleph P,
remote, $2800; Aleph 5, $2600; Komuro 845SE,
.S-151/0. (801) 226-1018.
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Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need to Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Source Code: SF98W

How to Get Your FREE copy Of the High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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Established in 1980, Audio Advisor, Inc., is the world's
largest seller of high-end audio products by direct mail.
\
ddress: 4549 Danvers Drive S.E. Kentwood, MI 48512
Phone: 616-9756100 Fax: 616-975-6110
Copyright 1996 Audio Advisor. Inc.
httpWwww.audioadvisoncom
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STEREOPHILE BACK ISSUES! Vol.9 through
VoI21, in great condition and complete, minus 2issues.
$250 for all. Compare at over $760 if ordered from
Stereophile. Contact starrdan@epix.net
WADIA 20 CD TRANSPORT, ($4500) $3000 OBOE.
(972) 681-0821.
AVALON AVATAR, 6months old, $3695. (630) 2939409

CDs, LPs, Tapes
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock,
alternative,
audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASD).
150,000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
Excharee, 20 Tulane S,, Princeton, NJ 08542, USA. (609)
921-0881, http://wunv.pnwsom
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OTook P.O. Box 138, Beanie, NY 12409, tel. (914) 6793396, fax (914) 679-9832.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triartial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tammy, Leak, Marantz, Western
Electric. etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Coldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
AUDIO RESEARCH and Maranta tube equipment,
Sequem tuners. Top prices paid. (818) 241-3344, fax
(818) 242-4433.
MOBILE FIDELITY AUDIOPHILE, Japanese LPs,
boxed sets and UHQRs, mint condition or sealed. (416)
488-0153 evenings, fax (416) 485-5337
WISH TO PURCHASE two pairs of Polk Audio
SDA SRS. Robert, tel. (520) 366-5769, fax (520) 3660406.
TURNTABLES, TUBE EQUIPMENT, (612) 8694963.

RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone
and fax numbers, e-mail and WWV/ addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid
with order. MasterCard, Visa, or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stinophik Classified Ad Department,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the
first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to mn in the January 1999 Stereophile, you must submit it with payment by
November 1, 1998. Ad material that reaches us alter deadline will appear in the next available issue. No
refunds. If you have questions, call Steve at (505) 982-1411, ext. 520.
for

CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Hannan/Kardon. Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stem
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old Ibrk Road,Jeitleintown,
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650,fax (215) 886-2171. Wisite
male 141141q5/0.COM. E-mail: tao@tsto.cont
NAIM FLATCAP, HI-CAP, SUPER-CAP, Klipsch
KV2; PSB Stratus Gold; reasonable. (972) 416-2503.
CHASSIS ONLY for Carver Silver Seven tube amps
and Carver Model One tube preamp. Will trade my
Carver Silver 9t amps for chassis, but will not sell for
cash. relvan@unisencone
REEL TAPES — two-track only. Buy or trade from
large collection. David Yates, Box 601, Salem, IL 62881,
(618) 548-5912 mask's, fax (618) 548-0323.

Employment

Audio Mart Order Form

0 Enclosed is payment in the amount of S

OLD, NEW McIntosh, JBL, Maranta, ElectroVoice,
Jensen, Linn, Levinson, Krell, Cello, Wadia, Classé,
Alón, EMT, Ortofon, SME, ESL tonearrns, Altec,
Dynaco, ARC tubes, etc. Maury C.orb, (713) 728-4343,
fax (713)723-1301.

SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY arca. Fax résumé to
(973) 334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343, x300.

words.

7 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

aIprefer to pay by

7 Visa 7 MasterCard
Exp. date

My card 41 is
Signature
Please mn my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

0 General

0 CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or prinr, attach separate sheet if necessary):

TUBES •PARTS •BOOKS •SUPPLIES
Call, fax or e-mail for our free
60 page catalog of vintage
tubes, hard to find parts,
books and supplies. It's just
what you need to build new or
repair classis tube audio
equipment.
(602) 820-5411•Fax (800) 706-6789
e-mail infotalubesimdmore.rom
veurw.tube•andmore.com

Name

Company

Street
State
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ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY'

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

—

1tette

UlkerfIC POMMY..

6221 S. Maple Ave •Tempe. AZ 85283
—
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Advertiser
Advertising published in Stereopille is accepted on the premise
that the merdiandise and services
as offered are accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader
encounters noncompliance with
these standards, please write Nelson &Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
Acoustic Image
176
Acoustic Sciences
116
Acoustic Sounds
144
Adcom
12
Advanced Audio
Technologies
98
Ambrosia Audio
184
Analog Shop
148
Anthem
36
Antique Electronic Supply
200
Antique Sound USA
120
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75
Arcam
76
ARS Electronics
180
Audience
57
Audio Advancements.. 193
Audio Advisor120, 130, 199
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182
Audio Connection
182
Audiolab Stereo &
Video Center
174

Audio Magic
120
Audio Nexus
174
Audio Outlet
164
Audio Plus (1Mlab)
14
Audio Power Industries 114
AudioQuest
204
Audio Solutions
193
Audio Trading Times
153
Audio-Video Logic 188, 192
AudioWaves
163
Avance
96
AXISS Distribution
96
B&W Loudspeakers
25, 27, 29
Balanced Audio Technology
56
Billy Bags
114
Blue Circle Audio
188
Cable Company
140
Cary Audio
4-5
Chesky Records
184
Classé Audio
58
Classic Records
124
Conrad-Johnson
10
CSA Audio
180
David Lewis Audio.
154
David Lucas
65
D-Lin Audio
188
dCS
100
Dynaudio
46
Electrocompaniet
60
Elusive Disc .102, 120, 172
Every CD
96
Fairport Soundworks. 193
Freehold Stereo Video 170
Front Row Center
176
Gallo Acoustics
82

Index

Genesis Technologies .. 42
Gershman Acoustics
139
Hales Design Group.
38
Hawkeye Audio
192
HeadRoom
90-91
HCM
152
Hi -Fi Farm
111
Holm Audio
170
Impact Technology
116
Innovative Audio
86
Joseph Audio
57
JPS Labs
104
JS Audio
158
KEF Electronics
32
Kimber Kable
44
LAI International
139
Legacy Audio
126
Listening Room
166
Lyle Cartridges
53
Magnepan
112
Magnum Dynalab
51
Marantz
78
Martin-Logan
62
McCormack
100
McIntosh
68
Mirage
50
Mobile Fidelity
122
Music Direct
138
NAD
34
Needle Doctor
156
NetFlix
49
New Age Audio
160
Nordost
98
Nova Audio
114
Overture .... 133, 135, 137
Paradigm
8
Parasound
92

Park Avenue Audio
168
Parts Connection
186
Parts Express
192
Pass Laboratories
104
Per Madsen Design
195
Phase Technology
51
Polk Audio
54
ProAc
84
Proceed (Madrigal)
18
PSB
22
Reference Audio Video 186
Revel
30
Rotel
17
Sennheiser
72
Sound by Singer ..... 80-81
Sound City
142
Sound Connections
116
Soundex
162
Sound Images
188
Stereo Exchange
150
Straight Wire
2
String Letter Publishing 195
Synergistic
92
Tact Audio
40
Tannoy
110
TARA Labs
70
Thiel
52
Tice Audio
111
Toys From the Attic
186
Velodyne
88
VIL
112
Wadia
203
Western Electric
51
Woodbridge
146
Yakov Aronov Audio. 20-21
Z-Systems
110

Manufacturers'
continued from page 193
blind test.) It seems that, like good speaker
cable and interconnect, we can perceive
these improvements but are still unable to
measure aquantifiable difference.
Third, and unmentioned in the review,
the PowerPRO 20 incorporates ahighly
regulated power transformer. Advanced
computer modeling and special core
materials produce an unusually stiff AC
source for the system. This stiffiiess acts a
little like ahigh-current AC storage battery for short-terni current demands from
the power amplifier. For brief dynamicburst demands, it is actually stiffer (less
sag) than the wall socket that feeds it! The
effect is called inductive storage. Power
amplifiers will have more dynamic contrast and clarity during robust passages,
and Wes heard just that. It made the cymbal crash in the final movement of
Mahler's First cleaner and clearer —so
Stereophile, November 1998

much so, in fact, that he says it "startled"
him. Further, he says that, "...listening
through the PowerPRO 20, Ifelt far more
bound to the music." This is likely due to
acombination of the core current-storage
effect, the balanced AC power, and our
"brick-wall" reduction of RF interference
in the AC line.
In closing, we designed the PowerPRO
20 for audio systems and amplifiers with
large current demands. Our new
PowerPRO 10 ($1095) offers the same
sonic benefits and safety advantages as the
PowerPRO 20, but is designed for smaller, more modest systems —receivers and
separates-based systems of about 300W
total output or less.
To address Wes's concerns about whether
the improvements will be audible in a
given system: most of our dealers will sell
the unit on a time-limited money-back
guarantee basis. Try it for yourself. Or, if
no dealer is in your area, call our factory at

Comments

(800) 395-1222 to arrange for afree home
audition of this seminal product.
Thanks again, Wes Phillips and Stereophile, for providing such an excellent
forum on high-resolution high fidelity.
Eric Abraham
President & Chief Designer, Cittepro
Erratum
In Brian Damkroger's report from HI-FI
'98 (September '98, pp.85-89), a paragraph consistently referred to the electronics produced by a company called
Legend. Unfortunately, he had meant to
say Legacy, who also make loudspeakers.
Our apologies to both Legacy and to
Legend for this error. Details on Legacy's
new amplifier range, which was designed
in conjunction with Coda's Eric Lauchli,
can be obtained from Legacy Audio,
3023 E. Sangamon Avenue, Springfield,
IL 62702. Tel: (800) 283-4644.
—JA
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he future of two-channel audio as
an industry is teed up in "As We See
It" by our colleague Art Dudley of
Listener. The New York Tintes article he references troubled many in the High End:
partially because they didn't see how some
of the sources quoted could have said the
things they did, portraying our industry as
almost following the path of eight-track;
but mostly because the article reflected
predominant opinion from knowledgeable
insiders at industry conferences over the
past two years.
Two-channel audio has been moderately declining over the past couple of
years, as we've mentioned in these pages.
How bad's the decline? Very hard to tell.
Most companies won't give you their real
figures, and most have no way of separating their two-channel business from their
home-theater business. Based on purely
anecdotal, but widespread, evidence, I'd
say the decline is more moderate than
severe. The best companies are actually up
in their two-channel business, and most
retailers, when pressed, will admit that
two-channel is actually pretty good business (with growth in some areas) —it just
isn't their big growth area.
- Two-channel is also the area whose last
major technical leap forward — Michael
Fremer would say backward — happened
16 years ago, with the introduction of Cll.
In that same period, home theater has had
Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital (also
known as AC-3), radically lowered prices
in big-screen TVs, DTS (to whatever
degree it can be seen to make adifference,
given its lack of software visibility), DVD,
and now HDTV.
In away, it's surprising that two-channel has survived at all, but look what drives
it. Not audiophiles — hi-fi manufacturers
tell me that only 25% of their buyers read
any magazine about audio, much less
Stereophile— but music. The music industry
is radically bigger than it used to be, and
looks like it will be jumping another
10-12% this year, according to RIAA figures.
And, even though the $34,000 amplifiers and $70,000 speakers get all the
attention, the High End has really been
driven forward by extraordinarily better
sound quality offered for less money than
ever before. It used to be that only tweaky
high-enders cared about sound quality;
now everyone does.
Art Dudley asks why the Academy
Advancing High Performance Audio and
Video hasn't been doing more to address
202
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our sad state of affairs in the public's mind.
It's what the Beef Growers, the Milk
Association, and the Coffee Growers all
do — why can't AAHPAV do the same?
Good question — we'll give the Academy
achance to respond next month. In the
meantime, here arc some of my thoughts.
The short answer: money. All the
money spent by high-end companies on
advertising wouldn't equal 10% of what
those organizations spend to generically

key way to focus attention on the industry.
That was eight and ahalf years ago.
Partially as a result of the Academy's
efforts, CEMA and CES pay alot more
attention to high-end audio than they used
to (though their own High End Audio
Subdivision has played abigger role than
has the Academy). The high-end industry
has grown substantially, no matter how
you measure it, and its products arc both
better absolutely and better value — but
promote their product categories.
this is almost exclusively due to the efforts
of individual companies, not the efforts of
any trade organization.
The Academy has been
The Academy has attempted some of its
nonaward missions, but only halfheartedly.
making progress on a
The awards have graduated from every
new front: increasing the
two years to annual, with little apparent
impact on the recipients. As atrade organiprofessionalism of High
zation, few, whether in it or not, would
give the Academy better than aC.
End retail representatives.
Oddly, given Art Dudley's criticisms,
the Academy has been making progress
on anew front: increasing the professionThe long answer is abit more complialism and skill level of high-end's retail
cated. AAHPAV was born in 1988, when
representatives. Its sponsorship of Trade
Harry Pearson commissioned Karen
Days at HI-Fl '98 consisted simply of
Sumner (Transparent), Kathy Gornik
putting on the Music and Film Seminar
(Thiel), Joyce Fleming (ex-McCormack),
Series — and it was ahuge hit.
and Wendell Diller (Magnepan) to form an
Thanks to the Herculean efforts of a
organization to further the aims of highhandful of people, the Academy's efforts
end audio. They settled on the name —
to deliver benefits additional to the awards
after enormous faction debates, mind
arc just beginning to bear fruit. Does this
you — and Steve Watkinson (see below)
mean the group will now take off, helping
wrote up the articles of organization. The
the industry to push forward just as DVDfirst board meeting took place in 1990 at
Audio comes into reality? Will the
Stertvphiles High-End Hi-Fi Show at New
Academy enlist the support of abroad
York's Yenta Hotel (now the Hotel
base of its members, not just afew? Will
Pennsylvania).
their efforts at rapprochement and coopIwas aboard member. From the very
eration with CEMA herald anew era?
beginning there was debate about the
We'll see.
Academy's mission. Several of us were all
On amore somber note, I'd like to
for industry activism: seminars to help
comment briefly on this issue's "Industry
members, workshops on business manageUpdate" note on Stephen W. Watkinson's
ment, active liaison with CEMA (then
death, of aheart attack, at the age of 46.
called CEG) —in general, improvement
Steve was this magazine's key legal advisor
of the members' skills and professionalism.
in numerous affairs, both financial and
Other board members wished to emphalegal. He represented John Atkinson and
size the awards. At the time there were no
me in the sale to Petersen Publishing.
awards given to high-end companies in the
Steve was an advocate in the best sense.
US, and that board faction saw awards as a Jokes about lawyers arc all the rage — and
lawyers retail them with as much enthusiasm as anyone — but Steve was the best
u 1998 by litany, Publishing Gnospeny I-1_C-144.21
kind of lawyer: he represented your interNell, NSMNIIIINT 190.8 Issue N Mr 226. Stereophile
(ISSN #0585-2.544) bpublishal inonihly $29.94 per ear
ests ardently; he kept you out of trouble;
lei US residents, by liven, 11‘blishine Company. I-1-C,
and he brokered agreements that were fair
.6420 ilWthr lUid, Los Aigries, CA W/48.
to both sides.
MigKe paid .st les Angeles, CA Ind athlinginil
ellige.
Glued; aid GS-1:ng. no R12468-3855. 181g1711ASIER:
He was aclose friend. His departure
Soul address thane ti Sterropilik,
lio.v 53117, lienoldhT,
leaves ahuge vacancy. We will miss him
CO 80322-3117
Printed in the U.S.A.
keenly.
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Wadia Compact Disc Players are an ideal purchase for people interested in compatibility with
new high-resolution formats. They offer great performance with your collection of Compact
Discs, and compatibility with future formats.
To get the best from Compact Discs, Wadia CD Players use transport technology that is the
result of over ten years of refinement and optimization specifically for Compact Discs. With
features like ClockLink and full disc clamping, these transports play CD's better than any DVD
transport will in the foreseeable future. How much do you have invested in your collection of
Compact Discs? As long as you are interested in getting the most music from them, you need a
Wadia transport.
What about new formats? Wadia CD Players feature upgradeable digital-to-analog circuit
boards and modular digital input boards. As a result, Wadia can introduce cost-effective
upgrades to allow these CD players to receive and decode any of the proposed new formats.
Wadia has areputation for building the best digital in the business. The Wadia 860, 850, and
830 Compact Disc Players are the latest additions to this legacy: they offer the best performance
now, and compatibility with the future.

Wadia Digital
Tel 715-426-5900

ài

624 Troy Street, River Falls, WI 54022
http://www.wadia.com Fax 715-426-5665

Alvin Queen -Bennie Wallace
"The Old Songs" sessions, January'93
(AQ 1017)

AudioQuest connects you to the music.
When Alvin Queen pours his heart into the music, you want to hear and feel
every bit of his performance.Whether used in the studio or in the home,
AudioQuest and AudioTruth cables are designed to allow the beauty and
passion of the music to emerge unscathed.
If you would like to know why AudioQuest cables and recordings sound so
good, please call for our "Cable Design" booklet.This illustrated piece discusses
basic truths of audio/video system interaction and the specific challenges of
good cable design.
Visit your AudioQuest or AudioTruth dealer and experience the music.
JoeLeaa

audioquest

ntn.
P.O. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
Tel 949-498.2770 Fax: 949-498.5112 e-mail: aq@audioquest.com

